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No. 1.— Studies from the Newjiort Marine Laboratory. Commu-
nicated by Alexander Agassiz.

XLI.

On Dactylometra.

By Alexander Agassiz and Alfred Goldsborough Mayer,

The genus Dactylometra belongs to the Pelagidae. At the present

time there are four genera of this family known, and they may be dis-

tinguished as follows :
—

(1)
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sub-umbrella floor of the ocular lappets ; for even iu very large medusae

the ocular lappets exhibit only a slight notch, as is seen in oc, oc, Fig-

ure 6, and in Figure 2G, Plate X., and only in a very few of the largest

and most mature medus?e do we find the ocular lappets divided so that

the tertiary tentacles arise from the cleft. This latter condition is shown

in Figure 19, Plate IX. It is interesting to notice that these tertiary

tentacles do not make their appearance until the medusa is almost

mature, when the bell has attained a diameter of 130 mm., and even

then many of them fail to develop into anything more than mere fila-

ments of very short length, such as are shown in Figure 4, Plate IV.,

and Figure 27, Plate IX. Indeed they never grow to a greater length

than is seen in Figure 6, which represents their condition in a medusa

measuring 190 mm. across the disk. These rudimentary tentacles stand

in striking contrast with the primary and secondary ones, which, when

fully extended, attain a length of from three to four times the diameter

of the disk.

In common with all other Pelagid^, there are eight marginal sense

organs in Dactyloraetra ; four of these occupy the primary, and four the

secondary radii. They are set into little niches in the edge of the bell,

and project downwards from the oral surface. Figure 7, Plate VII.,

represents the sense organ as seen from the oral side, and Figure 8 is a

somewhat diagrammatic longitudinal section, showing the so called

"olfactory pit" (opt), which projects downwards from the upper surface

of the bell just above the region of the sense organ. As was long ago

pointed out by L. Agassiz, these sense organs are morphologically noth-

ing more than little hollow tentacles, the entoderm of which contains

a mass of otolythic concretions (con, Figs. 7, 8, and 9).

The mouth opening (M, Figs. G, 31, Plates VI., IX.) is cruciform,

and occupies the centre of the oral surface of the disk. It is surrounded

by four oral fringes, or palps, which occupy the secondary radii, and

when fully expanded attain a lengtli of about three or four times the

diameter of the disk itself. Fcwkcs ^ is mistaken in stating that the

oral appendages are " of hoo kinds, four of which are quite long, floating

gracefully along after the medusa as it swims in the water. The re-

maining oral appendages being shorter, more ruffled, and confined to the

immediate vicinity of the mouth." He was evidently deceived by

observing a j)eculiar state of contraction of the oral fringes, for their

shape is constantly changing. Sometimes one sees them as beautifully

» FcwkoP.J. W., 1H81 ; Stu.lirs of the Jolly Fislies of Narragansett Bay, p. 173

Bull. Mu8. Comp. Zoi.l., Vol, VIII. pp. 142-182, 10 IMafos.
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fimbricated pennants trailing in long graceful curves far behind the

medusa, and at other times they are drawn up into a shapeless mass

about the medusa's mouth. A view of the free extremity of one of the

oral fringes is given in Figure 30, Plate XI. ; and a good idea of their

general structure and appearance may be obtained from Figures 1, 2, and

4. Small wart-like protuberances (Fig. 29, Plate XL) are found scat-

tered thickly over the outer surface of the oral fringes; they consist of

clusters of nematocysts and red colored pigment granules.

The plan of the stomach is represented in Figure 15, Plate YIII. It

occupies a large space in the midst of the umbrella, and consists of a

wide central cavity from which radiate outwards, sixteen simple pockets

(r, ?•', r, r' , etc.). These pockets are separated from one another by

sixteen radiating partitions or septa) (rp, Figs. G, 15, and 33), which

join the upper and lower walls of the umbrella together. These radial

partitions contain numerous muscle fibres, by the contraction of which

the rhythmical movements of the bell are produced. From an inspec-

tion of Figure 15 it will be seen that eight of the pockets (r, r, r) of

the stomach lead out into the sense organs, and that the eight others

(;•', /, /) lead out into the tentacles ; indeed, the tentacles are hollow

throughout almost their entire length, and their entoderm is ciliated

exactly as is that of the stomach itself.

The genital products are contained in four radially situated infold-

ings of the oral wall of the stomach, and their position is marked upon

the oral floor of the disk itself by the four deeply sunken sub-genital

pits {gpt, Figs. 6, 14, 17, 18, 23, and 25). Figures 14 and 23 are

somewhat diagrammatic sections of the medusa, intended to show the

manner in which tlie genital organs fold inwards into the cavity of the

stomach. Figure 14, Plate VIII., represents a section through the centre

of the sub-genital pit and the pocket of the stomach ; while the section

represented in Figure 23, Plate X., passes through the edge of the sub-

genital pit, and through the centre of one of the septal partitions. A
view looking down upon one of the genital organs, the exumbrella being

removed, is given in Figure 17, Plato IX. In tliis figure part of the gen-

ital epithelium is represented as torn away in order to show the opening

of the sub-genital pit {gpt) lying below. It will be seen from an in-

spection of Figures 14, 16, 17, and 23 that the genital organs are fur-

nished with numerous gastric cirri {gc) which project inwards into the

cavity of the stomach. A view looking down upon the surface of the

ovary is given in Figure 34, Plate XL, where we see the immature eggs

of various sizes attached by peduncles to the ovarian wall. A section of
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one of these immature eggs, drawn from a specimen killed in Flemming's

fluid and stained in Kleinenberg's hfcraatoxyliu, is given in Figure 11,

Plate VII. The protoplasm is finely granular, the nucleus large and

vesicular, and the nucleolus contains about half a dozen deeply staining

highly refractive granules. Figures 12 and 13, Plate VII., represent

young scyphostomse, one of which possesses two and the other four

tentacles. The older one is 1.5 mm. in height.

The medusa is provided with two well diflferentiated sets of radially

arranged muscle fibres. The principal set is found in the septse of the

oral surface of the disk (mso, Figs. 6 and 33, Plates VI. and XI.),

and the other set is found in the exumbrella me, me', Fig. G, and also

Figs. 2-4), and alternates in position with the set in the oral septse ; so

that there are sixteen radial strands of muscle fibres in the sub-umbrella

alternating with sixteen strands in the exumbrella. It will be seen that

of the sixteen exumbrella muscle strands, eight (me, Fig. 6) go to the

sense organs, and eight (me') to the primary tentacles.

Clusters of nematocysts are found in the numerous wart-like pro-

tuberances (Figs. 24 and 29, Plates X. and XI.) which are thickly

scattered over the exumbrella surface of the disk, the palps, and the

tentacles. These protuberances are thickly clustered near the centre

of the disk, where they appear as little hemispherical projections above

the general surface ; near the outer edges of the disk, however, they are

elongate irf shape, and at the extreme edge they are again hemispherical

(see Figs. 19, 26, 28, and 32). If a weak solution of picric acid

in 50% alcohol is allowed to permeate the sea water in which the

medusa is living the nematocysts are exploded with great energy.

Ordinarily they then present the appearance shown in Figure 21, Plate

IX., but occasionally one finds one resembling that shown in Figure 22,

where the main shaft of the thread is tightly coiled in a right-handed

helix, and a small ellipsoidal mass of protoplasm (p) is borne upon the

free extremity. It is very difficult to imagine how such a thread could

be turned outward in the ordinary manner, and it is probable that the

extreme stimulation caused by the picric acid produced an abnormal

discharge of tlie nematocysts. The nematocysts which exhibited this

peculiar structure were invariably immature in development, and were

only about one tenth as numerous as the ordinary normal ones.

An idea of the color of the medusa may be obtained from Plates II.

and III. In some individuals the general color of the disk is yellowish

with a bluisli opalescence, while in others it is decidedly pinkish ; and it

is interesting to notice that wlicn the pinkish ones have boon confined in
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an aquarium for a few days they lose their bright color and fade into a

dull yellow. Indeed, if the medusa be kept in an aquarium without

food for about six weeks, its disk shrinks to about one eighth of its

former diameter, and all color fades away until it becomes transparent.

The aboral surface of the disk is thickly sprinkled over with light ochre-

yellow spots, caused by protuberances bearing masses of nettling cells

;

and in addition to these there are sixteen radially arranged regions of

reddish brown spots, lying just above the radial septae of the stomach

(see Figs. 2, 3, and 5). These reddish regions usually extend for about

half way from the periphery of the disk towards the centre, and a closer

examination shows that they are caused by highly refractive rosin

colored pigment granules which are contained in the protoplasm of the

epithelial cells of the disk (see Fig. 20, Plate IX.). In this respect

indeed, according to McKendrick,^ they are similar to the red pigment

spots of Chrysaora. The male genital organs are usually decidedly pink

in color, wliile the ovaries are often yellowish, or ashy gray. The bands

of muscles in the radial septae are of a glistening white. The ectoderm

of the tentacles is ochre-yellow, and the entoderm is often pink. The

oral fringes are often yellowish, with a delicate shade of opalescent blue

in certain lights. In other individuals, however, they are of a delicate

shade of pink, and they are always sprinkled over with red colored

pigment spots similar to those of the aboral surface of the disk. The

marginal sense organs are usually white in color.

The habits of this medusa have already been described by A. Agassiz,^

who says :
" It is somewhat strange that almost all of the Medusae which

have been observed were found in the brightest sunshine only, or in very

dark nights. Early in the morning, and until about ten o'clock, even

on clear days, medusae do not make their appearance, while from eleven

until one or two o'clock they can be caught in abundance. After this

time they disappear gradually, and late in the afternoon it is rare to see

a single jelly-fish. Between nine and ten o'clock they come to the sur-

face again ; and that hour, in fact, is one of the most favorable for col-

lecting, in spite of the darkness." When the medusae are confined in

the stale water of an aquarium tliey often assume the position shown in

Plate v., where the disk is flattened out to an extreme degree, the palps

are spread out over the floor of the aquarium, and the tentacles droop

listlessly downward. In this position the medusa often remains

1 McKenilric'k, J. G. : Coloring Matter of Medusae. Journ. of Anat. and Physiol.,

1881, Vol. XV. pp. 2(51-204.

2 North Am. Acal, 1865, p. 49.
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motionless for a long time, and one is almost forced to compare it with

a round flat table supported upon numerous legs.

This medusa makes its appearance on the southern coast of New Eng-

land at about the first of August. The diameter of the disk is then

about 50 mm., and there are only three tentacles between each succes-

sive pair of eye spots, so that it might well he mistaken for a Chrysaora,

were one unacquainted with its future development. The medusae

increase both in size and numbers until about the middle of Septem-

ber, after which time they begin to disappear, although a few may still

be found as late as the middle of October. The diameter of the disk of

the full grown medusse is often as great as 250 mm. In conmion with

many other Discophorae this species seems to prefer the relatively im-

pure water of bays and narrow estuaries. It is very common in the

upper reaches of Narragansett Bay near Tiverton, while in the relatively

purer water of the lower bay it is generally rarer.

The medusa has also been found at Nantucket (Desor) ; Naushon

(A. Agassiz) ; Bermudas (A. S. Bickmore) ; between the Bermudas and

the Azores (J. Drayton) ; and a well marked southern variety from Beau-

fort, North Carolina (W. K. Brooks).

Two species of fish have been found to accompany this medusa ; one

of these is a Clupeoid, and the other is the young of the common

Butterfish (Stromateus triacanthus). These fish constantly crowd about

the medusa, and so persistent are they in following the jelly-fish that

they often allow themselves to be dipped up in the net along with their

companion.

The relations between the fish and the medusa, however, are far from

symbiotic, for the fish gorge themselves with fragments of the tentacles

and oral fringes, which they tear off from time to time. The medusa, on

the other hand, is not wholly unavenged, for every now and then it suc-

ceeds in stinging to death and devouring one of its persecutors. The

fish which po-ssess this curious habit are rarely more than an inch in

length.

An interesting abnormal specimen of Dactylometra quinqnecirra was

found at Tiverton, Rhode Island, in September, 1896. In this individ-

ual there were three oral fringes, six genital organs and sub-genital pits,

twelve marginal sense organs, forty-eiglit marginal lappets, and thirty-

six tentacles (three between each successive pair of marginal sense

organs).
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Dactylometra lactea L. Agassiz.

Plates XII. and XIII., and Fig. 10, Plate VII.

Chrysaora lactea F. Eschscholtz, 1829 ; Syst. der Acal., p. 81, Taf. VII. Fig. 3.

Dactylometra lactea L. Agassiz, 1862; Cont. Nat. Hist, of U. S., Vol. IV. pp.

125, 126, and 166.

Dactylometra lactea E. Haeckei, 1879 ; Das Syst. der Medusen, p. 517.

Dactylometra lactea R. von Lendenfeld, 1884 ; Froc. Linnean Soc. New South

Wales, Vol. IX. p. 271.

Dactylometra lactea is the type species of the genus Dactylometra,

which was established by L. Agassiz.^

We shall coufine ourselves to describing the differences which exist be-

tween this species and its near ally D. quinquecirra. Figure 35, Plate

XII., shows a young Dactylometra lactea in the stage where there are

hat four lappets, and five tentacles between each successive pair of sense

organs. In the mature individual (Fig. 36, Plate XIII.), on the other

hand, there are six lappets and five tentacles between each two sense

organs. The tentacles of the mature individuals arise from the notches

between the lappets. The primary tentacles when expanded may stretch

out to a length of from two to three times the diameter of the bell. The

secondary tentacles, however, are only about one half, and the tertiary

about one quarter, as long as the primary ones.

The general color of the medusa is a milky white ; and the bell is

sprinkled over with light ochre-yellow spots, which are clustered thickly

about the aboral pole. The genital organs are slightly yellowish, and

a faint purplish iridescence is seen playing over the palps. The sense

organs are of a brilliant white. A view of one of these sense organs as

seen from the under side of the bell is given in Figure 10, Plate VII.

Our figures were drawn from life, from specimens obtained in Havana

harbor, Cuba, on February 22, 1893, while on the expedition to the

Bahamas in the yacht "Wild Duck."

It is probable that this medusa is the species found by Eschscholtz in

the Bay of Rio Janeiro, Brazil.

The habits of this medusa are I'emarkable for their extreme regularity
;

during the morning hours not one of them is to be found, while at about

four o'clock in the afternoon they suddenly appear in large numbers,

and remain swimming near the surface until long after nightfall. One

1 Cont. Nat. Hist, of U. S.. 1862, Vol. IV. p. 125.
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cannot but wonder how these creatures can live, and thrive, in the dis-

gustingly impure water of Havana harbor. It is, however, well known

that the Discophorse in general seem to prefer the relatively impui*e

waters of bays to that of the open ocean. Dactylometra lactea is much

smaller than its northern ally, D. quinquecirra. Fully developed speci-

mens measure only 65 mm. across the disk, while the young individual

figured upon Plate IX. was only 40 mm. in diameter.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

PLATE I.

Fig. 1. Dactylometra quinquecirra, from a photograph.

PLATE II.

Fig. 2. Side view of Dactylometra quinquecirra, | natural size. Specimen found

at Tiverton, Rhode Island.

PLATE m.

Fig. 3. Aboral view of a mature male Dactylometra quinquecirra, measuring

190 mm. in diameter. Tiverton, Rhode Island.

PLATE IV.

Fig. 4. Oral view of Dactylometra quinquecirra. One of tlie oral fringes is cut

away in order to expose to view one of the sub-genital pits (see r/pt.

Figs. 5, 13, 16, 17, 22, and 24). From a specimen found at Tivertou,

Rhode Island, measuring 180 mm. in diameter.

PLATE V.

Fig. 5. Side view of a Dactylometra quinquecirra which has been confined for

a considerable length of time in the stale water of an aquarium. The

bell is greatly flattened and expanded, and the oral fringes and ten-

tacles lie spread out over the aquarium floor. The specimen here

represented is in the " Ciirysaora " stage of development ; i. e. there

are only three tentacles, and four lappets between each successive pair

of sense organs.

PLATE VI.

Fig. 6. Oral view of an octant of the disk of a mature Dactylometra quinquecirra ;

natural size. The oral fringes are cut off in order to show the shape of

the moutli opening (^1/); <jen, genital organs; (ii>t, sub-genital pit; mi-

and me, muscles of e.vuinbrelia; mso, muscles of sub-unibrelia ; )•/), radial

partitions of stomach; oc, ocular lappets; /, tentacular lapjiets ; I, II,

III, primary, secondary, and tertiary tentacles respectively
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PLATE VII.

Fig. 7. Sense organ of Dactylometra quinquecirra, as seen from the oral side of

the disk.

Fig. 8. Longitudinal section of the sense organ. o/>^, " olfactory " pit ; con, oto-

lytliic concretions ; ect, ectoderm ; enf, entoderm.

Fig. 9. Otolythic concretions from the sense organ of Dactylometra quinquecirra.

Fig. 10. Oral view of sense organ of Dact^'lometra lactea.

Fig. n. Section of immature egg from ovary of Dactylometra quinquecirra.

Figs. 12 and 13. Young scyphostoma? of Dactylometra quinquecirra, witli two and

four tentacles respectively.

PLATE VIII.

Fig. 14. Longitudinal section of Dactylometra quinquecirra through the centre of

two of the sub-geuital pits, gc, gastric cirri; i//it, sub-genital pit.

Fig. 15. Plan of the stomach of Dactylometra quinquecirra. r, /•', /, c', pockets of

the stomach ; rp, rp, radial partitions of stomach.

PLATE IX.

Dactylometra quinquecirra.

Fig. IG. View looking down upon a small portiou of the genital organs to show

gastric cirri {ijc).

Fig. 17. View looking down upon one of the genital organs, the exumbrella being

removed, and part of the genital epithelium being torn away in order to

expose the opening of the sul)-genital pit (qi>t).

Fig. 18. Side view of oral fringes facing a primary radius.

Fig. 19. Aboral view of ocular lappets and tertiary tentacles. Showing the ten-

tacle arising from a cleft in tiie lappet.

Fig. 20. Section 6.0,a thick, tlirough one of the red pigment spots of the exumbrella

surface of the disk. Tlie pigment appears as small highly refractive

rosin colored granules in the protoplasm of the epithelial cells. Nema-

tocystic capsules of various sizes are situated between the epithelial cells.

Fig. 21. An exploded nematocyst.

Fig. 22. A young and probably immature nematocyst exploded under the stimulus

of picric acid.

PLATE X.

Dactylometra quinquecirra.

Fig. 23. Longitudinal section through edge of sub-genital pit and centre of one of

tlie radial septa* of the stomach.

Fig. 24. One of the wart like protuberances of the cxunibrclla surface of the disk,

showing pigment granules and clusters of neniatocysts.

Fig. 25. Side view of oral fringes seen facing a secondary radius.

Fig. 20. View of ocular lappet and tertiary tentacle, showing a slight cleft in the

lappet.

Fig. 27. Enlarged view of the tertiary tentacle shown in Figure 20.

Fig. 28. Oral view of primary tentacle. The tentacle is hollow.

i
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PLATE XI.

Dactijlometru quinquecirra.

Fig. 29. One of the wart-like protuberances, consisting of nematocystic capsules

and pigment cells, found upon the oral fringes.

Fig. 30. Free extremity of one of the oral fringes.

Fig. 81. Oral fringes cut off to show sliape of mouth opening (.1/).

Fig. 32. Aboral view of primary tentacle showing also dark-red pigment spots

on disk.

Fig. 33. Oral view of radial septum (rp) of the stomach, mso, muscles in radial

septum.

Fig. 34. View looking down upon genital epithelium of ovary showing mode of

attachment of eggs of various sizes.

PLATE Xn.

Fig. 35. Side view of a young Dactylometra lactea. There are only 4 lappets be-

tween each successive pair of sense organs, instea^ of 6, as in the mature

medusa, i^, natural size.

PLATE XIII.

Fig. 36. Oral view of a mature Dactylometra lactea. Natural size.
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No. 2. — On some Medusce from Australia. By Alexander

Agassiz and Alfked Goldsborough Mayer.

The medusse described in the following paper were obtained while

accompanying Mr. Agassiz during his recent visit to the Great Barrier

Reef of Australia in April and May, 1896. Our course lay along the

Queensland coast between the Great Barrier Eeef and the mainland as

far north as Lizard Island. Unfortunately, the season of the south-

east Monsoon is far from favorable for collecting pelagic animals, as

the winds blow a brisk gale almost incessantly and the water is much

disturbed.

The few hauls of the surface net were all very similar, and brought to

light large numbers of Sagittse and Copepods, and a few Appendicularia,

Doliolum, and Decapod larvte. The only Coelenterates found were

several specimens of a Rhegmatodes, and a Mertensia. Two Dis-

cophoi'ae were found during our cruise. One of these is a new species,

for which we propose the name Desmonema rosea, and the other is

Crambessa mosaica Haeckel.

Desmonema rosea, nov. sp.

Plate I. Fig. 1.

The genus Desmonema was established by L. Agassiz. ^ It contains Cyaneidse

with eight sense organs, and numerous tentacles which are arranged in eight

bunches arising from the sub-umbrella. The tentacles of each of these bunches

are arranged, one after the other, in a single row. The margin of the bell

possesses eight principal lappets and sixteen to thirty-two secondary lappets.

An oral view of Desmonema rosea is given in Plate I. Figure 1. The bell is

rather flat, being about twice as broad as it is high. The eight primarj' lappets

are separated from one another by deep clefts, which extend inwards for about

a quarter of the distance from the margin of the bell towards the centre. There

are thirty-two small, smoothly rounded, secondary lappets.

The eight marginal sense organs are sunken in long narrow niches lying in

the oral lloor of the sub-umbrella.

The tentacles are arranged in eight crescent-shaped rows, lying between and

alternating with the eight primary lappets of the disk. There is but a single

row of tentacles in each of these crescents.

1 Agassiz, L., 1862; Contrib. to Nat. Hist, of U. S., Vol. IV. p 166.

VOL. XXXII. — NO. 2.
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The muscles of the oral surface of the disk are very conspicuous, and are

arranged in sixteen bi-forked bundles, containing both circular and radial

muscle fibres. The bundles lying adjacent to the tentacles are about t^\'ice as

broad as those that lie near the sense organs.

The genital organs protrude from the oral surface of the disk as four com-

plexly fimbricated sacs. The four oral fringes are very wide, and their free

edges are sharply folded.

The general color of the substance of the disk is a delicate opalescent yellow,

reminding one of the mediseval glass of Venice. The muscle system of the oral

wall of the bell is of a delicate pink, as are also the genital organs. The oral

fringes are of a most exquisite and delicate rose-color, and the entoderm of the

tentacles is port-wine colored. The sense organs bear an intense orange pig-

ment. The diameter of the disk is 180 mm. The medusa was found swim-

ming in great numbers in Largs Bay, near Adelaide, South Australia, on May
29, 1896.

This species is similar in some respects to Cyanea Muellerianthe, that was

described by Haacke ^ from thd Gulf of St. Vincent. C Muellerianthe is,

however, smaller than Desomnema rosea ; the shape of the marginal lappets

and muscle bands is different, and, above all, there are several rows of ten-

tacles in each crescent, instead of a single row, as is characteristic of the

genus Desmonema. It also bears some resemblance to Cyanea annaskala, von

Lendenfeld.2

Crambessa mosaica Haeckel.

Plates II. and III.

Cephea mosaica Quoy et Gaimard, 1824 ; Voyage de TUranie, Zoologie, p. 569,

Plate 85, Fig. 3.

Rhizostoma mosaica F. Eschscholtz, 1829; System der Acalephen, p. 53. T. H.

Huxley, 1849; Pliil. Trans. Roy. Soc, pp. 422, 432, Plate 38 (Figs. 26, 27),

Plate 39 (Figs. 28-34).

Catostylus mosaicus L. Agassiz, 1862 ; Contrib. to Nat. Hist, of U. S., Vol. IV. p.

152. Grenacher und Noll, 1876 ; Abhandl. Senckenberg. Ges., Bd. X. p. 38.

Catosti/lus Wilkesii L. Agassiz, 1862 ; Contrib. to Nat. Hist, of U. S., Vol. IV. p. 152.

Crambessa mosaica E. Haeckel, 1879 ; Das System der Medusen, p. 622. R. von

Lenrlenfel.l, 1883 ; Zeitschrift fiir Wissen. Zool., Bd. XXXVIH. p. 635. R. von

Lendenfeld, 1884; Proc. Linn. Soc. New Soutli Wales, Vol. IX. Part II. p. 299.

R. von Lendenfelil, 1884 ; Proc. Linn. Soc. New Soutli Wales, Vol. IX. p. 926;

Medusae of the Australian Seas, Part I. p. 30, Sydney, 1887. Zeit. fiir Wissen.

Zool., 1888, Bd. XLVII. Heft 2. pp. 213, 231-242, Pis. 19, 21, 23-27.

Although so much has been written concerning the anatomy and histology

of this medu.sa, no figure of it has as yet been given, if we except the sketch

by Quoy and Gaimard in the Voyage de I'Uranie, Plate 85, Fig. 3. We there-

1 Haacke, W., 1887; Jenaisclie Zeitschrift, Bd. XX. pp. 605-614. Plate 36.

2 R. von LendonfcM, 1882; Zcit Wiss. Z<mi1., Bd. .37, p. 465, PI. 27-33.
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fore give a figure on Plate XL, and a few details of its structure on Plate III.,

and also a brief description of the Medusa.

When fully expanded the bell is rather flat, being five or six times as broad

as it is high. The aboral surface is thickly covered with small granular

papillae, which give it a roughened appearance. The marginal lappets are very

numerous, and their number is not very constant, but there are usually 16

between each pair of sense organs, and as there are 8 sense organs, it would

seem that the normal number of lappets is 128.

An aboral view of one of the marginal sense organs is given in Figure 3,

Plate III. An excellent figure of a longitudinal section has been given by

von Lendenfeld ('88, p. 269, Fig. 66).

Four thick pillars extend downwards from the ventral surface of the bell,

and support the brachial disk, or subgenital porticus, as it is often called. The

brachial disk, in turn, bears the eight mouth-arms (von Lendenfeld, '88, p.

239, Taf. 19, Fig. 10). A drawing of one of these mouth-arms is given in

Figure 5, Plate III. ; and it is lettered to correspond with von Lendenfeld's

Figure 36, Plate 23. The short, simple, upper portion of the arm is indicated

by e, and a, h, and cl show the three wings of the lower arm ; a being

ventral, and 6 and d dorsal. A cross section of the lower portion of the arm

taken at niveau ss, Figure 5, is given in Figure 6. Its lettering is similar to

that of Figure 5. A view of the terminal portion of one of the mouth-arms

showing the suctorial mouths, surrounded by double rows of small tentacles, is

given in Figure 4. In life these tentacles keep in incessant motion, and by

this means small particles of food are swept into the numerous suctorial

mouths which open at intervals between the rows of tentacles. Good de-

scriptions of the mouth-arms will be found in the papers of Grenacher and

Noll ('76),i and of Hamann ('82).

2

The color of this medusa is normally cobalt-blue, but, as was discovered by

von Lendenfeld ('84, p. 925), a species of Zooxauthella commonly infests it,

forming dense clusters throughout the jelly ; and when this is the case the

blue color is lost, and the medusa changes to a broAvn color, varying from that

of white bread to that of coffee. Our figure (Plate II.) shows one of these in-

fested medusae, and it will be seen that the only trace of the normal color is

found in a faint blue line marking the uppermost regions of the suctorial

mouths of the mouth-arms. In the estuary of the Brisbane River on May 21 we

saw a great number of these medusa; nearly every one of which was of a deep

cobalt-blue, while now and then one was seen almost white in color, and still

others showed intermediate stages between the deep blue and the white. We
found the white or slightly brownish medusse in the Hawkcsbury River near

Sydney on April 4 ; in the harbor of Cairns, Queensland, April 27 ; and in the

Brisbane River, May 21. We also found a small dark brown or cotfee-colored

1 H. Grenadier und F. C. Noll, 187G; Abhand. d. Senckenberg. Naturf. Gesell..

Vol. X. p. 14G, Plates I., III.-VII.

2 O. Hamann, 1882 ; Jen. Zeit. fiir Naturwis., Vol. XV. pp. 243-285, 3 Plates.
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specimen at Lark Opening, near Cooktown, Queensland, on May 4. The
medusa has been found by von Lendenfeld in the harbors of Sydney and

Melbourne. In Melbourne Harbor the specimens are blue, while in Sydney

they are universally brown or coffee-colored (von Lendenfeld, '88, p. 241).

The medusa is evidently common all along the eastern coast of Australia,

where it congregates in large numbers in the harbors and brackish estuaries.

Von Lendenfeld found a small species of fish, Trichiurus declivis Jenyns, in

" symbiosis " with the medusa in Sydney Harbor. We found the same species

accompanying the medusae collected in Cairns Harbor, Queensland.

The diameter of the disk of full grown medusae is about 250 mm.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE I.

Fig. 1. Desmonema rosea; oral view
; f natural size.

PLATE IL

Fig. 2. Side view of Crambessa mosaica
; | natural size.

PLATE m.

Crambessa mosaica.

Fig. 3. Aboral view of marginal sense organ.

Fig. 4. Side view of the terminal portion of one of the mouth-arms, hitrhly magni-

fied, showing the suctorial mouths and the furrows bordered by rows of

tentacles.

Fig. 5. Side view of a mouth-arm.

Fig. 6. Cross section of one of the mouth-arms.
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No. 3.— The Gordiacea of certain American Collections with par-

ticular Reference to the North American Fauna. By Thomas

H. Montgomery, Jr.

It has been the intention of the author to pursue certain anatomical

studies on Gordius and its allies, but this object could not be immedi-

ately carried out owing to lack of material, and also to the diflficulty

encountered in determining the American species. Accordingly it seemed

advisable to describe the American species systematically before entering

upon an anatomical study of them. It is very apparent that the Xorth

American Fauna is very rich in species of Gordiacea, and yet the inves-

tigation of these interesting forms has been almost wholly neglected

by American zoologists, Joseph Leidy being thus far almost our only

writer upon them ; and more species are known from South than from

North America.

The material for this study was mainly derived from three collections.

The Leidy collection, which is the property of the University of Pennsyl-

vania, is the richest of these, and contains some of Leidy's types ; my
thanks are due to Dr. Charles W. Stiles of the Smithsonian Institution

for having kindly forwarded this collection. I would express my obliga-

tions to Dr. Alexander Agassiz for permission to examine the excellent

collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard ; and to

Dr. W. M. Woodworth for his trouble in sending me this collection. My
thanks are further due to Dr. Stiles for specimens from his own and

from the Smithsonian collection ; and for other specimens to the following

gentlemen : Prof E. G. Conklin, University of Pennsylvania ; Prof Thos.

H. Morgan, Bryn Mawr College ; Mr. E. G. Vanatta, Academy of Natural

Sciences, Philadelphia ; and to Mr. Satterthwaite of Westtown, Pa.

Further, I would express my thanks to the curators of the Academy

of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, for the opportunity to examine the

specimens in this collection. In a previous paper, to appear in April,

1898, in Spengel's " Zool. Jahrbucher," I described two new exotic spe-

cies from American collections.

VOL. XXXII.— NO. 3. 1
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Certain of the new species here described were based upon the exam-

ination of a single specimen, but of most of them several individuals

were studied. It is, in my opinion, less adducive to confusion of nomen-

clature to preliminarily separate aberrant forms, even though only single

specimens are known, than to class them all under one name. This

group of worms is difficult of study, the external specific charactei's are

few, and it appears that it is a group in which many of the species are

in process of transformation, judging from their amount of variability.

Then there are sometimes sexual differences, as w^ell as differences at

various times of life. Bearing these points in view, I have laid par-

ticular stress upon the following systematic characters : the superficial

markings of the cuticle, which have been shown by Villot to present

exceedingly valuable and reliable characters, though even the surface of

the cuticle is in many forms subject to individual variation ; the form of

the posterior end in both sexes ; and, though this is not as reliable as

the preceding character, the form of the anterior end. The presence of

median dorsal or ventral grooves along the surface of the body is a less

reliable character, and still less so is the coloration. The males are

more easily determined than the females ; the form of the tail lobes iu

Gordius and the presence or absence of hairs or spines in their neighbor-

hood are of much importance ; but in the genius Chordodes the form of

the posterior end of the male is much more uniform than in the males of

the former genus.

A historical review of the previous researches upon the American

species will be followed by the descriptions of the species examined.

A. HISTORICAL REVIEW.

1847. Creplin described Chordodes parasitus, n. sp., from a Brazilian

Acanthoditis, but his brief description is altogether insufficient for pur-

poses of identification.

1849. Gay described from Valparaiso, Chile, a Gordius {G. chilensis)

as follows :
" Gordius gracilis, cinereo-fuscus, obscurus ; capite nigro . . .

es de color pardo morenusco oscuro, con la estremidad anterior del cuerpo

6 la region cefalica negra ; en los manchos la porcion posterior se bifurca

mucho." I agree with Camerano ("JO) that this diagnosis is wholly

insufficient.

1 8.50. Leidy briefly refers a Gordius seen by him to the European

G. aquaticus.
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1851. Leidy describes G. varius, n. sp., which is distinguished from

G. aquaticus in that " the caudal extremity of the female is trifurcated,

•while that of the European species is blunt. The length is from 4 to

12 inches. Of this species there are several varieties from different

localities, which may upon further examination prove to be distinct spe-

cies. ... A second species of Gordius was obtained by Professor Baird

from a spring in Essex County, New York. It is much more deli-

cate than the former, and from 5 to 7 inches long. The female caudal

extremity is blunt. The male caudal extremity is bifurcate and fringed

with peculiar epidermoid appendages. For this second species the name

Gordius lineatus was proposed." In the same year Diesing writes of

G. chordodes, n. sp. : "Corpus longissimum teretiusculum crassum rigi-

dum, fusco-brunneum. Caput apice rotundatum. . . . Habitaculum.

Acanthodis glabrata : in cavo abdominis, in Brasilia (Beschke). Spe-

cimen identicum femineum ex aqua in Brasilia hausit (Natterer)."

Diesing's species is not sufficiently characterized.

1853. Baird mentions two new species from North America, of which

the first is a good species : G. platyura, n. sp. :
" Body of a uniform dull

white color, quite smooth, with a depressed line on one side throughout

its whole length, obscurely ringed at unequal distances, narrower at the

anterior extremity and terminating in a broad, flattish tail, which is

slightly bifid. Length of animal 32 inches, breadth of middle of body

about ^ a line; tail 1 line broad. Jamaica?" G. fasciattis, n. sp.

:

" Epidermis granulated. . . . Body smooth, skin prettily shagreened

with very fine lines crossing each other in opposite directions, of a light

color banded with broad patches of dark brown. Anterior extremity

smaller than posterior, and roughened with raised circular ridges, which

extend for about three lines, and as well as posterior extremity of a very

dark color, almost black. Length 11^ inches, breadth about 1 milli-

meter." This was a female from North America. I regard this descrip-

tion of G. fasciatus as wholly inadequate for purposes of identification,

and on this account judge that Romer ('96) is in error in placing it

as a synonyme of G. aquaticus Linn. Leidy ('53) mentions Gordii of

a milk-white color as very common in grasshoppers in the vicinity of

Philadelphia.

1855. Mobius gives a good description of Chordodes pilosus, n. sp.

from Venezuela ; though he confused the head end with the posterior

extremity : length 212 mm., "er . . . nahm aber wahrend ueun Tageu,

die er noch im Wasser, sich trage bewegend, lebte, um 259 mm. zu, so

dass seine Lange, als er todt war, 471 mm. betrug"; tail end swollen,
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cloacal opening large, circular. Head laterally compressed, somewhat

pointed ; cuticle with irregular prominences, which are figured. Or, in

the words of his own diagnosis: "Corpus nigrum verrucosum, medio

cylindricum, utrinque attenuatum depressumque, linea ventrali et dorsali,

quarum parti caudali fasciculi pilorum insiti. Caput ellipsoideum, con-

cavitate frontali. Extremitas caudalis trigona, apice rotundata." This

is a good species.

1856. Leidy gives a much fuller description of his G. varhis. He

also describes G. rohustus, n. sp., and places synonymous with it G. seta

Miill., and G. lineatus Leidy.

1857. The same author mentions a collection of 48 Gordii, 525 miles

west of Fort Riley, Kansas.

1858. Leidy notes the occurrence of an embryo of G. variiis in Lum-

hriculus limosus,

1861. Diesiug regards G. platyurus and fasciatus Baird as good

species ; as also G. varius Leidy, with which he considers synonymous

the " G. aqtiaticus" of Leidy, '51. He considers Leidy's lineatus and

robustus as doubtful synonymes of G. seta Miill. [aquaticus Linn.). Die-

sing also describes G. suhspiralis, n. sp. :
" Corpus maris brunneum,

femin?e antrorsum attenuatum, Isete brunneum, nitidum, iridescens.

Caput annulo obscure brunneo cinctum. Extremitas caudalis maris

suhspiralis crucibus furcse terminalis divergentibus, incurvatis, Isevibus,

plica membranacea semilunari ad basin junctis, femiuse obtusa, subcom-

pressa. ... In palude cum Siredonibus, copiose, in territorio Kansas

(Hammond)."

1866. Schneider regards G. varius Leidy as a possible synonyrae of

G. gratianopolensis Charvet ( G. tricuspidatus Meissn.).

1874. Villot regards the following as good species: G. liyieatus,

robustus, and varius of Leidy; G. subspiralis and G. chordodes of Diesing

;

and G. chilensis Blanchard. He describes the following new species from

America:

—

G. ceneus,n. sp. : "Extremite anterieure tronquee, legere-

ment renflee. Ouverture ano-g^nitale du male entouree d'un anneau

brun. Lobes bien d^velopp^s, s^pares par un assez large iutervalle.

Brun bronz^. (Les jeunes iudividus sont d'un blanc jaunatre uniforme.)

Epidemic divise en losanges par un reseau de lignes saillantes oblique-

meat crois^es " ; from Cumana, Venezuela. G. reticulatus, n. sp. :
" Ex-

tr^mite antt^rieure termin^e en pointe aigue. Diametre du corps allant

en grossissant de I'extr^mittJ anterieure k Textr^mitt? post(^rieure, qui

86 termine en point trouqiiee. Ouverture ano-gdnitale large. Brun

marron. LTne bande dorsale et uue bande ventrale d'un brun plus
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fonce. Epiderme areole. Areoles formant un reseau a mailles irre-

gulieres et inegales, ayant en moyenue 10 milliemes de millimetre.

Une bordure simple de petites papilles autour des areoles. . . . Cali-

fomie." G. prismaticus, n. sp. :
" Grele et aplati. Extremite poste-

rieure bilobee. Brun pale. Epiderme areole. Areoles prismatiques et

hexagonales, ayant environ 10 milliemes de millimetre de haut sur 6

milliemes de millimetre de large. Quelques papilles tres-petites et tres-

espacees. . . . Nouvelle-Grenade. Prairie du plateau de Bogota, par

2,600 metres d'altitude." He also describes G. deshayesi, n. sp. from

Venezuela.

1879. Weyeubergh gives inadequate descriptions of the following new

species from South America : G. tenuis, dubius, and acridioi'um. In the

same year Leidy gives a good description of his G. robustus, based on

specimens from Maryland.

1881. Oerley regards the following American forms as good species ;

G. fasciatus a,nd platyurus Baird, G. ceneus and trilobus of Villot.

1885. Jeffrey-Bell mentions G. verrucosus Baird, from Vera Paz, Gua-

temala, and from Costa Rica.

1887. Villot considers G. subspiralis Dies, as a synonyme of G. aqiia-

ticus Duj. ; and adds :
'' II se pent aussi que le Gordius robustus de

Leidy et mon Gordius reticulatus, etablis sur des echantillons recueillis

en Amerique, ne soient que des synonymes du Gordius violaceus de

Baird.

1890. Camerano considers as doubtful species G. cMlensts Gaj, tenuis

and dubius Weyenbergh, and parasitus (Creplin), and considers that

G. acridiorum Weyenbergh is either a Mermis or Filaria. According to

him Villot's three species, G. ceneus, deshayesi, and prismaticus, are ten-

able, and he gives a description of a female specimen of G. ceneus.

1892. Camerano describes a male of G. paranensis, n. sp. from Pal-

meira (Parana).

1893. The same writer says of the occurrence of G. verrucosus Baird

in North America, as reported by Jeffrey-Bell, "Je crois qu'il serait

n^cessaire de faire une revision des specimens amdricains rapport^es a

cette esp^ce." He also mentions a specimen of G. varius Leidy, from

Monterey, Mexico, and states "mais on pent douter . . . que ces

caracteres soient suffisants pour distinguer le G. varius du G. tricuspi-

datus L. Dafour ( G. gratianopolensis Diesing, Villot)." Janda describes

a male of Chordodes brasiliensis, n. sp. from Brazil.

1894. Goeldi mentions the occurrence of the preceding species in

Breusil. Camerano describes the following new species from Paraguay
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and the Argentine Eepublic : G. alfredi, danielis, and peraccce ; and also

describes female specimens o[ prismaticus^iWot eixxd paranensis Gamer.

1895. Camerano describes males of G. latastei, n. sp. from Santiago,

Chile. Roraer describes Chordodes variopapillatus, n. sp. from Brazil ; a

female of G. violaceus Baird from Arizona, a male of G. aquaticus Linn,

from Brazil, and a female of the same species from Chili.

1896. Piomer, in his excellent revision of the Gordiacea, regards the

following American species as tenable : G. platyurus Baird, ceneus Villot,

paranensis Camer., Chordodes brasiliensis Janda, Chordodes pilosus

Mobius, and C. variopapillatus Eomer ; the following as synonymes

of G. aquaticus Linn. : robustus and lineatus Leidy, fasciatus Baird, suh-

spiralis Diesiug ; G. reticulatus Villot as a synonyme of G. violaceus

Baird ; and the following species as untenable : G. chilensis Blanchard,

prismaticus Villot, Chordodes parasitus Creplin, G. parasitus Diesing,

G. deshayesi Villot, and G. verrucosus Baird. According to Eomer,

Gordius varius Leidy becomes Chordodes varius Leidy. In this year

Camerano describes Chordodes halzani, n. sp. from Bolivia.

1897. Camerano ('97") mentions specimens of G. obesus Camer. from

Santiago and Gualaquiza, and of Chordodes bouvieri Villot from Guala-

quiza ; and also describes males of C. festoe, n. sp. from Cuenca. In a

second paper ('97'') he describes C.talensis, n. «p. from Bolivia ; he notes

G. alfredi Camer. from Tala, G. varius Leidy from Bolivia, and C. peraccce

from Tucuman ; and he further describes male and female specimens of

C. brasiliensis Janda from S. Lorenzo and Tala.

Critique,

There is considerable confusion in regard to the tenability of certain

of the preceding American species, mainly due to insufficient diagnoses,

80 that it is necessary to relinquish some of them. Those species which

are insufficiently described, and hence untenable, are in my opinion the

following : Chordodes parasitus Creplin ('47), Gordius chile7isis Gay

(Blanchard) ('49), G. aquaticus Leidy ('50), G. chordodes Diesing ('51),

G. tenuis, dubius, and acridiorum of Weyenbergh ('79). G. fasciatus

Baird ('53) seems also inadequately described. The description of G. sub-

spiralis Diesing is sufficient for identification, though in the descriptive

part of this paper we shall find it to be possibly synonymous with G.

aquaticus robustus (Leidy). Leidy's description ('51) of his G. lineatus

is really insufficient ; but this species is nevertheless tenable, since I

had opportunity to examine the type specimens, and have found them

to differ from any other species of Gordius. G. reticulatus Villot (*74)
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seems to be also untenable, though it may correspond to G. violaceus

Baird, as is supposed by Villot ('87) and by Roraer ('96) ; Villot's

G. deshayesi, ceneus, and prismaticus seem to me to be also doubtful,

though the last two may be preliminarily retained, since Camerano

has found further specimens which appear to agree with them. Romer

has given good reasons to show that G. verrucosus Baird is too poorly

described to be tenable ; and there is the greater reason for relinquishing

this species, since Camerano ('93) has described under the same name

a form which appears to be a Chordodes ; hence this name must be

dropped from the American fauna, if not altogether from the nomen-

clature of the Gordiacea. Leidy's ('56, '79) descriptions of his G.

robustus are sufficient for purposes of identification, though in the

descriptive part of our paper I shall rank this form as a subspecies of the

European G. aquatieus Linn.

There remain then the following species from the American continents

which appear tenable : Gordius varius Leidy, G. robustus Leidy, G. line-

atus Leidy, G. platyuriis Baird, G. ceneus Villot, G. paranensis Camer.,

G. alfredi Camer., G. danielis Camer., G. latastei Camer., G. obesus

Camer. ; Ohordodes pilosus Mobius, C. brasiliensis Janda, C. peraccce

Camer., C. variopapillatus Romer, C. balzani Camer., C. bouvieri Villot,

C. festoe Camer., and C talensis Camer. Thus all of the species described

by Camerano appear tenable, but since most of his descriptions are unac-

companied by figures the reidentification of them is rendered very difl&-

cult. The following species are to be regarded as doubtful, if not

even needing elimination : G. fasciatus Baird, G. prismaticus Villot,

G. deshayesi Villot, and G. verrucosus Baird.

It seems to be questionable whether the specimens of G. violaceus

Baird and G. aquatieus Linn., described by Romer from Arizona and

South America respectively, really belong to these species ; but this

point will be more fully criticised in our description of G. aquatieus

robustus (Leidy), and of the two new species, G. platycepkalus and G.

densareolatus.

In the following descriptions, unless otherwise specified, it will be

understood that the cuticle has been examined on surface preparations

and sections in Canada balsam.
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B. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIES EXAMINED.

1. Gordius aquaticus robustus (Leidy).

Plates 1, 2, and Figs. 13, 16-19 of Plate 3.

G. robustus Leidy, '56, '79.

G. subspiralis Diesing, '61.

G. robustus Leidy, Villot, '74.

? G. violaceus Baird, Villot, '87.

? G. aquaticus Linn., Romer, '95, '96.

(Leidy's '79, types; Leidy coll. no. 5056, Coningo, Maryland.)

Form. The male more slender than the female, in both sexes the body of

approximately the same diameter in its whole extent. Head end (Figs. 2, 6, 9,

10, 11, 17) usually obtuse, especially in the male (Figs. 2, 6, 10), sometimes

somewhat conical in the female (Fig. 17). Occasionally a slight neck constric-

tion is present. Usually no median longitudinal grooves are to be seen. In

some of the larger specimens, especially the females, the whole body is very

much flattened, and these are apparently individuals which have discharged

their ova. The posterior end of the female is obtusely truncated (Figs. 7, 8),

with a faint vertical groove on the terminal aspect; the cloacal aperture is

terminal, and lies in this groove. Figures 9, 10, show depression on the

terminal face of the head.

The posterior end of the male is spirally inrolled (a character of the males

of all the Gordiacea examined), and is furcate. The tail lobes (Figs. 1, 3-5, 19)

are short, nearly cylindrical on cross section except that they are somewhat

concave on their medio-ventral surface, and divergent. The cloacal open-

ing is round and situated anterior to the point of bifurcation of the lobes.

On the ventral side of the anterior ends of the tail lobes is situated a more or

less crescent-shaped transverse cuticular ridge, with posteriorly directed con-

cave edge. This sharp cuticular ridge is postcloacal. Short branching hairs

occur on the surface of the tail lobes as elsewhere on the surface of the body,

but no spicules ; and there is no particular arrangement of the hairs in the

vicinity of the cloacal aperture.

Cuticle (Figs. 12, 13, 16). True areoles are absent. In most of the speci-

mens, and especially well marked in the males, the surface of the cuticle is

marked by very fine intersecting lines, and, at greater distances apart, by

broader intersecting raised ridges, which are strictly parallel to the finer lines

which lie in the rhombic spaces demarcated by them, and which themselves

are formed of bundles of fine lines. These larger ridges are seen with low

powers of magnification, but higher powers are necessary in order to detect the

system of finer lines which lie between them. On the cuticle, especially abun-

dant at the ends of the body, are also seen short, thick, and branching hairs.
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Color. Variable according to age, and apparently also according to locality.

The body varies from a yellowish white to a yellowish brown, or a light

chocolate-brown ; the males are usually darker than the females. The tip of

the head is white, and behind it a broad reddish brown ring is to be seen in

most specimens (not present in some females from Kansas). In all the females

a more or less intense reddish brown ring immediately encircles the cloacal

aperture ; and in some specimens there is a narrower, lighter ring outside of

and separated from the former. In the male a similar dark ring encircles the

cloacal opening, at a little distance from it ; and a spot of deep brown may lie

at the posterior edge of this ring : the postcloacal cuticular ridge is brown, its

posterior edge a much darker reddish brown.

Dimensions. Largest male, 655 mm.
;
greatest diameter, 1.3 mm. Largest

female, length 705 mm.
;
greatest diameter, 1.9 mm. The males are more

slender and usually somewhat shorter than the females. The individuals from

the western United States (Montana, Kansas) averaged considerably longer

than any eastern specimens examined.

Comparison. This species has been placed by me as a subspecies of G. aqua-

ticus Linn., since the differences do not warrant ranking it as a separate species.

It differs from the true European aquaticus in these points : the presence of a

dark ring around the female cloacal aperture, the absence of a row of hairs

around the male cloacal aperture, and the absence of white spots (" helle

Flecken ") on the cuticle.

Especial Diagnostic Characters. The approximately equal diameter of the

whole body, with the obtuse truncation of the two ends ; the absence of true

areoles, and the presence of short hairs on the cuticle ; the presence of a trans-

verse postcloacal cuticular ridge in the male, the posterior edge of which is

darkest in color, and the absence of a line of hairs around the cloacal aperture.

Geographical Distribution. I have seen specimens from Maryland, Massachu-

setts, District of Columbia, New York, Maine, Pennsylvania, Montana, and

Kansas ; and Leidy mentions its occurrence at the Bay of Fundy. The speci-

mens of " G. aquaticus" mentioned by Romer ('95), from South America, are

probably specimens of our subspecies.

2. G. aquaticus difficilis, n. subsp.

Figs. 14, 15, Plate 3.

(Type: 1 male, Leidy coll. 5100, Roan Mt., N. Carolina.)

Form. General form as in the preceding subspecies, cylindrical with the

greatest diameter posteriorly, head (Fig. 14) rounded. Posterior end (Fig. 15)

as in the preceding, but a parabolic line of hairs curves around the cloacal

aperture, the posterior ends of this line of hairs situated upon the latero-ventral

surfaces of the tail lobes, at about the plane of anterior bifurcation of the

latter.

Cuticle. At the tip of the head there are small, round or polygonal promi-

nences or areolae, of slight elevation, and of a deeper brown color than the sur-
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I'ounding portions of the cuticle. These are densely massed together at the

tip of the head, and a few isolated areolae occur along the sides of the body-

near the head. Similar areolae, but of larger size, are found also on the dorso-

lateral surfaces of the tail lobes. The cuticle is elsewhere marked by minute

intersecting lines, much as in the preceding species ; when studied in alcohol

the cuticle appears to be areolated in its whole extent, but sections show that

the apparent areolae are nothing but sliglit elevations between the bundles of

intersecting lines, the supposed areolae themselves being striated by fine lines.

Color. Remarkably iridescent. Whole bodj' a light chocolate-brown color,

the tip of the head the same. There is a dark ring immediately around the

cloacal aperture. The whole surface of the postcloacal cuticular ridge is of a

uniform brown color, without darker posterior edge.

Dimensions. Length, 70 mm.
;
greatest diameter, .5 mm.

Comparison. This form resembles, but seems to be distinct from G. aquati-

cus robustus. It differs from the latter as follows : in the presence of areolae

on the head and tail lobes ; in the circumcloacal line of hairs ; in the uniform

dark brown color of the postcloacal cuticular ridge ; in the absence of a

dark ring around the neck, and of a white tip to the head. These characters

seem to warrant placing it, preliminarily at least, as a new subspecies.

3. G. lineatus Leidy.

Figs. 20-31, Plate 4.

G. lineatus Leidy, '51.

G. robustus Leidy, '56.

? (7.se^aMull.,Diesing, '61.

G. lineatus Leidy, Villot, '74.

G. aquaticus Linn., Rumer, '96.

{Types: Leidy coll. 5008, Essex County, New York, 1851.)

Form. Head end (Figs. 20, 21) rounded, not constricted from the body
;

body cylindrical, somewhat narrowed anteriorly. Median grooves absent.

Posterior end (Figs. 22, 23, 28) not swollen, obtusely truncated in the female.

Males somewhat more slender than the female, and somewhat flattened.

Tail lobes (Figs. 24-26) rather long and divergent, their distal ends curved

inwards (ventrad). Cloacal opening elongate, above the lobes. Cuticular

spicules of an elongate conical form on the median surfaces of the tail lobes,

though not on the distal ends of the lobes. Two rows of rather long branch-

ing hairs on the ventral surface of the body ; one row on each side of the

median line, each row extending from a little in front of the cloacal opening to

a little behind the point of bifurcation of the tail lobes ; the hairs are longest

in the middle of each line. Tail lobes concave on tlieir niedio-ventral surfaces.

Cuticle (Figs. 29-31). Areolated, areolae closely opposed without inter-

vening spaces ; rectangular or polygonal in outline, frequently elongated in

the direction of the body axis, and with a tendency to group themselves into
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longitudinal rows which form ridges on the body surface. The areolae vary-

considerably in form and size.

Color. A pale transparent yellowish white, the female of a deeper buff

color. In the female the cloacal opening is immediately surrounded by a

narrow, reddish brown ring.

Dimensions. Length of largest male, 278 mm. ;
greatest diameter, .6 mm.

Length of largest female, 283 mm. ;
greatest diameter, .8 mm. The females

are a little longer and broader than the males, but both sexes are very slender.

Comparison. This species stands closest to G. violaceus Baird, but differs

from it in the form of the tail lobes, and in the arrangement of the spicules on

them, as well as by its very slender form.

Particular Diagnostic diameters. Very slender and short, of a pale yellowish

or buff color. Areolae small, close together, with a tendency to form longitu-

dinal ridges. A line of long hairs to each side of the cloacal aperture in the

male, and spicules on the tail lobes.

Geographical Distribution. New York, Maryland, and one specimen secured

by me in a spring in Chester County, Pennsylvania. Leidy's type specimens

were also found in a spring.

4. G. densareolatus, n. sp.

Figs. 33-33, Plate 4 ; Plate 5.

(Types: Leidy coll. 5063, Fort Bridger, Wyoming.)

Form of Female. Head end (Figs. 34, 35) conical, terminally rounded,

the terminal portion slightly constricted off ; mouth opening terminal. An-

terior portion of the body narrower than the middle and posterior portions.

With more or less pronounced dorsal and ventral median lines. Posterior end

(Figs. 38, 39) slightly widened horizontally, obtusely truncated, with a shal-

low vertical groove on its posterior aspect, in the middle of which the cloacal

opening lies.

Form of Male. Generally similar to but more slender than the female.

The tail lobes (Figs. 36, 37) are short, thick, asymmetrical, and divergent.

The cloacal aperture is small, circular, and immediately enveloped by a dark

ring ; it is situated anterior tp the tail lobes, on the ventral surface of the body.

On the autero-ventral surface of the tail lobes is an integumentary (not purely

cuticular) ridge of slight elevation, the two arms of this ridge converging <ind

joining just behind the cloacal aperture. The ventro-median surfaces of the

tail lobes are concave. From the cloacal aperture, and embracing it, there

extends cephalad, for a distance about equal to the length of the shorter tail

lobe, a comparatively wide groove on the ventral surface of the body; at eacli

antero-lateral edge of this groove lies a rounded prominence or ridge. Tiie

ventro-median surfaces of the tail lohea and the postoloacal integnmontary

ridge are covered with short conical cuticular spicules, which extend ceplialad

to each side of the cloacal aperture.
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Cuticle (Fig3. 32, 33). Areolated; the areolae variable in size and form,

usually elongate-oval or irregularly pentagonal in outline. Their longitudinal

axis is usually nearly perpendicular to that of the body, and they tend to pro-

duce transverse rows or chains, in each of which rows some of the areolae are

confluent. Narrow, shallow grooves separate neighboring parallel rows of

areolae ; and beneath the areolae a system of fine intersecting lines is seen.

No interareolar bristles or hairs are present.

Color. In the female (three specimens examined) the extreme tip of the

head is white, this is followed by a light buff ring, and immediately behind

the latter a broad transverse reddish brown ring. The cloacal aperture is

immediately surrounded by a thin black ring, and around the latter is a much

broader circular area of a reddish brown color. The rest of the body is a deep

yellowish brown in one specimen ; a light chocolate color in the other speci-

men. Color of the male (a single specimen) similar to that of the female,

but darker, a deep chocolate color ; a nearly black ring surrounds the cloacal

opening, while the postcloacal integumentary ridge is sUghtly lighter than the

surrounding parts.

Dimensions. Male, length, 290 mm. ;
greatest diameter, 1.1 mm. Female,

length of largest specimen, 395 mm. ;
greatest diameter, 1.7 mm.

Comparison. This species is quite similar to the European G. tatrensis

Janda, but differs from it in that all the areolae are of a dark color and

there are no groups of areoles forming white spots ; and in the male the tail

lobes are shorter and thicker, and there is no " knorriges, glattes, dreiwandiges

Hbfchen" around the cloacal aperture, such as is described by Janda ('93).

It also differs from G. violaceus Baird in the manner of distribution of the

spicules on the tail lobes, and in the confluence of the areolae. It is however

most closely allied to G. platycephalus, n. sp. ; these resemblances will be dis-

cussed under the heading of that species.

Eapecial Diagnostic Characters. The dense arrangement of the irregular

areolae, which have a tendency to produce transverse rows, and the tendency

to confluence of the areoles ; the comparatively robust form of the body ; the

short, thick tail lobes in the male, with the conical spines on their ventral sur-

face, the obscure postcloacal integumentary ridge, and the ventral depression

within which the cloacal aperture lies.

Geographical Distribution. The type specimens (2 males, 1 female) are

from Fort Bridger, Wyoming ; and another female from South Montana (coll.

Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia),

5. G. platycephalus, n. sp.

Plate 6 ; Figs. 4G-49, Plate 7.

{Type of female : coll. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Guatemala. Type of male

:

coll. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., South Montana.)

Form of Female. Anterior portion of the body attenuated and flattened in

all specimens, and the head constricted from the body. The head (Figs. 42, 6,
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c, 45) is of slightly greater diameter than the part of the body immediately

preceding, tip of the head rounded or truncated ; in one specimen a groove on

the ventral surface of the head. Body either flattened or cyliudiical, with

deep dorsal and ventral median grooves. In all females except one the pos-

terior end (Figs. 42 a, 43, 44) of the body is somewhat constricted for a dis-

tance of about 6 mm., but the extreme posterior end is usually swollen, some-

what knob-shaped ; on lateral view this end appears obliquely truncated, the

posterior end of the body has a vertical groove on its terminal aspect, and the

cloacal aperture is not exactly terminal, but somewhat ventral.

In the male the anterior portion (Fig. 40) of the body is not attenuated,

though it is slightly flattened horizontally ; the head is elongate-oval in out-

line, of greater diameter than the part immediately preceding, and is terminally

rounded. The body like that of the female, but more slender. Tail lobes

(Fig. 41) rather slender and long, asymmetrical, their distal ends curved

ventro-mediad ; they are nearly cylindrical, flattened only on the median sur-

face. The large, elongate cloacal aperture is situated on the ventral surface of

the body, and separated from the anterior point of bifurcation of the tail lobes

by a distance equal to half the length of the tail lobes. This aperture does not

lie in a groove ; nor do spicules nor long hairs occur near it or on the tail lobes,

but only minute, short hairs.

Cuticle (Figs. 46-49). Areolated ; the areolae slightly smaller than those

of G. densareolahis, more or less of the same size, and either irregularly

polygonal or somewhat elongate in outline, and then usually elongated in the

direction of the transverse axis of the body. The areolae are usually well

separated from one another, except in the median line, and show no tendency

to produce confluent rows. Small interareolar groups of small bristles occur

in most of the individuals, these bristles varying in number and form.

Color. Brown, varying in shade, but never very intense ; tip of head lighter,

and a more or less pronounced dark ring around the neck. In the male an

obscure brown ring immediately surrounds the cloacal aperture.

Dimensions. Length of male, 216 mm.; greatest diameter, 1 mm. Length

of largest female, 335 mm.; greatest diameter, 1.4 mm.
Gomfarison. In the configuration of the cuticle this species is most closely

allied to G. violaceus Baird, and to G. densareolatus mihi. The males of these

three species are very diff'erent, however, in regard to the arrangement of the

spicules on the posterior end, such spicules being absent in plafycephalus.

This character does not serve to distinguish the females of these species how-

ever, though the flattening of the anterior portion of the body is diagnostic of

platycephabts. But I am wholly at a loss to classify one female from Montana

in the collection of the Acad. Nat. Sci. : it has the flattened head of platijccph-

alus, with the confluent areolae of densareolatus ; its color is a deep buff, \\ith a

narrow black ring immediately around the mouth, but with no dark ring

around the neck; the shape of the posterior end and the deep median grooves

of the body resemble platycephalus, so that on the whole I should be inclined

to consider it as platycephalus. But might not this specimen be a hybrid be-
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tween these two species ? Though the females of violaceus, densareolatus, and

platijce])halus are so similar, the males are nevertheless very different in regard

to the form of their posterior ends, so that these species may be regarded as

genetically related, and we must consider that the course of modification which

they have undergone has influenced the males more than the females. This

view of the question cannot be regarded as bizarre, since in other groups of

animals also the males are in some cases far more dissimilar than the females.

Especial Diagnostic Characters. The flattening of the anterior end, and the

constriction of the head from the body ; the slight enlargement of the posterior

end in the female; the absence of spicules on the tail lobes in the male; the

presence of small, rounded-polygonal cuticular areoles, which are as a rule well

separated from one another.

Geograpliical Distribution. Guatemala, South Montana, Pennsylvania,

Bridger Basin, Fort Laramie. 1 male and 7 females examined.

6. G. platyurus Baird.

Figs. 50-53, Plate 7.

G.,platyura Baird, '53.

G. platyurus Baird, Diesing, '61.

G. platyurus Baird, Villot, '74,

G. platyurus Baird, Oerley, '81.

G. platyurus Baird, Romer, '96.

(1 female examined : Leidy coll. 5096.)

Form. Very massive, flattened dorso-ventrally, with broad dorsal and ven-

tral grooves, which do not extend quite to the posterior end. Head end (Fig.

52) conical. Largest diameter posteriorly. The posterior end (Fig. 51) is

dorso-ventrally flattened, expanded, wider than the preceding portion of the

body, spatulate in form, with shallow dorsal and ventral depressions. The

cloacal aperture is terminal.

Cuticle (Fig. 50). With fine intersecting lines, much as in G. aquaticus

Linn. Here and there bundles of elevated lines are demarcated from the finer

lines, and these bundles, which are parallel to the finer lines, deliminate

rhomboid-shaped spaces.

Color. A light yellowish bufi^, somewhat iridescent. Extreme tip of head

white, behind which is a faint brownish ring. Posterior tip of the body a light

yellowish white.

Dimensions. Length, 540 mm. ;
greatest diameter of body, 2.4 mm. ;

great-

est transverse diameter of tail, 2.3 mm.
No locality is marked for this specimen ; the only other specimen known,

the type in the British Museum, is labelled "Jamaica?" so that it is not yet

proved that this species is American. It seems to me probable that it does not

come from the North American continent, since otherwise there would ju-oba-

bly be numerous examples of this large species extant. Its massive form and

the spatulate shape of the posterior end are good diagnostic characters.
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7. G. leidyi, n. sp.

Figs. 63-55, Plate 7 ; Figs. 56-59, Plate 8.

(1 female, type : Leidy coll. 5089, no data.)

Form. Head (Fig. 53) conically pointed, obtusely rounded at the tip, where

the mouth opening is terminal and forms a slight projection. Body cylindri-

cal, with deep dorsal and ventral grooves, the ventral one not quite in the

median plane. Posterior portions of the body for a distance of about 12 mm.

slightly flattened horizontally, and of slightly less diameter than the middle of

the body. The dorsal groove of the head extends nearly from the head to the

posterior end of the body ; the ventral groove ends about 5 mm. in front of

the posterior end. Posterior end (Figs. 56-58) truncated, almost vertically.

Cloacal aperture (Fig. 57) terminal, nearly in the centre of the disk which

forms the distal face of the posterior end. This aperture is placed upon a

round, elevated papilla, the latter sunk in a depression of the distal face of the

body. To each side of the cloacal papilla is a short vertical, elevated integu-

mentary ridge, while below the depression in which the cloacal papilla lies is a

transverse ridge. On the dorsal side of the posterior end (Fig. 56) is a nearly

U-shaped integumentary fold, to each side of which is an elongated pit or

depression. The latter pits lie respectively on the dorso-lateral sides of the

posterior end of the body, and extend posteriorly as far as the vertical tegu-

mentary ridges which form the lateral boundaries of the depression in which

the cloacal papilla is situated. The distal end of the dorsal U-shaped fold

forms a transverse ridge bounding dorsally the depression in which the cloacal

papilla lies. The dorso-median groove of the body extends on the surface of

this fold to the posterior end of the latter, the groove being broadest at this

point. Thus the posterior end of the body is vertically truncated, with a con-

cave distal face ; in the centre of this depression, situated on the summit of a

slightly elevated papilla, lies the cloacal aperture ; the outlines of this terminal

concavity of the body form nearly a square, its boundary being two short

vertical ridges, a transverse ventral ridge, and a transverse dorsal ridge which
is the distal end of a U-shaped fold of the integument situated on the dorsal

side of the end of the body. These relations are somewhat complicated, and
may be best understood by reference to the Figures 56-58.

Cuticle. Areolated ; areolae (Figs. 54, 55) only slightly elevated, on cross

section they show no hyaline summit, irregularly polygonal in outline ; they

are usually elongated in the line of the transverse axis of the body, and show
a tendency to form short and interrupted rows or chains, contiguous areoles in

such rows being confluent. The areolae are separated only by narrow spaces.

The cuticle is also marked by intersecting elevated lines (Fig. 59) placed at

considerable but varying distances apart, these lines being easily visible on the

alcoholic specimen. Interareolar bristles are absent.

Color. Head end light yellowish brown, the rest of the body a deep yellow-

ish brown color, with an obscure dusky brown ring on the head. In the
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median line of the dorsal groove of the body are two narrow, parallel stripes

of an intense reddish brown color, which are in contact with one another in

the median line. In the ventral median groove of the body are two parallel

stripes of about the same color as those in the dorsal groove, but with this

difference, that they are separated from one another by a distance about equal

to the diameter of either of the lines, and that the two ventral stripes are of

not quite the same diameter. Both the dorsal and ventral stripes of color

disappear near the two ends of the body.

Dimensions. Length, 295 mm.; greatest diameter, 1.5 mm.
This species is sharply distinguished from all other species of the genus

known to me by the peculiar form of the posterior end, and by the colored

stripes lying within the median grooves of the body. Unfortunately the

locality is not given for the specimen. I have named it in honor of the pioneer

student of the American Gordiacea, Joseph Leidy.

3. G. agassizi, n. sp.

Figs. 63-66, Plate 9.

(Type, 1 male : Harv^ird collection no. 296^ Sandwich Isl.)

Form. Body much flattened dorso-ventrally, without well marked median

grooves ; the body is flattened in such a way that the dorsal side is rounded,

the ventral side concave, so that a cross section would show the body to be

somewhat sickle-shaped. Head end likewise dorso-ventrally flattened. The

particular characteristic of this species, however, is that the broad plane of the

neck does not coincide with the broad plane of the head, but is nearly vertical

to it (Fig. 63). Thus the flattening of the head and of the body lies in approx-

imately the same plane, while the neck region (for a distance of about .9 mm.)

is twisted around through an angle of nearly 180 degrees, and hence the broad

plane of the neck is nearly vertical to that of the head and to that of the body.

Hence in viewing the head end either from the dorsal (Fig. 63) or the ventral

a'spect, the neck appears like a short slender thread. This relation has prob-

ably been produced by a torsion of the neck region through an angle of nearly

180 degrees. The outline of the head, viewed from the flattened surface, has

somewhat the shape of an unbarbed arrow-head, broadest posteriorly and with

rounded tip ; the mouth opening is large, transversely elongated, and situated

at the termino-ventral margin of the head. The neck inserts itself along an

elevated ridge which circumscribes the posterior portion of the head. On the

dorsal surface of the head (Fig. 63), to each side of the median line, are found

just behind tliis elevated ridge a number of small ridges which are parallel to

one another (i. e. those on the same side of the ridge are parallel), and these

are oblicjuely disposed to the large ridge. These relations are difficult to

describe, but may be understood by comparing the figure.

The tail lobes (Figs. 65, 66) are bent ventrad, nearly at right angles to the

postorinr end of the body region proper. Each tail lobe is much flattened

laterally, and is very short; it is somewhat rounded on the lateral, and corre-
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spondingly concave on the median side. Viewed from the side (Fig. 65)

each shows a more or less conical outline, broadest at the proximal end,

rounded at the distal end. The dorso-median margin is slightly thickened.

The flattened planes of the two lobes are not parallel, their dorso-median

margins being much closer together than the ventro-median ; the proximal ends

of their dorso-median margins are in contact, while the ventro-median margins

are farthest apart proximately (Fig. 66). The median plane between the

two lobes is vertical to the flattened plane of the posterior end of the body

proper. The tail lobes may well be termed leaf-shaped.

Cuticle (examined in alcohol only, since it seemed inadvisable to section the

single specimen at hand). The surface (Fig. 64) viewed with low powers

of the microscope, shows very plainly a system of deep intersecting lines, be-

tween which lie slightly elevated areolse of rhombic or rhomboid outline.

There are necessarily two systems of parallel lines; and in one of these tv\-o

systems the lines tend to occur in pairs.

Color. The body is a uniform rufous-brown color, the tail lobes somewhat

lighter. The mouth region of the head is yellowish, behind which follows a

zone of a nearly black color; the posterior portion of the head is but little

darker in color than the body.

Dimensions. Length, 158 mm.
;
greatest diameter of head, 1 mm.; greatest

diameter of body, 1.5 mm.
Comparison. This species may be very sharply distinguished from any

other Gordiacean yet described, by the torsion of the neck through an angle of

nearly half a circle, and by the extreme flattening of the tail lobes. It is the

only species known from the Sandwich Islands.

9. G. capitosulcatus, n. sp.

Figs 6T-69, Plate 9 ; Fig. 70, Plate 10.

(Ty.pe, 1 male : Harvard coll. 1466 a, Cuba.)

Form. The body is dorso-ventrally slightly flattened, with slight dorsal

and ventral median grooves. The head (Figs. 67, 69) is flattened laterally,

higher than broad, and is separated from the body by a slight constriction

(neck). The head has the greatest diameter at the anterior end, where it is

obliquely truncated, the dorsal margin projecting slightly farther forwards

than the ventral. The terminal aspect (Fig. 67) of the head is concave, the

large mouth opening situated in the median line, nearer the ventral than the

dorsal margin of the head. At each anterior dorso-lateral margin of the head
is a ring-shaped prominence (Fig. 69), which surrounds a pit-like depression.

It would be impossible to determine the structural significance of these pits

without sectioning the head, but this was not permitted on the single speci-

men examined.

The tail lobes (Fig. 70) are slightly divergent ; each is terminally rounded,
nearly cylindrical on cross section, but concave on the median surface. The
lobes are long and slender, and apparently bear no hairs or spicules. The
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cloacal aperture is situated on the ventral surface of the body, a short distance

in front of the point of union of the two lobes.

Cuticle (Fig. 68). With small elevated areoles, situated close together.

The areoles are somewhat variable in size and form, but are mostly rounded-

polygonal in outline. Their surface is not smooth, as in the other species of

the genus examined by me, but with irregular short tubercles. Interareolar

bristles are apparently absent.

Color. Pitch-black to the naked eye, but with a brownish tinge when
viewed with the microscope. The margins of the ring-shaped prominences of

the head are of a whitish color.

Dimensions. Length, 165 mm.; greatest diameter, 9 mm.
Especial Diagnostic Characters. The presence of depressions on the anterior

dorso-lateral margins of the head ; the roughened surface of the areoles ; the

intense black color.

Comparison. This form differs from G. violacetis, densareolatus, and platy-

cephalns by the roughened surface of the areoles, the coloration, and the

presence of the pits on the head. It has no close resemblance to any of the

species described by Camerano from South America, and on the whole appears

to be a well defined species.

10. G. paranensis Camer.

Figs. 71-74, Plate 10.

G. paranensis Camerano, '92, '94.

G. paranensis Camer., Romer, '96.

(I female, 5 males : Harvard coll. no. 1478, Casablanca, Chile.)

Form of Female. Body somewhat flattened dorso-ventrally, without well

marked median grooves. Head conical, concave on the terminal aspect,

mouth terminal ; head not constricted from the body. Posterior end (Fig. 71)

truncated, with a circular depression on its terminal aspect, in which the

cloacal opening lies ; this posterior end of the body is round on cross section,

M'liile the immediately preceding portion of the body is much flattened dorso-

ventrally.

Form of Male. Body more slender than in the female, and with more or

less well marked median grooves. In one male (Fig. 74) the head end is

conical with rounded tip ; in the others it is separated from the body by a

sliglit constriction, and is terminally truncated, the terminal face concave

(Fig. 73) ; on this terminal aspect of the head in one specimen is a vertical,

median ridge, to each side of whicli is a depression. A conical and a truncate

form of head being found in different specimens of this species would lead to

tlie conclusion that the truncate form, in wliich the anterior aspect of the head

is concave, is probably due to a muscular contraction of the tip of the head.

The tail lobes (Fig. 72, a, h) are comparatively sliort and thick, flattened on

their proximo-median surfaces as well as on their dorso-lateral surfaces.
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Apparently neither hairs nor spicules occur in the vicinity of the lobes. At

the anterior point of union of the tail lobes, on the ventral surface of the body,

is situated a V-shaped ridge, each arm of which is placed on the ventro-median

margin of the corresponding tail lobe, the two arms of the V converging, and

joining at an angle cephalad at the anterior point of union of the tail lobes.

Anterior to this ridge is situated a broad and deep depression. At the deepest

part of this depression, i. e. in the medio-ventral line just anterior to the ridge

described, is situated the cloacal aperture; this aperture lies on the summit of

a slightly elevated papilla. The anterior margin of the depression which but-

rounds the cloacal papilla forms a sharp ledge, irregularly semicircular in out-

line (the opening of the semicircle directed caudad) ; this sharp ledge, forming

the anterior and lateral margin of the cloacal depression, is not elevated above

the level of that portion of the ventral surface of the body which lies anterior

to the depression. Along this ledge are arranged a row of short, thick hairs.

Accordingly, we find on the ventral surface of the posterior end of the male a

narrow V-shaped ridge at the base of the tail lobes; anterior to this a large and

deep depression, in the centre of the posterior part of which the cloacal papilla

is situated; and the anterior and lateral boundary of this depression, formed by

a nearly semicircular sharp ledge.

Cuticle. There are no areoles, but a system of broad intersecting, oblique

lines, between which are much finer intersecting lines. Short hairs also occur

here and there, but sparsely. The cuticle is thus very similar to that of G.

aquaticus robustus (Leidy).

Color. Body of a dull olive-brown color. Tip of the head yellowish white,

the remainder of the head reddish brown, varying in shade. The posterior end

of the female is yellowish ; the pit in which the cloacal aperture lies is of a

deep reddish brown color, there being thus a disk of this color immediately

around the aperture. In the male the postcloacal cuticular ridge is reddish

brown, its posterior edge black.

Dimensions. Length of female, 470 mm.; greatest diameter, 1.8 mm.
Length of largest male, 340 mm.

;
greatest diameter, 1..3 mm.

Especial Diagnostic Characters. The presence of a postcloacal ridge in the

male, and the presence of a sharp precloacal ledge which bounds the cloacal

depression; the intersecting lines of the cuticle.

Comparison. These specimens seem to agree wholly with Camerano's

description of the species. This form is most closely allied to G. aquaticus

robustus (Leidy).

Geographical Distribution. Asuncion, Paraguay; Palmeira (Parana) ; Casa-

bianca, Chile.
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11. G. violaceus Baird.

Figs. 60-63, Plate 8 ; Figs. 75-77, Plate 11.

G. violaceus Baird, '53. (For the synonymy of descriptions of specimens from

other localities than America, cf. Romer, '96.)

? G. reticulatus Villot, '74 (from California).

? G. violaceus Baird, Villot, '87.

1 G. violaceus Baird, Romer, '95 (from Arizona).

? G. violaceus Baird, RiJmer, '96.

(1 female, Harvard coll. no. 1465, California ; 1 female, Harvard coll. no.

1666 c, Cuba.)

Description of the Californian Specimen. Body cylindrical without median

lines. Posterior and especially the anterior portions of the body somewhat

narrower than the middle; head (Fig. 61) of a rounded conical form, not con-

stricted from the body, mouth terminal. Posterior end (Fig. 60) of the same

diameter as the immediately preceding portion of the body, obtusely rounded

terminally; the small, round cloacal aperture is terminal. Cuticle (Fig. 62)

areolated : the brownish areolae vary somewhat in size, are irregularly polj'g-

onal, and do not form rows but are well separated from one another; a few

small interareolar bristles are present. Color: a clear chocolate-brown, head

paler, a deep reddish brown ring around the mouth. Length, 130 mm. ;
great-

est diameter, 9 mm.
Description of the Cuban Specimen. Body nearly cyclindrical, with dorsal

and ventral median grooves. Head cyclindrical, narrower than the portion of

the body immediately preceding, terminally truncated (Fig. 76) ; this plane of

truncation is slightly convex, the mouth situated in its centre. The anterior

portion of the body is gradually attenuated, of less diameter than the middle

portion. Posterior end of the body (Fig. 75) obliquely truncated, in that the

dorsal margin projects farther caudad than does the ventral margin ; the pos-

terior end of the body is flattened on its ventral surface. In the medio-ventral

line is a shallow narrow groove, which passes dorsad on the terminal aspect of

the body, this groove being deepest at the dorso-terminal margin of the body.

Within this groove lies the terminal cloacal aperture. Cuticle (Fig. 77)

areolated : areolae low, irregularly rounded in outline, smooth superficially,

close together; the areolae are very little darker than the inter-areolar spaces

;

between them lie tliick, conical hairs, which are higher than the areolae.

Color a uniform grayish brown, head lighter; the mouth is surrounded by a

narrow reddish brown ring, and the vertical groove at the posterior end of the

body is also of this color. Length, 112 mm.; greatest diameter, 1 mm.
Comparison. There is some doubt in my mind whether these specimens

r should be attributed to G. violaceus Baird, but they certainly come closer to this

species than to any other, and until further specimens are examined from these

localities may best be placed under this 8j)ecies. But we know tliat platy-

cephalus and densareolalus come very close to violaceus in the structure of the
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cuticle, but differ markedly in the form and armature of the posterior end of

the male ; and so it may be that the males of these two specimens, when dis-

covered, may also be found to differ from the males of violaceus. But it would

be inadvisable to classify these two females as a new species until the males

are known.

The Californian form agrees very closely with the G. reticulatus of Yillot

('74), also from California, but the male of the latter is likewise unknown, so

that reticulatus must still be regarded as a doubtful species. Villot ('87) and

Rdmer ('95, '96) hold the view that reticulatus may be synonymous with viola-

ecus. The males of specimens from all these localities must first be examined

before we can decide whether the true violaceus really occurs in America, or

whether a subspecies or different species, distinct also from platyccjylt-alus and

densareolatus does not take its place. Hence these two doubtful female

specimens from Cuba and California, may only preliminarily be placed under

violaceus.

PARAGORDIUS, n. gen. (cf. the Appendix).

(Type of the genus: Gordius varius Leidy, '51, '56.)

Generic Characters. The cloaca in the adult female is remarkably long

(Fig. 86), nearly half an inch in length, and the caudal ganglion (Fig.

79, N. Gl.) is in direct connection with the cloacal epithelium, and at no

point with the epidermis. The male is characterized by the absence of a

cloacal musculature (Fig. 78). The trilobation of the posterior end of the

female (Figs. 88-90) possibly also furnishes a true generic character.

Thus Paragordius differs anatomically more widely from Gordius and Clior-

dodes, than the last two do from each other ; for in both of the last two the

female cloaca is very short, usually a fraction of a millimeter, and the caudal

ganglion is never in contact with the cloacal epithelium, and in these also

the male always possesses a cloacal musculature (Fig. ] 8). I am inclined to

suppose that the European Gordius tricuspidatus (Dufour) (G. gratianopolensis

Dies.) .should be placed in this new genus, since its female has also a triloba-

tion of the posterior end. But unless the latter species be found to show also

the anatomical generic characters given above, it must be kept separate from

Paragordius, since it is doubtful whether the mere trilobation of the posterior

end constitutes a good generic character, for we find in the female of G. tolo-

sanus Duj. a tendency to bilobation of the posterior end of the body. I have

had no opportunity to examine G. tricuspiddtus, and find no description of tlie

anatomical structures at issue, so that the generic position of this European
species must still remain doubtful, though it certainly should not be placed

under Chordodes, as Rbmer ('96) has done, since the male has the typical bilo-

bation of the posterior end shown by all true Gordii. I quite agree with

Janda ('93) that the shallow ventral groove on the posterior end of tlie males

of Chordodes is one of the important characters of the genus, since I have found

this typical fnnu of the posterior end in all male Chordodes examined by me,
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and it has been found characteristic for all the males of Chordodes which have

been heretofore described. The characters of these three genera of Gordiacea

may be compared as follows.

Gordius. Posterior end of the male bilobed, a cloacal musculature present

;

posterior end of the female rarely much swollen, never cleft (except in G. tolo-

sanus, where it is deeply grooved rather than cleft) ; the caudal ganglion in the

female not iu contact with the cloacal epithelium, the cloaca very short; cu-

ticula marked with intersecting lines or with low areolae, never with high tuber-

cles or papillae, though frequently with short hairs or conical processes (spicules).

Chordodes. Posterior end of the male not bilobed, but only with a compara-

tively shallow groove on the ventral surface
;
posterior end of the female usu-

ally swollen, never cleft ; the caudal ganglion in the female not in contact with

the cloacal epithelium, the cloaca very short ; the male with a special cloacal

musculature; cuticle usually marked with high tubercles or papillae, and

apparently always with hyaline club-shaped processes, which are very differ-

ent from the interareolar hairs of Gordius.

Pararjordius. Posterior end of the male bilobed, no cloacal musculature

;

posterior end of the female trilobed ; the caudal ganglion in the female is in

contact with the cloacal epithelium, and the cloaca is long ; cuticle as in Gor-

dius, except that the papillae are enveloped in a hyaline layer, which forms the

external layer of the cuticle (Fig. 91, a).

These three genera appear to be very natural groups, and each is to be dis-

tinguished by the union of certain characters, rather than by the presence of

any single character. Of the three, Gordius occupies an intermediate position,

with relations on the one hand to Chordodes, on the other to Paragordius,

though it shows the greater affinity to Chordodes ; while there are no good

characters in common between Chordodes and Paragordius. Thus Gordius

might be regarded as the more primitive parent form, from which the others

have differentiated ; but I reserve a discussion of this point for a subsequent

contribution.

Tlie following preliminary note on the caudal ganglion of Paragordius (in

the female) may be of anatomical interest. This ganglion lies in contact with

the cloacal epithelium at the anterior point of bifurcation of the two lateral

tail lobes (Fig. 79). The posterior margin of this ganglion forms a thin verti-

cal lamina, which may be in contact with that portion of the epidermis lying

between the two lateral lobes, but it certainly does not terminate in contact

with the epidermis of the ventral surface of the body. The ventral nerve

chord anterior to the caudal ganglion lies in the ventro-median line bctwecTi the

intestine and the longitudinal musculature of the body wall, as in both Gordius

and Chordodes, as far as the latter genera have been examined. But there are

certain small nerves which take their origin from the antero-dorsal margin of the

caudal ganglion, and these nerves lie directly beneath the cloacal epithelium.

These relations were 8tudio<l on sections of two females ; and anterior and pos-

terior nerves may be distinguished with reference to the course which they ]>ur-

8ue. The anterior ncr\'es, which are of greater diameter than the posterior
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ones, varied in number in the two specimens sectioned. In the one, two

nerves arise from the dorso-lateral margin of the ganglion, and may be traced

cephalad for a number of sections ; they diverge only slightly ; in the other

specimen there is, in addition to the two lateral anterior nerves, also an un-

paired median nerve of greater diameter than the other two, which bifurcates

at its anterior end. The posterior nerves arise a couple of sections behind the

anterior ones, and are two in number (one on each side of the median line),

though in one of the specimens there appeared to be two on one side and one

on the other; these posterior nerves pass caudad, diverging in their course, and

may be traced into the lateral tail lobes, where they divide into still smaller

nerves.

In one male sectioned an elongated cuticular penis was present in the cloaca,

this being only the second case of a penis being observed in a Gordiid, the other

case having been observed by Vejdovsky. But the description of these inter-

esting anatomical details must be postponed to a later paper.

12. Paragordius varius (Leidy).

Figs. 78-85, Plate 11 ; Figs. 86-93, Plate 12.

Gordius varius Leidy, '51, '56, '58.

G. varius Leidy, Diesing, 1861.

G. gratianopolensis Charvet, Schneider, '66.

G. vai-ius Leidy, Villot, '74.

G. trilobus Villot, Oerley, '81.

G. varius Leidy, Camerano, '93.

Chordodes varius Leidy, Romer, '96.

(Leidy's original type specimens have apparently not been preserved.)

Form of the Female. The anterior and posterior portions of the body are

narrower than the middle, the decrease in diameter being very gradual ; the

anterior is narrower than the posterior end. The head end (Figs. 83-85) is

obli([uely truncated in such a way that the antero-ventral margin projects

farther forward than does the antero-dorsal ; this truncated plane, which
forms the terminal aspect of the head, is very nearly iiat. The mouth lies

near the ventral edge of the truncated plane. The posterior end (Figs. 88-90)

is trilobed, there being one dorso-median and two latero-ventral lobes ; these

lobes have no cuticular spines on th^ir surface, and in the great majority of the

numerous specimens examined are of equal length. Two specimens in the

Harvard collection were exceptions to this equality in length : in one the dorsal

lobe was slightly longer than the others, in the other slightly shorter. But the

dorsal lobe is narrower than the others, and further differs from the latter in

having an elevated median ridge on its ventral surface, so that on cross section

it appears triradiate (Figs. 80, 81). The lateral lobes are crescent-shaped on

cross section. The cloacal aperture, wholly hidden by these lobes, lies at their

base and between them, so that the cuticle and epidermis of the inner surface

of the lobes are directly continuous with the cuticle and epithelium of the
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cloaca (Fig. 86). The lobes may be either parallel or divergent, aud hence

are probably movable.

Form of the Male. The anterior end (Fig. 82) as in the female, but the

body more slender. The tail lobes (Fig. 87) are comparatively long and

slender, cylindrical in shape, and obtusely rounded terminally. Small conical

spicules occur on the medio-ventral surfaces of the anterior half of the lobes,

and short hairs on their anterior surfaces. The elongate cloacal aperture lies in

the medio-ventral line of the body, anterior to the tail lobes.

Cuticle. On cross section (Fig. 91, a) an outer thin hyaline layer is seen, and

an inner, much thicker fibrous layer. Embedded in the hyaline layer are small

lozenge-shaped bodies, which stain more deeply than any other portion of the

cuticle, and which correspond to the areolae seen on surface views. The exter-

nal surface of the hyaline layer of the cuticle is marked by short conoidal

processes of the same structure as the hyaline matrix ; these are not seen on

surface views. On surface view (Figs. 91,6-93) the cuticle appears areolated:

the areolae are small, variable in size and form, and irregularly arranged.

Sometimes they occur in groups, sometimes in interrupted longitudinal rows
;

their arrangement varies both in different individuals as well as on different

portions of the same individual. The areoles are irregularly polygonal in

outline. In one female larger brown-colored areoles were present in addition

to the smaller, lightly colored ones; the former were mainly arranged in the

form of longitudinal ridges, and were irregularly star-shaped in outline.

Color. Color usually lighter in the females than in the males, varying from

a light brown or yellowish to a dark brown (the larger individuals usually

darker). The tip of the head is white or a pale brownish
;
just behind there

is a dark ring of color, usually rusty brown or even black, rarely pale ; this

ring is darkest at its anterior edge, and darker on the dorsal than on the ven-

tral side of the body. At least a trace of this ring is to be seen on all speci-

mens when mature, though the intensity of its coloration is very variable.

Dimensions. Length of largest male seen, 350 mm.; greatest diameter, .9 mm.
Length of largest female, 290 mm.

;
greatest diameter (of a flattened individual),

2 nmi. The males are more slender and average considerably shorter than

the females.

Especial Diagnostic Cliaracters. The trilobation of the posterior end of the

female, the long aud cylindrical tail lobes of the male, the oblique truncation

of the head end, and the usually very dark colored ring around the head,

render this species very easy of identification.

Comparisons. This species has the greatest affinity to Gordius (Para-

gordius ?) triciispidatus (Dufour); but it differs from it in that there are uo

spicules or spines upon the tail lobes of the female, and in that the dorsal is

narrower than the lateral lobes ; further, in varius the areoles of the cuticle

are frequently arranged into rows or groups.

Gi'dgraphical Distribution. I have examined specimens from the following

localities: New York, Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Vir-

ginia, Kansas, California, and Guatemala; and it has been observeil by others
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in Mexico, Peru, and Bolivia. It appears to have a very extensive range, and

it and G. aquaticus robustus are the most abundant forms in the northeastern

portion of the United States.

Genus CHORDODES (Creplin) Mobius.

13. C. morgani, n. sp.

Fig. 94, Plate 13 ; Figs. 93-100, Plate 13.

(1 female, type, in my possession, from Maryland; a second female from

Iowa in the Harvard coll. no. 1470.)

Description of the Type Specimen. Form: Perfectly cylindrical without

median lines. Anterior end gradually attenuated, head (Fig. 98) much nar-

rower than the posterior end, rounded. Tail end (Fig. 97) swollen, obtuse

posteriorly, the swelling most pronounced on the ventral aspect. Cuticle

:

With three kinds of prominences (Figs. 99, 100): (1) Larger tubercles which

are about twice as high as broad, nearly circular on cross section, and rounded

apically; these bear no hairs, and are distributed at nearly equal distances on

tlie surface of the cuticle, with only a slight tendency to arrange themselves

into disjointed groups. (2) Smaller tubercles, which are pointed at the apex

and more or less conical in form; these vary considerably in height, but are

never more than a quarter the height of the preceding kind. Each bears on its

summit a single delicate hair. These tubercles are arranged quite densely on

the surface of the cuticle, and the larger ones among them are grouped closely

around the tubercles of the 1st order; in the median line of the body they are

more numerous, especially the larger ones of them, which form groups be-

tween as well as around the tubercles of the 1st order. (3) Delicate slender

hyaline processes, frequently club-shaped, which occur only sparsely, and are a

little higher than the first kind of tubercles. Color: A uniform yellowish

brown. Dimensions: length, 222 mm.
;
greatest diameter of body, 1.1 mm.

Description of the Second Specimen. Form: Anterior end pointed, and head

tip (Fig. 94) rounded as in the preceding, but on the ventral surface of the

head, to each side of the median line, is a short longitudinal groove. Body
nearly cylindrical, with narrow but deep median grooves ; on a portion of

the surface there are likewise irregular longitudinal grooves. Posterior end
(Figs. 95, 96) swollen, though of less diameter than the body at its middle
point; this distal swelling is of greater diameter than the dorso-ventrally

flattened portion of the body which immediately precedes it. The posterior

end is truncated terminally, and near the centre of this terminal aspect

(Fig. 96) is situated tlie cloacal aperture at the middle point of a vertical

ridge, to each side of which is a groove. On the dorso-lateral sides of the

posterior end larger and deeper grooves are situated. Color : A uniform dull

chocolate-brown, the terminal aspect of the head somewhat lighter in color.
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Cuticle : as in the preceding specimen. Dimensions : length, 158 mm.
;

greatest diameter of body, 9 mm.
Especial Diagnostic Characters. The peculiarities of the cuticular tubercles,

and the uniform coloration.

Comparisons. The papillae of the cuticle have some resemblance to those of

C. hamatus Rdmer, from West Africa. But the arrangement and form of the

papillae of the latter form is not quite the same, judging from Eomer's ('96)

description of them :
" Die Haut ist mit Papillen bedeckt von der Form

kleiner Hiigel und spitzer Zacken. Sie sind ganz niedrig ; ihre Form ist

nicht gleichmassig, auch ihre Entfernung von einander nicht die gleiche, aber

sie haben im allgemeinen denselben Habitus. . . . Kopfende des \Yeibchens

Btark zugespitzt."

Thus far only two specimens observed, from Iowa and Maryland, respectively.

I have the pleasure of naming this species in honor of my friend Dr. Thos.

H. Morgan, of Bryn Mawr College, who kindly gave me the first specimen

seen.

14. C. puerilis, n. sp.

Figs. 101-105, b, Plate 13.

(Type, 1 male: Leidy coll. no. 5071, from a cockroach. A second male se-

cured by me in Chester County, Pennsylvania.)

Form. Anterior portion of the body more slender than the posterior.

Head end (Figs. 101, 102) dorso-ventrally flattened, obliquely truncated ter-

minally, mouth opening terminal. Middle and posterior portions of the

body horizontally flattened in the larger specimen, cylindrical in the smaller.

Posterior end of the body (Fig. 103) narrower than the preceding part, almost

cylindrical, terminally rounded; a median groove is present on its ventro-

terniinal end, and to each side of this groove the integument forms a slightly

elevated ridge.

Cuticle. With four kinds of prominences (Fig. 105, b) -. (1) the largest tuber-

cles, usually of a rounded-conical shape, but vary somewhat in length (the

length is usually one third greater than the largest diameter, which is at the

base). On the rounded apex occur short, rather thick hairs, terminally

pointed, from 5 to 10 hairs to each tubercle. (2) Long hyaline, slender pro-

cesses, which vary considerably in form, but are usually either finger-shaped or

club-shaped ; these are the highest and least abundant of all cuticular promi-

nences, and are devoid of hairs. (3) These most abundant tubercles are usu-

ally conical in shape, and from one fourth to one half the lengtli of the first

kind; each hears on its summit a single strong hair, which is slightly longer

than the hairs of the 1st kind of tubercles. (4) The smallest tubercles are not

quite as high as the preceding kind, are hemisplierical, and without hairs. On
surface views of the cuticle (Figs. 104, 105, a) the various kind of tuberck's are

Been to be closely arranged together, without any regular distrilmtion into

pjToups. All these tubercles are very small, and may be distinguished clearly

only on thin sections studied with the ^ immersion lens of Zeiss.
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Color. A more or less deep chocolate-brown, somewhat lighter on the

anterior end; head (not merely its terminal tip) almost white.

Dimensions. Length of the larger individual, 212 mm. ;
greatest diameter of

body, 1 nmi.

Especial Diagnostic Characters. The three kinds of minute papillae, which

are not arranged into particular groups, furnish the chief diagnostic character.

Comparisons. This species differs in the characters of its cuticle from all

foreign species of the genus. These characters appear to resemble those de-

scribed by Camerano ('97, h) for C. talensis ; but the description of this author

is difficult to understand, and is without figures, so that it seems justifiable to

class our species as new, at least until further descriptions and figures of

talensis are published.

15. C. gordioides, n. sp.

Figs. 106, 107, Plate 13 ; Figs. 108-110, Plate 14.

(Types, males and 1 female: coll. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Hayden's Survey,

S. Montana.)

Form of Male. Anterior end slender, cylindrical, attenuated, head (Fig. 108)

somewhat conical with obtusely truncated tip ; mouth terminal. Body for

the most part cylindrical, without well marked median grooves; thickest in

the posterior fourth. Posterior end, for the distance of 10 mm., consider-

ably narrower than the immediately preceding portion, and slightly flat-

tened dorso-ventrally. Cloacal aperture on the ventral surface (Fig. 110),

anterior to the posterior tip of the body; just anterior to this aperture is a

slightly elevated semilunar ridge. In the medio-ventral line of the body,

behind the cloacal aperture, is a shallow groove, to each side of which is a

longitudinal prominence. The posterior end of the body is rounded termi-

nally.

Form of Female. General form as in the male, the body thickest in the mid-

dle, narrowed anteriorly, more or less flattened posteriorly. Posterior end

(Fig. 109, a, b) enlarged, somewhat spherical, constricted off from the imme-

diately preceding portion of the body; cloacal aperture terminal, nearer the

dorsal than the ventral side.

CtUicle. With low flattened tul)ercles, but little higher than the areolae of

Gordius densarcolatus. On surface views (Fig. 107) these appear small, ovoid

or rounded-polygonal in outline, but they vary considerably in shape and some-

what in size, and are often much elongated. They have a tendency to arrange

themselves into parallel rows, contiguous rows being well separated from one

another ; the direction of these rows is slightl}'' oblique to the transverse axis of

the body, and their component tubercles are more or less confluent. Light

colored lines also are seen on the surface of the cuticle, the distances which sepa-

rate these lines being variable ; these lines, the optical representations of shallow

grooves, demarcate rhomb-shaped portions of the cuticle. On cross sections

(Fig. 106) the tubercles are seen to be low, and usually flattened apically, with
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rounded margins ; occurring at intervals, but sparsely, are club-shaped slender

hyaline processes such as are characteristic of the genus, and these are about

double the height of the tubercles ; and also small inter-tubercular groups of

short, spiniform hairs.

Color. In the males the head is yellowish white, with a narrow black ring (ap-

pearing like a spot) immediately around the mouth; the rest of the body a deep

chocolate-color, or rufous-brown, with evidences of lighter brown bands and

spots on the posterior end, though these spots were absent in one individual

;

in the smallest male the body color was a clear yellowish brown. In the

single female specimen a black ring immediately surrounded the mouth open-

ing ; but the rest of the body is a clear yellow, the head and posterior tip of

the body somewhat lighter.

Dimensions. Length of largest male, 215 mm.; greatest diameter, 1.3 mm.
Length of female, 150 mm.; greatest diameter, .8 mm.

Diagnostic Characters. The presence of flattened tubercles, resembling the

cuticular areoles of the genus Gordius, none of which have a light spot on the

surface, and which tend to arrange themselves into irregular oblique rows, and

the presence of inter-tubercular groups of small hairs, serve to distinguish thia

species.

Comparisons. This species resembles most closely C. occidentalis, n. sp.

(q. v.). It also bears some resemblance to C. moluccanus Romer ('96), but

differs from the latter in the form and more especially the arrangement of

the tubercles of the cuticle, and in the swelling of the posterior end of the

female.

The cuticle of this species resembles that of a Gordius rather than that of a

Chordodes, except that it shows the typical hyaline processes of the latter

genus ; and since its cuticle thus unites characters of these two genera, the

specific name gordioides is suggested.

16. C. occidentalis, n. sp.

Figs. 111-114, Plate 14; Figs. 115-117, Plate 15.

(Tijpe 1 male : Harvard coll. no. 1469, San Francisco, Cal. A second male :

Harvard coll. no. 1481, Rio Gila, Arizona.)

Form. Whole body much flattened dorso-ventrally, with the exception of

the posterior end, in the type without, in the second specimen with, shallow

median grooves ; anterior and posterior ends narrower than the middle portion

of the body, though the anterior end is attenuated only for a distance of about

1 cm. Head (Figs. Ill, n, b) flattened, conical, the tip rounded or else obtusely

truncated, and then the dorsal margin projects farther forward than does the

ventral. Mouth terminal. In the second specimen (Figs. 114, a, b) a Y-shaped

ridge is sit'inted on the terminal aspect of the head, the mouth placed at the

point of union of the three arms of the Y; the unpaired ami of this Y-shaped

ridge runs from the mouth mediad and dorsal, the paired arms latero-ventrad.
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Posterior end of the body is nearly cylindrical, somewhat flattened ventrally,

and terminally either rounded or obliquely truncated. On the medio-ventral

surface of the posterior end (Figs. 112, 113, a, b) is a shallow groove, which

extends from the cloacal aperture caudad to the distal end of the body, and to

each side of this groove is a longitudinal ridge of slight elevation.

Cuticle. On surface view (in Canada balsam) two kinds of low, flattened

tubercles or areoles are to be seen (Figs. 115, 117) ; (1) The larger (those of

greater diameter) are darker in color, and either elongate (in one specimen) or

rounded-polygonal in outline. In the median line of the body they are smaller

and more densely arranged than elsewhere. In one specimen (the type, Fig.

115) these areoles were non-confluent ; but in the other they show a tendency

to group themselves in interrupted, transverse rows, and consequently are

more elongate in form than in the former (type) specimen. On the surface of

some of the larger areoles is seen a small, circular clear spot, in the centre of

which appears a small granule ; sections show that this spot is a pit on the

surface of the tubercle, which is nearly filled with a small rounded-conical

process ; those tubercles on the lateral surfaces of the body which contain such

clear spots, and they are few in number, are usually dumbbell-shaped in outline,

and their clear spots are smaller than those of the median tubercles, in which

they occur more frequently. (2) Smaller, lighter colored tubercles, much
more variable in form and size than the preceding, and which are irregularly

arranged between the former kind. In one of the specimens a system of oblique

lines is seen on the surface of the cuticle, and these lines are peculiar in that

they do not lie between rows of areoles, but appear to run right across their

surface (Fig. 117).

On transverse section of the cuticle two kinds of tubercles are seen, corre-

sponding to the two kinds seen on surface views (Fig. 116): (1) Low tuber-

cles of greater diameter, which are flattened apically, and have no projections.

(2) Tubercles of smaller diameter, very irregular in form, and usually of

slightly less elevation than the preceding ; these correspond to the smaller,

lighter tubercles seen on surface views. The apex of these is not flattened, but

more or less irregularly rounded ; from the summit project upwards short

conical or spiniform processes, which are exceedingly variable in form, some-

times cleft or pectinate terminally, though most of them are largest at the base

and pointed at the apex. Rarely is there only a single process to a tubercle :

as a rule there are a number, and on the tubercles of the dorso-median line of

the body they are more numerous than elsewhere. In addition to these two

kinds of tubercles are seen on sections, though only sparsely, hyaline club-

shaped processes.

Color of type specimen : black, at the anterior end of the body with a

reddish tinge ; the tip of the head yellowish white. The second specimen, was

of a deep rufous-brown color, lighter at the anterior tip of the body, and

blackish at the posterior end.

Dimensions. Length of larger individual (type), 255 mm.
;
greatest diameter,

1.5 mm.
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Especial Diagnostic Characters. The presence of two kinds of slightly elevated

tubercles on the cuticle : tubercles of greater diameter with smooth summit, a

few of which have an apical clear spot ; and tubercles of smaller diameter and

usually less elevation, the surface of which is not smooth, but with more or less

numerous conical or spiniform short processes.

Comparisons. This species is more closely allied to C. gordioides than to

any other, but differs from it in the following points : the presence of tubercles

whose surface bears short processes, the presence of clear spots on the surface of

some of the smooth tubercles, and the absence of groups of inter-tubercular

hairs ; there are also differences in coloration, such as the absence of a black

ring around the mouth aperture, and the much darker color of the body,

17. C. cubanensis, n. sp.

Figs. 118-123, Plate 15.

(Type of Female : Harvard coll. 1466, Cuba. Type of Male: Harvard coll.

1466 d, Cuba.)

Form of Male. Body nearly cylindrical, without well marked median

grooves; anterior end slightly attenuated. Head (Fig. 123) very narrow,

truncated apically, slightly concave on the terminal aspect; on the ventral

surface alone is there a constriction separating the head from the body. Pos-

terior end (Fig. 122) flattened on the ventral surface, with a median groove

behind the cloacal aperture ; this groove is broadest and deepest at the ventro-

terminal point of the body
;
just behind the cloacal aperture is a transverse

semilunar ridge.

Form of Female. Larger and more robust than the male, the shape of the

anterior portion of the body otherwise similar. Head (Fig. 120) rounded at

the apex, mouth nearer the ventral than the dorsal margin of the head. Pos-

terior portion of the body (Fig. 121) narrower than the middle, but the

extreme distal end is swollen, and of greater diameter than the part immedi-

ately preceding. This posterior end is obliquely truncated, the dorso-terminal

margin projecting farther caudad than the ventro-terminal ; the swelling is

most pronounced on the ventral side.

Cuticle (Fig. 119). With papillae of three kinds, besides hyaline processes
;

though it is difficult to distinguish sharply between these kinds since they

seem to intergrade. The hyaline processes have the same form as in most

other species of the genus, and are slender club-shaped processes, slightly

swollen and rounded at the apex ; they are about the height of the highest

papillae. 1st Kind of Papillce: The smallest, lea^^t elevated, and most numer-

ous of all occur close together between the groups of larger papillae, and also

in the latter groups. They are pyramidal or somewhat elongate-conical on

lateral view, pointed at the apex which bears a single (rarely two) long, deli-

cate, usually curved spine ; tljis spine is thickest at the base and sometimes

recurved at the tip. A modification of these tubercles attains nearly the height

of the largest papillae. 2d Kind of Papillce : These, the second in point of
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numerical abundance, occur usually in groups close together. They are much

larger than the preceding, round on cross section, usually considerably longer

than broad, slightly thickened at the base but with nearly parallel sides, and

with rounded summit. In a few cases the sides of these papillse may be some-

what denticulate. On the margin of the rounded or flattened apex occur from

three to six short thick spines, which are broadest at the base and pointed

at the tip ; these spines curve upwards and outwards, and are shorter and

thicker than those of the preceding category of papilla;. These papillae vary

considerably in form, and sometimes are nearly square in lateral outline.

3d Kind of Papillce : These are of the same form and size as the preceding,

but are less numerous (the groups which they compose are smaller), and differ

from them in the absence of spines on their summits ; the apex of most of them

is elliptically rounded, rarely flattened, and then somewhat denticulate with

short conical processes; some of these papillse are expanded at the summit.

On surface views (Fig. 118) of the cuticle, seen with a low power of magnifi-

cation, only the second and third kinds of papilla are seen, and they appear as

small brown disks with a clearer central point. The cuticle of the male differs

from that of the female only in that the larger kinds of papillse are less

abundant, and the groups formed by them smaller.

Color. The males are uniform pitch-black, the head somewhat lighter ; in

the female the whole body is deep black.

Dimensions. Length of largest male, 165 mm.
;

greatest diameter, 1 mm.

Length of female, 280 mm.; greatest diameter of body, 1.6 mm.; greatest

diameter of tail swelling, 1 mm.
Especial Diagnostic Chaj;ncters. The dense arrangement of the usually

pencil-shaped papillje, and the union of the larger of them into large and

irregular groups, together with the black color of the body, serve to distinguish

this form.

Comparisons. In color this species resembles C. brasiliensis Janda, and

C.festm Gamer. ; but it differs from the former as well as from C. morgani, n. sp.,

in the form and arrangement of the papillse. In the structure of the cuticular

papilla) it also differs from /es/fe, judging from Camerano's description: but

unfortunately most of the South American Gordiacea described by this author

have not been figurecl, and for a clear understanding of the form and arrange-

ment of areoles and papillae figures are absolutely necessary.

Postscript. — The preceding descriptions of body form, color, and dimen-

sions have been based entirely upon a study of alcoholic specimens, with the

consequence that tlie particulars in regard to coloration and dimensions could

be only approximately ascertained, since the action of the alcohol would prob-

ably produce shrinkage, and certainly obscures the brightness of the coloration.

Formaline would probably be a superior fluid for the preservation of museum

specimens. For purposes of histological fixation ra]ndly penetrating fluids are

necessary, such as picro-formaline or picro-nitric acid.

VOL. XXXII.— NO. 3. 8
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APPENDIX.

Since the preceding was sent to press (on the 16th August, 1897) I have re-

ceived from Professor Camerano the following important contribution by him

:

"Monografia dei Gordii" (Accademia Reale delle Scienze di Torino, 1897).

This paper furnishes descriptions and revisions of all known species of Gordi-

acea, with illustrations of all those described by Camerano, and is especially

valuable on this account from the systematic standpoint. To the already

known genera Gordius and Chordodes, this author adds two others, namely,

Faragordius and Parachordodes. Paragordius embraces, according to Camerano,

Q. Iricuspidatus (Dufour), G. emeryi Cam., G. stylosus Linstow, and G. varius

Leidy. He characterizes it as follows :
" L' estremita posteriore del $ e bifor-

cata al di la dell' apertura postcloacale con lobi profondamente separati fra

loro : non vi e lamina cutanea postcloacale. L' estremita posteriore della 9 c

divisa in tre lobi postcloacali profondamente separati fra loro i quali circondano

1' apertura cloacale. Lo strato cuticolare esterno presenta delle formazioni

areolari di una sola seria e pochivssimo sporgenti, irregolarmente disposte: non

vi sono granuli o tubercoli rifrangenti interareolari." By an unusual coinci-

dence, I had in the preceding pages proposed the same name, Paragordius, to

include Leidy's species Gordius varius, so that independently of one another

Camerano and I have founded a new genus, and given it the same name for

the same species. By the rules of priority in nomenclature, however, Camerano's

publication having appeared first, the genus must stand Paragordius Camerano,

not Montgomery. But the diagnostic given by Camerano for this new species

is not very well chosen, for in it the onl}' character of possible genetic value

mentioned is the trilobation of the posterior end in the female; this character

is of doubtful generic value, since in Gordius tolosanus Duj. the posterior end

of the female is somewhat lobed, though in this case the lobation is gener-

ally regarded as only a specific character ! I think the characters described

above by me as diagnostic of the new genus, — namely, the structure of the

cloaca in the female and the absence of a cloacal inusculature in the male,— are

of higlier value, and accordingly should constitute the diagnostic of the genus.

The second new genus of Camerano is characterized thus (Parachordodes):

" Estreniiti\ posteriore del $ biforcata al di la apertura cloacale, con lobi ])ro-

ff)ndamente separati fra loro : nessuna lamina-cutanea postcloacale. L' es-

treinitii posteriore della 9 « intiera coll' apertura cloacale mediaua coUocata in

uji solco dorso ventralc piix o meno profondo. Strato cuticolare esterno meuo
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coniplicato che nel genere Chordodes : ora con una sola sorta di formazioni

aieolari, ora con formazioni areolari di due sorta: le uue piu basse e chiare : e

le altre un po' piii elevate e scure che stanno intorno alio sbocco dei canaletti

che attraversano gli strati cuticolari : fra le areole spesso vi sono granuli o

tubercoli rifrangenti." Parachordodes thus differs from Gordius merely in re-

gard to cuticular structures, and I cannot consider that such differences warrant

the separation of a new genus. For in the Gordiacea the cuticular differences

have little more than specific value, as is well shown by the fact that the

cuticle may show marked differences in different individuals of the same

species. If more important differences than these be subsequently determined,

then, and not until then, does it seem justifiable to me to recognize Parachor-

dodes as a well defined genus ; and hence it should for the present be retracted

into Gordius. (A preliminary to this monograph was published by Camerano
in the Zool. Anzeiger for August, 1897, with the title "Nuova classificazione

dei Gordii.") In this paper, are given figures of the cuticle of Chordodes

talensis Cam., which represent its structure as quite different from that of my
new species, C. puerilis.

Here may also be mentioned certain papers on American Gordiacea which

had been omitted in the preceding pages.

Girard (1851, " Historical Sketch of Gordiacea," Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Philadelphia, 5) mentions a specimen caught at Richmond, Virginia, and

several collected in Oregon by the U. S. Exploring Expedition.

Sanlbrd (1853, " On some Points in the History of Gordius," Proc. Amer.
Assoc. Sci.) collected some specimens from crickets (Gryllidse).

Thompson (1853, " History of Vermont," Burlington) states that Gordii are

very common in still waters and mud in that State.

White (1859, " Gordius trifurcatus, n. sp.," Proc. Boston Soc. Xat. Hist., 7)

gives the following description of this species, which may possibly be referable

to the 9 oi Pararjordius varius {hai'lY^: " ]\[ale. Length, 5 inches; diameter,

\ line; shape uniformly cylindrical; head obtusely conical; posterior end

divided into two long and narrow lobes, and one shorter and broader lobe, in-

curved and friyged with short thick hairs. At base of larger lobe is the genital

opening, from which the spermatozoa are seen escaping with extremely long

tails. Color uniformly light brown. ... It does not answer to either of the

two described by Dr. Leidy."

Clementi (1869, " Hair Snakes," Canadian Entomologist) found Gordii (?)

in a large spider.

Leidy (1870, " The Gordius, or Hair-worm," Amer. Entomol. and Botanist, 2)

gives a good description and some figures (the only figures published by him
of members of this group) of his G. varius. He considers the males of this

form, as previously described by him, to be really of two different species: in

the one (varius') the forks of the tail are thick, with a crescentic fold above the

genital pore. In the other males (G. longilobatus, n. sp.) " the forks of the tail

are two or three times the length of the thickness of the body, and the forks do

not include at their base a crescentic fold as in the former." (The male here
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termed " varius " is really G. aquaticus rohustus, while " longllobatus" is the true

Paragordius varius.)

Leidy (1871, " Notice of some Worms," Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia)

describes as "Gordius lacustris" several specimens from Kansas; but "Zacus-

tris" is certainly a misprint for " robustus,''' since the papers to which he refers

for the preceding name make no mention of it.

Garman (1886, "Amblystoma and Gordius," Science Observer, Boston Sci.

Soc, cited by Camerano) mentions a Gordius found in Amblystoma.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

All the figures have been drawn with the aid of the camera lucida, unless other-

wise specified. The microscope and lenses of Zeiss were used ; almost all the

contour figures of the body have been drawn with oc. 2, obj. A ; and the majority

of the surface figures of the cuticle with oc. 4, obj. C.

PLATE 1.

GorcUus aquaticus rohustus.

Fig. 1. Male, ventral view of posterior end (A, 4).

Fig. 2. Idem, head end (A, 2).

Fig. 3. Male, oblique ventral view of posterior end (Harvard coll. 290, A, 2).

Fig. 4. Lateral view of the preceding, from the left side.

Fig. 5. Male, ventral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 6. Male, ventral view of head end ; the transverse curved line shows the

posterior extension of the white area (A, 2).
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PLATE 2.

G. aquaticus rohustus.

Fig. 7. Female, ventral view of posterior end ; a portion of the brown ring around

the anus is to be seen (A. 2).

Fig. 8. Female, posterior end, showing the ring of brown color around the cloacal

aperture (A, 2).

Fig. 9. Male, antero-ventral view of the head end, showing the grooves on tlie

surface (A, 2).

Fig. 10. Idem, lateral view.

Fig. 11. Female, head end (A, 2).

Fig. 12. Surface view of the cuticle, Canada balsam, the finest lines drawn only in

one portion (C, 4).
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PLATE 3.

Fig. 13. G. aquaticiis robustus. Surface view of the cuticle of a male, the intra-

rhombic intersecting lines not reproduced (C, 4).

Fig. 14. G. aquuticus difficilis, n. subsp. Male, head end, from the type (A, 2).

Fig. 15. Idem, oblique lateral view of the posterior end (A, 2).

Figs. 16-19, G. arjuaticus robustus.

Fig. 16. Male, surface view of the cuticle, Canada balsam (C, 4).

Fig. 17. Female, head end (A, 2).

Fig. 18. Male, cross section through the body in the plane of the cloacal aperture.

Cut., cuticula ; EpL, epidermis ; Muse, longitudinal musculature of the

body wall; CI. Muse, cloacal musculature; Cn.t., connective tissue;

N., branches of the ventral nerve chord ; CI. Ap., cloacal aperture

(C, 2).

Fig. 19. Male, ventral view of posterior end (A, 2).
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PLATE 4.

Figs. 20-31, Gordius llneutus Leidy.

Fig. 20. Female, antero-ventral view of head end (A, 2).

Fig. 21. Male (type), head end (A, 2).

Fig. 22. Female (type), lateral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 23. Female, posterior end, the cloacal epithelium apparently extruded (A, 2).

Fig. 24. Male (type), lateral view of the posterior end (A, 4).

Fig. 25. Idem, ventral view (A, 2).

Fig. 26. Male, oblique lateral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 27. Male, ventral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 28. Female (type), termino-ventral view of posterior end, sliowing the colored

ring around the cloacal aperture (A, 2).

Fig. 29". Male (type), transverse section of the cuticle (immers. y'j, 2).

Fig. 2'3^. Idem, surface view (C, 4).

Fig. 80. Male, surface view of cuticle (C,4).

Fig. 31. Female, transverse section of cuticle (immers. j^, 2).

Figs. 32, 33, G. densareolatus, n. sp.

Fig. 32. Female, surface view of cuticle (C, 4).

Fig. 33. Transverse section of the cuticle of the same specimen (immers. ^j, 2).
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MoNTGOMEBY. — Gordiacea.

PLATE 5.

G. densareolatus, n. sp.

Fig. 34. Female, head end (A, 2).

Fig. 35. Female (type), head end (A, 2).

Fig. 36. Male (type), ohlique lateral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 37. Idem, ventral view.

Fig. 38. Female (type), posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 39. Female, posterior end rendered transparent by cedar oil, tlie intestine and

a portion of the atrium and oviducts are seen. The transverse line

represents the edge of the extruded cloacal epithelium (A, 2).
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PLATE 6.

G. platycephalus, n. sp.

Fig. 40. Male (type), head end (A, 2).

Fig. 41. Idem, ventral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 42. Female : a, oblique ventral view of posterior end ; h, dorsal view of head

end ; c, lateral view of head end (A, 2).

Fig. 43. Female (type), ventral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 44. Idem, lateral view.

Fig. 45. Female (type), head end seen in its broadest plane of expansion (A, 2).
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PLATE 7.

Figs. 46-49, G. phitycepkalus, n. sp.

Fig. 46^. Female, surface view of cuticle (C, 4).

Fig. 46''. Transverse section of the cuticle of the same individual (immers. j^, 2).

Fig. 47. Female (type), surface view of cuticle (C, 4).

Fig. 48. Female, transverse section of cuticle (immers. y^j, 2).

Fig. 49. Male (type), transverse section of cuticle (immers. ^^, 2).

Figs. 60-52, G. platyurus Baird. Female.

Fig. 50. Surface view of cuticle, the finest intersecting lines reproduced at only

one place (C, 4).

Fig. 51. Posterior end, free hand drawing. X about 4.

Fig. 52. Head end (A, 2).

Figs. 53-55, G. kidyi, n. sp. Female.

Fig. 53. Dorsal view of the head (A, 2).

Fig. 54. Transverse section of the cuticle (immers. j'j, 2).

Fig. 55. Surface view of cuticle (C, 4).
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PLATE 8.

Figs. 56-59, G. leidyi, n. sp. Female (type).

Fig. 56. Dorsal view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 57. Idem, termino-ventral view.

Fig. 58. Idem, oblique lateral view.

Fig. 59. Surface view of cuticle (C. 4).

Figs. 60-62, G. violaceus Baird (?). Female (Harvard coll. no. 1465).

Fig. 60. Posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 61. Headend (A, 2).

Fig. 62. Surface view of cuticle (C, 4).
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PLATE 9.

Figs. 63-66, G. agassizi, n. sp. Male (type).

Fig. 63. Dorsal view of anterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 64. Surface view of cuticle (seen in alcohol, A, 4).

Fig. 65. Posterior end of tlio body, the tail lobes seen from the right side, the pre-

ceding portion of the body from tlie latero-ventral aspect (A, 2).

Fig. 66. Posterior end, tail lobes seen from the termino-dorsal aspect, the preced-

ing portion of the body from the ventral (A, 2).

Figs. 67-69, G. cajntosulcatus, n. sp. Male (type).

Fig. 67. Terminal aspect of head end, its ventral edge towards the bottom of the

page (A, 2).

Fig. 68. Surface view of cuticle (C, 4).

Fig. 69. Dorsal view of head end (A, 2).
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PLATE 10.

Fig. 70. G. capitosulcatus, n. sp. Male (type), oblique ventral view of the posterior

end (A, 2).

Figs. 71-74, G. paraneiisis Camer.

Fig. 71. Female, termino-ventral view of the posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 72. Male, posterior end : a, oblique ventral view ; b, oblique lateral view

(A, 2).

Fig. 73. Male, head end (A, 2).

Fig. 74. Male, head end (A, 4J.
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PLATE 11.

Figs. 75-77, G. violaceus Baird (?). Female, Harvard coll. no. 1466 c.

Fig. 75. Latero-ventral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 76. Head end (A, 2).

Fig. 77. Transverse section of cuticle (immers. ^, 2).

Figs. 78-85, Paragordius varius (Leidy).

Fig. 78. Male, transverse section through the plane of the cloacal aperture. Cut.,

cuticle ; Epi., epidermis ; Muse, longitudinal musculature of the body

wall ; Par., parenchyra ; N., branches of the ventral nerve chord ; CI.

Ap., cloacal aperture (C, 2).

Fig. 79. Female, transverse section through the body in the plane of the caudal

ganglion. CI. Epi., cloacal epithelium ; N. GL, ganglion of the ventral

nerve chord ; the other lettering as in the preceding figure (C, 2).

Fig. 80. Female, cross section througli the tail lobes near their proximal ends ; the

median lobe is on the dorsal side (A, 2).

Fig. 81. Female, cross section of tail lobes near their distal ends (A, 2).

Fig. 82. Male, oblique dorsal view of head (A, 2).

Fig. 83. Female, head end : a, ventral view ; h, dorsal view, showing two colored

stripes. The colored ring around the neck is shown in these figures

(A, 2).

Fig. 84. Female, ventral view of head end ; the transverse line shows the posterior

limit of the white area (A, 2).

Fig. 85. Female, lateral view of head end ; the transverse line shows the posterior

limit of the white area (A, 2).
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PLATE 12.

Figs. 86-93, Paragordius varius (Leidy).

Fig. 86. Optical median section of the posterior end of the female, from a recon-

struction of sections (A, 2), to show the characteristic length of the

cloaca. The omitted portion x-y has about ten times the length of

the portion x-z. T. L, tail lobes ; Cut., cuticle ; CI., cloaca ; CI. Ap.,

cloacal aperture; Atr., atrium (uterus) ; Or. D., left oviduct; Int., in-

testine ; Rec. S., receptaculum seminis.

Fig. 87. Male, oblique ventral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 88. Female, posterior end from the dorsal side (A, 2).

Fig. 89. Female, oblique dorsal view of the posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 90. Female, dorsal view of the posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 91. Cuticle of a female : a, transverse section (immers. ^^, 2) ; b, surface view

(C, 4).

Fig. 92. Female, surface view of cuticle (C, 4).

Fig. 93. Male, surface view of cuticle (C, 4).

Fig. 94. Chordodes morgani, n. sp., female (Harvard coll. 1470). Head end from the

left side (A, 2).

i
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Montgomery. — Gordiacea.

PLATE 14.

Figs. 108-110, C. gordioides, n. sp. (types).

Fig. 108. Male, head end (A, 2).

Fig. 109. Female, posterior end : a, ventral view ; b, lateral view (A, 2).

Fig. 110. Male, ventral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Figs. 111-114, C. occidentalis, n. sp., males.

Figs. Ill, 112, from the type specimen.

Fig. 111. Head end : a, lateral view ; b, dorsal view (A, 2).

Fig. 112. Lateral view of posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 113. Posterior eijd : a, oblique dorsal view ; b, from the left side (A, 2).

Fig. 114. Head end : a, termino-ventral view ; b, from the left side (A, 2).
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MoKTGOMEBY. — Gordiacea.

PLATE 15.

Figs. 115-117, C. occidentalis, n. sp., males, the first two from the type

specimen.

Fig. 115. Surface view of the cuticle, a line passing through x, x shows the median

place of the body (C, 4).

Fig. 116. Transverse section through the cuticle in the dorso-median plane of the

body (immers. ^, 2).

Fig. 117. Surface view of the cuticle ; the arrow denotes the line of the transverse

axis of the body (C, 4).

Figs. 118-123, C. cubanensis, n. sp. (types).

Fig. 118. Female, surface view of cuticle (C, 4).

Fig. 119. Female transverse section of cuticle (immers. ^, 4).

Fig. 120. Female, head end (A, 2).

Fig. 121. Female, posterior end from the left side (A, 2).

Fig. 122. Male, oblique ventral view of the posterior end (A, 2).

Fig. 123. Male, head end from the right side (A, 2).

i
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No. 4. — Some Planarians from the Great Barrier Reef of

Australia. By W. McM. Woodwokth.

Pseudoceros devisii, sp. nov.

Fig. 1.

General color, bright orange-yellow, with a broad marginal band of deeper

orange and a prominent median dorsal ridge along which the pigment is denser

than over the general surface of the body, though not so deep in color as the

marginal band. Length, 33 mm.
;
greatest breadth, 16 mm. From the Brisbane

River near Brisbane, April, 1896.

The single specimen of this species, was given to me by Mr. C. W. de Vis,

the curator of the Brisbane Museum, in whose honor it is named. The draw-

ing for the accompanying figure (Fig. 1) M-as prepared by Dr. A. G. Mayer,

but unfortunately the specimen was destroyed before it could be preserved, or

studied in detail. The color and brilliancy of its markings, however, distin-

guish it from any described species.

Idioplana australiensis, gen. nov., sp. nov.

Figs. 2-5.

General color, bluish to yellowish cream when seen on black background,

more reddish on white background. Small spots of dark reddish brown uni-

formly distributed over the dorsal surface except at extreme margin, which

is free from pigment. Ventral surface without pigment, white. Slightly

translucent
;
pharynx and male organs indistinctly visible, the vasa defereutia

together with the penis forming a Y-shaped figure (Fig. 2). Expanded ante-

riorly, with a deep median fold or notch. Anterior or expanded portion pro.

vided with marginal eye-spots extending backwards to a distance about one

third the total length of the animal from the anterior end. No marginal eye-

spots in anterior median notch. Two tentacles, situated about one sixth the

total length from the anterior end ; anterior faces of tentacles provided with

eye-spots, and a scattered group of eye-spots over the brain region extending

as far forwards as a line joining the tentacles (Fig. 3). Length 50 mm.;
greatest breadth 22 mm. A very sluggish form. Only one specimen, taken

on the reef at Hope Island, May 12.

The genus Idioplana differs from other Planoceridre chiefly as regards the

sexual organs. The closely approximated sexual openings Lie iu the anterior

VOL. XXXII. — NO. 4.
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part of the posterior third of the body, and in the preserved specimen the

male gonopore was at a distance of less than 1 mm. from the female open-

ing. There is a large muscular penis enclosing a spacious prostate gland

(" Kornerdriise"), which communicates with the ductus ejaculatorius at the tip

of the organ, the two ducts opening to the exterior almost together (Fig. 5).

The ciliated ductus ejaculatorius extends along the ventral wall of the penis,

at the posterior end of which it divides into two vesiculae seminales, convo-

luted tubes with muscular walls (not well shown in the diagram, Fig. 4). The
vasa deferentia are two large convoluted canals of nearly uniform calibre which

connect with the vesicula) seminales at the root of the penis. There are also

two smaller posterior seminal canals which unite with the main anterior canals

immediately before these join the vesiculte seminales (Fig. 4). As the speci-

men was in a late stage of sexual activity, no trace of the testes could be found,

and the vasa deferentia were only partly filled with spermatozoa.

The female gonopore leads into a spacious bursa, from which the vagina,

Avith diminishing calibre, leads upward and backward over the male organ,

and receives the oviducts which open into it opposite to one another at a point

above the posterior limits of the penis. The canal, which is ciliated through-

out, and which from now on is reduced in diameter and uniform in calibre,

passes forwards and downwards over the penis, reaching nearly to the ventral

wall, and then bends upwards and backwards again, passing over the vagina

and terminating a little posterior to the female gonopore in a vesicle or

enlargement, " accessorische Blase" (Figs. 4 and 5).

The terminology employed in the description of the sexual organ of this

species is not that which is customarily used in descriptive anatomy of Poly-

clads, but corresponds to the terminology applied to Triclads. The so called

" accessory vesicle " I believe to be directly homologous with the itterus of Tri-

clads, and that fertilization takes place in it. Although the single specimen of

the species under consideration was far advanced sexually, there was still a

packet of spermatozoa in the uterine vesicle, and Plehn ^ lias figured the uterine

vesicle of Latocestus atlanticus containing both ova and spermatozoa.

Diposthus corallicola, gen. nov., sp. nov.

Figs. 6-11.

Color, yellowish rose; very opaque except at margin, which is bluish and

very translucent. Of the internal organs the position of the pharynx only can

be seen as a lighter ragged median streak. Two closely approximated groups

of eye-spots about one tenth the total length of the animal from the anterior

end. Two pointed conical tentacles close to anterior margin. Length, 15-4(i

mm. ;
greatest breadth, 6-13 mm. Abundant under coral rock on reef at Hope

Island, May 12. A very active form.

^ Plehn, M. Neuc PolycL-nlcn pecammelt von TTerrKapitiin Chierclin,etc. Jen.

Zeitsclir. f. Naturw., Bd. XXX. p. IGO, Taf. XI. Fig. 10, 1S9G.
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The peculiarities of the male sexual organs of tbis form have necessitated

the establishment of a new family for its reception (Diposthidge), The salient

feature is the separation of the penis and prostate gland into two distinct

organs, both of which are doubtless intromittent. The prostate gland

(" Kornerdriise ") occupies the male genital atrium together with the penis,

and lies posterior to it directly over the gonopore. It is slightly larger than

the penis, and both organs are nearly pendent or perpendicular in position

(Figs. 8, 9, and 11). The prostate gland is provided with, a heavy layer of

circular muscles, which together with the epithelial covering of the or^an

decrease in thickness toward the free end, and at the very tip are entirely

lacking. I could not satisfy myself that there was an opening at this point,

nor could I demonstrate any distinct lumen, which is explicable, possildy, by
the fact that all of the specimens were in a late stage of sexual activit}'-, all

traces of testes, vasa deferentia, ovaries, and oviducts having disappeared. Two
kinds of nuclei occur in the prostate gland, deeply staining nuclei which are

found chiefly under the zone of circular muscles, and more lightly stainin»

granular ones, which are accumulated at the free end of the organ (Fig. 9).

The latter kind I am inclined to look upon as belonging to the glandular cells

of the prostate. There are two large vesiculse seniinales the ducts of which
unite to form the ductus ejaculatorius (Fig. 11). The seminal vesicles were
filled with spermatozoa. The female gonopore opens into a large atrium, the

walls of which are thrown into folds, and into which numerous unicellular

glands, the shell glands, open. The walls of the chamber are also highly

muscular, to function doubtless as a bursa copulatrix. Two of the specimens
that were sectioned showed remains of uterine vesicles. One specimen exhib-

ited two pairs of vesicles, and in the other there were three vesicles on one side

of the body and two on the other side, with a third duct which ended abruptly,

indicating the atrophy of the third vesicle of that side. In the specimen with
but two pairs of uterine vesicles the vesiculse seminales had also disappeared,
but their ducts could be traced back for a considerable distance from the penis.

Tlie full number of uterine vesicles can only be determined from material in an
earlier stage of sexual activity.

The uterine vesicles cannot he compared exactly with the uterine "lands fig-

ured by Langi for Oligocladus sanguinolenta, for in that species they are
only indirectly connected with the uterus by means of the oviducts. They
are better comparable with the uterine vesicles of Uteriporus vulgaris of Ber-
genda],2 and I look on the uterine vesicles of Diposthus as different chambers
of a multipartite uterus, having at least six such parts. The vesicles of each
side of the body communicate with a common duct, the ducts of opposite sides
uniting to enter the female genital atrium (Fig. 11). As evidence that the

^ Lanff, A. Die Polyclatlen, Fauna n. Flora dcs Golfes v. Neapel Mono? XI
Taf. XXIII. Fig. 3. 1884.

- Bergondal, D Studicr dfvcr Tnrbollaricr. II. Om Ryggnaden af Uteriporus,
etc. Lunds Univ. Ars-Skrift, Fys. Siillsk. Ilandhugar, Bd. VII. 189(3.
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uterine vesicles are but separate chambers of a compound organ, is the simul-

taneous occurrence in these chambers of both ova and spermatozoa. Figure

10 represents a section through one of the uterine vesicles, showing an ovum
surrounded by a dense mass of filaments, which in every way resemble the

spermatozoa found in the seminal vesicles of the same specimen. Lang (op. cit,

p. 297) speaks of skeins of fine filaments resembling spermatozoa in the acces-

sory vesicles, and of " lumps " which he doubted not were fragments of eggs

that had found their way in there.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE.

ABBREVIATIONS.

dt. ejac. Ductus ejaculatorius.

gl. pr.

gl. sh.

ov.

ov'dt.

pe.

sp'z.

Prostate gland.

Shell gland.

Ovum.
Oviduct

Penis.

Spermatozoa.

ut.
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No. 5.— Reports on the Dredging Operations off the West Coast

of Central America to the Gala'pagos, to the West Coast of

Mexico^ and in the Gulf of California^ in charge 0/ Alexander

Agassiz, carried on hg the U. S. Fish Commission Steamer

"Albatross," during 1891, LiEUT. COMMANDER Z. L. Tanner,

U. S. N. , Commauding.

XXIII.

Preliminary Report o7i the Echini. By Alexander Agassiz.

The following brief descriptions, accompanied with figures of the

more interesting species, collected during the " Albatross " Expedition

of 1891, are published to prevent possible confusion in the names

adopted for the new species of sea-urchins, which \yill appear on the

Plates preparing for the final Eeport.

As regards the distribution of Echini in the Pacific, we have at the

present day a condition of things very similar to that which must have

prevailed in the Atlantic when the species of Echini living in the Crag

and in the Maltese beds had their representatives in the "West Indies,

having, as has been suggested, found their way from the Mediterranean

along the shores of an ancient continent. Some of the species living

on the west coast of Central America have a very extended geographi-

cal distribution in the Pacific, and yet no one claims that this gi-eat

range has been brought about by their migration along the shores

of a continent, or continental islands, existing between Panama and

the Sandwich Islands or the Marquesas.

The great equatorial current gives us a cause fully efficient to effect

such a wide distribution, and that in a comparatively short time. "While

undoubtedly many of the species of Echini have no pelagic Plutei, and

are so to speak viviparous, or carry their young for a considerable period,

yet we should remember tliat young Echini, even after they have

assumed tlie characters of the adult, are capable of being transported

VOL. xxxn. — NO. 5. 1
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long distances by currents. It is not an uncommon thing to find the

young of Arbacia, of Strongylocentrotus, and of Echinarachnius on our

coasts floating about, and they are not unfrequently caught in the sur-

face townet. The same holds good for many species of Starfishes and of

Ophiuraus, as well as of Holothurians. In Florida I have caught in the

same way the young of Cidaris and Hipponoe, and of Toxopneustes, and

of many other species of Starfishes and Ophiuraus. These young Echino-

derms all float, and may be carried very long distances during the period

in which they still have the huge embryonic tentacles characteristic of

their younger stages, when the ambulacral feet are entirely out of pro-

portion in size to the rest of the test, and the young thus possess a great

floating capacity when their suckers are expanded.

They retain these suckers for a considerable period of time, during

which they can be transported very great distances. There is no other

explanation for the identity of the littoral mariue fauna of the Bermudas

than that the young and embryos of the Echinoderms and Polyps of the

West Indies have been carried northward fully six hundred miles by

the Gulf Stream at a rate of from one to three miles a day, and have

finally settled in the Bermudas.

We can well imagine an equatorial current taking during Miocene and

Eocene periods the young of the Echini flourishing in the Crag and in the

Mediterranean, and in the southern extension of that fauna perhaps only

from the Cape Verd Islands, and bringing them to the shores of North-

ern South America or into the Caribbean Sea. That stretch is but

little longer than the stretch which we know is annually traversed by

Acalephs, Pteropods, Fishes, and Annelids, along the course of the Gulf

Stream from the Straits of Florida to Narragansett Bay, and to the

southern shores of Cape Cod and the adjacent islands.

The existence of a continent or of intervening islands does not seem

to me necessary to explain the similarity of the Echiuid fauna of former

times on both sides of the Atlantic or Pacific. The causes now at work

appear to me sufficient to explain their relationship, when we take into

account what is known of the efficient transporting agency of equatorial

or other oceanic streams for the Pluteus or the young stages of Echini

during a considerable period of their post-embryonic life.

We should also remember tliat, even with our imperfect knowledge of

the bathymetrical range of Echini, the range in depths of many genera

is known to be very great, as will be seen from an examination of the

lists given in the " Challenger " Peports and from the depths obtained

by this Expedition. Among these I may mention those having a great
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geographical distribution, as well as a wide bathymetrical range.-' This

will serve to show the extent to which many species can slowly migrate

upon the bottom, even at a very considerable distance from land or con-

tinental or insular slopes, when living in the track of a great equatorial

current which supplies them with a constant and abundant supply of

food.

DESMOSTICHA, Haegkel.

CIDARID^, MiJLL.

GONIOCIDARID^, Haeckel.

Dorocidaris panamensis A. Ag.

Plate I. ; Plate II. Fig. 1.

The test of this species is greatly flattened ; the primary radicles are short, in

many specimens not longer than the diameter of the test ; they are compara-

tively slender but with a coarser granulation than in the Atlantic species (D.

papillata). The abactinal system is also smaller, the anal system more pentag-

onal, and the genital plates more elongate than in the D. papillata, and the

actinal spines are smaller than in that species.

Station No. 3367, off Cocos Island, 100 fathoms.

" " 3368, off Cocos Island, 66 fathoms.

" " 3378, off Galera Point, 112 fathoms.

« " 3397, off Galera Point, 85 fathoms.

Goniocidaris Doederleini A. Ag.

Plate m. Fig. 1.

The nearest ally of this species is G. canaliculata, from which it is readily

distinguished by the greater flatness of the test and the very slender primary

Genera. Range in fathoma.

Ilipponoe 451

Fibularia 950

Pourtalesia 2550

Honiolampas 1600

Maretia 800

Ecliinocardium .... 2G75

rieniiaster 400

Brissopsis 2435

Aerope 600

Cystechinus 000

Urechinus 600

Pcriaster 1800

Schizaster 1400

Genera.
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radicles. When alive the bare spaces of the test are of a deep bromiish violet,

the primary spines reddish, and the miliaries greenish with brownish longitu-

dinal bands. The sutures of the genital and ocular plates are marked by a

sharp \Tolet line and the genital system is comparatively bare and free from

miliaries.

Station No. 3369, off Cocos Island, 52 fathoms.

Two new species of Porocidaris were dredged by the " Albatross."

Porocidaris Milleri A. Ag.

Plate IV.

This species is closely allied to P. elegans collected by the " Challenger." Its

radicles differ from those of the Challenger species in having finer serrations.

The actinal system is marked for the prominent development of the interam-

bulacral plates, while in P. elegans the actinal system is paved with ambulacral

plates (Agassiz, ChaU. Echini, Plate III. Fig. 3). The primary tubercles of

this species are not crenulate as they are in the other species of the genus, but

the species possesses the remarkable primary actinal radicles which are so char-

acteristic of the genus. The median interambulacral suture is bare of miliaries,

while in P. elegans the presence of the closely packed miliaries conceals the

suture.

Station No. 3359, off Cape Mala, 465 fathoms.

" " 3360, off Cape Mala, 1672 fathoms.

" " 3381, off Malpelo Island, 1772 fathoms.

" " 3399, off Galera Point, 1740 fathoms.

" " 3415, offAcapulco, 1879 fathoms.

Porocidaris Cobosi A. Ag.

Plate III. Figs. 2-5.

This species is readily recognized by its comparatively small actinal and

abactinal system. The primary radioles recall those of the Atlantic species

P. Sharreri. In the ambulacral zone the primary miliaries are larger than

those surrounding the scrobicular area of the primarj' tubercles in the interam-

bulacral area. The piimary mammary bosses are perforated and crenulated ;

the scrobicular area is narrow.

Station No. 3404, off Chatham Island, 385 fathoms.

SALENIDiE, Agass.

Salenia miliaris A. Ao.

Plate II. FiRH. 2-4.

Tills species can at once lie distinguished from its Pacific congeners by the

great size of the anal system, which is irregularly hexagonal and covered with
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a comparatively larger number of plates than in the other pacific species. The

primary radicles are marked for the great development of the milled ring.

The primary ambulacral tubercles are small and the two vertical rows are sepa-

rated by a wide band crowded with minute miliaries. Some of the primary

radicles are curved at the extremity and their great length is very striking. In

a specimen measuring 12 mm. in diameter, the radioles were slightly over

60 mm. in length.

Station No. 3357, off Mariato Point, 782 fathoms.

" " 3360, on way to Cocos Island, 1672 fathoms.

" " 3361, on way to Cocos Island, 1471 fathoms.

" " 3362, on way to Cocos Island, 1175 fathoms.

" " 3376, South of Malpelc Island, 1132 fathoms.

" " 3380, off Malpelo Island, 899 fathoms.

" 3407, Galapagos Islands, 885 fathoms.

" " 3411, Galapagos Islands, 1189 fathoms.

" " 3413, Galapagos Islands, 1260 fathoms.

ARBACIAD.E, Peters.

At Station 3382 in 1793 fathoms we dredged a single specimen of a species

constituting a new genus (Dialithocidaris), and one which we may consider as

the Pacific representative of Podocidaris of the West Indies. I am inclined to

consider as also belonging to this genus Podocidaris prionigera A. Ag., which

when described was referred with considerable doubt to the genus Podocidaris.

DIALITHOCIDARIS, A. Ag.

The genus is marked by the great size of the genital and ocular plates of the

apical system ; by the width of the interambulacral area, by the peculiar

linear arrangement of the large interambulacral miliaries along the median line

parallel with the horizontal sutures of the upper interambulacral plates. The
plates nearer the ambitus and on the actinal surface each carry two primary

tubercles. The ambulacral plates carrj' one primary tubercle. The sutui'es of

the abactinal coronal plates are somewhat sunken and bare, as in some species

of Goniocidaris.

Dialithocidaris gemmifera A. Ao.

Plate V. Figs, 1, 3.

There are only four anal plates in the single specimen we dredged. The

genital and ocular plates are crowded with irregularly arranged sessile spines,

either globular or clubshaped. The madreporite is well developed. The ac-

tinal system is marked by ten largo elliptical plates placed in the extension of

the ambulacral system. The longest primary radioles are 8 mm. in length.
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flattened, fluted and serrated on the edges, and are comparatively smaller and

more slender than in species of the allied genus Podocidaris. The diameter of

the test of this specimen was 21 mm. when alive. The color of test and spines

is yellowish brown.

DIADEMATID^, Peters.

DERMATODIADBMA, A. Ag.

This genus holds the same relation to Aspidodiadema which Echinothrix

holds to Diadema. It difl'ers from it in having only small secondary tubercles

in the ambulacral areas while in Aspidodiadema there are large primary tuber-

cles in the actiual region, as in Hemicidaris.

Dermatodiadema globulosum A. Ag.

Plate V. Figs. 3, 4.

Marked for its high test, the five large plates surrounding the anal opening,

the great width of the ambulacral area, and the stout primary interambulacral

radioles, and the deep furrows of the scrobicular area. The longest speci-

men collected measured 22 mm. in diameter, the largest primary radioles are

nearly twice the length of the diameter of the test.

Station No. 3381, north of Malpelo Island, in 1772 fathoms.

" " 3398, off Galera Point, in 1573 fathoms.

Dermatodiadema horridum A. Ag.

Plate V. Figs. 5-7.

This species has a comparatively large apical system. The anal system is

covered by a large number of small plates, a ring of seven or eight somewhat

larger plates surrounding the anal opening. The greater number of specimens

were about 20 mm. in diameter, the apical system measuring 14 mm. across.

It is probable that Aspidodiadema antillarum, collected by the "Blake," will

have to be transferred to Dermatodiadema, the lack of material inducing me
to associate it with Aspidodiadema, although it possesses the miliary primary

ambulacral tubercles characteristic of the genus Dermatodiadema. Test dark

claret color, primary radioles pinkish.

Station No. 3362, between Cocos Island and Mainland, in 1175 fathoms.

" " 3363, between Cocos Island and Mainland, in 978 fathoms.

" " 3364, between Cocos Island and Mainland, in 902 fathoms.

" " 3375, south of Malpelo Island, in 1201 fathoms.

" " 3376, near Malpelo Island, in 1132 fathoms.

" " 3381, north of Malpelo Island, in 1772 fathoms.

" " 339«, off Galera Point in 1573 fathoms.

" " 3400, from Galera Point to Galapagos, in 1322 fathoms.

" " 3413, northwest of Culpepper Island, Galapagos, in 1360 fathoms.
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ECHINOTHURID^, Wyv. Thoms.

Phormosoma panamensis A. Ag.

The specimens of this species were all in a poor condition ; they are allied to

Ph. tenuis, but this species is interesting in having on the actinal side the char-

acters of Phormosoma most decidedly developed, while on the abactinal side the

great elongation of the ambulacral plates and the arrangement of the coronal

plates resemble the structural features of Asthenosoma. Better preserved

specimens may show this species to belong to a new genus of the family

intermediate between Phormosoma and Asthenosoma.

Station No. 3374, southwest of Malpelo Island, in 1825 fathoms.

Phormosoma hispidum A. Ag.

Plate VI., Plate VII.

This species is the Pacific representative of the Caribbean and Northern

Atlantic Ph. uranus ; it has like it an extensive geographical range, but in

comparatively deeper water. The largest specimens collected measured 201 mm.
in diameter. The test is marked for the great width of the ambulacral sys-

tem at the ambitus, which is nearly as wide as the adjoining interanibulacral

system. The large primary radioles of the actinal edge are slightly curved and

tipped. On the abactinal side of the ambitus the coronal plates both ambu-

lacra! and interanibulacral carry only one small secondary tubercle on the

distal extremity of the plate with a few irregularly scattered miliaries. The
outer primary row of interambulacral tubercles extends on half the coronal

plates, the inner row only on two or three of them.

PETALOSTICHA, Haeckel.

SPATANGID^, Agass.

POURTALESI.E, A. Ao.

Pourtalesia Tanneri A. Ao.

Plate VHI. Figs. 1, 2.

This species is closely allied to P. laguncula (Challenger Echini, Plate

XXII." Figs. 7-15, Plate XXXI. Figs. 1-11), but differs from it in the shape

of the test, which is less bottle-shaped, the greater height of the anterior ex-

tremity of the test, the concentration of the primary tubercles on the sides of

the test in more or less parallel rows in a triangular space extending from the

anal system to the lower angle of the ambitus, and the greater length of the
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primary spines on the flanks of the test. The actinal side of the test is flatter

than in P. laguucula and the proboscis runs at a less angle from the plane of

that surface. The color of the test is pinkish ; the radioles are white.

Station No. 3411, between Bindloe and Wenham Islands, in 1189 fathoms.

" 3431, oflF Altata, Gulf of California, in 995 fathoms.

PLEXECHINUS, A. Ac.

Only two specimens of this interesting genus were collected. This genus is

peculiar as combining some of the features of Urechinus and Pourtalesia. It

has the flush actinostome of the former genus, and at the apex the widely sepa-

rated bivium and trivium of Pourtalesia, with simple ambulacral pores, a slightly

developed anal proboscis, a sunken anal system, and a well developed broad

subanal fasciole.

Plexechinus cinctus A. Ag.

Plate VIII. Figs. 3, 4.

Seen in profile, the test slopes very gradually from the bivium towards the

rounded anterior extremity. The posterior end is truncated, deeply scooped

out above the broad anal proboscis for the reception of the anal system. The

anal proboscis is rounded, curved back anteriorly, and is gradually lost in the

keel of the actinal plastron. The anal proboscis is banded by a wide fasciole,

extending far beyond the posterior edge of the anal system to the keel of the

actinal plastron. On the actinal side the posterior ambulacral areas are broad

and bare. At the anterior extremity towards the ambitus the test is closely

covered by primary tubercles; they become smaller as they pass beyond the

ambitus and cover the abactinal area, and are quite regularly scattered over the

test with somewhat distant minute miliaries in the intertubercular spaces.

The anal system is transversely elliptical, strengthened by eight large trape-

zoidal plates surrounding the central anal opening.

Station No. 3424, off Tres Marias, Gulf of California, in 676 fathoms.

Echinocrepis setigera A. Ac.

Plate XIII.

Although a number of fragments of this species were collected, only a single

fairly complete specimen was obtained from Station 3399. It measured 99 mm.
in length, 51 mm. in greatest width, and 53 mm. in height. The test was of

chocolate color ; the primary spines from 20 to 22 mm. long were pinkish.

This species is at once distinguished from E. cuneata by the great elongation

of the odd interambulacrum and the more rounded outline of the test, which is

far less angular than that of E. cuneata (Challenger Echini, Plate XXVII. Figs.

1-5). The anterior ambulacral groove is but slightly depressed above the

ambitus; the actinal pouch is entirely ou the oral surface, and the anterior ex-

I
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tremity does not pass, as in E. cimeata, into the anterior ambulacral groove.

The actinal system is protected by five large plates.

Station No. 3398, off Galera Point, in 1573 fathoms.

" " 3399, off Galera Point, in 1740 fathoms.

« " 3415, off Acapulco, in 1879 fathoms.

Urechinus giganteus A. Ao.

Plate VIII. Figs. 7, 8.

At Station No. 3431 two specimens of Urechinus were collected, much larger

than those of any of the species dredged by the " Challenger " or the " Blake,"

the largest specimen measuring 93 mm. in length, 80 mm. in width, and 39 mm.
in height. This species is also remarkable for the great length of the primary

spines, which in proportion to the length of the test are nearly as long as those

of Linopneustes. Above the ambitus the test is covered by minute miliaries, scat-

tered uniformly over the surface of the coronal plates. The primary tubercles

are placed uniformly over the abactinal part of the test both in the ambulacral

and interambulacral areas. They are somewhat more closely placed near the

ambitus and in the interambulacral areas of the actinal surface they are closely

packed, forming a distinct actinal plastron in the odd interambulacrum.

The phyllodes extend to the sixth or seventh pore from the actinostome. It is

interesting to note that there are quite well developed " bourrelets " separating

the ambulacral areas, a feature chai-acteristic of such genera as Conolampas,

Conoclypus, Echinolampas, and the like.

Station No. 3431, off Altata, Gulf of California, in 995 fathoms.

Cystechinus Loveni A. Ao.

Plate IX.

The test of this species is comparatively stout; it is closely allied to Cyste-

chinus Wyvillii, but can at once be distinguished from it by its transverse anal

system (it is longitudinal both in C. Wyvillii and C. clypeatus), by the great

size of the actinal interambulacral plate of the actinal plastron, and by the struc-

ture of the apical system which is intermediate between that of C. cl^-peatus

and C. Wyvillii (Challenger Echini, Plate XXIX.'' Fig. 1, and Plate XXXV.b
Fig. 10).

Station No. 3415, off Acapulco, in 1879 fathoms.

Cystechinus Rathbuni A. Ao.

Plate X.

A number of specimens in excellent condition were dredged from the two
localities at which this species was procured. The test of this species is thinner

than in C. Loveni, but somewhat thicker than in C. vesica. A few of the speci-

mens came up which had preserved their shape, so we are able to give figures
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of the outlines of the group of Cystechinus allied to C. vesica. The specimens

collected varied from a brilliant dark violet to a light claret color.

The anal system is very large, placed well above the ambitus. On the actinal

side, the primary tuberculation of the test is smaller and less crowded than in

C. vesica. There are four genital pores in all the specimens collected ; another

feature distinguishing it from C. vesica.

Station No. 3360, southwest of Mariato Point, in 1672 fathoms.
" " 3374, southwest of Malpelo Island, in 1823 fathoms.

ANANCHYTID^, Alb. Gras.

PHRISSOCYSTIS, A. Ag.

This genus is allied to Palseotropus and Palseobrissus in having like them a

simple ambulacral system, without even the slight trace of petaloid arrangement

found in Palseobrissus. The petals are perhaps even more like those of Cyste-

chinus, Echinocrepis, Gonicopatagus, Calymne, and the like. At the actino-

some, however, the phyllodes attain an extraordinary development, recalling

those of Paleopneustes and Linopneustes. The apical system is compact,

similar to that of the genera last named, and the primary spines are long and

curved, recalling those of the same genera.

Phrissocystis aculeata A. Ag.

Plate XII. Figs. 1-7.

Although not a single complete specimen of this species was obtained, a

sufficient number of larger fragments were collected to enable us to reconstruct

fairly accurately this interesting sea-urchin. Its general facies must have

been similar to the species of Linopneustes and of Paleopneustes. The test

is thin, covered with large distant primary radioles of uniform size. The
outline of the test must have been somewhat conical, the apex slightly ec-

centric posteriorly, the oral plastron very prominent and flanked by the wide

bare areas of the posterior ambulacra. The apical system compact, with four

large genital openings ; the madreporic body covers the whole of the posterior

part of the apical system, and surrounds the anterior genital pores. The ocular

plates are small but distinct, with large pores. The smaller plates of the

abactinal part of the ambulacral areas are bare, the larger ]dates carry first one,

and at the ambitus there are from eight to ten distant primaries. In the odd

interambulacrum there is a slight median furrow extending a short distance

from the apex to the anal system. The whole test is covered with distant

miliaries irregularly scattered over the coronal plates. The anal system is

transversely elliptical and protected by a number of irregularly shaped plates;

the phyllodes are greatly developed. The largest specimens must have been

100 mm. in length, and 50 mm. in height, an<l from 80 to 90 mm. in width

across the anterior half of the posterior interambulacral area.

Station No. 3306, in 1067 fathoms.
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Homolampas hastata A. Ao.

Plate XI. Fig. 1.

This species is distinguished by the great distinctness and sharpness of its

peripetalous fasciole, which is somewhat pentagonal in outline, and surrounds

the few primary tubercles found near the apical extremity. The plates of both

of the anibulacral and iuterambulacral areas of the abactinal part of the test are

covered by small secondaries and miliaries; this tuberculation is closer than

in any other species of the genus; the posterior extremity is more vertically

truncated, and the anal groove not so pronounced as in H. fulva. The anal

system is pyriform, its greatest diameter being transverse, as in H. fragilis.

There are only two of the larger primary tubercles in the lateral mterambu-

lacra carrying long curved spines.

Station No. 3363, northeast of Cocos Island, in 976 fathoms.

" " 3365, northeast of Cocos Island, in 1010 fathoms.

" " 3376, South of Malpelo, in 1132 fathoms.

BRISSINA Gray.

Aerope fulva A. Ag.

Plate VIII. Figs. 5, 6.

This species is readily distinguished from the other species of the genus by

its proportionally greater length, the lateral flattening of the test, and the

pointed anal rostrum. The tuberculation is also closer, and the primary spines

are slender in comparison with the stouter spines of Aerope rostrata. The anal

plastron is elongate, triangular, closely packed with primaries, the actinostome

longitudinally elliptical. The anal system is somewhat pyriform, with the

anal opening in the posterior part of the anal system.

Station No. 3361, on way to Cocos Island from Mariato Pt., in 1471 fathoms.

" " 3362, on way to Cocos Island from Mariato Pt., in 1175 fathoms.

" " 3381, north of Malpelo Island, in 1772 fathoms.

« " 3398, off Galera Point, in 1573 fathoms.

« « 3399, off Galera Point, in 1740 fathoms.

Schizaster latifrons A. Ao.

Plate XI. Figs. 2, 3.

At Station 3431, in 995 fathoms, were collected specimens of a species of

Schizaster remarkable for the great developnient of the anterior extremity, the

breadth of the anterior ambulacrum, and the short posterior pair of ambulacral

petals. This species belongs to the Schizaster group, of which S. Philippii is a

well known representative.



Station No
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Toxobrissus pacificus A. Ag.

Plate XI. Figs. 4, 5.

There occurs in the Pacific a Spatangoid which has been regarded as allied

to Brissus. Specimens of it are known to me from the Sandwich Islands and

from Zanzibar. A species closely allied to the above mentioned specimens has

been dredged off Point Mala, at Station No. 3355, in 182 fathoms. I am in-

clined at present to place these specimens in the genus Toxobrissus of Desor.

The species dredged by the Albatross are marked for the flatness of the test,

the confluence of the posterior ambulacra along the median line for nearly

half their length, the great width of the posterior extremity of the test, the

large and uniform size of the posterior ambulacral plates on the actinal side

of the test, as well as the small size of the actinal plastron.

SPATAGODESMA, A. Ag.

Plate XII. Fig. 8.

From Station 2769, during the voyage of the " Albatross " from New Yoi k

to San Francisco, were obtained specimens of a small species of Spatangoid,

in which the character of the apical fasciole differs widely from that of any

Spatangoid known to me. It possesses a broad elliptical fasciole encircling

both the ambulacra and the anal system. A transverse band divides the fas-

ciole into two areas, one enclosing the anal system and the other becoming the

peripetalous fasciole. Such a fasciole is unknown to me, and among the young

Spatangoids I have had occasion to examine nothing similar exists. The near-

est approach to the fasciole of this genus, for which I propose the name Spata-

godesma, seems to exist in the young of Agassizia, in which an imperfect

subanal fasciole branches off from the peripetalous fasciole. The actinostome

is still quite central, and no prominent posterior labrum is as yet developed in

the largest specimen, which is about 7 mm. in length. I have not yet been able

to satisfy myself of the relations of this interesting Spatangoid.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE L

Fig. 1. Dorocidaris panamensis A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 2. Dorocidaris panamensis A. Ag., from the actinal side.

All figures natural size.

PLATE n.

Fig. 1. Dorocidaris panamensis A. Ag., facing the odd anterior ambulacrum.

Fig. 2. Salenia miliaris A. Ag., abactinal view.

Fig. 3. Saienia miliaris A. Ag., partly denuded.

Fig. 4. Saienia miliaris A. Ag., facing the odd anterior ambulacrum.

All figures natural size.

PLATE m.

Fig. 1. Goniocidaris Doederleini A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 2. Porocidaris Cobosi A. Ag., in profile. "

Fig. 3. Porocidaris Cobosi A. Ag., from the actinal side.

Fig. 4. Porocidaris Cobosi A. Ag., facing the posterior interambulacrum.

Fig. 5. Porocidaris Cobosi A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

All figures natural size.

PLATE IV.

Fig. 1. Porocidaris Milleri A. Ag., (female) test, seen from the abactinal side. J

Fig. 2. Porocidaris Milleri A. Ag., from the actinal side.
|

All figures natural size.

PLATE V.

Fig. 1. Dialithocidaris gemraifera A. Ag., from the abactinal side. M
Fig. 2. Dialithocidaris gemmifera A. Ag., facing the odd anterior ambulacrum. 1
Fig. 3. Dermatodiadema globulosum A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 4. Dermatodiadema globulosum A. Ag., facing the odd anterior ambulacrum.

Fig. 6. Dermatodiadema horridum A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 6. Dermatodiadema horridum A. Ag., in profile. \

Fig. 7. Dermatodiadema horridum A. Ag., facing the left anterior ambulacrum.

AH figures natural size.
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PLATE VI.

Fig. 1. Phormosoma hispidum A. Ag., from the abactinal side, odd anterior ambu-

lacrum on the left.

Fig. 2. Phormosoma hispidum A. Ag., (a larger specimen,) from the abactinal side,

odd anterior ambulacrum on tlie left.

All figures natural size.

PLATE Vn.

Fig. 1. Phormosoma hispidum A. Ag., (same as Fig. 1, PI. VI.,) from tlie actinal

side, odd anterior ambulacrum on the left.

Fig. 2. Phormosoma liispidum A. Ag., from the actinal side, odd anterior ambula-

crum on the left.

All figures natural size.

PLATE VIIL

Fig. 1. Pourtalesia Tanneri A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 2. Pourtalesia Tanneri A. Ag., in proiile.

Fig. 3. Plexechinus cinctus A. Ag., in profile.

Fig. 4. Plexechinus cinctus A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 5. Aerope fulva A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 6. Aerope fulva A. Ag„ in profile.

Fig. 7. Urechinus giganteus A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 8. Urechinus giganteus A. Ag., in profile.

All figures natural size.

PLATE IX.

Fig. 1. Cystechinus Loveni A. Ag., in profile.

Fig. 2. Cystechinus Loveni A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

All figures natural size.

PLATE X.

Fig. 1. Cystechinus Rathbuni A. Ag., facing the anal system.

Fig. 2. Cystechinus Rathbuni A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

All figures natural size.

PLATE XL

Fig. 1. Homolampas hastata A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 2. Schizaster latifrons A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 3. Schizaster latifrons A. Ag., from the actinal side.

Fig. 4. Toxobrissus pacificus A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 5. Toxobrissus pacificus A. Ag., from the actinal side.

Fig. 6. Periaster tenuis A. Ag., from the abactinal side.

Fig. 7. Periaster tenuis A. Ag., from the actinal side.

All figures natural size.

VOL. XXXII. — NO. 5. 2
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PLATE XII.

Fig. 1. Phrlssocystis aculeata A. Ag., apical part of test.

Fig. 2. Phrissocystis aculeata A. Ag., odd interambulacral area.

Fig. 3. Phrissocystis aculeata A. Ag., odd ambulacrum.

Fig. 4. Phrissocystis aculeata A. Ag., left posterior ambulacrum.

Fig. 5. Phrissocystis aculeata A. Ag., part of left side of test.

Fig. 6. Phrissocystis aculeata A. Ag., anal system.

Fig. 7. Phrissocystis aculeata A. Ag., actinal system.

Figs. 1-7 natural size.

Fig. 8. Fasciole of Spatagodesma. |.

PLATE XIII.

Fig. 1. Echinocrepis setigera A. Ag., apical part of test.

Fig. 2. Echinocrepis setigera A. Ag., odd anterior ambulacrum from above.

Fig. 3. Echinocrepis setigera A. Ag., odd anterior ambulacrum from below.

Fig. 4. Echinocrepis setigera A. Ag., posterior interambulacrum from above.

Fig. 5. Echinocrepis setigera A. Ag., anal proboscis in profile.

Fig. 6. Echinocrepis setigera A. Ag., anal system from below.

All figures natural size.

PLATE A.

Chaet showing the Tkack of the " Albatross."
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INTRODUCTION.

Although so much has been written on the nervous system of repre-

sentatives of all the chief groups of the metazoa, we are as yet far from

thoroughly understanding the action of the myo-neural mechanism of

any animal. It is true, much light has been thrown upon the subject

during the last decade thi-ough the use of the newer methods of investi-

gation
; but the many valuable facts that have been established are as

yet 80 disconnected, that they can scarcely be said to be more than sug-

gestive. In no case has the myoneural system of an animal been at all

completely worked out. In the higher animals the complexity of this

system makes such a task almost impossible. At any rate, the most

* Contributions from the Zoological Laboratory of tiie Museum of Comparative
Zoiilogy at Harvard College, under the direction of E. L. Mark, No. XCI.

VOL. XXXIl.— NO. 6. 1
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promising method of approaching the subject would seem to be through

the simpler forms. Some of the homodjnamously segmented animals

offer advantages in this respect which no other forms do.

The following considerations may be noted as applying particularly

to the polychsete annelid, Nereis, as a favorable subject for this kind of

study:— (1) Nereis has a sharply centralized nervous system, consisting

of well defined ganglia, which occupy very definite relations to the parts

they control. (2) The histological elements of the nervous system are

highly differentiated and constant in their relationships. (3) A typical

body segment of the animal is simple in structure, having a compara-

tively small number of muscles. (4) There is almost no serial differen-

tiation of the body segments, excepting in a few of the anterior and the

anal metameres ; hence it is necessary to determine the structure of one

segment only in order to know the structure of nearly the whole animal.

(5) Since there are only a few muscles, the movements of the animal are

limited in number, and may readily be analyzed and classified. (6) Phy-

siological experiments may be performed with more than usual facility,

because the worms are hardy and live well in the aquarium. To these

considerations may be added the eminently practical one that Nereis

may be easily obtained in unlimited quantities. "With such material

the problem before us seems to be presented in a comparatively simple

form. By these considerations I was led to take up the study of the

nervous system of Nereis. Some of the results obtained are given in

what follows.

Methods.

The material used for intra-vitam staining was the atokal form of

Nereis virens Sars. It was obtained from the muddy banks of the

Charles River at a place where the water at low tide contains less than

0.3% salt. The worms found here may bo transferred to fresh water

without suft'ering serious injury. For ordinary histological preparations

both atokal and epitokal forms were used. The latter were obtained

from the mud flats of Lynn Harbor at the mouth of the Saugus River.

Before killing, the specimens were narcotized with chloral hydrate or

alcohol, and the intestine cleaned by forcing a stream of water through

it. The body was always opened to allow rapid penetration, and some-

times the intestine was removed. Two methods of fixing and staining

were employed : either fixing in corrosive sublimate and staining in iron-

haimatoxylin, or fixing and staining by osmic acid. The value of corro-

sive sublimate as a fixing agent is well known, and I obtained excellent
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results by fixing in a 1 % to 5% solution of acetic acid saturated with

corrosive sublimate. Preparations fixed in this way were stained on the

slide with Heidenhain's iron-hEcmatoxylin. The osmic acid method of

vom Rath ('95) gives results in many ways equally good, and for some

purposes, such as tracing nerves, even better than the corrosive and

iron-heematoxylin method. I found a mixture in the following propor-

tions of osmic acid, picric acid, acetic acid, and platinic chloride very

satisfactory :
—
Osmic acid. 2% 12 c.c.

Picric acid, sat. aq. sol.

Platinic chloride, 2 %

Acetic acid ....

100 c.c.

25 c.c.

1 c.c.

The results obtained are not at all uniform in quality, since the rate of

precipitation of the osmium by the pyroligneous acid seems to vary.

The value of successful preparations, however, counterbalances the

capriciousness of the method. The results obtained by these two

methods agree in almost every particular, even to the relative intensity

of the stains in the various tissues.

For intra-vitam staining the following method proved most success-

ful. Specimens of Nereis having about seventy segments were injected

with a concentrated solution of methylen blue in normal salt solution.

They were then laid, ventral side uppermost, in a moist chamber for

about two hours, after which the stain began to appear in the sub-

cesophageal ganglion. From this region the stain gradually penetrated

caudad, and when it was thought to have reached its optimum, it was

fixed by Bethe's ('95) ammonium molybdate method. The objects were

then embedded in paraffine and cut.

PART I. DESCRIPTION.

1. Topography.

The central nervous system of Nereis virens is well developed.

Throughout the entire length of the body the ventral nerve cord ex-

hibits a sharp differentiation of ganglia and longitudinal connectives.

The ganglia are segmentally arranged and constant in position ; the

nerves are regularly arranged in metameric groups of five pairs each

(Plate 1, Fig. 8). The ventral cord lies deeper than the hypodormis,

from which it is partially separated by the circular muscle bundles.
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The circular muscles do not form a continuous sheet, but consist of

small bundles which lie partially embedded in the hypodermis. Some

of these muscles cross the mid-ventral line external to the nerve, thus

causing a partial separation of cord and hypodermis. Between the

muscle bundles, however, the neurilemma of the nerve cord is in contact

with the hypodermis. The brain also lies deeper than the hypodermis,

from which it is suspended by a narrow membrane lying in the median

plane.

a. Brain^

The form of the brain is roughly that of a trapezoid (Plate 1, Fig. 1,

ceh.), the anterior pair of eyes marking approximately the extremities of

the longer one of the parallel sides, while the posterior pair marks the

limits of the shorter one. The anterior angles of the trapezoid are

drawn out toward the palps, thus making the anterior margin of the

brain slightly concave. The dorsal aspect of the brain is broadly cor-

date, the re-entrant angle being at the anterior side. Fourteen pairs of

nerves arise from the brain by distinct roots. As they are arranged

symmetrically, it will not be necessary to describe both sides. Beginning

anteriorly at the median line, and numbering and describing the nerves

of one side in order, there is first near the median line a group of three

nerves (I, II, III), which arise near together.

The first nerve (I) passes forward, then downward, and finally back-

ward along the dorsal wall of the proboscis; the second (11) goes

directly forward to the antenna ; the third (III) runs forward along the

dorsal wall of the head.

At the anterior lateral angle of the brain there is another group of

three nerves (IV, V, VI). The fourth nerve (IV) divides into two

branches, one going to the ventro-median wall of the palp, the other to

the dorso-median wall of the same organ. The fifth nerve (V) extends

ventrally to the proboscis; the sixth (VI) is the large sensory trunk

of the palp; and the seventh (VII) arises from the brain laterally,

between the group just described and the anterior eye of the same side;

it passes forward along the lateral wall of the palp.

The eighth, ninth, and tenth nerves are the three roots of the circum-

oesophageal commissure. They unite in the commissural ganglion, which

lies a short distance ventral to the anterior eye. The eighth (VIII) is

a small nerve arising near the seventh, passing out parallel with it, and

then turning down into the ganglion. Tlie ninth nerve (IX) arises

laterally from the brain, passes out directly beneath the eye, and then

bends down to the commissural ganglion. The tenth ^X) arises from the
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veutral edge of the brain immediately ventral to the ninth, and passes

out directly to the commissural ganglion.

The eleventh (XI) and twelfth (XII) nerves are the two optic nerves.

They converge from the eyes towai'd the centre of the brain.

The thirteenth (XIII) nerve arises back of the posterior eye, and

goes directly to the ciliated groove. The fourteenth (XIV) is a rather

diffuse nervous connection between the brain and the dorsal surface of

the head. The region innervated lies nearly midway between the pos-

terior eye and median plane, but slightly nearer the latter.

Besides these fourteen paired nerves (I-XIV) there is a single median

nervous connection between the dorsal surface of the head and the

brain. This is similar to the diffuse fourteenth nerve, but is smaller

and lies slightly anterior to it. Its position is shown in Figure 1.

From the commissural ganglion a nerve (a) passes forward to the

proboscis, where it unites with the fifth nerve of the brain (V) in a

ganglion. Another nerve (8) passes backward along the side of the

head. Four or five small connectives, not shown in Figure 1, unite

the commissural ganglion with the optic ganglion, which lies in con-

tact with the ventral side of the anterior eye. Lastly, the circum-

oesophageal commissure passes from the commissural ganglion around the

oesophagus to the sub-cesophageal ganglion, traversing on its way a

ganglion which lies beneath the anterior pair of tentacular cirri. From
this anterior cirrus ganglion two large nerves go each to an anterior

cirrus, and, from the anterior side of it, a smaller one (/3) to the pro-

boscis. On its posterior side the anterior cirrus ganglion is connected

by a small nerve (6) with the posterior cirrus ganglion, which lies

beneath the posterior pair of tentacular cirri. The latter ganglion gives

off two large nerves, one to each of the two posterior tentacular cirri,

and also sends a nerve (^) backward along the side of the head. The

posterior cirrus ganglion is connected with the sub-cesophageal ganglion

by a large nerve trunk (n. pa-coms.), which lies posterior to and parallel

with the circum-cesophageal commissure. This trunk gives off several

branches from a region midway between the posterior cirrus ganglion

and the sub-oesophageal ganglion.

b. Sub-cesophageal Ganglion.

The sub-cesophageal ganglion (gn. sb-oe., Fig. 1) lies on the posterior

boundary of the cephalic segment. It gives off three pairs of nervoi

besides the commissures and the nerves of the posterior cirri. Begin-
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ning at the median plane, the first pair of nerves (y) goes to the

oesophagus; they pass forward near the median Hue, and then bend

backward to be distributed to the ventral wall of the oesophagus. The

second and third pairs are respectively the commissures and the nerves

of the posterior cirri ; the other two pairs pass out laterally and forward

to the walls of the cephalic segment. The ganglia of the first three or

four body segments are displaced backward, as compared with those of

the typical segment, and are consequently crowded together, thus mak-

ing them appear as a single ganglion. Each segment in this region

receives the typical number of nerves, though in regard to size the

nerves of each segment do not bear quite the same relation one to

another as they do in a typical segment.

c. Typical Body Segment.

The ganglia of the ventral chain (Plate 1, Fig. 8) are about half as

long as the segment, and, if the segmentation of the longitudinal mus-

culature be taken to indicate the boundaries of the metameres, they lie

intersegmentally, with at least two thirds their length in the posterior

segment. The longitudinal connectives are enclosed in a single sheath,

so that there appears to be but one connective. At the intersegmental

plane there is a constriction of the investing tissue of the ganglion, but

this does not extend to. the nervous part. Five larger pairs of nerves

are given off from each ganglion, and there are, besides, many smaller

ones, which consist of only a few fibres each. A few of the latter are

given ofiF ventrally, but most of them pass dorsally from the mid-dorsal

line of the nerve cord, and probably are distributed chiefly to the

digestive tube.

The paired nerves are most conveniently characterized with reference

to their position in the segment. I^eginning at the anterior end, there

is close behind the intersegmental constriction of the ganglion the first

segmental nerve (I, Fig. 8). This nerve is rather slender and passes

out at right angles to the ventral nerve cord. It lies external to the

longitudinal muscles, and is partly buried in the hypodermis (I', Fig. 4).

It may be traced with little change in calibre to the dorsal base of the

parapodium, where it is lost either in the circular parapodial muscles,

or in the hypodermal plexus, or most likely in both.

The second segmental nerve (II) is the largest of the five, and is the

parapodial trunk. It leaves the segmental ganglion near its posterior

end and passes diagonally backward across and external to the longi-
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tudinal muscles to the parapodial ganglion, which lies in the ventral

base of the parapodium between the longitudinal muscles and the pore

of the segmental organ.

The third segmental nerve (III) is very small. It arises from the

posterior end of the segmental ganglion and passes diagonally outward

and backward to the posterior base of the parapodium. Like all the

paired segmental nerves, it lies embedded in the hypodermis throughout

its length. Next in size to the parapodial trunk is the fourth nerve

(IV). It arises from the anterior third of the succeeding ganglion, and

hence lies in the posterior part of the segment, near the intersegmental

line, where the longitudinal muscles are attached to the hypodermis.

It runs parallel with the first nerve (I) of the following segment, but

continues in a direct course around the body almost to the mid-dorsal

line.

The fifth segmental nerve (V) is very slender. It lies close behind

the fourth nerve, and very near the intersegmental plane. It extends

as far as the base of the parapodium.

d. Parapodial System.

The innervation of the parapodium (Figs. 5, 8) is almost wholly from

the parapodial ganglion, from which four nerves radiate toward the

periphery. The most anterior one (1) is very slender and usually passes

out in front of the pore of the segmental organ. It goes to the retractor

muscles of the anterior side of the parapodium. The second parapodial

nerve (2) is comparatively large, and innervates the ventral ramus.
Near the ganglion it divides into an anterior and a posterior branch.

The anterior one passes along the anterior wall of the ventral ramus
to the anterior setigerous lobe. The other runs along the posterior wall

to the posterior setigerous lobe, giving off a branch to the ventral cirrus

and another to the inferior ligula of the ventral ramus.

The third parapodial nerve (3) passes outward and upward on the pos-

terior wall of the parapodium. About half way up the side of the para-

podium it gives off a branch to the glandular region of the dorsal base

of the parapodium. Then other branches are sent to the anterior setige-

rous lobe of the dorsal ramus, the posterior setigerous lobe, the superior

ligula, and the dorsal cirrus.

A fourth parapodial nerve (4) goes to the posterior base of the

parapodium.
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2. Protective Tissue.

The protective tissue of the central nervous system is of two kinds

;

an outer membrane, the neui-ilemma, and within this a spongy tissue,

the neurogha. The neurilemma is better developed in the anterior than

in the posterior region of the animal, and better in the older epitokal

individuals than in the atokal forms. In the cephalic segment it is very

thick and forms a capsule around the brain {nHem., Plate 2, Fig. 9),

and it also envelops the nerves from the brain. A tissue similar in

texture lines the dorsal wall of the head, there taking the place of a

basement membrane (Plate 3, Fig. 20). The brain capsule is continuous

with this lining of the wall of the head along the mid-dorsal line, and

also around the nervous connections that unite the brain with the poste-

rior dorsal surface of the head. It likewise serves as a place of attach-

ment for some of the muscles of the bead, as the neurilemma of the

ventral cord does for some of the diagonal muscles ; but elsewhere the

capsule is free from the wall of the head, being suspended in the cavity

of the cephalic lobe.

The neurilemma of the brain is continuous with that of the ventral

cord along the circum-oesophageal commissures. Except where it is

pierced by nerves, the neurilemma of the cord (Plate 2, Fig. 18) forms

a closed tube, whose walls are thickest at the anterior end. Along its

dorsal side the wall of the neurilemma tube is continuous with the

tunica intima of the ventral longitudinal blood-vessel by means of a

narrow membrane which connects the two tubes throughout their

entire lengths (Fig. 18).

In structure the neurilemma is uniformly fibrous ; it does not stain in

iron-hjematoxylin or osmic acid. On the outer surface of the brain cap-

sule there is a layer of nuclei which may possibly belong to the neuri-

lemma. I have not clearly seen such nuclei on the neurilemma of the

ventral cord. The connective tissue of the muscles is continuous with

the neurilemma in many places, and resembles it in every respect.

The neuroglia of the brain is a network of delicate fibres with numer-

ous small elongated nuclei located at the nodes of the network. This

tissue lines the inner surface of the brain capsule, from which it pene-

trates into all parts of the brain except the neuropil and the masses of

small nuclei connected with it. The neuroglia of the ventral cord is like

that of the brain in texture, and it surrounds and penetrates the nervous

structures of the cord in the same way as in the brain. The portion

immediately surrounding the cord, however, is somewhat differentiated
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from the more peripheral part (Plate 2, Fig. 18). Its fibres are coarser

and more compact, and they take a circular direction around the cord.

Between the successive ganglia the fibres of this inner layer also pass

in between the three longitudinal connectives. A few neuroglia nuclei

lie scattered about among the nerve fibres of the cord.

3. Brain.

The brain of Nereis consists essentially of a central mass of interwoven

fibres with a few irregular masses of neuropil, and a peripheral layer of

cells loosely arranged in symmetrical groups. The cells have undergone

a remarkable degree of differentiation, and the cells in each pair of groups

have distinct characteristics. There are at least six distinct classes of

cells ; while a number of the larger cells are arranged symmetrically in

pairs, each pair having individual peculiarities of form and structure.

The six classes, however, are not characterized by form and structure

alone. Indeed, it is the difference in chemical reaction that is most

distinctive, and calls for more than passing mention. The classes are

as follows :
—

(1) In front, on each side of the brain, between the anterior median

and the anterior lateral groups of nerves, there lie two masses of exceed-

ingly small nuclei (Plate 3, Figs. 21, 24). The larger ventral mass is

approximately crescentic in a transverse section of the brain with the

concave side of the crescent lateral and partially embracing a mass of

neuropil. The smaller, dorsal mass of cells is also crescentic in trans-

verse section, but with the concave side toward the median plane. This

crescent also partially embraces a mass of neuropil. In preparations

stained with osmic acid or iron-hcematoxylin the cells of these masses

show only very faint traces of cell boundaries. The nuclei stain very

deeplv, and always contain a number of granules of various sizes. The

nuclei are about 6/li in diameter and are arranged in rows radiating from

the neuropil (Fig. 21). They are set very closely in the rows, and are

often almost in contact. The spaces between the rows are wider toward

the neuropil, while toward the convex side of the mass the arrangement

is more compact and the alignment of the nuclei almost disappears.

The spaces between the rows of nuclei have a fine fibrous appearance, as

though fibres from the cells passed out to the neuropil. Cells similar to

these occur in other parts of the brain, e. g. a small group at the posterior

border of the brain, just median to the root of the nerve which runs to

the ciliated groove (XIII). Cells slightly larger, but otherwise like
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these, occur scattered over the dorsal surface of the brain, and a group

of them Ues around the root of the fourteenth nerve (XIV).

(2) At the posterior lateral border of the brain there is a group of

spindle-shaped cells, which extends backward and outward along the root

of the thirteenth nerve (XIII) as far as the point where the nerve

pierces the capsule (Plate 2, Figs. 9, 15). These cells do not stain very

deeply, and do not show very sharply defined cell boundaries, although

the spindle form can be distinctly seen. Similar cells give rise to the

fibres that form the fourteenth nerve and pass out to the dorsal sur-

face of the head,

(3) Along the internal border of the last group there lies a third very

peculiar class of cells (Figs. 9, 12). Unlike those of the two preceding

classes, the cells of this class have a very definite cell boundary. They

are comparatively few in number, and are narrowly pear-shaped with the

process extending toward the centre of the brain. In preparations

stained to best advantage for other structures these cells are so deeply

stained that only in a few cases can the nucleus of the cell be seen at all.

The cell process also stains so deeply that it appears in strong contrast

with the other fibres.

(4) In the same transverse section as the last, but neai'er the median

plane, is another group of pear-shaped cells (Figs. 9, 11). These are

larger and proportionately broader than the last, and stain very difl'er-

ently from them. In iron-hsematoxylin the cytoplasm does not become

blue, but takes on a brownish color. Its structure is almost homogene-

ous excepting an irregular network of a few coarse fibres which usually

centres about the nucleus and does not extend throughout the body

of the cell. The processes of these cells also go toward the centre of

the brain.

(5) At the side of the brain beneath the nerve of the anterior eye

there lies a group of cells which seem to have no direct connection with

the brain except that of being enclosed in the brain capsule. The cells

are rather large and spherical, and send their processes out along the

ninth nerve (IX) of the brain toward the commissural ganglion. A few

of the cells lie scattered along the dorsal side of the ninth nerve, and

make this group of cells continuous with the group which lies beneath

the anterior eye, and which we have called the optic ganglion. The cells

of both groups have the same general appearance (Fig. 19). The cyto-

plasm presents no special peculiarities. There is no cell membrane and

the limits of the cell are very indistinct, because there are very few

granules at tho periphery. Each cell is surrounded by neuroglia fibres
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arranged loosely in conceutric layers. The inuer fibres seem to be em-

bedded in the cytoplasm of the cell.

(6) Although the remaining cells (Figs. 16, 17) present a great vari-

ety of size, form, and detail of structure, there is a general similarity

which permits of classing them together as a group distinct from those

we have described thus far. They have the pear shape and the granu-

lar cytoplasm which are characteristics of most of the cells of the

ventral ganglia. But beyond this there is little that is common to

all the cells of the group. In the posterior half of the brain there are

several pairs of very large cells which have the characteristics of tliis

group, and in addition a very striking one of their own. The nucleus

lies in the narrow end of the cell, and is surrounded by the granular

cytoplasm. At the other end of the cell, there is a large vacuolar space

containing a number of deeply staining bodies of irregular form, em-

bedded in an indistinct coagulum. Other cells have very finely granular

substance occupying a similar position, the granules being much

smaller and staining less deeply than those of the body of the cell.

In these cases the nucleus shows no signs of degeneration. In some

cells (Fig. 16) the cortical part of the cytoplasm is penetrated by narrow

lamellae, which, when viewed from the surfaces of the cell, present the

appearance of a honeycomb structure.

There is another structure within the brain capsule which is very

strange, and for which I cannot account. It consists of a considerable

number of spheroidal cavities (Fig. 10), containing a substance which

assumes several forms. The cavities are arranged in two symmetrical

groups, one on each side of the brain (Fig. 9), extending around and

between the fibres of the fourteenth nerve, and backward and outward

to the root of the thirteenth nerve. The cavities, which are surrounded

by neuroglia, vary somewhat in size, the average being about equal to

that of the average nerve cell of the brain. Each usually contains a

number of spherical granules, sometimes of nearly uniform size, some-

times differing much in this respect. Thoy are stained in ii'on-ha?ma-

toxylin, but in preparations treated with osraic acid they are yellow.

Sometimes the cavities are filled with an almost homogeneous substance
;

at other times, however, the substance only partially fills the cavities, and

assumes an irregular stellate form. In a few cases there are doubtful

indications of a nucleus.

These structures cannot be duo to degeneration of nerve cells, because

they are very regular in the place of their occurrence, and there is no

indication of degenerated fibre tracts. The contents of the cavities are
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not fat, for they are not blackened bj osmic acid, nor do they seem to

be pigment, since the granules are comparatively large and at the same

time quite variable in size. Racowitz ('95) found amoeboid cells de-

positing pigment in the region of the ciliated groove, but I have no

reason to think the condition in the present instance is due to tlie same

instrumentality.

4. Ciliated Groove.

The ciliated grooves lie on the posterior margin of the cephalic lobe

behind the posterior eyes (Plate 3, Fig. 20). A fold of the anterior

margin of the cephalic segment extends forward a short distance over

the cephalic lobe, to which it is attached in the median plane, and also

at a point just lateral to the eyes. On the ventral wall of the pockets

thus formed there is an elongate eminence or ridge about 0.5 mm. long

and 0.2 mm. wide, with the long axis transverse to the body. Along

the crest of this ridge lies the ciliated groove. The ridge is formed by a

thickening of the non-ciliate hypodermis, the cells of which are very long

and arranged with their distal ends directed toward the crest of the

ridge, thus producing in cross section the figure of an inverted V. The

space between the cells which form the ridge is occupied by the ciliated

cells. The cuticula over these cells is very thin, and the cilia project

through it, forming a narrow band along the bottom of the groove. The

nuclei of the ciliated cells lie much deeper than those of the non-ciliate

cells on either side of them. The organ is innervated by the nerve

XIII. There are no glands in the hypodermis of this region, but the

overhanging fold of the cephalic segment is richly supplied with them.

5. Ventral Nerve Cord.

The structure of the ventral nerve cord can best be set forth by de-

scribing transverse and longitudinal sections of it. A transverse section

between ganglia (Plate 5, Fig. 31) shows that there are three longitu-

dinal connectives ; two large lateral and symmetrical ones, and a small,

more dorsal median one. Eacli connective is enveloped by the fibres of

the inner layer of neuroglia, which thus separates the three connectives.

In preparations successfully fixed in either the corrosive sublimate or

osmic acid mixtures, the cross section of the connectives shows nothing

but the circular outlines of the cut nerve fibres, with their contents and

a few neuroglia fibres penetrating the connective from the sides. The

fibres vary greatly in size, from the large giant fibres, which are one
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third the diameter of a lateral connective, to the smallest, which how-

ever are large enough to enable one to distinguish the circular outline of

the sheath and its contents.

There are three giant fibres, one in each connective. Those in the

lateral connectives are much larger than the median one.

On the median side of each of the paired connectives, close beneath

the median connective, there is another very large fibre which, in some

regions of the body, is but little smaller than the median giant fibre

(Plate 5, Fig. 31). These fibres, which I shall call set A, also stain very

lightly, but they show no traces of a network.

The numerous fibres which constitute the remaining portions of the

connectives stain more deeply. Most of them show no differentiation,

but frequently the larger ones are more intensely stained in the centre

than at the periphery.

In longitudinal sections of the connectives (Plate 3, Fig. 26), the

fibres appear as parallel bands separated by crinkled lines, — the fibre

sheaths folded by a slight longitudinal contraction of the animal at the

time of fixation. Many of the larger fibres, excepting set A, often show

a darker central band corresponding to the darker centre of the trans-

verse section. A few nuclei are scattered among the fibres of the

connectives.

Transverse sections through the ganglia of the ventral chain present a

single central filrous mass bordered ventrally and laterally by ganglionic

cells. Bundles of neuroglia fibres pierce the central mass at intervals

along the median plane, and divide the ganglion into symmetrical halves.

The greater part of the fibrous mass consists of longitudinal fibres, but

there are many fibres which traverse the ganglion in other directions.

The cells of the ventral ganglia do not vary as much in size, form, and
structure as do those of the brain ; however, besides the uniformly gran-

ular ones of various sizes and shapes (Plate 2, Figs. 13, 14, A), corre-

sponding to those of class six in the brain, there are some cells (Fig.

14, B) which stain very lightly, and the cytoplasm of which is homo-
geneous with the exception of a few coarse granules of very limited dis-

tribution. There are only a few pairs of these cells in each ganglion
;

one of the pairs belongs to the fibres of set A, and these are among the

larger cells of the ganglion.

The coarse irregular granules of the cells last described occupy the

middle of the cell, where they are arranged in the form of a hollow

sphere, at the centre of which there is a round deeply staining granule

(Fig. 14, B). This structure is undoubtedly what has been described as
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a centrosome. It is not confined to this class of cells, but in good prep-

arations occurs with such frequency that it may be said to exist in all

the cells of the ventral cord (Fig. 13). The nucleus is always eccen-

tric, and frequently, though not always, flattened. There are often two,

three, or more centrosomes in a single cell. In one instance there were

ten. In the cells whose cytoplasm is granular the centrosome does not

appear as distinctly as it does in the others. However, when the stain-

ing has been successful, there appears at the centre of the cell a mass of

granules which are larger and stain more deeply than those of the rest

of the cell. The granules of this mass are arranged in the form of hol-

low spheres, the contents of which are destitute of all granules excepting

the single round body at the centre.

6. Nerve Fibres.

a. Giant Fibres.

There are three giant fibres which traverse the ventral cord through-

out its entire length (Plate 2, Fig. 18, Plate 5, Fig. 31) ; the pair of

extremely large ones, which lie one on the outer side of each of the

paired connectives, and the smaller unpaired one lying in the median

connective. All these have the same peculiarities of structure. "With

the methods employed they stain very lightly and appear almost homo-

geneous. On close examination, however, the section of the fibre is seen

to be made up of a small number of polygonal areas marked off by an

indistinct network (Plate 1, Fig. 3). This network apparently owes its

existence simply to the presence of discrete masses of protoplasm, the

boundaries of which give the appearance of a network. In longitudinal

sections the giant fibres show the same structure, except that the polygo-

nal areas are elongated in the direction of the axis of the fibre. When
those fibres are stained in methylen blue, the stain is precipitated at the

borders of the areas, producing a finely granular network in a homoge-

neous field of blue.

The paired fibres may be traced forward into the circura-oesophageal

connectives to a point between the anterior cirrus ganglion and the

commissural ganglion, whore they divide into a number of small branches.

The branches cannot bo distinguished from other large fibres of the con-

nective, but they appear to pass through the commissural ganglion to

the optic fjanglion. The fibres which connect the commissural and optic

ganglia are processes of the cells of the optic ganglion, but since I was

unable to trace a fibre continuously from the optic ganglion until it
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united with the giant fibre, I cannot be sure that there is such a con-

nection. I have found no other cells connected with these giant fibres.

The median giant fibre divides in the sub-oesophageal ganglion into

several branches, which continue forward parallel with one another along

the median plane. One of them I was able to trace to one of a group of

large cells lying between the ventral ends of the circum-cesophageal con-

nectives. The other cells of the group are connected with similar fibres,

but I coiild trace only one continuously from the cell to the giant fibre.

The three giant fibres extend back into the last segment of the body

without branching or changing their relative sizes or positions. Occa-

sionally the median fibre in passing through a ganglion divides and

allows the passage of a bundle of fibres between the two parts, which

then immediately reunite, and the fibre continues on as before. This

condition occurs frequently, but appears to be wholly accidental, since it

is very irregular in the frequency of its occurrence, as well as in the size

of the loop produced, and also in the relative sizes of the two divisions

of the fibre. In one instance I found a similar condition in one of the

lateral giant fibres, but it was not very well marked.

The giant fibres are pierced by many smaller ones, which pass directly

through them (Plate 1, Fig. 2). In the case of the lateral giant fibres

this occurs most frequently near the places where the segmental nerves

are given oflF from the ganglion. Sometimes the small fibres branch

within the large one, the branches then continuing on through the giant

fibre. In preparations stained with osmic acid, the small fibres stain

much more deeply than the giant fibres, thus becoming very distinct.

In a part of a methylen blue preparation which had not taken the stain,

the small fibres traversing the giant fibres could be readily seen because

they were more highly refractive than the giant fibre.

I cannot say that in successive segments the giant fibres are pierced

by corresponding sets of smaller fibres, but there is at least one set

which regularly traverses the giant fibre on passing out into the fourth

(IV) and fifth (V) segmental nerves. This fibre will be described as

set ^.
h. Fibres of Set A.

Along the inner margin of the lateral connectives there lies a set of

fibres (Plate 2, Fig. 18, Plate 5, Fig. 31) which in transverse section

are almost as large as the median giant fibre, and resemble it in their

resistance to stains. They differ from giant fibres, however, in the fol-

lowing particulars (compare Plate 4, Fig. 27, A): — (1) They are ar-

ranged segmentally, one pair of fibres originating in each segment;
VOL. X3LXII.— NO. 6. 2
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(2) Each fibre is connected with a single cell
; (3) They do not extend

through more than two segments
; (4) They are not pierced by other

fibres, nor (5) do they show the reticulum found in giant fibres ; (6) They

are branched. The cell (Plate 4, Fig. 27) of which this fibre is a process

lies on the ventral side of the ganglion near the origin of the third seg-

mental nerve (III). The general direction of the process is forward, but

at the outset it crosses and recrosses the median plane, decussating twice

with its companion of the other side, one decussation being immediately

behind and the other in front of the origin of the second (II) segmental

nerve. After the second crossing the two fibres run side by side close

beneath the median giant fibre, until they pass the first point of decus-

sation of a similar set of fibres in the next anterior segment. Here they

diverge and apparently break up into fibrillations or branches too small

to be traced in preparations stained in the ordinary way, I have not

succeeded in staining this fibre with methylen blue. This, system is well

developed in every segment from the last one of the tail to within twenty

segments of the head, where the fibre gradually becomes smaller until,

in the first three or four segments, it cannot be distinguished among

the other fibres of the cord.

c. Fibres of Set B.

Next in size come the cells and fibres of set B (Plate 4, Figs. 27, B,

28). The cells lie v^ntrally about midway between the origin of the

first (I) and second (II) segmental nerves. From each cell a process

extends forward and gradually rises into the middle of the ganglion.

Opposite the origin of the fourth (IV) segmental nerve, the fibre turns

squarely across the ganglion, running parallel to its mate, with which

it decussates, and then divides into two branches, both of which go to

'the periphery ; one through the fourth (IV), the other through the fifth

(Y) segmental nerve. The two fibres of a pair lie in contact for some

distance where they cross from one side of the ganglion to the other

(Plate 1, Figs. 6, 7), and they anastomose at several points along the

line of contact (Plate 4, Fig. 28). The fibres of sets A and B are in-

timately associated at the point where they cross each other (Plate 1,

Fig. 6, Plate 3, Figs. 22, 23), for they are not only in contact, but the

smaller fibres lie in a deep indentation on the larger one. The relation

of fibre B to the lateral giant fibre is still more intimate. Immediately

after branching, one or V)oth branches pass directly through the lateral

giant fibre before passing out of the ganglion (Plate 1, Fig. 2). Some-

times one branch may pass around the giant fibre, but still be in con-
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tact with it, while the other branch passes directly through it. Some-

times the penetrating branch, instead of passing through the middle of

the giant fibre, goes so far to one side that it does not become free from

the sheath of the giant fibre, but is still wholly embedded in its

substance.

d. Fibres of Set O.

The next fibre system (Plate 4, Figs. 27, 30), set G, is apparently

centripetal, since no cell was found connected with it, and since wliat ap-

pears to be the main fibre, entering the cord from the fourth segmental

nerve (IV), immediately divides, forming the characteristic Y of centrip-

etal fibres. One of the branches runs directly back and ends in fibrillations

opposite the second nerve (II) of the succeeding segment. The other

branch runs forward, and ends in a similar way opposite the second seg-

mental nerve (II) of its own segment. Near its origin the second

branch gives off a third which runs diagonally backward and across the

ganglion, ending in a position symmetrical to the ending of the first

branch. Since the counterpart of each of these three branches is found

on the opposite side of the nerve cord, there must be six branches ending

in each segment, on either side three, all of which are opposite the sec-

ond segmental nerve (Fig. 27, II). The ends of the fibres are enlarged,

and give off a few fibrillations. The three endings of each side of the

body lie side by side, and are connected with one another by several

ladder-like anastomoses (Plate 4, Figs. 29, 30). The fibres of this set

are rather large, and lie almost wholly on the ventral side of the cord.

The third or decussating branches, however, are rather slender, and in

crossing the ganglion first curve up and then down. Where the two

fibres cross each other they are always in contact.

e. Peripheral Fibres.

The following are some of the fibres found in the parapodial ganglion

(compare Plate 1, Figs. 5, 8, Plate 5, Fig. 39) : (a) Fibres entering the

ganglion from the second (II, Figs. 5, 39) segmental nerve pass through

the ganglion and out either by the first (1) or by the fourth (-t) para-

podial nerves, {h) Fibres entering from the segmental nerve divide

into two branches, one of which passes out through the second (2), the

other through the third (3) parapodial nerve. Neither of these classes

of fibres gives off fibrillations in the ganglion, (c) A third kind of fibie

enters the parapodial ganglion from the segmental nerve, and ends in

the ganglion in fibrillations.
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The second (2) and third (3) parapodial nerves contain both motor

and sensory fibres. In Figure 32 the motor fibres are shown, and in

Figure 33 the sensory fibres of the third parapodial nerve. The motor

fibres turn back along the muscles that move the setse, and are lost

among the muscle fibres. Th© cells of the sensory fibres lie far beneath

the hypodermis. They send a process either to the hypodermis, or to

the tissue around the openings through which the setae project. At the

latter place the fibres apparently end in fibrillations. Figure 37 repre-

sents a sensory cell of the anterior wall of the parapodium. The periph-

eral process of this cell enlarges just beneath the cuticula into a small

knob, from which a fine prolongation extends out through the cuticula

Figure 38 represents a similar cell and nervous process in the posterior

wall of the parapodium. In Figure 35 is seen a sensory cell from the

base of the parapodium, and in Figure 36 one from the side of the body

near the fourth segmental nerve.

Figure 34 shows the manner in which the motor fibres end in the

longitudinal muscles, and Figure 40 shows the bushy endings of the

fibres around the glands of the hypodermis between the bundles of

circular muscles.

PART II. DISCUSSION.

1. Topography.

In methylen blue preparations it is usually not easy to determine the

relation of the stained fibres to other organs, because of the difficulty of

seeing structures which ai'e not stained. F'or this reason I first made

a study of the topography of the nervous system, tracing the nerves

with considerable detail in preparations made by vom Eath's method.

By this means nerves consisting of but a few fibres can be traced through

serial sections. The account of the topography given in Part I. is

more minute, but otherwise agrees in the main with that given by

Quatrefagcs ('50) for Nereis. There is one important point, however,

in which I cannot agree with Quatrefages. lie states that the Regmen-

tal nerve which he designates by the letter o (Planche 3) passes forward

through the dissepiment to the preceding segment, thus making a ner-

vous connection between two segments, in addition to tliat of the ventral

nerve cord. From the diagram (Plate 1, Fig. 8) it will be seen that there

is no segmental nerve passing from one segment to another in N.

virens. The three nerves (I, IV, V) that arise near the intersegmental

plane pass out parallel with that plane, two anterior to it and one
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posterior. The segmentation of the longitudinal muscles is marked by

an interdigitation of the fibres of one segment with those of the next.

These interdigitations lie in the plane of the constriction of the body

which gives the external appearance of segmentation. The line of

attachment of the longitudinal muscles to the hypodermis (Plate 1,

Fig. 4) and the constriction in the protective tissue of the segmental

ganglion (Plate 1, Fig. 8) also lie in this plane, which, as will be seen

from Figures 4 and 8, thus separates the fifth (V) and first (1') seg-

mental nerves throughout their length. The segmental dissepiment is

concave anteriorly. Its ventral median edge is attached in the con-

striction of the segmental ganglion, and is therefore in the intersegmental

plane. But its lateral border is attached to the hypodermis, between

the dorsal and ventral longitudinal muscles, anterior to the interseg-

mental plane and even anterior to the position of the fourth (IV) seg-

mental nerve in that region (Fig. 4). Hence, if the position of the

dissepiment were taken to determine the boundary of segments, the

fourth (IV) and fifth (V) segmental nerves would appear to pass

backward from the segment in which they arise to the one succeeding it.

But I have found no segmental nerve passing forward through the

dissepiment as described by Quatrefages, nor indeed passing out of the

segment in either direction, if we determine the boundary of segments

by the segmentation of the musculature.

When compared with other annelids, we find that Nereis presents a

generalized condition with respect to its nervous si/stem. It indeed agrees

very well with the description given by Lang ('88-'94) of the nervous

system typical of Clipetopods. In comparison with other Polychfetes,

however, Nereis shows a rather high degree of development, indicated

by the deep position and elaborate protective tissue of the ventral nerve

cord. In the majority of Polychfetes the ventral nervous system lies

embedded in the hypodermis, or intimately connected with it. In a

few genera, however, such is not the case. Wawrzik ('92) shows that in

Hermione and Aphrodite the ventral cord is entirely free from the hy-

podermis, and in this respect he classes these genera with the Oligo-

chsetes. Nereis would also belong to this class, since the ventral cord

lies internal to the circular muscles, as it does in the Oligochoetes.

2. Protective Tissue.

The nature and origin of the protective envelopes of the nervous sys-

tem of Polychietes have been the subject of considerable discussion.

The differences of opinion are probably duo cliiefly to real differences iu
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the animals studied. There is not much doubt, however, concern-

ing the origin of the inner spongy layer, the neuroglia. Jourdan ('84)

showed that the enveloping tissue of the central nervous system was

intimately connected with the cells of the hypodermis. Rohde ('87)

called this tissue " Subcuticularfasergewebe," and described it as a

development of the basal processes of the cells of the hypodermis.

Wawrzik ('92) made a comparison of a large number of Polychsetes, and

found that in all those in which the ventral cord was connected with

the hypodermis the neuroglia was an integral part of the hypodermis

cells. Haller ('89) denies the existence of the condition described by

Rohde ('87) for Polynoe, since he found that the nerve cord was sur-

rounded by a membrane which separated the neuroglia from the hypo-

dermis. However it may be in this case, there certainly cannot be a

connection between the hypodermis and neuroglia in such forms as

Hermione, Aphrodite, and Nereis, in which these structures are clearly

separated. But the condition found in so many other genera indicates

that the neuroglia is derived from the ectoderm along with the nervous

elements.

The neurilemma is apparently found only in those forms in which

the nerve cord is free from the hypodermis. But even when present it

may be so thin as to be readily ovei'looked. Such is sometimes the case

at the postei'ior end of Nereis, On the other hand, it becomes very

thick around the brain of Nereis, sometimes reaching a thickness of

fully 100/A. Friedliinder ('88) and Graber ('80) call this structure

cuticular. Haller considers it simply the matted fibres of the neuroglia.

Racowitza ('96) states that muscle fibres, as well as the neuroglia, con-

tribute to make up the neurilemma. Where muscle fibres are attached

to the outer surface of the neurilemma, or neuroglia fibres to its inner

surface, membrane and fibre shade insensibly into each other, so as to

suggest their structural identity. But, as has been shown above, as

well as by other writers, the neurilemma in its reaction to stains is

very dilferent from either muscle or neuroglia. "Whatever may be the

weight of this evidence, it is clear that the neurilemma, the connective

tissue of the muscles, and the tunica intima of the ventral longitudinal

blood-vessel have the same structure, and must be derived from the

same source. That source is most likely the mesoderm.

3. Brain.

Although the brain of Nereis gives rise to so many nerves, it is

small and simple when compared with the braiu, for example, of the
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decapod Crustacea. In the latter, the fibrous part is relatively much

greater, and the fibres are collected into small bundles forming numerous

commissures between the various parts of the brain. Since the number

and size of the nerves leaving the brain of decapod Crustacea is small

compared with the size of the brain, the increase in the fibrous sub-

stance of the brain must be due to a greater development of the associa-

tion fibres of all kinds, including not only fibres which lie wholly within

the bi'aiu, but also those branches of centripetal and centrifugal fibres

which bring the various parts of the brain into relation with one another.

This condition is apparently correlated with the increased development

of the " mushroom bodies " in Arthropods, as we shall see below.

4. " Mushroom Bodies."

The compact masses of small nuclei that lie in the anterior part of

the brain of Nereis (Plate 3, Figs. 24, 21) have been described by a

number of writers, who have, however, usually expressed considerable

doubt concerning their significance. Ehlers ('68) and Schroder ('86)

describe this structure under the name " Nervenkomer." Rohde ('87)

calls a similar structure in Polynoe and other Polychaetes " Nerven-

kernen." Retzius ('95) refers to it as a " Haufen groben Korner,"

which he says are larger about the periphery of the mass. He thinks

the larger granules may be cells, but doubts the cellular character of

the smaller ones. His preparations were stained in methylen blue, but

howed no processes connected with the nuclei. Haller ('89) discusses

the nature of these structures at some length, and describes the elements

as small multipolar ganglion cells. He calls the mass a " Tentakel-

ganglion," and supposes it to be connected with the sense organs of the

antennse. Racowitza ('96) applies to it a similar term, " ganglion anten-

naire," but he does not mean to indicate thereby that the ganglion has

any direct connection with the antenna. Haller objects to Rohde's ap-

plication of the descriptive term " Hutpilz " to these ganglia " weil sie

sehr leicht zu einer Verwechselung mit den hutpilzformigen Korpem
am Hirn der Insecten veranlassen diirfte, mit denen aber diese Gangliea

nichts Homologes aufweisen konnen."

Notwithstanding this statement of Haller, I think there are good

reasons for considering this organ as in some degree homologous with

the mushroom bodies of the insect brain. The resemblance between the

two appears more strongly, if we compare both with a corresponding

structure in the brain of the crayfish. On the anterior lateral border

of the brain of this Crustacean there is a triangular mass of small cells
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which Krieger ('79) designates as gz^. In my own preparations of the

brain of the crayfish I find that this ganglion resembles the " ganglion

anteunaire" of Annelids in the following points. In both, (1) such

ganglia are confined to the brain, no similar structure occurring in the

ventral cord. (2) The ganglion is intimately associated with the masses

of neuropil, which also occur nowhere but in the brain. (3) The small

size of the nuclei and the meagre cytoplasm distinguish these cells

from the other cells of the brain. (4) There is a peculiar arrangement

of the cells in rows radiating from the neuropil. According to the de-

scription given by Kenyon ('96), the mushroom bodies of the honey bee

exhibit the same peculiarities. The chief difference to be found in the

three cases is the relative size of the nuclear and the neuropil masses,

and in tlie arrangement of the two parts. In Nereis the nuclear mass

partially surrounds the neuropil, whereas in the insect the relation of

the two parts is reversed, the neuropil partly enveloping the nuclear

mass. The crayfish presents an intermediate condition in this respect.

The nuclear elements do not stain readily in methylen blue,— a condi-

tion also found by Allen and Bethe in Crustacea, and by Retzius in

Nereis ; but in the bee Kenyon obtained impregnations of the cells by

the Golgi method. His preparations show that the cells of these ganglia

send processes into the neuroglia, where they end in dendrites almost as

complex as those found in the brain of Vertebrates. Since in the worm

there is relatively little neuropil, the dendrites of the associated cells

will probably be found to be less well developed. Kenyon's supposition

that the intelligence of the insect is to be accounted for by the com-

plexity of the relations between the nervous elements made possible by

these association fibres seems quite plausible ; and if we apply the

same argument to the worm, we may suppose its low intelligence to be

in part correlated with the small amount of neuropil, or, in other words,

the limited development of the association fibres.

Aside from the cells of this ganglion and those connected with the

ciliated groove, the brain of Nereis contains about as many cells as a

typical ganglion of the ventral chain. If we compare the brain with

the ganglia of the ventral chain, or if we compare the central nervous

system of Annelids with that of Arthropods, the only structural condi-

tion to be found which warrants the 8U[)position that it is correlated

with the supposed psychic functions of the brain is the mushroom body

and the related development of association fibres. This correlation has

often been pointed out for insects, and I think we may extend the ob-

servation to decapod Crustacea and Annelids.
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Racowitza shows that those Polychsetes which lack antenna; also lack

the "ganglion antennaire." He does not prove, however, that the cells

of this ganglion may not be present in the brain, and therefore does not

exclude the possibility that the ganglion may be present in a diffuse

form.

5. Optic Ganglion.

The condition of the optic ganglion in Nereis virens is of interest,

because it serves to explain what have hitherto appeared to be unac-

countable diflferences between several species of Nereis. Carriere ('85,

pp. 33-35) described this ganglion for N. cultrifera, and lietzius ('95)

found it in N. diversicolor. On the other hand, Carriere says there is

no such ganglion in a species from Norderney which he examined, and

Graber ('80) and Haller ('89) also failed to find it in Nereis costae. It

seemed strange that a central ganglion, like this, should exhibit such

will-of-the-wisp peculiarities in passing from one species to another so

closely related to it. I think, however, that the condition of this gan-

glion in N. virens shows clearly what becomes of the ganglion when it

disappears from its place beneath the anterior eye, as in N. costae. In

N. virens the ganglion evidently lies partly beneath the eye and partly

within the brq.in capsule. A few scattering cells show the path the gan-

glion has taken in its migration inward or outward. It is not only the

great similarity in the appearance of the cells and the contiguity of the

two parts that makes this view seem probable, but also the cells of both

groups send their processes to the commissural ganglion and neither part

appears to be directly connected with the brain. It is not apparent what

is the relation of the ganglion to the anterior eye. Carriere thought

the ganglion formed part of the connection between the eye and the

brain, but this cannot be, for later writers agree that the anterior eye

as well as the posterior is innervated directly from the brain.

The posterior end of the brain deserves more careful study than I

have as yet been able to give it ; I shall therefore simply call attention

to a few facts. Five of the six kinds of cells described for the brain are

to be found in the posterior part, and of these five thi-ee are not found

elsewhere. Moreover these three are the most peculiar ones, — tliose of

the second, third, and fourth classes. This portion of the brain is partly

separated from the remainder of it, and is intimately comiocted with

the surface at the ciliated grooves and at the dorsal sensory regions

through the thirteenth (XIII) and fourteenth (XIV) nerves. Perhaps
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the whole is to be considered a complex sensory organ, analogous to the

olfactory organ of Vertebrates in its intimate relation with the brain.

Eetzius shows that the sensory fibres of the ciliated groove are processes

from bipolar cells of this region. The fibres of the fourteenth pair of

nerves are the processes of cells similar in form and position to the

bipolar cells of the thirteenth nerve.

6. Ventral Nerve Cord.

The structure of the ventral nerve cord has been well described for

Lumbricus by Friedlander ('94), and Hatschek ('89-91) has given a

good figure of a transverse section of the ventral cord of Sigalion. Most

viriters, however, have not succeeded in preparing the ventral cord so as

to show clearly that the connectives consist wholly of longitudinal fibres.

There is nowhere in the ventral cord a neuropil in the sense of that

which is found in the brain. There are small masses of fibrillations in

the ganglia, of course, but they simply fill up the interstices between the

fibres, and never occur in masses large enough to produce the punctate

appearance peculiar to the neuropil of the brain.

The paucity of nuclei among the fibres of the cord will not permit one

to regard the fibre sheaths as composed of the expansions of non-nervous

cells. In the decapod Crustacea the fibre sheaths are nucleate, and in

the case of the sheath of giant fibres the nuclei are so numerous that

the sheath may be described as a flat endothelium. In Nereis, however,

the sheath must be a product of tlie fibre itself.

7. Centrosomes.

Since Lenhoss^li ('95) announced the discovery of the ceutrosome in

the adult nerve cells of the frog, there have appeared a number of papers

describing similar structures in Reptiles (Buehler, '95), Cyclostomes

(Schafi'er, '9G), Molluscs (McClure, '96), and Worms (Lewis, '9G). Hei-

denhain ('97) summarizes the evidence and gives a bibliography. Dahl-

gren ('97) describes what ho calls a centrosome artifact in the spinal

ganglia of the dog. This artifact, he says, is produced by the formation

of a crystal of corrosive sublimate in the cell. In Nereis I find the

best demonstrations of centrosomes in preparations that have been fixed

in corrosive sublimate, but they also occur in preparations fixed in the

osmio acid mixture of vom Rath. I think there is no reason for con-

sidering tlio plienomenon an artifact in this case. I will simply call

attention in this connection to two facts that were mentioned previously

;
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first, the general occurrence of the centrosome in the cells of the ventral

ganglia, and, secondly, the large number of centrosomes that may occur

in a single cell. I have no explanation to offer for the latter condition.

Since the structures appear only iinder special conditions of staining,

and since I had only one preparation of the brain stained in iron-hsema-

toxylin, I am not in a position to say whether the centrosome occurs in

the brain or not, even though I failed to find it in the preparations

I had at hand.

8. Nerve Fibres.

a. Giant Fibres.

The literature concerning giant fibres is voluminous, and extensive

bibliographies on the subject may be found in the works of Eisig ('87)

and Friedliiuder ('88, '94). I shall concern myself here with only a few

of the many points in which these fibres have given rise to discussion.

It has been frequently demonstrated that they are the processes of cells,

and they have been taken by many writers to be nervous in function,

but some authors still doubt that that is their nature ; Lenhossek ('92),

for example, has recently expressed the conviction that they are not.

The most serious objection that has been urged against their nervous

nature is the absence of evidence that they are related to other ner-

vous structures, either by fibrillations within the cord or by centrifugal

branches.

I think there is sufficient reason for maintaining that in Nereis virens

the fibres of set £ serve as branches for tlie lateral giant fibres. I

therefore believe that the function of the latter is to transmit nervous

impulses like ordinary nerve fibres.

The most peculiar feature of giant fibres is that they are often con-

nected with more than one cell. In 1881, Spengel ('81) an-ived at the

conclusion that in Halla there was a fusion of giant fibres, but he had

no direct evidence. Rohde ('87), however, shows conclusively that at

least one giant fibre in the ventral cord of Sthenelais is formed by the

union of the processes of two cells. These lie in the brain and send

their processes through the circum-oosophageal connectives to the sub-

oesophageal ganglion, where they fuse and whence they continue as a

single fibre throughout the entire length of the animal. Friedliiuder

('88) found that the lateral giant fibres of the earthworm are connected

with a number of cells in the posterior segments of the animal. Tliia

discovery was confirmed by Cerfontaino ('92), who also found that the

median fibre is connected with several cells at the anterior end of the
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body. In Rhynchelmis, too, according to Vejdovsky ('88, '92), the giant

fibres are connected with a number of cells and in such a way that

each might well be considered a bundle of fibres. Finally, Lewis ('96)

describes in a Moldanid a giant fibre which is connected with a large

number of cells. There is not yet sufficient evidence to show whether

the giant fibres of Chsetopods are more frequently multicellular or uni-

cellular, but there can be no doubt that they are often multicellular.

The giant fibres of Crustacea have not been so well investigated as

those of Chretopoda, but in Homarus, at least, each giant fibre is the

process of a single lai^e cell, according to the description of Allen ('94).

Our present knowledge of the giant fibres (in the sense in which I use

the term) might be summarized in the following way. The giant fibres

of Annelids and Crustacea are much larger than ordinary fibres, and ex-

tend for long distances through the central nerve cord ; they are con-

nected either with one very large cell or with the processes of several

cells, and they give oti" neither fibrillations nor branches. In some cases,

as in Lumbricus, there are anastomosing bars, or connections, between

two giant fibres ; in others, the giant fibres may divide or they may fuse

with one another, but in no case is there an ending corresponding to the

fibrillations of other nerve fibres by which the giant fibres might be put

in connection with other nervous structures. In Nereis, however, there

is a very intimate connection between the lateral giant fibres and the

centrifugal branches of set B, as I have shown, and by this system of

connections the giant fibres are put in relation with every segment of the

body.

What the function of such giant fibres may be is readily conceivable,

and I believe the true explanation has already been offered by several

•writers, Vignal ('83) suggested that their purpose was to bring about

a more direct connection of the nervous system as a whole than is done

by less extensive fibres. Friedlander's experiments on the earthworm

show that, when the ventral coi-d is severed, the sudden longitudinal

contraction of the body can no longer be brought about. Friedlander

argues that, since these fibres are the only ones, so far as we know, that

pass through the entire length of the animal, it is reasonable to suppose

they are the ones that conduct the stimulus for this contraction.

In Nereis I have frequently noted a sudden longitudinal contraction

where there was apparently no stimulus except the passing of a shadow.

I have, not yet liad the opportunity to test this further, to determine if

the stimulus proceeded from the eyes, but I found that no tactile stim-

ulus was sufficient to produce such a sudden and general lougitudinal

I
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contraction. "When the habits of the animal are considered, it is pos-

sible to understand what the function of such a contraction brought

about by the stimulus of light might be. The worm lives in the mud

in burrows, and frequently rests with the anterior end above the surface,

while the remainder of the body is in the burrow. Under such circum-

stances the longitudinal contraction would cause the animal to retreat

into the burrow, for longitudinal contractions are in general accompanied

by the pointing of all the parapodia towards that end of the body from

which the stimulus comes. For example, if the stimulus is applied at

the anterior end, the parapodia are all thrown forward, and the longitu-

dinal contraction of the body immediately follows. This will cause the

anterior end to move towards the tail while the latter remains station-

ary, since the position of the parapodia prevents movement of the body

in the opposite direction. Now, if the shadow cast by a predatory

animal were to bring about this movement, the mechanism would be of

vital importance to the worm. Perhaps the importance of the function

and the great extent of the movement brought about help to account

for the large development of the giant fibres. The objection may be

urged that since the phenomena which I have described for Nereis have

not been found elsewhere, they cannot be of general importance, even if

the condition be admitted for Nereis. But the exceptional conditions

under which such phenomena can be observed render it probable that

they may have been overlooked even when present.

It must be remembered that, in order to demonstrate the passage of

one fibre through another, there must be a differential staining of the

substance of the two fibres. Only in preparations fixed and stained by

the- method of vom Eath, and not in all of these, have I obtained such a

differentiation. Successful preparations, however, leave no doubt con-

cerning the actual relation of the fibres, for I have carefully compared

series of sections cut in each of the three cardinal planes, and always

with the same result.

If, then, the giant fibres are nervous in function, the neuron theoi*y

of Waldeyer ('91) will require considerable modification. The nervous

element is not always unicellular, but may consist of a number of cells

united in function. The nervous connection between fibres is not always

through fibrillations; it may be directly between the axis cylinders

themselves.

b. Fibres of Set A.

Since little is known about the relations of the fibres of set A to other

fibres, we cannot say much about their probable function. Nevertheless,
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there are several facts which point to a connection with the forward

locomotion of the animal. The worm advances by a rhythmical move-

ment of the parapodia, which begins at the posterior end and passes

toward the head. With this movement there is usually associated a

serpentine motion of the body, which also passes from behind forward.

Both movements are less vigorous near the head, and the serpentine dis-

appears entirely between the twentieth and tenth segments. The size

of the fibres of set -4 in a given region corresponds to the degree of

activity of the locomotor movements of that region. Whether this

fact is more than a mere coincidence I cannot say, but it would seem

to be so. Besides, if there is a causal relation between the condition of

these fibres and the locomotor movements, we may even account for the

enormous size of the fibres on the ground of their functional importance.

Another evidence of this correlation is the serial arrangement of the

fibres, which may be connected with the progressive character of the

motor excitation, and with the postero-anterior disposition of each fibre,

the latter corresponding to the direction of the movement.

Although these speculations concerning the function of giant fibres

are purely tentative, they may serve as a basis for physiological

experiments.

c. Fibres of Set B.

In describing the fibres of set B (Plate 4, Figs. 27, 28) I merely

mentioned the fact of an anastomosis between the axis cylinders of the

components of each pair. I wish here to discuss the subject more fully.

The description of these fibres was by no means based wholly on meth-

ylen-blue preparations. Indeed, all the facts, excepting that of anasto-

mosis, were demonstrated on serial sections before an impregnation by

methylen-blue was obtained. The fibres are so large that they can

easily be traced through serial sections. This fact is important in con-

sidering the value of the evidence for anastomosis.

.1 have carefully examined seventeen pairs of these in serial sections

cut in one or the other of the three cardinal planes of the body, and in

addition eifrht pairs stained in methylen-blue and examined before cut-

ting. Whore the fibres of a pair crossed the ganglion they were always in

contact with each other, and, with one exception, they ran parallel for a

considerable distance. In the exceptional case the fibres crossed each

other at an angle of about ten degrees, which still allowed a line of con-

tact equal in length to one fourth the width of the ganglion. The fibres

usually cross the ganglion at right angles to its longitudinal axis, but

in one instance they crossed at an angle of about sixty degrees (Plate 1,
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Fig. 7). Thus, one of the fibres partially retraces its course in order to

maintain a course parallel with its fellow. Sagittal sections (Plate 3,

Figs. 22, 23) show that the fibres are always flattened on their apposed

faces. That part of the sheaths which forms the dividing wall is usually

very thin, and in some cases seems to be wholly wanting. In the prepa-

rations- which are best preserved, however, the dividing wall can always

be seen. I have not been able to demonstrate satisfactorily anastomoses

in preparations made by the more usual histological methods. In

methylen-blue preparations the fibres do not appear to be in contact, but

this is due to a shrinking of the axis cylinder within the sheath produced

during the fixing of the stain. The anastomoses, however, do exist, and

are clearly shown in methylen-blue preparations (Plate 4, Fig. 28) ; they

proceed from small elevations on the opposed faces of the fibres. From
what has gone before, it is evident that the anastomosing bars simply

pierce the thin membrane that separates the two fibres, and that they

practically lie wholly within the fibre sheaths. Hence they cannot be

regarded as fibrillations fused by the action of the methylen-blue. The
fibrillae of the axis cylinder pass out into the anastomosing bars, but

whether they pass completely across from one fibre to the other I can-

not say. There is, however, a distinct interdigitation of the fibriUse of

the opposite fibres. The appearance of the px-eparations gives one the

impression that there has been a breaking of the fibrillse of the anasto-

moses due to the shrinking of the fibres. The anastomoses are not

always as evident as they are in the case reproduced in Figure 28, but

there is always some indication of them. This may consist simply of the

pointed elevations arranged in pairs opposite each other on the fibres.

Since the cells of set B are situated in a central organ, they are prob-

ably motor, and since the fibres are united in bilaterally symmetrical

pairs, they probably act in concert. Such animals as Annelids differ

from more complex organisms in that many of their movements are in

unison on the two sides of the body. The longitudinal contractions and

expansions of the body are examples. In Nereis the movement of all the

parapodia backward or forward, when the animal is touched at one end

or the other, is another instance. When such movements are so fre-

quent and of such vital importance, one may well expect to find an inti-

mate association of the related nerve fibres.

Allen ('96) describes decussating nerve elements in the abdominal

ganglia of the lobster so closely united that he was unable to resolve

them into their constituent parts. Ho finds, however, that similar ele-

ments in the thorax are not so intimately related. At another place he
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makes the statement that these elements of the abdomen innervate the

abdominal muscles, while those of the thorax go to the ambulatory ap-

pendages. The reason for the difference in the arrangement of the nerve

elements will be immediately perceived. The muscles of the abdomen

act bilaterally in unison, hence the union of the associated nerve elements.

In the case of the ambulatory appendages there is little movement in

unison, hence the corresponding independence of the fibres concerned.

d. Fibres of Set C.

Lenhossek ('92) makes the general statement relative to the sensory

fibres of the earthworm, that they do not cross the ventral nerve cord,

but end in fibrillations on the side from which they enter the cord.

The fibre G of Nereis is an interesting exception to this rule. Concern-

ing the anastomoses of this system I need say but little. The fibres are

so large, the anastomoses so numerous and distinct, and the fibre in such

excellent condition for study, that there is small chance for error. There

is no vacuolation of the fibre nor other evidence to lead one to conclude

that there has been a fusion of fibrillations in the manner suggested by

Cajal ('96). I have seen no evidence of anastomosis between fibres

except those of set B and set C, and here the anastomosis is always

between fibres of the same set.

I wish to call attention to one more point relative to these fibres.

The small decussating branches cross the ganglion by a sinuous course,

and yet where they cross each other they are invariably in contact.

Why this should be so is difficult to say, unless the function of the fibres

necessitates such contact. A similar relationship is also to be found be-

tween fibres of other sets, as in the case of the fibres of sets A and £, as

described above. Although physiologists do not recognize contact be-

tween axis cylinders as a means of bringing fibres into functional re-

lation, it seems to me quite probable that such a relation exists in

some cases.

Summary.

1. The central nervous system of Nereis virens occupies a deeper

position than does that of most Polychietes. It is separated from the

hypodermis by the circular muscles, and is enveloped by an elaborate

protective tissue.

2. The protective tissue consists of two parts ; an inner spongy layer,

the neuroglia, of ectodermic origin, and an outer sheath, the ueurilemma,

of meaodermic origin.
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3. The " mushroom bodies " of insects and decapod Crustacea are

represented in the brain of Nereis by the anterior masses of small

nuclei.

4. The optic ganglion, which in some species of Nereis lies beneath

the anterior eye, may in other species lie within the brain capsule.

5. There is no neuropil in the ventral nerve cord.

6. There are three longitudinal connectives between each two succes-

sive ganglia of the ventral nerve cord, one small median and two larger

lateral ones.

7. The sheaths of the nerve fibres of the ventral cord have no nuclei,

and hence must be a product of the fibres themselves.

8. The nerve cells of the ventral cord commonly have one or more
centrosomes.

9. The giant fibres are nervous in function, and are put into relation

with peripheral organs through ordinary centrifugal fibres.

10. The giant fibres give off no fibrillations, and nervous relation with

other fibres is established directly between the axis cylinders.

11. Certain decussating fibres are always united in pairs by anasto-

moses between the axis cylinders where they cross each other.

12. Certain centripetal fibres of the same set are always united by
anastomoses between the ends of the branches.

13. Contact between axis cylinders may possibly be one of the means
of bringing nerve fibres into functional relation with each other.

In conclusion, I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor

E. L. Mark for kindly advice and assistance rendered me in many ways
while pursuing my studies in the Zoological Laboratory of Harvard Uni-
versity. I gladly avail myself of this opportunity to express to him my
sincere thanks.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

All Figures, except 1, 5, 8, 27, and 39, were outlined with the camera lucida.

Figures 28-30 and 32-41 were drawn from niethylen-blue preparations.

ABBREVIATIONS.

a. Anterior. gn. sg.

anastm. Anastomosis. h'drm.

ax. cijl. Axis cylinder. mu.

ceb. Brain. mu. ac.

cir. Cirrus. mu. l(j.

cir. ta. Tentacular cirrus. mu. ob.

cl. cil. Ciliated cell. n.

cl. sns. Sensory cell. ri'cd.

corns, crc-ct. Circum-oesophageal com- n'<j]i.

niissure. nl.

con't. Ig. I. Lateral longitudinal con- n'lem.

nective. n'pil.

conH. Ig. m. Median longitudinal con- n. pa-coms.

nective. oc.

c'so. Centrosome. />.

eta. Cuticula. po. sg.

di'sep. Dissepiment. rtl-

fbr. Fibrillations. sg. ce.

fbr. mot. Motor fibres. set.

fbr. n. Nerve fibres. sul. cil.

gn. corns. Commissural ganglion. tu.fbr.

gn. pa'pd. Parapodial ganglion. tu. i.

gn. sb-a. Sub-oesophageal ganglion. va. sng.

Segmental ganglion.

Hypodermis.

Muscle fibres.

Circular muscles.

Longitudinal muscles.

Oblique muscles.

Nerve.

Giant fibre.

Neuroglia.

Nucleus.

Neurilemma.

NeuropiL

Para-commissural nerve.

Eye.

Posterior.

Pore of segmental organ.

Reticulum.

Cephalic segment.

Seta.

Ciliated groove.

Fibre sheath.

Tunica intima.

Blood-vessel.

\
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PLATE 1.

Fig. 1. Diagram showing the disposition of the nerves of the brain and sub-

oesophageal ganglion in dorsal aspect. In order to show the commissural

ganglion and its nerves, the right anterior eye has not been indicated

;

I, V, a, iS, 7, nerves to the proboscis ; II, nerve to the antenna; III, IV,

VII, 5, 6, C V, nerves to the muscles and the general surface of the head;

e, commissure between tlie anterior and posterior cirrus ganglia; VI,

nerve to the palp ; VIII, IX, X, nerves from the brain to tlie commis-

sural ganglion ; XI, XII, optic nerves ; XIII, nerve of the ciliated

groove; XIV, tiiree openings in the dorsal surface of the brain capsule,

through which loose bundles of nerve fibres pass to the integument of

the mid-dorsal region of the cephalic lobe.

Fig. 2. Para-sagittal section of a giant fibre to show the passage through it of a

fibre of set B (compare Fig. 27). In this case the branching of the fibre

B takes place within the giant fibre, and the axis cylinder of fibre B is

slirunken.

Fig. 3. Cross section of a lateral giant fibre, to show the reticulum.

Fig. 4. Frontal section of tiie body wall between two parapodia, to show tlie rela-

tive positions of nerves IV', V, and I', and of the attachment of the

longitudinal muscles and the dissepiment.

Fig. 5. Diagram of posterior aspect of part of a cross section, showing the dispo-

sition of the parapodial nerves. The second and third parapodial nerves

(compare Fig. 8) are designated by 2 and 3 respectively.

Fig. 6. Frontal section of a segmental ganglion, showing the intimate relation

between the fibres of sets A and B (compare Fig. 27).

Fig. 7. Section similar to that in Fig. 6 showing the relation of the decussating

parts of fibres B ; also showing exceptional oblique course across the

ganglion.

Fig. 8. Diagram showing the disposition of the segmental and parapodial nerves

of a typical segment. I, II, III, IV, V, the five segmental nerves num-

bered from in front backward. 1, 2, 3, 4, the four parapodial nerves.
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PLATE 2.

Fig. 9. Transverse section through the posterior end of the brain.

Fig. 10. Pigment (?) from the posterior part of the brain.

Figs. 11 and 12. Nerve cells of the fourth and third classes of the brain respectively.

Fig. 13. A group of four ganglionic cells of a segmental ganglion, in frontal

section, to show centrosomes.

Fig. 14. A, ordinary ganglionic cell. B, one of the large cells of set B (compare

Fig. 27). Tiie cytoplasm is not granular and takes little stain, ex-

cepting the large irregular granules around the centrosomes.

Fig. 15. Brain nerve cell of the second class.

Figs. 16 and 17. Brain nerve cells of the sixth class.

Fig. 18. Transverse section through the posterior end of a segmental ganghon

from the region of the fifteenth segment. It shows the connection

between the neurilemma and the tunica intima of the ventral blood-

vessel ; also the position of the ventral nerve cord relative to the hypo-

dermis and the circular muscles.

Fig. 19. Brain nerve cell of the fifth class.
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PLATE 3.

Fig. 20. Parasagittal section of the cephalic segment tangent to the lateral surface

of the posterior eye, to show the ciliated groove.

Fig. 21. Enlarged view of part of Figure 24, to show the arrangement of the

nuclei of the "mushroom body."

Figs. 22 and 23. Para-sagittal sections of fibre A (compare Fig. 27), showing

relation to fibres B, and also contact of fibres B with each other.

The median giant fibre also appears in Fig. 23.

« Fig. 24. Transverse section through the anterior part of the brain, showing the

" mushroom body."

Fig. 25 is omitted.

Fig. 26. Frontal section of a longitudinal connective.
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PLATE 4.

Fig. 27. Diagram to illustrate tlie fibre systems of sets A, B, and C, in two succes-

sive ganglia, as projected on the frontal plane.

Fig. 28. A pair of anastomosing fibres of set B.

Fig. 29. Fibres of set C, showing anastomosis between a posterior and a decus-

sating branch.

Fig. 30. Fibres of set C, showing anastomosis between an anterior and a posterior

branch.
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PLATE 5.

Fig. 31. Transverse section of the longitudinal connectives of the ventral cord.

Fig. 32. Frontal section of tlie ventral ramus of a parapodiam (compare Fig. 8),

showing motor (?) elements in the posterior branch of the second

parapodial nerve.

Fig. 33. A section similar to that in Figure 32, showing sensory elements in the

second parapodial nerve.

Fig. 34. Motor fibres and endings in the longitudinal muscles.

Fig. 35. Sensory cell from the base of a parapodium.

Fig. 36. Sensory cell from the side of the body near the fourtli segmental nerve.

Fig. 37. Sensory nerve termination from the anterior wall of the parapodium.

Fig. 38. Sensory cell from the posterior wall of the parapodium.

Fig. 39. Diagram to show the course of fibres in the parapodial ganglion.

Fig. 40. Fibres of the " sub-hypodermal ple.xus " ending among the glands of the

hj-podermis.

Fig. 41. A nerve fibre showing the spiral arrangement of the fibrillae, and also the

shrinking of the axis cylinder from its sheath.

i
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No. 7. — On Remains of StruthioUthus chersonensis from North-

em China, with Remarks on the Distribution of Struthious

Birds. By C. R. Eastman.

In the year 1857, or thereabouts, a remarkable fossil egg was discov-

ered ill the Government of Clierson, in South Kussia. The circumstances

of its being brought to light were peculiar, and its subsequent history

is instructive enough to repay a brief I'ecapitulation, which we give as

follows.

During a spring freshet, a small sti'eam occupying an old watercourse

excavated a hollow below a milldam near the village of Malinowka, in the

Chersonesus. Some peasants happening by at the time observed floating

on the surface of the pool an egg-shaped object, which they lost no time

in capturing. A neighboring freeholder acquired the specimen, and from

him it passed into the possession of his nephew, a man by the name of

Dobi'owolsky, who offered it for sale to various Russian institutions.

Declined by all on account of the exoi'bitantly high price demanded for

it (1,000 roubles), it was preserved in the family for over twenty-five

years, until through a deplorable mishap it was shattered into nearly

forty pieces. Some of the fragments, however, were obtained by Pro-

fessor W. von Nathusius, who examined them microscopicallv, and

declared that they indicated a very close relationship to the common
ostrich.^

But long before the destruction of this unique specimen, namely, in

the year 1872, Professor A. Brandt of Charkow, to whom it was suli-

mitted by the owner, had the forethought to take a plaster cast of the

fossil, and at the same time prepared a minute description of it. We
are indebted to him for our principal knowledge of thivS q^iq, as well as

for the news of the fatality that ultimately overtook it.-

1 Zoologr. Anzeiger, Vol. IX. No. 214. p. 47 (1880).

2 Bull, do I'Acad. Imp. des Sci. St. I'ctersbiirfr, Vol. XVIII. pp. 158-161 (1873);

Melan^'es Biol., Vol. VIII. pp. 730-735; Il.is, j"], Vol. IV. pp. 4 7 (1874); Zoolog.

Anzeigcr, Vol. VIII. No. 191, p. 191 (1885).
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The matrix from which the specimen was washed out is stated by

Brandt to have been a reddish brown friable loam, overlying a bed of

crystalline gypsum. So symmetrical was the shell in outline that it

was wellnigh impossible to determine which end corresponded to the

acute, and which to the obtuse pole of ordinary birds' eggs.^ Being

perfectly intact, little more could be done than to note its general ex-

ternal appearance, and ascertain its weight and dimensions. The weight,

which fell a trifle short of two Russian pounds, was found to be dispro-

portionate to the thickness, but is probably to be accounted for by the

mineral infiltration observed by Nathusius. According to the latter,

portions of the interior were lined with a crystalline deposit having a

thickness of 1.8 cm. in places, and there was also a quantity of loose cal-

careous matter within the ovulite, supposed to represent the fossilized

membrana testes.

The capacity of the egg, that is to say, its cubic contents, was deter-

mined by Brandt indirectly from the displacement of a plaster cast

in water, which amounted to upwards of 2200 c.cm. Allowing say

125 c.cm. for the volume of the shell substance itself, the actual capacity

of the interior is seen to be about 2075 c.cm., as indicated in the table

on page 133. Now, as the shell of the largest known ostrich egg has

only two thirds this capacity, it is plain that the fossil egg must be the

legacy of a larger bird than the ostrich, and very likely one diflfering in

other respects as well as size. That the egg belonged to some Struthious

bird is shown in a convincing manner by tlie microscopic structure,

which is eminently characteristic of the group.'^ But in the absence of

direct skeletal evidence, such as might have been afforded by associated

bones, it seems inadmissible to refer so huge an egg to the same genus

as the living ostrich. Therefore we are inclined to dissent from the

proposition of Nathusius to abandon the genus Struthiolithus, which

was very properly created for its reception by Brandt, and agree with

' On tlic cause and significance of polar deformation of egg shells, compare the

following stiggostivo papers : Ttyder, J. A., 'i'lie Mec^lianical Genesis of the Form of

the Fowl's Egg (Proo. Amcr. Philos. Soc, Vol. XXXI. {18'.«), pp. 20:5-2()!)) ; Wick-

mann, II., Die Lago des Vogeleles ini Eileiter vor und wiihrend dcr Gihurt (.loiirn.

fur Ornithologie, Vol. XLIV. (180G), pp. 81-U2).

'^ Nathusius, W. v., Ueber die Eischalen von Aopyornis, Dinornis, Aptorvx, etc.

(Zeitschrift fiir wissensch. Zool., Vol. XXI. (1S71), pp. ."..OO-^rjO) ; UcIkt die char-

acteristisehon Unterschciilungszcicdien vorschiedenor Strausscn-cier (.lourn. fiir

Ornithol., Vol. XXIII. (1S85), pp. 105-178); Mutton, F. W.. On the MieroscopicRl

Structure of the Egg Shell of the Moa (Trans. New Zealand Inst., Vol. IV. pp.

166, 167), 1872.
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the latter in retaining it, provisionally at least, or until information

is at hand concerning the creature itself. The specific title applied

by Brandt to the ovulite and its as yet unknown parent bird is

S. chersonensis.

According to Eichwald, fossil avian remains are extremely scarce in

Russia. An instance is reported by von Nordmann, however, where

certain bones were recovered from Tertiary deposits near Odessa, but no

hint is given as to their [)rubable affinities. The Pliocene of the Siwalik

Hills in India, as is well known, has yielded ostrich remains which

indicate a species (^S. (tsiadcus) apparently closely related to S. camelus ;

and other fragments, described as S. karatheodoris, have been foimd in

the Lower Pliocene of Samos.

Up to the present time no further examples, either of egg shells or

of the skeleton of S, chersonensis have come to light ; and as already

remarked, all that remains of the unique type are the fragments said to

be still preserved in the St. Petersburg Museum. We have, therefore,

no little satisfaction in being able to announce the discovery of a second

perfect specimen, which has recently found its way to this country from

China. The configuration of the shell and much of its surface detail

are shown on the accompanying plate, which has been reproduced from

photographs. The history of the new specimen is as follows. Four or

five years ago, a Chinese farmer, while working at the foot of a bank of

earth about six meters high, dug out what he considered to be a pair of

"dragon's eggs."^ One was broken, the other entire, and, presuming

the latter to have some commercial value, he took it with him to Kal-

gan, and disposed of it to Rev. William P. Sprague, one of the American

Board missionaries residing there. Rev. James H. Roberts, a brother

missionary who has also spent many years in China, was present when

the egg was sold, and on revisiting this country last spring brought the

specimen with him on behalf of Mr. Sprague, to be offered for sale

to some scientific institution. Eventually it was purchased for the

Museum of Comparative Zoology, where it is now deposited.

The Chinese workman who found the ogg was well known to the

servants of tiie missionaries as a man living in Yao Kuan Cliuang. This

is a small village in the district of Hai Ning, about fifty miles soutli-

sonthwest from Kalgan by road, but somewhat nearer in a straight line, as

that region is vci-y mountainous. Subst^quontJy i\Ir. Sprague visited the

* The circumstance of two cjrgs bcinji found toiiotlicr accords wi>ll with Owen's

suggestion that the oviposition of the inoa was jirohahly in pairs. Cf. Extinct

Wingless Birds of New Zealand, Vol. I. p. 320, 1879.
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exact spot where the eggs were dug up, in company with the man who

found them, and thus satisfied himself of the authenticity of the dis-

covery. The fragments of the second specimen were unfortunately not

preserved, and as Mr. Sprague was in doubt whether the perfect one

was indeed an egg or perhaps only a geode, he cut a hole about 1.5 cm.

in diameter at one end, to ascertain if there were crystals on the inside.

But on reflecting light into the interior, the walls were seen to present

the same general appearance as the external surface, and a loose calca-

reous mass, partly in the form of powder and partly flakes that appear

to have become scaled off" from the inner surface, was found within the

cavity. This mass is still preserved in the same condition as when

found, and weighs 18.1 grams. Possibly it represents in part the

calcified shell membranes, such as have been found fossilized in certain

moa eggs. Examined with a pocket lens, the flakes present no appear-

ance of having an organized structure.

Before proceeding to a description of the egg, it may be of interest

to note some of the topographical features of the region as depicted by

Mr. Roberts in the following sketch, which he was kind enough to draw

up at the writei''s request :
—

"The city of Kalgan numbers about 100,000 inhabitants, and lies 140 miles

northwest of Peking, China. Having lived there ever since 1880, I am famil-

iar with the city, and all the surrounding section of country. The village of

Yao Kuan Chuang I have frequentl}' visited on my preaching tours to Yii

Chou and Hsi Ning. The Hsi Ning (Western Repose) valley extends from

W. S. W. to E. N. E., being from seven to ten miles wide near its eastern end,

but at a distance of more than thirty miles from that end it begins to widen

gradually toward the west. Yao Kuan Chuang is situated about twenty miles

from the eastern end, and two miles from the mountains on the north.

Through the valley, from west to east, flows the Sang Kan (Mulberry Dry),

whicli is the largest river in the region northwest of Peking. It has no bridges,

except in winter, but is fordable in certain places. The Hu Liu (Put Flow)

River, flowing northeast past YU Chou and then north, joins the Sang Kan at a

point three miles east of Yao Kuan Chuang. The Hsi Ning valley, except at

its western end and where the Hu Liu River comes in, is walled with moun-

tains several hundreds of feet above the river. The elevation above sea level,

at the jiniction of the Sang Kan and Hu Liu, is shown by the barometer to be

about 2740 feet. The mountains present the appearance of bare rock, gullied

out in former times by glacial ice, and so steep that t^rass cannot grow on the

larger part of their surface. The rock.s are stratified, tilted up at a high angle,

and cojit'iin a large amount of mica. In one place sheets of mica are takeii out

for commercial purposes, to l)e made into window ])anes.

"There are extensive formations of loess in the Yli Chou and Hsi Ning
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valleys, from fifty to a hundred feet deep ; but the loess, or yellow clay, has

been worn away from the greater part of the land north of the Sang Kan River,

so that sand and gravel predominate. Wherever irrigated by a stream from

the mountains, the land becomes very good and fertile. Near the eastern end

of the Hsi Ning valley the Sang Kan River enters a narrow gorge, through

which it flows ten or thirteen miles to the lower valley of the Pao An. Each

of these valleys was once a lake, walled in by the mountains around them.

The evidence of this is unmistakable. As to the Hsi Ning valley, the Chinese

say it is recorded in their histories that it was occupied by a lake until about

the year 1000 a. d., when the waters cut through the mountains, and the lake

was drained off. The recent date assigned to this event, and the general accu-

racy of Chinese history, would seem to make the story credible, while the

configuration of the lajid shows that such an occurrence must have taken place.

Now the valley is tilled very carefully, and villages of a hundred families are

interspersed only two or three miles apart. The soil is mostly poor and grav-

elly, but the stones in it, heated by the sun, radiate their heat at night, and

the mountain range on the north is frequently visited with rain
;

yet the

climate on the whole is rather arid.

" Just north of Yao Kuan Chuang is a remarkable seam of red rock [erup-

tive dike ?] eighty feet thick, intersecting the mountains in a vertical plane.

It is very conspicuous in contrast to the brown-colored mountain, and is alleged

by the natives to be the trail of a serpent. Eight miles west of Yao Kuan
Chuang is a ridge composed of small rounded pebbles and rock fragments

[esker ?], which extends from the foot of the northern mountains to the river,

a distance of about two miles. Farther west are a large number of craters, the

widest being about two miles in diameter, and containing numerous smaller ones.

Seventeen miles southwest of Yao Kuan Chuang, on the opposite side of the

river, is Fu T'ou Chiang, a market for coal, which is brought in large blocks

on mules from the southern mountains. This coal is of two kinds, one that

smokes, and one that does not ; and the chief peculiarity of both kinds is that,

if any part of a block gets on fire, the whole will slowly consume away, leaving

only white ashes. A lump of it as big as a man's fist, if covered with ashes,

will keep a fire all night."

Reference to the works of von Richthofen^ and Pumpelly" on the geol-

ogy of China shows that the above account is in substantial agreement

with the descriptions of the surrounding region, as furnished by these

authors. Both of them comment on the desiccation that has taken place

within comparatively recent times, and note the traces of former shore

lines along the mountain sides. The lower part of the Sang Kan flows

through a synclinal valley, and higher up in its course it drains a number
of loess basins, from one of which our fossil was derived. According to

1 Kichthofen. F. Fr. von, Cluna. Vols. I.-III. Berlin, 188^!.

2 Puuipelly, Iv., Across Amorica and Asia. 2d edition. New York, 1872.
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von Eichthofen/ the superficial deposits of tiiese basins were laid down

over the bottoms of isolated salt lakes having no outlet, and were after-

wards partially buried by alluvial detritus. The moderate depth to

which ravines have cut through the ancient lake beds, and the straight

narrow gorge of the Sang Kan, through which the waters were drained off,

corroborate the belief that this event took place at no very remote period.

At all hazards, it is certain that nu earlier age can be assigned to the

gravel beds from which the fossil egg was exhumed than the Pleistocene.

Turning our attention now to the specimen itself, we notice that it

presents almost exactly the same appearance as the Russian egg de-

scribed by Brandt, a comparison with which has been facilitated by

means of a jjlaster cast very kindly presented to the Museum by this

author. In size, symmetry uf contour, and all outward respects, the

two are remarkably alike. The only noticeable difterence is in respect

to weight, but this is readily explained by the mineral infiltration already

referred to in the case of the type, and the absence of such rejjlacement

in the present example. Assuming that none of the internal calcareous

mass has been lost, the Chinese egg must have weighed originally about

337 grams, as against " nicht ganz zwei russische Pfunde " for Brandt's

specimen. The weight of our individual, as given in the suljjoined table,

is for the empty shell, perforated at one end in the manner already de-

scribed. The mutilation cannot be said to be altogether regrettable,

however, since it permits of an inspection of the interior, and facilitates

a measurement of the volume (equal to the loss of weight in water),

cubic contents, and specific gravity of the object.

Measurements of a number of other eggs were made in like manner,

and the results are tabulated herewith for the sake of comparison. In

the case of the South American ostrich, an average-sized and also a

large-sized individual were selected from a collection of over two dozen

contained in the Museum of Comparative Zoology. The dimensions of

.^Epyornis anil Dinornis eggs are taken from the literature of these

genera, excepting No. 3 of the list, which were derived from a plaster

cast ol)tained from tl)e Paris Museum of Natural History. For these

two genera the cubic contenfs have been calculated from tiie formula of

an ellipsoid of levolution (sinco no data are at hand to show that they

have ever been ascertained by direct experiment) and, not being cor-

rected for the thickness of the shell nor for its departure from the figure

1 Lor. rii., p. ?,H cl srq. Also Vol. I. p. 110, quoted in Whitney's "Climatic

f'liaiiKes " as follows :
" It niay he stated as a certainly ascertained fact, tliat

in Central Asia a dry climate lias prevailed for a long time."
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of a perfect ellipsoid, are somewhat in excess of the true values. The

capacity of all the other eggs was found by weighing them when tilled

with water, and reducing the results ; hence the table can be relied

upon as being more accurate than that based ujjon the computations of

Geoffrey St.-Hilaire.^

This author asserts that the egg of ^pyornis is equal in capacity to

6 ostrich eggs, or 12 of the uandu, 1G.5 of the cassowaiy, 17 of the emeu,

or 14:8 of the common fowl, assuming the latter to hold on the average

GO c.cm. One arbitrary standard is as good as another, and, as the hen's

egg for which measurements are given (No. 19 of the table) happened

to contain exactly 50 c.cm., we may adopt it as our unit ; whence it

appears that a medium-sized emeu's egg is equal to 7 such units ; a casso-

wary's ( G. betinettl) 1 1 ; a naudu's 10 to 12 ; an ostrich's 27 ; a nioa's 84
;

and the largest known uiEpyornis egg no less than 220. It may be worth

mentioning in this connection, for the benefit of those interested, that

the eggs of ^pijornis and Dinornis have been sold at prices ranging

between £100 and £200, and the price asked for the type of Stridhio-

lithtis equals about $770 of our money. These fabulous prices are de-

pendent, of course, upon the scarcity of the objects ; for although egg

fragments of the two first nametl genera are tolerably abundant, the

number of perfect specimens all told is less than a score.

But to return to the description of StriithioUlhus. It is probable that

tlie egg shell was only partially embedded in the soil when f<Hnid, the

evidence for this being that the greater portion of the surface is in-

crusted, more or less granulated, and otherwise affected by atmospheric

erosion. The least weathered side is that shown in Figure 2, on which

several areas are to be observed where the original shell has remained

unaltered. Some discoloration has been brought about through the

agency of iron oxide, and grains of ferruginous sand still adhere to the

shell in places, or are even partially embedded in the crust. This side

of the shell is of a brownish yellow color, somewhat darker than the

opposite or more weathered side, shown in Figure 1. Numerous fine

pittings are to be seen over the greater part of the pcri[)hery, some of

which may be due to destructive agencies, hut the majority of them are

clearly to be regarded as the round terminal pores of air canals. To

J Comptes Rcndiis, Vol. XX.XII. (1B51), \\ 102. Cf. also Comptes Rendus,

Vols. XXXIX. (1858), p. 8:5.;, and LXV. (IS(VI), p. 47(3; Proc. Zoolog. Soc. London,

1852, p. 0, and 1807, pp. 8'.t'2-<H)l ; Ihis,
I'2],

Vol. IV. (18()8). p. 05; Ornitliological

Miscellany ((J. I). Kowley), Vol. III. p. 'rj (1878); Owen's Extinct Wingless

Birds of New Zealand, Vol. I. pp. 317-320 (187'J).
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determine their preoise reliitions it would be necessary to sacrifice a

portion of one of tlie best preserved areas for the purpose of making

a thin section ; but as no such area is contiguous to the aperture cut

at the upper end by Mr. Sprague, no further incisions have been at-

tempted. It is doubtful in any case whetiier a section would show more

than has already been ascertained from Nathusius's study of the type

specimen, which merely proved that the air canals terminated in a

similar fashion as in Strulhio camelus. But the variations in the struc-

ture of egg shells among different birds, or even in dilferent parts of the

same egg, are so considerable/ that we are averse to depending upon

this method for accurate systematic identification. In the opinion of

the writer, tiie utmost we are warranted in affirming with regard to the

relationsliip of Struthiolithus is, that it probably was very like the living

ostricli, but not necessarily a member of the same genus ; hence the

propriety of retaining Brandt's name in a tentative sense is apparent.

The occurrence of fossil ostrich remains in the loess of such widely

separated regions as Nortliern Cliina and Russia has a direct bearing

upon the distribution of Struthious birds. It enables us to speak

positively with regard to the former extension of the Struthionidce over

Eur-Asia and Africa since the Pliocene, and gives rise to some infer-

ences, within duly circumscribed bounds, regarding the past history of

Raft-breasted birds in general. It is necessary to distinguish between

what can be affirmed of the ostrich group, properly speaking, and what

we can assume witli more or less plausibility concerning the rest of the

so-called Ratitce. For, if it were possible to recognize the latter as a

natural division, embracing forms genetically related to one another, or

all derived from a common ancestral type (tliat is to say, a " Ratite
"

type), then we should be warranted in establishing a single hypothesis of

distribution for all branches of the Rutitte. But the best modern orni-

thological opinion holds that tl>e division into Ratita' and Carinatce is

unnatural, since the differences between existing species of Raft-breasted

birds are nearly as great as between any of the Ratita' and Carmatw}

^ Blasius, R., Ucbcr die Bilihinfr, Striictur, und systematisclie Bedeutung der

Eiscliale dcr V.ijrol. Loipzic, 1867, yip. 48.

"^ Cf. Fiirhrinirer, M., Untersucliimticn zur Mnrpholniiie und Systematik dor
Viigel, Vol. IT. p. 082. Am.stprdain. 1888. ,\Iso (on the relations of Giislornin)

under same caption in P.iol. Ontrall.latt, Vol. XTX. pp. 573-r)87 (1808). On tlie

taxonomic rolntion.'s of Rhrajoc. n't. (1888), ]i. 1442 : of /A-.s/ircorH;'.*. Ornith. !Mo-

natsber. deutsdi. Vereins z. Schutze der Vogelwelt, Vol. XV. p. 488 (181)0).
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For our present purpose, this question as to the homogeueous or

compouud character of the Ratitce is of prime importance, involving as

it does the problem of common or multiple origin for its several mem-
bers, and hence the key note of their distribution. If we admit, for

instance, as has been suggested by some, that the South American

ostrich was derived from tlie tinamous or some other Carinate stock,

then it must be altogether excluded from the list of forms that migrated

into the western hemisphere by means of a former land connection.

But if, on the other hand, structural resemblances are sufficient to point

to a genetic relationship with the ostrich or other Struthious type,

then its occurrence in Patagonia can be accounted for in no other way

than on the hypothesis of a land migration.

Or again, in the case of the remarkable Stereornithes, from the early

Tertiary of Argentina and Patagonia, which were considered by Ame-

ghino, Gadow, and for a time also by Lyddeker, as ancestral forms of

Ratitce,— if they could be shown really to have Struthious affinities it

would be a simple matter to connect them and the modern Rhea with

Diatryma fx'om the Eocene of Kew Mexico ; further, witli the Tertiary an-

cestors of Struthiolithns, Struthio proper, and the moas of New Zealand

;

and perhaps finally witli the little known Gastornithidce from the London

and French Eocene. Indeed, much stress was laid by Lyddeker on the

resemblances between Gastornis and the leading genus of the Stereor-

nithes, Phororachos. But however attractive such a tlicory might seem

at first glance, we are obliged to renounce it as illusory in view of recent

destructive criticisms at the hands of such excellent anatomists as F. A.

Lucas, C. W. Andrews, and others, who have caused even Ameghino

and Lyddeker to recede from their original opinions.

The last named author,^ writing in 1893, placed Gastornis, Brontomis,

and Phororhachos unhesitatingly among the Ratitce, as the latter are

commonly understood. He refers to " the modern German [Furbring-

er's] view that the Ratitce form a compound group, of which the

various sections have been independently derived from several perfectly

distinct Carinate ancestors, and that their mutual resemblances to one

another arc solely owing to the effects of adaptation " ; but his own

personal opinion is expressed in tlie following words :
" I confess,

however, that tlie supposed Anserine affinities of Gastornis ajipear far

from clear to mo, while I always feel tliat ffie rfreat dijficul/i/ in aihnittinfi

the multiple orir/in of the Ratit<v is that, if this had been the case, there

1 Lyddekpr, R., On the Extinct Birds of Argentina (Ibis, [G], Vol. V. pp. 46, 47).

1893.

I
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would have been far less structural similarity to one another among the

various groups than we Jind to prevail."

Dr. Ameghino's final coiiclusiou is that the Stereornithes appear to

show that the division of the class of birds into Ratitce and Carinatoe is

not fundamental,— a view which has been especially advocated by j\lr.

Lucas among American ornithologists. The latter/ in a critical review

of Ameghino's work, speaks as follows :
" Apparently the main reasons

for comparing such forms as Fhororhachos and Brontornis with the

Struthiones is because they are large and extinct, when, as a matter of

fact, mere size is no reason for supposing a bird related to an ostrich

;

while the pelvis of Fhororhachos, with its aborted pubis, sliows that this

genus at least is very many removes from any Struthious bird. Nei-

ther is Gastornis, with its primitive type of skull, any relation of the

Sto'eortiithes."

Precisely the same attitude is displayed by Mr. Andrews,'' who denies

that the Stereor-nithes have anything in common with Struthious birds

or with the Gastornithidce, neither are tliey by any possibility descended

from Hesperornis. Says he :
" The Stereornithes seem to be a hetero-

geneous group of birds in all of which the wings were reduced and the

bulk increased through the operation of some peculiar local conditions
;

for instance, the land which they inhabited may have been an island on

which no large carnivorous animals occurred. A similar example is

offered by New Zealand, where the Dinornithidce, Apteryx, Aptornis, and

Cnemiornis (all flightless birds of large size, and belonging to distinct

orders) were formerly found. Indeed, there seems to be no reason why
at any time, from the late Secondary period onward, and in any region,

similar groups of flightless birds might not have arisen mider favorable

circumstances. The Gastornithidce may be another instance of such.

In most cases such specialized races die out without leaving any descend-

ants when tiie peculiar conditions to which they have become adapted

pass away ; but the modern Ratitce may be survivors of one or several

ancient groups of such flightless birds."

Still more explicit are Mr. Lucas's views as to the nature and origin

of the so-called Strutliious birds, which he defines as " those generalized

birds which through some special adaptation to their smTonndings or

freedom from enemies have been able to survive to the present day.

Rhea and Struthio are typical examples of this. While it would be

> The Auk, New Series, Vol. XIII. (1896), pp. 62, 63.

'^ Remarks on tlie Storeornitlics, a Group of Extinct Birds from Patagonia
(Ibis, L7], Vol. II. p. 12). 1896.
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assuming too much to say that the limit of size has been attained by
any bird of flight, it is yut very evident that the difficulties of flight

increase very rapidly with increase of size, — hence the coiTelation be-

tween gigantic stature and loss of flight. It is a noteworthy fact that

the forms attaining the maximum size in their respective groups are

generally flightless, e. g. Cnemiornis, Notornis, Didus, etc. Since flight-

less forms have originated in comparatively recent times wherever the

conditions were favorable, so undoubtedly they arose in the past, and
only amid unusually favorable conditions and stable environment could

these ancient flightless forms persist. That existing 'Ratite' birds

were long ago diff'erentiated from the parent stock, or that they arose

independently, is indicated by the great differences between forms sepa-

rated by considerable stretches of water. In view of the parallel devel-

opment of the horse and rhinoceros in Europe and America, it would
hardly seem necessary to suppose a unity of origin for Struthious birds

;

moreover the palfeontological history of the class is so fragmentary that

phylogenetic arrangements of the birds can be regarded as little more

than guesses. As to the characters of the RatitcB, the absence of a keel

to the sternum and the slight angle between the scapula and coracoid are

purely degenerate features without the slightest taxononiic value ; and

the ' Eatite' type of skull is a generalized skull having resemblances to

that of the reptiles. The characters in which Hesperornis resembles the

ostrich are generalized cliaracters, such as one would be surprised not to

find in so early a bird ; its shoulder girdle is unique among birds and

decidedly reptilian, while the foot is the most highly specialized swim-

ming foot known. That this bird is the direct descendant of any land

bird is incredible. As for the tinamous, their skull and pelvis of a very

generalized type prevents us from regarding them as recent derivatives
;

they are in fact ' hold-overs ' iji a region noted for the number of curious

forms it contaijis, indicating the persistence of a few very old species in

the midst of a more advanced yet not strictly modern fauna." ^

' Tlie above quoted remarks nre from some notes wliich Mr. Lucas very kindly

took the j)ains to write out by wny of comment on tlie i)resent jiajier before it was

finally prepared for press ; and tlie writer lias great pleasure here in aeknowl-

eiljriny bis indebtedness to tbis source for many helpful criticisms and sufi^cstions.

Reference should bo made also to Mr. Lucas's review of Professor Thompson's

paper "On the Systematic Position of Ilesperornis," published in The Auk, Vol.

Vin. p. 304 (1891), as well as to the comments of Dr. J. A. Allen in the same
journal, Vol. XV. p. 70 (1808), which brinps the literature of Ilixperornis down to

date. For a copious bibliosrapby of the distribution of recent birds, see Mr. P. L.

Sclater's address before the Second Ornithological Congress at Budapest, May,
1891.
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Strong enough arguments, \vc think, have been put forward to show

that the theory of a common origin of the Ratitcs is untenable, and

hence no single hypothesis of distribution is able to account for the facts

of their distribution. We cannot imagine a race of ostriches sprung

from Hesperornis or anything of lilvc nature in the Cretaceous, spreading

over the whole earth in the Tertiary, and then, as decay set in, leaving

its frao'ments scattered in remote corners of the globe. But the [)rob-

Icms presented by the alternative theory, that of multiple origin, are

none the less interesting or important, although decidedly more compli-

cated. To seek the nearest Carinatc affinities for the different sections

of RatitcB separately ; to develop the pala3ontological history of each

more fully ; and to inquire into the physical and biological conditions

which led to their insulation, perpetuation, and differentiation in various

provinces, — these are only a few of the points that invite an extended

investigation. Some of the problems have already been touched upon,

notably as regards the origin of the moas, the South American ostrich,

and ^pyornis ; and we may profitably turn our attention for a moment

in this direction, beginning with Rhea.

No one can deny that the physical resemblances between Rhea and

Siruthio are very great; in fact, the popular term "South American os-

trich " is an obvious commentary on their similarity. Although both

genera are regarded as typical of distinct families, and are even com-

monly placed in separate suborders, yet, if one were asked to specify the

nearest living ally of the African ostrich, he would unhesitatingly point

to Rhea. Only two interpretations of structural resemblances are pos-

sible : either they indicate direct genetic relationships, or we have here

a most remarkable case of convergence. Now in this instance we confess

to sharing Dr. Lyddeker's prejudice against the theoi-y of parallel devel-

opment, already quoted, as there is too striking a coincidence in the

forms produced to be explained as the i-esult of adaptation during recent

times in two widely distant regions of the globe. The natural and only

logical plan would be to assume blood relationship between Rhen and

Stnithio as a matter of course, until it is proved that by no possilulitv

could they have been derived from the same ancestral stock. Now if

Rhea had different progenitors from the ostrich, we are in utter ignorance

as to what they were like, as no other descendants remain. That there is

anything in common between Rhea and the tinamous we cannot believe

for a moment, in view of the difterent organization of the latter. Hence,

Captain Hutton's theory, which derives both Rhea and the moas from

a tinamou-like ancestor which crossed into Anstr.dia and Now Zealand
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by means of an imaginary Antarctic continent, must be relegated ou

both biological and geological evidence to the same category as the

Lemurian hypothesis.

Rkea still enjoys a comparatively wide distribution in South America,

and its remains have been found in the bone caverns of Brazil. If the

evidence of Diatryma in New Mexico means anything at all, it would

point to a connection between a fossil North American and the existing

South American ostrich. It is true that the late Tertiary yields no

evidence of Struthious birds in North America. But it is also true that

until the discovery of StruthioUthus under the shadow of the Great Wall

in China, no one could have suspected the whole intervening territory

between Northeastern Asia, South Russia, and Africa to have been in

comparatively recent times inhabited by true ostriches. The palajonto-

logical record is from the nature of things very deficient in the case of

land birds, and many gaps can only be filled on indirect evidence. One

such gap is now partially filled by the occurrence of StruthioUthus in

Northern China. A race having the constitutional vigor and numerical

force to establish itself in this latitude,— and in a mountainous region

as well, where the struggle for existence is always intensified by a larger

number of enemies than are found on tlie plains, to say nothing of the

rigors of winter,— must have been able to penetrate still furtlicr north-

ward, and might readily have accompanied the mammals that migrated

across the laud bridge formerly connecting the paUearctic and uearctic

regions.

In a word, if wc can predicate any blood relationship between the

African and South American ostriches, it is certain that the latter could

have reached its present habitat in no other way than along the route

marked by Struthio camelus, S. knratheodoris and 5. asiaticus, Struthio-

Uthus, Diatryina, and the Rhea of Brazilian bone caverns. If any will

presume to deny a relationsliip Ijctwcen Struthio and Rhea, they are

confronted with these difficulties: to explain how two separate deriva-

tives from Carinate birds sliould come to present such marvellous

similarity to one another through the operation of purely fortuitous

conditions, and to point out a lineage for Rhea connecting it more

closely with Carinates than with the ancestors of Struthio. Sceptically

inclined individuals are welcome to regard Rhea as one of the "waifs

and strays of a lost avifauna left by the sea of time stranded on the

shores of the present," but we personally prefer the more positive

view, which connects the New .and Old World ostriches in the manner

indicated.
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Turning now to the advent of the moa into New Zealand, and of

^pyornis upon the island of Madagascar, we note that previous writers

have essayed in various ways to meet the following dilemma. If these

birds migrated from what is now the mainland pi'ior to the Tertiary, why
have not their remains been found in strata older than the Pliocene 1

Or, if the islands remained inaccessible to them until the late Tertiary,

how was the passage finally accomplished by wingless birds'? And what

is still more to the point, why were they in the latter event unaccompa-

nied by placental mammals ? Of the two principal theories put forward

to explain the facts, neither, in the opinion of the present writer, suffi-

ciently accounts for all the difficulties. In the case of the moas, Mr.

Wallace ^ supposes that their ancestors either flew or swam across straits

impassable to contemporaneous mammals. But Captain Hutton prop-

erly takes exception to this view, on the ground that their Ratite

characters are due to their being unable to fly ; moreover, the oldest

known moas were entirely without wing bones, and possessed a very

rudimentary shoulder girdle. As to the alternative explanation that

they crossed by swimming. Captain Hutton ^ remarks as follows :
" lint,

although the emeu and the rliea are both said to take readily to water,

many placental mammals do the same, and it is very unlikely that the

Struthious birds should twice have swum across tlie same straits— once

from the Oriental to the Australian region, and again from the Austra-

lian to New Zealand— which were impassable to mammals. There are

also other reasons for doubting the northern origin of the Australasian

Now, as most persons are aware, both biological and geological evi-

dence go to show that New Zealand has been separated from Australia,

and Madagascar from Africa, at all events ever since the dawn of the

Tertiary, and probably since the latter part of the Cretaceous. Accord-

ingly, Captain Hutton supposes, after having shown the improbability

of wingless birds either flying or swimming across straits, that the moas
have had a different origin from the rest of the 7?fl<?V«,— an opinion

from which we find no reason to dissent, althongh rejecting his hypothe-

sis of a tinamou-liko ancestor in the Eocene, and a submerged Antarctic

continent. Although the oldost known remains of the J)lnor7iithida: arc

of Miocene age, and no one has attributed to the family an earlier origin

than the Eocene, yet the occurrence of moa remains on the continent of

1 Wallace, A. R., Island Life, 2(1 edition, p. ISl, 1802.

2 Hutton, F. W., The Moas of New Zealand (Trans. New Zealand Inst., Vol.
XXIV. p. 147), 1891.

VOL. XXXII. — NO. 7. 2
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Australia (Pliocene of Queensland) furnishes ground for believing that

a form of wingless bird ai'ose in Australasia at some time previous

to the detachment of the present New Zealand and adjacent islands

from the mainland. If the stock really had an uninterrupted Tertiary

history, it is of course immeasurably removed from any existing Cariuate

forms, or other Ratitce. The moas are supposed to have enjoyed their

period of culmination during the Pliocene, when they flourished prodi-

giously and covered the land, but thereafter they suSered great mortality.

Their extinction was certainly not caused by the encroachment of natu-

ral enemies, any more than was the case with ^pyornis ; nor can their

decline be I'easonably attributed to physical or climatic changes of which

we have no evidence. Their decadence not being traceable to external

influences, we can only interpret it as the residt of some inherent cause

or causes, — taken together with the I'etarded action of natural selec-

tion, — such as are frequently seen to follow in the wake of hypertrophy

among various groups.

We cannot pass from this subject without calling attention to Captain

Button's remarkably ingenious explanation of the crowding together of

so many varieties of Struthious birds in the limited area of New Zea-

land, and the unequal distribution of species between the two islands.

What appear at tirst sight to be unparalleled or anomalous featui'es of

distribution are all consistently explained on the theory of a simple

order of geographical changes, namely, alternating elevation and subsi-

dence of land masses. Two periods of subsidence and one of elevation

are sufficient to account for all the phenomena, according to Captain

Hutton's hypothesis. Ilis interpretation, with which ^Ir. Wallace

heartily concurs, is concisely summari/cd by the latter author as fol-

lows : "First, we must suppose a laml connection with some country

inhabited by Struthious birds, from which the ancestral forms might be

derived ; secondly, a separation into many considerable islands, in which

the various distinct species might become differentiated ; thirdly, an

elevation bringing about the union of these islands to unite the distinct

species in one area ; and foiu'thly, a subsidence of a large part of the

area, leaving the present islands witii the various species crowded

together." ^

To revert fuially and in fow words to the origin of JE^yornis, it is plain

that, if its ancestors reached the island from Africa as flightless birds,

the migration must have taken place imt later than the Eocene, since no

mammals initiated since the Cretaceous are found in Madagascar. The

' J.iic. ril., p. 470.
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lemurs, insectivora, rodents, and reptiles now inhabiting the island bear

the stamp of great antiquity. It is true that j^pyornis remains, so far

as known, are confined to deposits of supposed Pleistocene age, and the

material itself is inconsiderable.^ The deficiency may be partially ac-

counted for owing to lack of exploration, and imperfection of the palse-

ontological record, especially as concerns land birds. But if it be

objected that a continuous Tertiary history implies a higher degree of

specialization and greater specific variation than we have any evidence

of, we must not forget that here the action of natural selection was

more or less suspended, owing to the abundance of food, absence of

carnivorous or other powerful enemies, and generally mild conditions.

The same causes produced the same effects upon the ancestors of JEpy-

ornis as upon the moas, of which Captain Hutton affirms, " Under such

favorable circumstances the conditions of life were very easy, and the

birds grew larger and fatter, more sluggish and more stupid,"— until,

in fact, they became effete and were finally e.xtirpated.

On the assumption that the forerunners oi ^pyornis have inhabited

Madagascar ever since its separation from the mainland, it is not surpris-

ing that this genus should have to stand by itself as the representative

of a distinct suborder. Some resemblances to the Struthio-Rhea branch

of the Ratitce are observable, to be sure, — even the egg shells having a

remarkably similar structure, as shown by Nathusius, — and anatomists

like Ftirbringer, Milne-Edwards, and Grandidier have endeavored to

show even greater similarity to DromcBus and Casuarms, which are

regarded as tlie most primitive of existing Ratitce. But all are agreed

that the differences far exceed the resemblances, being in fact funda-

mental. To us it seems that the amount of divergence from other

known types, living and fossil, coupled with the slower rate of variation

affecting insular forms, and, above all, the generalized characters ob-

served in ^pyornis, go to show that this bird is far from being a modern
derivative, but is the last of a very ancient race. We see no impropri-

ety in supposing that its flightless ancestors inhabited the ^Madagascar

region when it was still a part of Africa, and that other descendants

may have migrated northward into Europe during the early Tertiary.

1 Andrews, C. W., Note on a nearly complete Skeleton of ^pyornis from Mad-
agascar (Geol. Mag., Dec. 4, Vol. IV. pp. 241-260), 1897. Biirckhardt, U., Ueber
iEpyornis (Palaeont. Abliandl. Dauies und Kayser, Vol. II. Heft 2), 1893.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATE.

Fig. 1. Stntthiolithus chersonensis Brandt. From superficial deposits in the neigh-

borhood of Kalgan, China. Obverse, or more weathered aspect, with

prominent pittings. X |-

Fig. 2. Reverse aspect of same specimen, sliowing uncorroded areas. Millimeter

scale at bottom of the figures. X §•

(Reproduced from photographs by Mr. C. H. Currier, of Boston.)
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" Albatross," during 1891, Lieut. CoxMMANDEU Z. L. Tanner,

U. S. N., Commanding.

XXIV.

Preliminary Report on Branchiocerianthus iirceolus, a new Type of

Actinian. By E. L. Mauk.^

One of the most interesting of the many new forms brought up in the

dredgings of the Albatross Expedition under Mr. Agassiz in 1891 Avas a

deep-sea actinian which bore so strong a resemblance to Ceriauthus in

its general appearance that the sketches made at the time are marked
" new Ceriauthus." An examination of the superficial characters shows,

however, as Mr. Agassiz ('91, p. 187) at once recognized, that this new

form differs in important points from the genus Ceriauthus, and may
indeed require the erection of a new family for its reception. Its two

most striking morphological features are a pronounced bilateral sym-

metry and the possession of an incomplete circle of branching gill-like

organs. The latter peculiarity I utilize in proposing for it the new

generic name BrancJdocerianthus.

A considerable number of specimens were taken at each of two hauls

in the Gulf of Panama, not far from Cape Mala, at Stations 3385 and

3389, the depths being respectively 28G fathoms and 210 fathoms, and

the bottom being in both instances green mud. The colors, as shown by

the colored sketches drawn at the time by Mr. "VVestergren, were brick-

red for the column, deep carmine for the marginal tentacles, and rose-

pink for the oral disk, and all the structures arising from it, including

the oral tentacles. The specimens were all preserved in strong alcoliol.

1 Contributions from tlic Zoological Laboratory of the Museum of Comparative

Zoology at Harvard College, E. L. Mark Director, No. XCIH.
VOL. XXXII. — NO. 8.
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The animal as sketched in the fresh condition by Mr. Agassiz consists

of a vase- or pitcher-shaped " flower " surmounting a long stalk, from

which it is clearly marked off by a broad shallow constriction, Tlie

outlines are extremely graceful, presenting in front and back views

(Plate 1) a symmetrical vase-like figure with flaring lips. A side view

(Plate 2) shows that one margin of the disk is much higher than the

other, so that in this aspect the upper end of the animal resembles the

lip of a broad-moutlied pitcher. The disk, when spread by pinning out

the marginal tentacles, has an oval outline; but in the natural state the

lateral margins of the disk are folded in symmetrically from either side,

so as almost to touch at a point a little below the middle of the oval.

This bending in of the margins of the disk produces at the upper end of

the animal a sort of eccentric funnel-shaped depression, which, however,

does not lead to the mouth opening, but to the outside again, at the

lower margin of the oral disk. The fancied resemblance of the animal

to a little pitcher, which this side view presents, has suggested the

specific name adopted, — urceolus.

In this actiniau we may recognize two fairly well marked regions, —
the " flower " or calyx and the stalk. The former embraces the upper

part of the column in addition to the disk proper and its appendages

;

the latter is the remaining part of the column with its swollen base. A
slight and somewhat oblique constriction, often emphasized by a con-

spicuous lino, indicates, the place of transition from one to the other.

The oral dish is so modified in form as to bear little resemblance to

that of Cerianthus. When in preserved specimens the marginal ten

tacles are pinned out under slight tension, the disk has, as already

stated, an oval outline, the longitudinal and transverse diameters of

which in the specimens aieasured range between 25 mm. (longitudinal)

by 15 mm. and 38 mm. by 30 mm. The surface of the disk is very

oblique to the longitudinal axis of the column. The marginal ten-

tacles are interrupted at the edge of tiie disk nearest the base. This

edge I shall, for convenience, designate as posterior, the opposite pole of

the long axis of the disk anterior. I adopt these designations without

the intention of advocating now any of the theoretical views concerning

the broader questions of comparative morphology in Actinozoa.

The marginal tentacles have a deep carmine color in the living animal,

becoming in alcohol a dark maroon or claret color ; they vary iu number

from 85 to 97. I am not yet certain that there is an unpaired anterior

tentacle, as in Cerianthus, but believe it probable that there is, because

there arc usually an uneven number of tentacles, and the method of
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their formation is apparently the same as in Ceriantlms. They are sym-

metrically arranged at the margin of the disk, the hiatus at the posterior

margin giving the line which connects their several insertions the form

of an elongated horseshoe. The shortest, and evidently youngest, ten-

tacles occupy the ends of the two arms of the horseshoe, and are there-

fore near the posterior margin of the disk ; but the tentacles do not

increase regularly in length toward the anterior margin. There are

usually one or two pairs of posterior tentacles that are quite short

;

but the two of a pair arc not necessarily of equal length ; the more an-

terior ones are successively longer and longer until a maximum length

of about 125 mm. (in alcoholic material) is reached in about the tenth

pair from the posterior margin. From this region forward there is a

gradual and not great diminution in the length of the tentacles up to

and including the anterior ones. This gives to the whole disk with its

marginal tentacles, when pinned out, an appearance somewhat reseml)ling

a common palm-leaf fan. The marginal tentacles are so crowded that

they are much flattened at their bases, and overlap one another, as

shown in the figure on Plate 3 ; but the shorter tentacles near the

posterior margin of the disk (one or two pairs) are usually separated

from the next more anterior ones by an appreciable distance.

The middle region of the disk is raised into a nearly cylindrical oral

tube, which in cross section is oval, and bears at and near its summit

the oral tentacles ; below these there is usually a slight constriction. The

free end of this oral tube occupies a plane perpendicular to the long axis

of the column, i. e. it is not oblique, like the disk from which it rises.

Owing to the obliquity of the disk to this axis, one side of the oral tube

— the posterior— is much longer than the opposite side. For the same

reason the posterior face of the oral tube passes almost imperceptibly

into the disk whereas the lateral and especiall}^ the anterior faces

make with the disk an angle. Viewed from the upper end, the oral tube

in the fresh specimen presents an oval outline, the oval being nearly

twice as long in the antcro-postorior direction as in the transverse.

There is no marked difference between the two angles of the mouth ; but

sections may disclose the presence of a siphonoglyph. The oral tentacles

outnumber the marginal ones, there being about 130 of them. They arc

arranged roughly in quincunx, and occupy four or five rows on the outer

surftice of the upper end of the oral tube. They vary in size, the largest

being (in alcoholic material) about 30 to 3.5 mm. in length, and O..') mm.
in diameter at the base. These, too, are so crowded as to be much
flattened at their origin.
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From the oral disk immediately outside the base of the oral tube

there arises a row of brancliiug thiu-wallcd organs, which are probably

to be regarded as gills. Like the marginal tentacles, this row of gills is

interrupted at the posterior side of the disk, and consequently has the

form of a horseshoe. There are usually IG pairs of gills and an odd

one, making 33 in all ; but in one specimen there were only 27 in all,

and in anotlier there were 37. Mr. Agassiz has sketched one individual

with only 21. There is considerable variability in the size of the gills;

thl3 posterior ones, though usually smaller than the anterior ones, are not

always so. A few small gills are sometimes intercalated between those

of larger size. Though arranged approximately in a single row, there is

some irregularity in their position, especially toward the anterior end of

the disk, where they are more crowded than near the posterior end. In

fresh specimens they are of a rose-pink color, but in alcohol this color is

lost.

Each gill consists of a single cylinciriual, or somewhat flattened hol-

low stalk, terminating in quite regular dichotomously forking branches.

The stalk rises abruptly from the surface of the disk, sometimes being

slightly constricted at its base ; it has a length of from 4 mm. to

8 mra., and a fairly uniform diameter of from 0.5 mm. to 1 mm. The

forking may extend to the production of branches of the ninth or tentli

order. The terminal branches, of which there may be nearly 500 to a

gill, end blindly with rounded tips. In alcoholic material the branches

ai*e often varicose, owing to distention with coagulated contents. In

the living condition they are probably of much more nearly uniform

calibre. When not contracted the gills rise above the oral orifice, and

even above the oral tentacles themselves.

Radial canals are traceable running across the disk from the base of

the oral tube to the bases of the marginal tentacles, before reaching

which many of them fork, each of the branches communicating with the

lumen of a single tentacle.

The outer surface of the calyx constitutes the upper part of tlio

column ; its height is greatest in front, diminishing to practically zero

behind. Above the constriction which marks the transition from it to

the stalk proper, it gradually expands to meet the margin of the oblique

oral disk. It is marked with fine longitudinal dark lines alternating

with lighter ones, as in the rest of tlio column.

The cohtmn resembles that of Ccrianthus in being elongated, cylindri-

cal, and enlarged at its basal end. Below the constriction which marks

the boundary of cnp and stalk it presents a spindle-shaped enlargement.
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In the alcoholic specimens which I have measured the stalk below the

constriction varies from 105 mm. to 200 mm. in length, and from 3 mm.

to 5 mm. in diameter. Tlie enlarged bulb-like end is from 6 mm. to

8 mm., or even more, in diameter. But in preserved specimens the

stalk is much folded lengthwise, so that the direct measurement of its

diameter is not reliable. A portion of the stalk of a medium sized indi-

vidual cut out, slit open lengthwise, and pinned out, measured 22 mm.,

so that the corresponding diameter would be about 7 mm. The bulbous

enlargement reaches about twice that diameter. The column is smooth,

except for very minute appendages at the basal end, and marked by

narrow longitudinal brownish lines about 0.2 mm. broad, alternating

with lighter colored brownish or buff ones about three times as wide

(0.6 mm.). The darker lines in the fresh specimen are bright brick-red.

Individuals differ much in the depth of color, which in all is less in the

bulbous region, where the distinction between the light and dark lines

almost disappears. The wall of the stalk, though not very thick, is quite

rigid ; that of the bulb is somewhat thinner. The bulb terminates in

a small, nipple-like elevation ; but a terminal pore, if present, must be

very minute, for I have been unable to detect one by examination of

specimens in toto. The bulb often contains a large quantity of the

shells of Foraminifera.

The outer surface of the lower part of the bulb is provided with small

tapering filamentous appendages, which are 50/* to 75/i, in diameter at

their bases, but diminish abruptly to less than half that diameter and

then taper gradually to a point. They vary iu length from 0.5 mm. to

1 mm., rarely more in alcoholic material, and are rather evenly distrib-

uted over the surface at distances of 0*5 or 0.3 mm. apart ; but they are

not arranged in any definite pattern. They remind one of the peculiar

appendages of the egg shell in Fundulus heteroclitns, especially of those

of the half grown ovarian eggs (cf. Eigenmann, '90, Plate I. Fig. G).

The lower end of the column, its bulbous enlargement, is invested

by a case which extends upward at least for a tenth of the length of the

column, and is open at its lower end. It is, of course, the secreted

product of the lower and of the column, but it has a more complicated

structure than is common in sheath-inhabiting actinians. In an indi-

vidual whose stalk was 200 mm. long the case was about 25 mm. long,

exclusive of the peculiar hair-like appendages which it bears. The
lower tln-eo fifths of the case difTcrs from the upper two fifths in possess-

ing very numerous long hair-like hollow appendages. The upper two

fifths may be divided into two zones of about equal breadth. The score-
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tion of the upper zone is simply corrugated and folded longitudinally

;

that of the lower exhibits thickened patches a millimeter or more in

diameter and fairly closely set. Of these patches there are three or four

rows running around the column. The secretion of all three regions has

a fibrous appearance due to the fine, sinuous corrugations which run

around the column, and are the expression of differences in the thickness

of the secretion. The effect is as though the secretions had been formed

as rings, more or less complete, which had been crowded downward by

successive additions above. In the region which bears the hairs the

same appearance is shown, under a low magnification, by the secretion

which constitutes the hair. This is a hollow thin-walled cylinder, which

gradually diminishes in size from its base, where its diameter is about

0.2 mm., to its free end. The hairs attain a length of 25 mm. or more,

and are so tough that they form for the actiuian a means of secure

anchorage in the mud. The corrugations of the wall of the hair which

run around it are not due to folds of the secreted substance, for optical

longitudinal sections of the hairs show that the inner surface of the tube

is smooth. When the animal is thrown into alcohol this case, with its

tuft of matted hairs, is readily detached from the column, but a careful

examination of those case secretions which are not thus artificially sepa-

rated shows that there tu-e at intervals exceedingly minute filaments

running out from the surface of the animal to the inner surfixce of the

case, and I am convinced that these are the minute filaments described

as arising at regular intervals from the surface of the bulbous portion

of tlie column. I believe that a single filament is enclosed in each of

tlie hollow hair-like appendages of the case, and that the form and size

of these hairs is, in part at least, determined by the presence and shape

of the filaments of the column. The lower part of the case is much

wrinkled lengthwise, and projects to some distance (5 or 10 mm.) below

the base of the column. It has the appearance of having once sur-

rounded the enlarged end of the column and having been slipped back-

ward, its elasticity causing it to become wrinkled like the mouth of a

meal-sack that is tied. The hair-like processes surround this open end

of the case and project beyond it.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

The drawings are by Magnus Westergren, from sketches by Alexander Agassiz.

PLATE 1.

Upper end of Branchiocerianthus urceolus, seen from the side (posterior) bearing

the youngest marginal tentacles. Fresh specimen. Magnified 2^.

PLATE 2.

Side (sliglitly oblique) view of same.

PLATE 3.

Upper end of an alcoholic specimen of same, viewed from the same side as in

Plate 1, but as it appears when the tentacles are pinned out so as to expose the

surface of the oral disk.



Albatross Ex. 1891. Branchiocerianthus. Plate 1.

A. H. Wostorgrcn deL Folsom & Sunerfrron photo.





Albatross Ex. 1891. Branchiocerianthus. Plate 2.

A.M. Westereron de
Folsom i Sun«rgren photo.





Albatross Ex. 1891. Branchiocerianthus. Plate 3.
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No. 9 .— Acalephs from the Fiji Islands. By Alexander

Agassiz and Alfred Goldsborough Mayer.

INTRODUCTION.

During a visit to the Fiji Islands, extending from November 7, 1897,

to January 13, 1898, we devoted considerable time to a study of the

Marine pelagic fauna. We made use only of open tow-nets, and while

the majority of our hauls were made upon the surface, a number were

also made at depths varying from twenty-five to one hundred fathoms.

Most of these deeper hauls were made at a station three to five miles

south of the entrance of Suva Harbor, and it was remarkable that the

tows drawn from one hundred fathoms were far richer, both in number

and variety of species, than were those made at twenty-five to fifty

fathoms. No precise conclusions can, however, be drawn concerning the

bathymetrical distribution of marine organisms from these results, for,

owing to the fact that the mouth of the tow-net was constantly open,

we cannot state the depth from which any given animal may have come
;

and, moreover, the near proximity of tlie land, and the extremely com-

plex currents and eddies that are so characteristic of this region of

Coral Reefs, probably play a far more important part in the distribution

of pelagic organisms than does the mere fact of depth. The breakers

are constantly forcing the ocean water over the reefs into the shallow

lagoons, from which it finds access again into tlie sea through the

openings in the walls of the reef, so that in some instances one finds a

strong current, that is in great measure independent of the tide, con-

stantly flowing outward from the lagoon into the open ocean. Such

currents acting in conjunction with the tidal flow cause extensive eddies

that result in a very ununiform distribution of pelagic life.

Besides our hauls in the neighborhood of Suva we made others off

Taviuni, Kimbombo, Vanua Mbalavu, Ngamia, "Wailangilala, Totoya,

Mbatiki, Kandavu, and Nukulau Islands. The hauls were rich in

Crustacea, but doficiont in the luimber of Worms, Echinoderm larva\

and Modusa}. Indeed, our success was remarkably inferior when com-
VOL. XXXII. NO. 9. 1
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pared with what we should expect to find in the sub-tropical regions of

the Atlantic Gulf Stream. We obtained seven genera of Scyphoraedusae,

twenty of Hydromedusfe, nine of Siphonophorse, and two Ctenophorse.

With the exception of two Ilhizostomaj, all of the genera are I'epre-

sented by species found in the Atlantic Ocean. Indeed, the affinity

between the Aledusse of the Fiji Islands and those of the West Indies is

remarkably close, and in six cases we are unable to distinguish any

specific ditferences between the Fijian species and well known Atlantic

forms, and tlierefore venture to assert that they are specifically identical.

The following table illustrates the Atlantic distribution of these Medusae

that are found also in the Fiji Islands.

1
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Fishes, Crustaceans, Mollusks, "Worms, Echinoderms, and Polyps dredged

oflF the west coast of Ceutral America there were familiar West ludiaa

types, or east coast forms.

A recent survey of the region of the Isthmus of Panama has been

made by Hill,^ who considers that it is impossible to make any serious

deductions concerning the relations of North and South America during

epochs preceding the Jurassic period, owing to the lack of data. He
also concludes (p. 261) that the waters of the Atlantic and Pacific were

probably as completely separated by a great continental land barrier in

Cretaceous times as they are to-day, a proposition fully as tenable as the

opposite hypothesis that they were united. If the marine jiassage ever

existed across the Isthmus of Panama, or elsewhere in Tropical America,

it must have been during the later Eocene period, and this sti-ait was

probably of a shallow and restricted character, and had finally disap-

peared befoi'e the close of the Miocene period.

If straits of considerable width and depth have ever connected the

waters of the Tropical Atlantic with those of the Pacific, it is probable

that the great Equatorial current Avould pour through them from the

Atlantic into the Pacific, and thus the Pacific Ocean would become im-

pregnated with Atlantic species. Once having gained access to the

Pacific, the westerly Equatorial set would soou distribute the pelagic

animals widely over the ocean.

It is interesting to notice that while so many characteristic types of

Tropical Atlantic Medusa; are also found in the Pacific, the most emi-

nently characteristic Tropical Pacific genera, the Rhizostomse have re-

mai'kably few analogues in the Atlantic." This, indeed, is what we

should expect as a result of the westerly set of the great Equatorial

current that would freely sweep animals from the Atlantic into the

Pacific, but would in like measure hinder the enti'ance of Pacific forms

into the Atlantic.

Of the thirty-eight species of Acalephs found by us in the Fiji Islands,

twenty-six are new to science.

1 Hill, R. T., 1898, The Geological History of the Isthmus of Panama, etc.

Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Geological Series, Vol. XXVIII. No. 5, pp. 151-285,

Plates I.-XIX.

- In this connection, see LendenfoUl, E. von, 1884, The Geographical Distribu-

tion of Australian Scyphoniodusa!, Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Vol. IX.

pp. 421-433. Also, VauhOffen, E., 1888, Bibliotheca Zool., Bd. I. Heft 8, p. 46,

Map.

I
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DESCEIPTIOX OF SPECIES.

I. HYDROMEDUS^.

Halitiara forinosa, Fewkes.

Halitiara formosa, Fewkes, J. "W., 1882, Bull. Mus. Comp. ZouL, Vol. IX. p. 27G,

Plate IV. Fig. 2.

This Medusa is found in both Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. It is exceedingly

abundant throughout the summer at the Dry Tortugas Islands, Florida, and

we also found it in considerable numbers late in December in Suva Harbor,

Viti Levu Island, Fiji Islands. The entoderm of the proboscis and tentacle

bulbs of the male is usually duD. brown or drab, while in the female it is bright

green.

Pandea violacea, nov. sp.

This Medusa is common throughout the summer at the Dry Tortugas Islands,

near the entrance to the Gulf of Mexico. We also obtained several specimens

in Suva Harbor, Fiji Islands, early in January, 1898. We hope soon to pre-

sent a figure of the Medusa in a paper upon " Medusae from the Dry Tortugas,"

that is to be published in the Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative

Zoology. At present we will content ourselves with a description of the

animal.

Generic diameters. Pandea, Lesson, 1843. Tiaridae with numerous tenta-

cles, 8-16 or more arranged in a single row. The outer surfaces of the tentacle

bulbs bear ocelli. There is no peduncle to the proboscis. The upper edges

of the proboscis are bound to the 4 radial tubes by means of 4 mesenteries.

There are 4 simple gonads, with smooth outer surface.

Specific CJiaracters. The bell is 4 mm. in height, and is pear-shaped. The

bell walls are of only moderate thickness. There are 32 tentacles. Eight of

these are large, being about three times as long as the bell height ; and 24 are

rudimentary. The bulbs of the large tentacles are hollow. Each and every

tentacle bulb bears a single ocellus, making in all 32 ocelli. The velum is

well developed. The proboscis is flask-sjiaped, its proximal portion being dis-

tended by the 4 genital glands. The lips are simple and cruciform. There

are 4 straight radial tubes and a broad circular tube. Tlie color of the ento-

derm of the proboscis and tentacle bulbs is delicate pink or light purplish

brown. A green streak runs along the outer purface of the entoderm of each

of tlie 4 radial canals. The ocelli of the tentacle bulbs are purple in color.
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Pennaria vitrea, nov. sp.

Plate 1, Figs. 1, 2.

Generic Cliaracters. Pennaria, Goldfuss, 1820. Four rudimentary marginal

tentacles that are rednced to mere basal bulbs. No ocelli. Four radial tubes.

Gonads within the proboscis. No peduncle nor oral appendages to the

proboscis.

Specific Characters. The bell is 3 min. in height ; and the walls are thick

and rigid. There are 4 rudimentary tentacle bulbs. The velum is not promi-

nent. The 4 radial canals are straight and narrow. The proboscis in the

female specimen (Fig. 1) was retracted within the cavuty of the bell, but in the

male (Fig. 2) it was flask-shaped, and projected for a little distance beyond

the velar opening of the bell. These conditions, however, may be merely

different states of contraction and not constant differences ; but, as we observed

only two individuals, one a male and the other a female, we cannot be certain

upon this point. The ova are large and pyriform, and are grouped in 4 radi-

ally arranged clusters within the proboscis. The mouth opening of the pro-

boscis is very simple, and there are no fimbriations or appendages.

Prominent circular muscles were observed in the ectoderm of the cavity of

the bell in the female, but these were not seen in the case of the male. It is

possible, however, that they become apparent only during certain states of con-

traction. In the female the ovse and tentacular bulbs were flesh-colored, and

the entoderm of the mouth of the proboscis was green. In the male the ten-

tacular bulbs were green, the entoderm of the proboscis pink, and the lips

green.

Found off Kimbombo Island, November 25, and off Mbatiki Island, Decem-

ber 5, 1897.

Cytaeis vulgaris, nor. sp.

Plate 3, Figs. 3, 4, 5.

Generic Cliaracters. Cytseis, Eschscholtz, 1829. Margellidse with simple

unbranched oral tentacles upon the proboscis, and with 4 radially situated

marginal tentacles.

Specific Characters. The bell is thin and slightly pyriform in shape, and is

3 mm. in height. The 4 marginal tentacles are somewhat stiff, and are usu-

ally seen curled upward in a semicircular curve. The tentacle bulbs are large

and prominent. The velum is well developed. There are 4 thin straight

radial tubes. The proboscis (Figs. 3, 4) is pyriform, and possesses a slightly

developed peduncle. Sixteen simple oral tentacles surround tlie mouth. The
entodermal cells of these tentacle are disk-shaped, and their free ends are armed
each with a l)attery of nematocysts (Fig. 5). Tlie mouth o]iening is simple,

and, excepting for the oral tentacles, there are no other appendages. Tlie color

of tlie entoderm of the tentacle bulbs is dark salmon-red, as is also the entoderm
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of the proboscis near the peduncle. The remainder of the entoderm of the

proboscis and of the tips of the marginal tentacles is green.

Young Medusa. The youngest Medusa observed by us had only 4 oral ten

tacles. The red color of the basal bulbs of the marginal tentacles extended for

a considerable distance upward along the radial tubes. The bell was 1 mm. in

height.

This form is very abundant all over the Fiji Islands in November and De-

cember. We came across a great swarm of these Medusae within the crater of

Totoya Island.

Bougainvillea fulva, nov. sp.

Plate 2, Fig. 6.

Generic Oiaracters. Bougainvillea, Lesson, 1843. Margellidge with dendriti-

cally branching oral tentacles, and with 4 radially arranged bunches of mar-

ginal tentacles. Proboscis wide and quadratic in cross section. Gonads

developed in the ectoderm of the proboscis.

Specific Characters. The bell is pyriform, and 2.5 mm. in height. The bell

walls are of moderate thickness. There are 4 radially arranged bunches of

marginal tentacles, each one of which consists of 3 tentacles. A dark pur-

ple ocellus is found in the ectoderm of the tentacle bulbs at the base of each

tentacle. The velum is well developed. There are 4 straight narrow radial

canals. The proboscis is wide and quadratic in cross section. There are 4

oral tentacles, each one of which branches dendritically twice. The gonads

are found in the ectoderm of the proboscis. The entoderm of the tentacle

bulbs and of the proboscis is flesh-colored.

Single specimen, obtained in towing with an open net at 100 fathoms, three

miles south of the mouth of Suva Harbor, December 16, 1897.

Laodicea marama, nov. sp.

Plate 3, Figs. 7, 8.

Generic Characters. Laodicea, Lesson, 1843. Leptomedusse without otocysts,

and with 4 simple nnbranched radial canals, upon which lie the gonads. Ten-

tacles numerous. The tentacle bulbs are well developed, and many of them

possess ectodermal ocelli. There are clubs and cirri upon the bell margin,

between the tentacles.

Specific Characters. The licll is quite flat and disk-shaped, and is 5.5 mm. in

diameter. Tliore arc about 50 long, slender, flexible tentacles, each one of which

possesses a well developed basal bulb. A single <lark purple ocellus is found

upon the inner side of the bulb of most of the tentacles. This ocellus is situ-

ated in the ectoderm. There are numerous clubs and cirri (Fig. 8) between

the tentacles. The velum is prominent. There are 4 narrow radial canals, in

the upper portions of whicli, near to tlie proboscis, tlie gonads arc found. The

proboscis is short and slender, and the lips not prominent. The entoderm of
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the radial tubes aud of the basal bulbs of the tentacles is opaque and sliglitly

bluish in color. The entoderm of the proboscis is often green.

This species is common in Suva Harbor in December. It is closely allied to

Laodicea uluthrix, Haeckel, of the Canary Islands and Bahamas.

Laodicea fijiana, no v. sp.

Plate 3, Figs. 9, 10.

Specific CJiaracters. The umbrella is thin and bell-shaped, aud 6 mm. in

diameter. There are about 70 long, slender, marginal tentacles, the free ends

of which are usually coiled in a close helix. These tentacles are very fragile,

and in the adult Medusa most of them are found to have been broken off near

to the basal bulbs. In the young jelly-fish, however, they are usually seen in

a perfect condition. A single dark brown pigment spot, or ocellus, is found in

the ectoderm on the inner side of the basal bulbs of about three quarters of the

tentacle. There are no cirri between the tentacles, but there are about 8 clubs

that occupy this situation. The velum is well developed. The lower portions

of the 4 radial tubes, near to the circular canal, are straight and narrow; but

their upper portions, near to the proboscis, exhibit complex diverticulae. The

gonads are situated upon this complexly developed portion of the radial canals;

and in the female (Figs. 9, 10) the ova are prominent, and project outward in

grape-like clusters over the surface of the genital organs. The proboscis is

short and quadratic in cross section, and there are 4 well developed fimbriated

lips. The entoderm of the proboscis and radial and circular canals is opaque

and slightly blue in color.

Common at Suva, Viti Levu Island, in December.

Eutimeta levuka, nov. sp.

Plate 9, Figs. 30, 31.

Generic Characters. Eutimeta, Ilaeckel, 1879. Leptomedupfe with 8 otocysts,

and 8 tentacles, and with marginal cirri. The proboscis is borne upon a long

peduncle. The gonads are found upon the 4 radial canals.

Specific Characters. The bell is tliin, and flatter than a hemisphere. It is

8 mm. in diameter. There are 8 well developed hollow tentacles. Four of

these are about as long as the diameter of the bell, and the 4 others are only
about one half of this length. Small lateral cirri (see Fig. 31) are found upon
the sides of these tentacles. In addition to the large tentacles already described,

there are 24 small papill?e upon the bell margin, and these are flanked by
lateral cirri exactly as are the large tentacles. There are 8 otocysts, each one
of which contains 3-5 otoliths. The velum is large. The 4 radial canals are

straight and narrow, and the gonads are found upon them near to the circular

vessel. The peduncle of the proboscis is slender, and 1,^ times as long as the
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diameter of the bell. The proboscis is flask-shaped, and there are 4 flanged

lips. The genital organs, tentacles, and proboscis are slightly opaque and

bluish in color.

Several specimens, Suva Harbor, January, 1898.

Staxirodiscus nigricans, nov. sp.

Plate 4, Figs. 11, 13.

Generic Characters. Staurodiscus, Haeckel, 1S79. Leptomedusae without oto-

cysts, but with clubs between the tentacles. There are 4 radial canals, each of

which gives rise to a paii' of lateral canals. The gonads are situated upon the

canals.

Specific Characters. The bell is thin and flexible, and is 14 mm. in diameter.

There are 12 short tentacles having well developed basal bulbs. Between each

successive pair of tentacles there are 7 knot-like protuberances upon the bell

margin, each one of which bears a sensory club. The velum is insignificant in

size. Each of the 4 radial canals gives rise to a pair of lateral branches ; and

thus 12 canals reach the circular vessel. The gonads are developed upon these

canals (see Fig. 11). The proboscis is very short, and the mouth opening wide.

The gelatinous substance of the bell has a brownish tinge. The genital organs,

basal bulbs of the tentacles, and the proboscis are light sepia in color. The

bulbs of the sensory clubs are dark brown.

Single specimen, captured in an open tow-net that was drawn from 100

fathoms, three miles south of the entrance of Suva Harbor, December 11,

1897.

This form differs from the two Atlantic species of Staurodiscus described by

Haeckel (1879, Syst. der Medusen, pp. 145, 146) chiefly in that the side branches

of the 4 radial canals reach the circular canal, whereas in the Atlantic forms

they end blindly.

Gonionemus suvaensis, no\. sp.

Plate 5, Figs. 14-16.

Generic Characters. Gonionemus, A. Agassiz, 1865. Trachomedusse, not

Leptomedusfe (see Haeckel, 1879, Syst. der Medusen, p. 146), with numer-

ous sucker bearing tentacles that are all .similar each to each. There are oto-

cysts situated between the tentacles. The gonads are sinusoidally folded, and

are situated upon the 4 radial canals. The proboscis is cruciform in cross sec-

tion, and the lips are prominent.

Specific Clmrarters. The bell is flat and of moderate thickness. It is about

three times as broad as it is high, and is 8 mm. in diameter. There are aVmut

70 long, stiff tentacles. The proximal portion of each tentacle is straight, but

near the free end there is a small sucking di.sk, and beyond this the tentacle

makes a sharp bend (see Figs. 14, 15). There are about 16 otocysts, 4 in
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each quadrant. The velum is well developed. There are 4 straight radial

tubes, upon the lower portious of which, near to the circular tube, the gonads

are situated. The gonads are folded in a sinusoidal curve alternately to the

right and left of the radial tube. The proboscis is cruciform in cross section

(see Fig. 16), and the lips are prominent. Green pigment spots are found in

the ectoderm of the basal bulbs of the tentacles, and also upon the radial tubes

close to their junction with the proboscis (Fig. 16). The entoderm of the

radial tubes in the region of the gonads is tinged with green. The ectoderm

of the bell margin is of a delicate rose color, and the proboscis and gonads are

brown.

This Medusa was common in Suva Harbor late in December. It is more

closely allied to the species described by Murbach ^ from Wood's Hole, Massa-

chusetts, than it is to Gonionemus vertens, A. Agassiz,^ of the Gulf of Georgia,

Washington.

Aglaura prismatica, Maas.

Plate 4, Fig. 13.

Aglaura prismatica, Maas, O., 1897. Mem. Mus. Comp. Zoul. at Harvard Coll.,

Vol. XXIII. No. 1, p. 24, PI. III. Figs. 4, 5.

Lessonia radinta ? Eydoux, F., et Souleyet, L., 1841-52, Voyage de la Bonite,

Vol. II. p. 643, Zoophytes, PI. II. Fig. 16.

Generic Characters. Aglaura, Peron and Lesueur, 1809. Aglauridae in which

the 8 gonads are situated upon the peduncle of the proboscis, directly over the

points of juncture of the 8 radial canals with the gastric portion of the pro-

boscis. There are numerous tentacles, and 8 otocysts.

Specific Characters. The bell is about 3 mm. in height, and about as broail

as it is high. The walls, although rigid, are exceedingly thin. The side walls

of the bell are vertical, and the top is quite flat with, however, a slight apical

projection. There are about 60 tentacles that are so fragile that they were

broken off short in every specimen observed by us. There are & club-shaped

otocysts, situated midway between the 8 radial canals. Each otocyst contains

a single otolith. The velum is very large and powerful, and it is chiefly by

means of its rapid movements that the Medusa is enabled to dart through the

water. The 8 radial tubes are straight, and very narrow. The proboscis is

flask-shaped, and provided with a well developed peduncle. There are 4

prominent cruciform lips. The 8 sausage-shaped gonads- project outward

from the sides of the peduncle at the point of juncture of the 8 radial tubes

with the gastric portion of the proboscis. The gonads and entoderm of the

I

proboscis are usually brownish red in color. Some specimens, however, are

almost transparent. The Medusa was very common among the Fiji Islands.

Maas, 1897, has figured a INfedusa from the Gulf of Panama that we believe

\

i Murbach, L., 1895, Journ. Morphol., Boston, Vol. XT. p. 403.

2 Agassiz, A., 1865, North American Acaleplia>, p. 128, Figs. 107-200.
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those of Maas may readily be accounted for by the circumstance that his figures

were drawn from preserved specimens that were probably distorted by con-

traction. A very closely allied species is found at the Dry Tortugas Islands,

Florida.

Liriope hyalina, nov. sp.

Plate 9, Fig. 33.

Generic Characters. Liriope, Lesson, 1843. Geryonidae with 4 gonads upon

the 4 radial canals. The circular canal is simple, and without blind, centripe-

tal branches. There are 8 permanent tentacles; 4 of these are long, hollow,

and radially situated, and 4 are short, solid, and interradial. Eight otocysts;

4 ratlial, and 4 interradial.

Specific Cliaracters. The bell is about \\ times as broad as high, and the sides

are straight and sloping. It is 6.5 mm. in diameter. There are 8 tentacles

;

4 of these are radial, and are about as long as the diameter of the bell. They

are hollow, and are covered with rings of nematocysts. The other 4 tentacles

are interradial and very short, and are carried curled sharply upward.

There are 8 otocysts (4 radial and 4 interradial), each containing a single

spherical otolith. The velum is prominent. The radial canals are wide in the

neighborhood of the circular vessel, where the gonads are found. In the upper

portions of their length, however, near the proboscis, they are straight and

slender. The proboscis projects for a considerable distance beyond the velar

opening. The mouth opening is surrounded with nematocysts. This Medusa

is extremely hyaline, excepting that the entoderm near the mouth of the pro-

boscis is slightly rose colored.

This form was found off Taviuni Island and in Suva Harbor. It is closely

allied to Liriope scutigera, McCrady, of Charleston Harbor and the West

Indies.

j^ginella dissonema, IIaeckel.

jEginella dissonema, Haeckel, E., 1879, Syst. der Medusen, p.-340, Taf. XX. Fig. 16.

This Medusa was found by us in the Fiji Islands. Haeckel describes it from

the Canary Islands, and we have found it at the Dry Tortugas, Florida. In a

paper that will soon be published in this Bulletin, we hope to present a figure

of it.

? Cunina octonaria, McCrady.

Cunina octonaria, McCrady, J., 1857, Gynin. Charleston Harbor, p. 100, PI. XII.,

Figs. 4, 5. Also Proc. Elliot Soc, Vol. I. PI. IV. VII.

Several specimens of a Cunina that is closely allied if not identical with

Cunina octonaria of Charleston Harbor, Soutli Carolina, were found by us in

the Fiji Islands early in Januarj', 1898. The Fijian form may be slightly less
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highly colored than McCrady's species; the entoderm of the proboscis exhibit-

ing no trace of the sage-green color that usually characterizes the Atlantic form.

On this account we are in doubt as to whether the two forms are identical

species.

Oceania pacifica, nov. sp.

Plate 5, Fig. 17.

Generic Characters. Oceania, Peron and Lesueur, 1809. Eucopidse with nu-

merous otocysts scattered irregularly between the numerous tentacles. No
marginal cirri. The 4 gonads are developed upon the 4 radial canals. There

is no peduncle to the proboscis.

Spedjic Characters. The bell is of moderate thickness, but is very flexible.

It is hemispherical in shape, and is 6 mm. in diameter. There are 16 thin

flexible tentacles of moderate length. The tentacle bulbs are large. There are

two otocysts between each successive pair of tentacles, and each of these oto-

cysts contains a single spherical otolyth. The velum is well developed. There

are 4 straight, narrow, radial canals, in the middle regions of which the gonads

are developed. The jiroboscis is short, and possesses 8 simple lips. The ento-

derm of the tentacle bulbs, of the proboscis, and of the radial tubes in the

region of the gonads is emerald green.

Several specimens found at Suva and at Nukulau Island.

Oceania ambigua, nov. sp.

Plate 6, Figs. 18, 19.

The bell is pyriform, and 4 mm. in diameter. The gelatinous substance is

very thick. There are 16 short tentacles with large basal bulbs. There are

either one or two otocysts between each successive pair of tentacles. Each

otocyst contains a single spherical otolith. The velum is well developed. There

are 4 straight, moderately wide radial canals. The gonads are situated upon

these canals near to the proboscis. The proboscis is flask-shaped, and there

are four simple lips.

The entodernral axis of each tentacle is brown in color, and the ectoderm of

the proboscis, gonads, and tentacles is green.

Single specimen found at Suva, January 4, 1898.

Clytia polynesise, nov. sp.

Plate C, Fig. 30.

Generic Characters, Clytia, L. Agassiz, 1862. Eucopida) with 16 tentacles

alternating with 16 otocysts. Gonads upon the 4 radial canals. No peduncle

to tlie proboscis.

Specific Characters. Tlie boll is thin and hemispherical in shajie, and is

5 nun. in diameter. There are 16 short, sharply coiled, marginal tentacles,
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with large basal bulbs. Sixteen otocysts, each containing a single spherical

otolith, alternate with the 16 marginal tentacles. The velum is well devel-

oped. There are 4 straight, narrow, radial canals, upon the lower region of

which, near the circular canal, the gonads are developed. In the female the

ova are very large and prominent. The proboscis is small and flask-shaped,

and there are 4 curved lips. The entoderm of the proboscis, tentacle bulbs,

and radial canals in the region of the gonads is green.

Several specimens found in Suva Hai'bor early in January.

Tiaropsis rosea, nov. sp.

Plate 7, Figs. 31, 33.

Generic Characters. Tiaropsis, L. Agassiz, 1849. Eucopidae with 8 otocysts

and 8 pigment spots (2 in each quadrant). There are numerous otoliths within

each otocyst. The gonads are developed upon the 4 radial canals. There is

no peduncle to the proboscis.

Specific Characters: Young Medusa. The bell in the young Medusa ob-

served by us was ellipsoidal in shape, and 2.5 mm. in height. There were 4

well developed marginal tentacles that were coiled in a close helix. The bulbs

of these tentacles were large. In addition to the tentacles mentioned above,

there were 4 small protuberances upon the bell margin that probably repre-

sented the beginnings of other tentacles. There were 8 marginal sense organs

(Figs. 21, 22), 2 in each quadrant. These consisted (Fig. 22) of an entodermal

pigment spot, and a number of otoliths contained in an open fold of the velum.

A cross section (Fig. 23) of the sense organ of Tiaropsis diademata, L. Agassiz,

will serve to illustrate their structure. In Figure 23 the entoderm is repre-

sented in brown and the ectoderm in gray ; the section is taken through the

bell margin. It will be seen that the pigment spot (^gr.) is situated within the

entoderm upon the inner side of the circular tube (c^.) ; and that the otoliths

(o/.) are ectodermal and enclosed within an open fold of the velum {vel.).

There were 4 straight broad, radial tubes. The proboscis was small, and

there were 4 prominent, fimbriated lipS. The gonads had not yet made their

appearance. A number of immature specimens were found in Suva Harbor

early in January.

A species that is closely allied, if not identical, with this ^ledusa is found at

the Dry Tortugas Islands, Floi'ida.

Mitrocoma mbengha, nov. sp.

Plate 8, FieB. 34, ZVt.

Generic Characters. Mitrocoma, Ilaeckel, 1864. Eucopidii) witli numerous

open otocysts, and numerous tentacles and cirri. Gonads upon the 4 radial

canals. No peduncle to the proboscis.
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Specific Characters. The bell is slightly flatter than a hemisphere, and is

9 mm. in diameter. There are 16 short tentacles with large basal bulbs. In

addition to these there are about 80 short cirri upon the bell margin. There

are 32 otocysts (2 between each successive pair of tentacles). The otocysts

each contain 5-9 otoliths. The velum is well developed. There are 4 straight,

narrow radial canals, upon the lower regions of which the gonads are devel-

oped. The proboscis is short and flask-shaped, and cruciform in cross section.

There are 4 prominent, fimbriated lips. The entoderm of the tentacle bulbs

and of the proboscis, and the ectoderm of the gonads, are dull yeUow. The

entoderm of the radial canals is grass-green.

Suva Harbor, Fiji Islands, in January.

Polycanna purpurostoma, nov. sp.

Plate 8, Figs. 36-38.

Generic Characters. Polycanna, Haeckel, 1879. ^quoridse with numerous

simple radial canals. Proboscis very wide; the mouth opening surrounded by

numerous small lappets. Gonads upon the radial canals.

Specific Characters. The bell is lens-shaped, and about three times as broad

as it is high. It is about 30 mm. in diameter. The gelatinous substance of the

bell is very thick, so that the cavity is shallow. There are 16 short tentacles

with wide basal bulbs. In addition to these there are about 120 very small

tentacles, or papills, upon the margin of the bell (see Pig. 28). There are

about 100 otocysts, each one of which contains two small, spherical otoliths.

The velum is prominent. There are about 100-120 straight, narrow radial

tubes, upon the lower halves of which the gonads are developed. The pro-

boscis is very wide and shallow, and the mouth opening large; there are 100—

120 small lappets surrounding the mouth (il/.. Fig. 27). The entoderm of the

basal bulbs of the tentacles is flesh colored. The gonads are slaty blue ; and

the proboscis, especially in young Medusas, is pink. In old individuals it is

usually hyaline.

Common among the Fiji Islands in December.

Rhegmatodes floridanus, L. Agassiz.

Bhegmatodes floridanus, Agassiz, L., 1862, Cent. Nat. Hist. U. S. A., Vol. IV. p. 361.

A Medusa that we are unable to distinguish from Rhegmatodes floridanus

of the Bahamas and Gulf of Mexico was met with occasionally in the Fiji

Islands.

Eirene kambara, nov. sp.

Plate 8, Fig. 29.

Generic Characters. Eirene, Eschscholtz, 1829. Eucopida} with numerous
otocysts and tentacles, and sometimes also marginal cirri. There is a distinct
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peduncle to the proboscis. The gonads are developed upon a restricted portion

of the 4 radial canals.

Specific Characters. The bell is flat with sloping sides, and is 8 mm. in

diameter. There are about 32 very small, slender tentacles, having well de-

veloped basal bulbs. There are 64 otocysts, 2 between each successive pair of

tentacles. Each otocy^t contains a single spherical otolith. The velum is dis-

tinct. The 4 radial canals are straight and narrow, and the gonads occupy

their lower portions. There is a distinct peduncle. The proboscis is simple,

and possesses 4 curved lips. The entoderm of the basal bulbs of the tentacles

and the proboscis are turquoise in color.

Single specimen found in Suva Harbor, December 29, 1897. This form

differs from Eutima pyramidalis,i l Agassiz, of the West Indies, in that the

peduncle is smaller and the proboscis larger than in the Atlantic form.

II. SCYPHOMEDUS^.

Tamoya, sp.

A single specimen of Tamoya, ia a very imperfect condition, was found by

us in towing with an open net at 100 fathoms, three miles south of the entrance

of Suva Harbor.

Nausithoe punctata, var. pacifica, nov. var.

Nausilhoe punctata, KiJlliker, A., 1853, Zeit. fiir Wissen. Zool., Bd. IV. p. 323.

This Medusa is extremely close to if not identical with Nausithoe punctata,

Kblliker. It appears to differ from the latter, however, in that the brownish

yellow spots upon the ectoderm of the ex-umbrella are not so prominent. As

this difference appears to be constant, we consider the Fijian form to be a close

variety of Nausithoe punctata. Nausithoe punctata is found in the Mediter-

ranean, and we have taken it at the Dry Tortugas Islands, Florida.

Linerges aquila, IIaeckel.

Plate 10, FiRS. 33, 34.

Linevfjes aquila, Haeckel, E., 1879, Syst. der Medusen, p. 496.

In the absence of a figure and an accurate description by Hueckel, we are

far from certain that the species about to l)e described by us is identical with

L. aquila of the east coast of Madagascar.

Generic Characters. Linerges, Haeckcl, 1880. Di^^romedusfE with simple

quadrangular proboscis without mouth arms, and with simple quadratic lips.

1 We hope soon to publish a flgui-e of Eutima pyramidalis in the Bulletin of the

Miisc'iiin.
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There are 8 marginal sense organs, 8 tentacles, and 16 marginal lappets. There

are 16 broad radial pouches and branched sac-shaped canals within the lap-

pets. There is no ring canal. There are 4 horseshoe-shaped gonads, the con-

vex proxinud arches of which are divided into two adjacent wings Ijy means of

a median septum. There are 48-52 (in this species 52) wart-like, hollow pro-

tuberances upon tlie floor of the sub-umbrella.

Specific Characters : Adult Medusa. The bell is 13 mm. high, and 16 mm.
in diameter. The side walls are straight and vertical, and the top flat. There

are 16 marginal lappets tliat are about twice as wide us they are long. There

are 8 small tentacles that are about 1^ times as long as the lappets. Eight

marginal sense organs alternate with the tentacles. The entoderm of these sense

organs contains a spherical mass of otoliths (Fig. 34j. The 4 gonads are crescent-

shaped, the two horns of each crescent being separated by means of a median

partition. There are 16 gastro-vascular pouches, and no marginal ring canal.

Projecting inward from the floor of the suU-umbrella into the bell cavity there

are 52 hollow wart-like protuberances. These are arranged in three row^s.

The most proximal row contains 4, the middle row 16, and the most distal

row 32 of these protuberances. The proboscis is quadrangular in cross section,

and there are 4 flanging lips. The general color of the Medusa is brown.

There are 8 rows of dark brown pigment spots running longitudinally down
the inner surface of the lips of the proboscis. Separated areas of brown ento-

dermal cells are found in the distal portions of the 16 gastro-vascular pouches.

Young Medusa. Ephyroe of this Medusa were common among the Fiji

Islands in November and December. They resemble the adult in general color,

but the umbrella is very flat and disk-shaped. The youngest specimen observed

by us was 2.5 mm. in diameter.

We observed the ephyrtc of this Medusa off Taviuni, Ngamia, "Wailangilala,

and Vanua Mbalavu Islands, and in Suva Harbor. We also came across a

large swarm of the adults in the lagoon of Wailangilala Atoll on November 20.

This Medusa differs from Linerges mercurius, Haeckel, of the West Indies in

that there are 52 wart-like protuberances upon the sub-umbrella, instead of 48,

as in the Atlantic species. Also the brown colored entodennal cells approach

nearer to the stomach, and their color is perhaps slightly duller than in the

West Indian form.

Aurelia vitiana, nov. sp.

Plate 10, Fig. 35.

Generic Characters. Aurelia, Peron and Lesueur, 1809. Discomedusa) with a

simple central mouth, and 4 mouth arms or palp.s. The radial canals are nar-

row and branched, and there is a ring canal. There are 8 marginal sense

organs, and 8 broad, sometimes bipartite, marginal lappets, each oi which
bear^ on its dorsal side, some distance away fi'om the und)rella margin, a row
of numerous short tentacles, tliat alternate with as many dorsal lappets.

Specific Characters. The bell is hemispherical and 80 mm. in diameter. The
gelatinous substance is quite thick. There are 8 simple marginal lappets

VOL. XXXII. —NO. 9. 2
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that bear upon their dorsal surfaces, at a slight distance from the bell margin,

a row of numerous short tentacles. The 8 marginal sense organs are large and
deeply set within niches between the marginal lappets. Sixteen narrow chy-

miferous tubes radiate outwards from the stomach cavity. Eight of these are

straight and unbranched, and go to the middle of the marginal lappets. The
8 others give off side branches that anastomose. They go to the marginal

sense organs (see Fig. 35). The mouth arms, or palps, are short and narrow,

and do not protrude beyond the bell margin. Their free edges are lined by a

row of numerous short slender tentacles. The 4 gonads are horseshoe-shaped,

and the subgenital pits are Avide and open. The gonads, palps, and tentacle

bulbs of the adult Medusa are of a delicate lilac. The bell is hyaline. Young
Medusae lack the lilac color, and are quite transparent.

This species was common upon the surface in Suva Harbor in the early

morning hours in December, when the water was smooth and calm. A slight

ripple seemed to be sufficient to cause them to sink out of sight.

RHIZOSTOM^.

Cephea dumokuroa.^ nov. sp.

Plates 11, 12, Figs. 36-39.

Generic Characters. Cephea, Peron and Lesueur, 1809. Discomedusae without

tentacles, and without a central mouth opening. There are 4 sub-genital cavi-

ties, and ventral suction cusps upon the 8 mouth arms. The mouth arms give

ofif short branches that are simple and not dichotomous. There are 8 ocular

canals, and numerous other radial canals. There are 8 marginal sense organs.

Specific Characters. The umbrella is disk-shaped, and the walls near the

peripheri are vertical. It is about 300 mm. in diameter. A large dome, cov-

ered with thick conical protuberances, arises from the centre of the aboral sur-

face of the umbrella. There are about 20 protuberances upon the dome. About

8 of these are large, and the remainder are much smaller. There are 8 mar-

ginal sense organs that are deeply sunken within niches upon the bell margin

(Fig. 39). The ontodermal chore of these sense organs terminates in a mass

• of small white (calcareous?) granules. There are about 9 veiy short marginal

lappets in each octant of the umbrella. There are 8 short, thick, mouth arms,

the ventral surfaces vA which give rise to numerous short branches covered with

suction mouths. Rows of very small tentacles surround these suction mouths.

There are 4 sub-genital pits {gpt., Fig. 38). A general idea of the internal

fitrncture of the medusa is given by Figure 38. The stomach (5) is a wide

cavity lying witliin the great ceTitral dome of the umbrella. It is completely

separated from tlie sulngenital porticus (s. jtor.) by means of the double mem-

branous folds of the genital organs (ov.). Thirty-two tubes (see Fig. 37) radi-

' Dumokuro is the native Fijian name for this species.
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ate outward from the stomach cavitJ^ Four of these tubes are wider than

the remainder, and lead into 4 of the marginal sense organs. All of the radial

vessels are connected one with another by means of a broad ring of anastomos-

ing canals that occupies the peripheral zone of the umbrella. The 4 genital

organs (ov., Fig. 38) are stretched upon 8 fleshy radii, and serve to separate

the stomach cavity (5) from the cavity of the sub-genital porticus (s. j^or.).

Ei"ht chymiferous tubes spring from the cavity of the stomach, and enter the

8 mouth arms, where they send off side branches to the suction mouths. These

tubes also give off side branches that ramify and anastomose within the gelati-

nous lower floor of the sub-genital porticus. None of these tubes, however,

enter the cavity of the sub-genital porticus, that is thus separated entirely

from the gastro-vascular system of the Medusa. The general color of the gelati-

nous substance of the Medusa is blue. There are numerous deep blue streaks

upon the apex of the central dome, and a deep blue band runs around the

outer surface of the Medusa just above the mouth arms. This band is broad

and biforked in the regions of the mouth arms. The chymiferous tubes in the

mouth arms and the radial tubes of the umbrella are deep blue. The tenta-

cles of the suctorial mouths and the anastomosing chymiferous vessels of the

umbrella are coffee colored.

We suddenly came upon a swarm of these Medusae off Vanua Mbalavu

Island on November 25, and in all our subsequent voyaging through the Fiji

group we never saw another specimen. The Medusae were accompanied by a

number of small fish.

Pseudorhiza Thocambaui,^ nov. sp.

Plate 13, Figs. 40-44.

Generic Characters.'^ Pseudorhiza, von Lendenfeld, 1884. Ehizostomse with

a single sub-genital cavity. There is a central mouth opening upon the lower

side of the brachial disk. There are 8 mouth arms, the inner or ventral sides

of which contain a deep groove. The mouth arms bifurcate, and there is a

single long filament that arises from the place of bifurcation of each mouth arm,

making in all 8 filaments. The canal system consists of IG main radial canals

and a ring canal. Centrifugally from the ring canal there is an anastomosing
network of canals, and centripetally there are between two adjacent main radial

canals about 10 canals running from the ring canal inwards radially.

Specific Characters. The bell is hemispherical and 32 mm. in diameter.
There are 8 marginal sense organs, the sensory portion of which consists of a
spherical chore of dark brown pigment granules, surrounded by a mass of small
transparent otoliths (Fig. 41). There are 9 small marginal lappots botwoon
each successive pair of marginal sense organs. The brachial disk, upon which

* Named after Thocambau, kinp of Fiji.

2 See Lendenfeld, R. von, 1884, Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales. Vol. IX
p. 292. Also, 1887, Descrip. Catalogue Medusa;, Australian Museum, p. 23.
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the mouth arms are borne, is attached to the lower floor of the umbrella by
means of 4 pillars. There is a central mouth opening upon the lower floor of

the brachial disk. Eight mouth arms arise from the brachial disk. Xear their

distal ends they bifurcate, and a single long filament arises from the place of

bifurcation of each arm. Thus tliere are in all 8 of these filaments. These are

each about 20 mm. in length, and their surface is covered with wart-like pro-

tuberances. Numerous suctorial mouths are found upon the inner and lower

sides of the mouth arms. They are surrounded by a great number of small

tentacles, forming a row around each mouth opening. In addition to these

small tentacles there are numerous club-shaped papillae between the suctorial

mouths. The surface of these papillae is covered with clusters of nematocysts.

The 4 gonads are V-shaped, the apex of the V being pointed inwards toward

the centre of the disk. The canal system has been described under " Generic

Characters." The color of the gelatinous substance of the umbrella is dull blue.

The sub-umbrella, brachial disk, and mouth arms are dull green, and the 8 long

filaments are deep blue. The 8 radial canals that run to the 8 marginal sense

organs are green in color. The remaining radial canals, however, are almost

colorless. There are a number of white spots upon the peripheral portions of

the exumbrella, and the wart-like protuberances upon the 8 filaments are also

white.

The medusa was common in Suva Harbor in December. It swims with

great rapidity by means of an incessant contraction and expansion of the um-
brella. This movement is accomplished by the action of a powerful system of

circular muscles in the sub-umbrella.

Young Medusa (Figs. 42-44). A young ephyra of this species was captured

in Suva Harbor on January 11, 1898. The bell was 5 mm. in diameter and
quite flat and disk-shaped. There were 8 marginal sense organs. The central

mass of dark brown pigment granules of the sense organ was developed, but

the peripheral shell of transparent granules had not A'et made its appearance

(compare Figs. 41 and 44). There were 24 marginal lappets, the 16 ocular

lappets being about twice as long as the 8 intermediate lappets. There were

16 radial pouches from the stomach. Eight of these went to the sense organs,

and 8 to the intermediate lappets. The sub-genital porticus was already pres-

ent, and the brachial disk was suspended from the floor of the sub-umbrella

by means of 4 gelatinous pillars exactly as in the adult: The epliyra po.s-

sessed only a simple central mouth opening, having 4 cruciform lips. The

margins of the lips were lined with a "row of short, slender tentacles, with

knob-like ends exactly like those that surround the suctorial mouths on the

mouth arms of the adult Medusa. No trace of the genital organs could be

detected, but the gastric cirri wore represented by 12 short filaments (3 in each

quadrant). The color of the ephyra was very similar to that of the adult.

Were it not for the sul>genital porticus and brachial disk, this little Rhizos-

toma would resemble, in all respects, the young of the Scmostomae. We have

fibserved the ephyra of an allied geims, Stomolophus mcleagiis, L. Agassiz,

that was in a slightly more advanced stage than the one here figured ; and in
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this individual the central mouth was still used for the capture of food. It

seems probable that in those genera of Rhizostomse that possess a single sub-

genital space (the Monodenmia of Haeckel), the brachial disk has become

separated from the floor of the sub-umbrella by the enlargement and final

coalescence internally of the 4 sub-genital pits of the Semostomffi.

Cassiopea ndrosia,^ nov. sp.

Plate 14, Figs. 45, 46.

Generic Characters. Cassiopea, Peron and Lesueur, 1809. Discomedusse

without tentacles and without central mouth. There are 8 pinnately or tri-

chotomously branching mouth arms, the lower or ventral surftice of which is

occupied by numerous suction mouths and vesicles. There are 4 sub-genital

cavities, and 4 gonads. There are 12 or more marginal sense organs, and

numerous anastomosing radial canals.

Specific Characters. The bell is flat and disk-shaped, and 50 mm. in diameter.

The number of marginal sense organs appears to be variable. In. the specimen,

here figured there were 22, but in another individual there were only 18.

Whatever their number may be, they are situated at equal distances one from

another. There are 4 small sub-genital ostia. There are 8 pinnately branch-

ing mouth arms, each arm being about 30 mm. in length. Their ventral sur-

face is occupied by a great number of suction mouths surrounded by small

tentacles. In addition to these there are also a large number of leaf-shaped

vesicles scattered among the suction mouths. These vesicles are more numer-

ous near the centre than they are at the free ends of the arms. The umbrella

possesses two powerful sets of radial muscle bands. Twenty-two of these (in

specimens with 22 marginal sense organs) are situated in the floor of the sub-

umbrella, and radiate outwards toward the marginal sense organs. An equal

number are situated in the exumbrella, and alternate in position with the

set in the sub-umbrella. The muscle bands of the floor of the sub-umbrella

usually appear opaque and white in color, especially in states of contrac-

tion. The muscles of the exumbrella, on the other hand, are deep blue-

green. The general color of the umbrella is ashy brown. A large spearhead-

shaped white spot is situated upon the radius of each sense organ at a little

distance inward from the bell margin. Thus in a medusa with 22 marginal

sense organs there are 22 of these large spots. The apex of each of these spots

is directed outward toward the sense organ. In addition to these large spots

there are usually 4 short white radial streaks between each pair of adjacent

sense organs. There are numerous white spots upon the inner portions of the

sub-umbrella. The ui)per flesjiy portions of the 8 mouth arms are white or

slightly grayish. The tentacles surrounding the suction mouths are deep brown
in color, and the leaf-shaped vesicles are olive-green.

1 Ndrosi is the native Fijian name for this species.

I
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We found a specimen of this Medusa in Suva Harbor, November 14, 1897.

And we also came upon a small swarm of them at Komo Island on November

27, 1897.

On January 3, 1898, we observed an individual of this species resting upon

the muddy bottom of Suva Harbor. The aboral surface of the umbrella was

pressed against the bottom, while the mouth arms and oral surface were

uppermost. In this position it remained quiescent for more than an hour,

merely waving its mouth arms in a slow, sweeping manner. Indeed, its ap-

pearance reminded one far more of an Actinian than of a Medusa. It is inter-

esting to observe that the common Cassiopea frondosa of the West Indies, and

also Cassiopea Mertensii, Brandt, of the Caroline Islands possess similar habits.

The number of marginal sense organs in this species is certainly quite vari-

able, and is greater than has as yet been observed in any other species of the

genus Cassiopea. We prefer, however, on account of its close resemblance in

all other respects, to place it in the genus Cassiopea.

III. CTBNOPHOR^.

Eucharis grandiformis, nov. sp.

Plate 15, Figs. 47, 48.

The body of this Ctenophore is 135 mm. in length, and our figures represent

the natural size of the animal. The lappets in this species are by no means so

wide and voluminous as in the Mediterranean Eucharis multicornis,^ Esch-

scholtz. The whole outer surface of the body and lajipets is covered with

numerous long papillse. The auricles are long, and are often carried coiled in

a close helix (see Fig. 48). A pair of long unbranched tentacles arise from

either side of the body near the region of the mouth. The ciliated plates are

very numerous and close together, and are arranged in 8 rows. The oral sense

organ is situated at the bottom of a deep cleft. The windings of the canal sys-

tem through the lappets are far less complex than is the case in E. miilticornis.

The ciliated i)lates, gastric cavity, and chymiferous tubes are cinnamon-yellow

in color. All other parts of the animal are hyaline. This Ctenophore is ex-

tremely delicate in structure, the least touch being sufficient to tear the tissues

of the animal.

We found them in considerable numbers, floating near the surface, in Suva

Harbor, early in the mornings of December when the water was perfectly

calm. The least ripple caused them to sink to an unknown depth.

' Compare our figures with those of E. multicornis by Chun, C, 1880, Fauna

uiid Flora des Golfe von Iseapel, L Monographie, p. 290, Taf. V. Figs. 1-3.
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Beroe australis, nov. sp.

Plate 16, Figs. 49, 50.

Tbe animal is 40 mm. in length, and the body is compressed laterally, one

side being about three times as broad as the other. Our figure exhibits the

broad side. The aboral otocyst is surrounded by a figure 8-shaped row of

branched papillae. The long axis of this row lies in the plane of the broad

side of the Ctenophore. There are 8 rows of ciliated plates that are bordered

by masses of stellate pigment cells (see Fig. 50). Eight radial canals run be-

neath the ciliated plates, and in addition to these there are two wide, straight

lateral tubes (I., Fig. 49). All of these tubes communicate with the circular

canal (c, Fig. 49) ; and are also put into further communication, one with an-

other, by means of a simple network of connecting tubes (k., k., Fig. 49). The

mouth opening is very wide and deep. The pigment cells of the ciliated plates,

and of the papillae surrounding the aboral sense organ, are crimson-lake in

color. The gelatinous substance of the animal is quite transparent.

Many specimens of this Ctenophore w'ere found in Suva Harbor in December.

The animal swims with remarkable rapidity by means of the movements of its

combs of cdia.

IV. SIPHONOPHOR^.

Physalia utriculus, Eschschoi,tz.

Physalia titrlculus, Eschscboltz, F., 1829, Syst. der Acalephen, p. 163, Taf. XIV.
Figs. 2, 3.

Physalia australis, Lesson, K. P., 1830, Voy. de la Coquille, Zoophytes, p. 38,

PL V. Fig. 1.

Phijsalia utriculus, Haeckel, E., 1888, Challenger Report, Zoology, Vol. XXVIII.
p. 351.

Several specimens of this Siphonophore were captured by us among the

Fiji Islands. It is well represented by Lesson's figure.

Sphaeronectes KoUikeri, Huxley.

Diplophysa Kollikeri, Haeckel.

S. KdlUkeri, Plate 16, Figs. 51, 53. £>. JCollikeri, Plate 17, Fig. 53.

Splueronectes Kollikeri, Iluxlej', T. H., 1859, Oceanic Hydrozoa, Ray See. Publica-

tion, p. 50, PI. III. Fig. 4.

Spluvronectes Kollikeri, Haeckel, E., 1888, Challenger Report, Zoiilogy, Vol.

XXVIII. pp. 130, 3G1.

Diplophysa Kollikeri, Haeckel, E , 1888, Challenger Report, Zoology, Vol. XX \" 11 1,

pp. 107, 130, 359.
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Generic Cliaracters (Polygastric generation = Sphseronectes). Polygastric

Calyconectse with a single, rounded, edgeless, subspherical, swimming bell.

There is a complete tubular hydroecium on the A'entral side of the swimming

bell, from the inner apex of which arises the long tubular hydrosoma. The

groups of units are eudoxiform, and separated by free internodes. Each feed-

ing polyp possesses a single covering scale.

Generic Cliaracters (Monogastric generation = Diplophysa). Monogastric

Calyconectse, representing a single group of units, consisting in a feeding

polyp with tentacle and covering scale, and a fertile gonophore that serves also

as a swimming bell. The covering scale is hemispherical, or subspherical, and

possesses a simple ovate or cylindrical canal (phyllocyst) within its ventral

axis.

Sphceronectcs Kdllikeri. — The swimming bell is about three quarters of a

sphere in shape, and is about 10 mm. in diameter. The cavity of the bell is

shallow; and there is a large and powerful velum, by means of the movements

of which the animal is enabled to swim. The bell possesses a circular canal,

and 4 narrow, somewhat crooked, radial canals (r, r, r, r, Fig. 51). These

communicate, by means of the narrow duct (c), with the gastro-vascular cavity

of the hydrosoma (A). There is a straight spindle-shaped vacuolated vesicle (/)

buried within the gelatinous substance of the nectophore. The hydrosoma (Ji)

arises from the inner end of a long, narrow invagination of the outer wall of

the swimming bell (the hydroeciumj. The order of appearance of the various

organules upon the hydrosoma is shown in Figure 52. The first to develop

are the feeding polyps (^) ; then follow, in order, the tentacles (t), the cover-

ing scale (c. s.), and gonophore (cj). The hydrosoma attains a length of about

50 mm., and there are numerous groups of units (cormidia) separated by free

internodes. One of these groups of units that has very recently become sepa-

rated from tlie hydrosoma, and is therefore in the Diplophysa stage, is repre-

sented, highly magnified, in Plate 17, Figure 53.

Diploplnjsu Kollikeri (Plate 17, Fig. 53). — This is merely the free Mono-

gastric or Endoxia form of Sphajronectes Kollikeri, and consists of a single

group of units that has become separated from the hydrosoma of the latter

animal, and leads an independent existence. The covering scale (c. s.) is thick

and hemispherical in shape. It contains a simjile ovate canal or phyllucyst

{phc). There is a single feeding polyp (p), a single tentacle (t), and a gono-

phore (<7). The tentacle gives rise to n)any small filamentous side brandies,

which terminate in nematocystic bulbs. The gonophore serves also as a swim-

ming bell, and its manubrium will become much larger than is shown in

Figure 53, and will contain the genital products. The tube ad. is the means

by whicli the animal was once attached to the hydrosoma of S. Kollikeri. This

tube soon atrophies. The entoderm of the feeding polyps of the manubrium

of the gonophore and of the nematocystic bulbs of the tentacles is rich yellow

or orange. This animal, in the Si)ha;ronectes stage, was met with in various

places among the Fiji Islands. Our drawings are derived from a specimen

found upon the surface of Suva Harbor, December 12, 1897.
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This species is very closely related to Sphseronectes gracilis, Claus, of the

Mediterranean and Tropical Atlantic.^ We have taken S. gracilis at the Dry
Tortugas Islands, Florida.

Diphyopsis angustata, Haeckel.

Plate 17, Fig. 54.

Diphyes angustata, Eschscholtz, F., 1829, Syst. der Acalephs, p. 136, Taf. 12,

Fig. 6.

Diphi/opsis angustata, Haeckel, E., 1888, Challenger Report, Zool., Vol. XXVIII.

pp. 152, 363.

Generic Characters. Diphyopsis, Haeckel, 1888. Diphyidaj with two angu-

lar, slenderly pyramidal swimming bells of similar form and sube(|ual size,

one placed behind the other. The first swimming bell possesses a complete

infundibular hydroecium on its ventral side. The groups of units upon the

hydrosoma are Eudoxiform, and are separated by free intern odes. Each feed-

ing polyp possesses a covering scale. The covering scales are spathiform, with

a deep ventral groove.

Specific Cliaractcrs. The specimens found by us conform to the definition of

the genus Diphyopsis, with the notable exception that we observed no posterior

swimming bell, such as is figured by Haeckel (1888, Plate XXXIII.) in Di-

phj'opsis compressa. It is possible that no such structure exists in Diphyopsis

angustata, but knowing the ease with which swimming bells are broken off and

lost, we hesitate to make such a statement. The anterior swimming bell (the only

one observed) is 37 mm. in length. The bell cavity is long and spindle-shaped,

and terminates in a long, narrow neck, in the end of which there are usually a

number of vacuolated cells containing green pigment (cp.. Fig. 54). There is

a well developed velum, the sudden contractions of which cause the animal to

shoot rapidly through the water. There is a circular vessel within the swim-
ming bell, and also two long curving side tubes (r, r, Fig. 54). These com-
municate by means of a long duct (c) with the gastro-vascular cavity of the

hydrosoma. The cavity of the hydroecium is about 17 mm. in depth. There
is a long spindle-shaped mass of vacuolated cells (/) extending from the inner

apex of the liydroecium into the gelatinous substance of the swimming bell.

The hydrosoma also arises from the inner apex of the hydroecium. It often

attains a length of 100 mm., and there are numerous groups of units (cor-

niidia) found upon it. These are separated one from another by free inter-

nodes. The cormidia all arise from the ventral side of tlie hydrosoma. The
first to appear are the feeding polyps. Then follow, in order, tlio tentacles and
the covering scales. No gonads or swimming bells were seen. Eacli covering
scale possesses a deep open groove along its ventral side. Tlie tentacles give

off simple lateral filaments that terminate in ncmatocystic bulbs. The ento-

^ See Chun, C, 1892, Abhandl. d. Senckenb. naturf. Ges., Bd. XVIII. p. 84,

Fig. 5.
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derm of the feeding iJolyps is rose colored, and the nematocystic bulbs of the

tentacles are orange-yellow.

This is the largest species of Diphyidse kno\VTi at the present time.

Common among the Fiji Islands in December, 1S97.

Abyla qmnctinx, Chun.

Abylopsis quincunx, Chun, C, 1888, Sitzungs Berichte Akad. Wissen. Berlin,

p. 1160.

Abyla {Abylopsis) quincunx, Chun, C, 1897, Verhandl. Deutsche Zool. Gesell., p. 71,

Fig. 13.

A large number of specimens of a polygastric Calyconectre that appears to be

identical with Abyla quincunx, Chun, of the Tropical Atlantic, were found by

us among the Fiji Islands. Huxley (1859, p. 58) mentions having found this

form in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, and he describes it under the name of

Abyla pentagona. Several specimens of the Eudoxia form of this species (see

Aglaisma quincunx, Chun, 18SS) were found by us while in the Fiji Islands.

Tliis Fiji form appears to be identical with one observed by us at the Dry

Tortugas Islands, Florida.

Agalma Pourtalesii, nov. sp.

We obtained this beautiful new Siphonophore near the mouth of Suva Har-

bor, Viti Levu Island. We have also found a number of specimens that appear

to be identical in all respects with the Fijian form, at the Dry Tortugas

Islands, Florida. We hope soon to present a number of figures of this animal

in a paper upon "Medusae from the Tortugas" that is now in preparation,

and will appear in the Bulletin. At present we will content ourselves by pre-

senting a description of the species.

Geneiic Cliaracters. Agalma, Eschscholtz, 1825. Siphosorae short and rigid,

about as long as the nectosome. The whole siphosome is densely covered with

thick prismatic bracts. The dactylozooide and feeding polyps are thickly

scattered along the stem of the siphosome. The gonostyles spring from the

intemodes between the dactylozooide and feeding polyps. The tentilla are

tricomuate, with a terminal ampulla and two paired horns.

Specific Characters. The entire animal is about 25 nun. in length. Tbe

feeding polyps, tasterns, gonostyles, and tentacles all spring from the ventnU.

side of the siphosome. The float is of small size, and is balloon-shaped, and the

pneumatopore is surrounded by radially arranged streaks of dark red pigment.

The swimming bells are dovetailed alternately on either side of the nectosome,

so that their velar opeiiings are found on two diametrically opposite sides of the

nectosome. The siphosome is densely covered upon all sides with thick pris-

matic bracts. The feeding polyps are somewhat stouter in shape than the

tasterns, but in other respects are quite similar to them in appearance. The

I
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tentacles arise from the bases of the tastems and feeding polyps. Each tentacle

gives oif a number of lateral branches which terminate in a coiled nematocyst

battery, an ampulla, and two paired horns. Both male and female gouostyles

are found upon the same siphosome, and they arise from the side of the sipho-

some between the tasterns and feeding polyps. The inale gonostyles are long

and slender, while the female are short and stout, and contain each one of them

a considerable number of ovse. Both male and female gonostyles are borne

upon long, slender filaments that are highly contractile. The color of the ento-

derm of the hydrosoma, swimming bells, feeding polyps, and tasterns is rose-

red or pink. The nematocyst batteries upon the terminal portion of the

tentacles are dark red. The gonads and bracts are colorless.
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LIST OF SPECIES.

HydromeduscE.'^
PAGE

*^ginella dissonema, Haeckel 166

*Aglaura prismatica, Maas 165

Bougainvillea fulva, nov. sp 162

Clytia polynesiae, nov. sp 167

*Cunina octonaria, McCrady ? 166

Cytaeis vulgaris, nov. sp 161

Eirene kambara, nov. sp 169

*Eutimeta levuka, nov. sp 163

*Gonionemus suvaensis, nov. sp 164

*Halitiaria forniosa, Fewkes 160

Laodicea fijiana, nov. sp 163

Laodicea marama, nov. sp 162

Liriope hyalina, nov. sp 166

Mitrocoma mbenglia, nov. sp 168

Oceania ambigua, nov. sp 167

Oceania pacifica, nov. sp 167

*Pandea violacea, nov. sp 160

Pennaria vitrea, nov. sp 161

Polycanna purpurostoma, nov. sp 169

*Ilhegmatodes floridanus, L. Agassiz 169

Staurodiscus nigricans, nov. sp 164

*Tiaropsis rosea, nov. sp 168

ScijpliomeduscE.

Aurelia vitiana, nov. sp 171

Cassiopea ndrosia, nov. sp 175

Cepbea dumokuroa, nov. sp 1"2

*Linerges aquila, Haeckel 1
1"0

Nausithoii punctata, var. pacifica, nov. var 170

Pseudorhiza Thocambaui, nov. sp 173

Tamoya, sp 170

CtenophoTo:.

Beroc australis, nov. sp 1'7

Eucharis grandiformis, nov. sp 1'^

1 Medusae wliose names arc preceded by an asterisk arc represented both in the

Fiji Islands and in the Atlantic Ocean by identical or very closely allied species.
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SiphonopliorcE.

PAGB
*Abyla quincunx, Chun 2<,q

*Agalma Pourtalesii, no v. sp -icq

*Aglaisma quincunx, Chun -.gg

Diphyopsis angustata, Haeckel j^g
*Diplophysa Kullikerl, Haeckel j-^
Physalia utriculus, Eschscholtz

jyy
*Sph2eronectes Kullikeri, Huxley ^r-j
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE 1.

Fig. 1. Penuaria vitrea, nov. sp., female.

Fig. 2.
" " " male.

PLATE 2.

Fig. 3. Cytaeis vulgaris, nov. sp.

Fig. 4.
" " Proboscis.

Fig. 5.
" " One of the oral tentacles of the proboscis.

Fig. 6. Bougainvillea fulva, nov. sp.

PLATE 3.

Fig. 7. Laodicea marama, nov. sp.

Fig. 8.
" " Edge of bell.

Fig. 9. Laodicea fijiana, nov sp.

Fig. 10.
" " Edge of bell.

PLATE 4.

Fig. 11. Staurodiscus nigricans, nov. sp.

Fig. 12.
" " Edge of bell.

Fig. 13. Aglaura prismatica, Maas.

PLATE 5.

Fig. 14. Gonionemus suvaensis, nov. sp.

Fig- 15.
" " Edge of bell.

F'S- 16-
" "

Aboral view of the proboscis.
Fig. 17. Oceania pacifica, nov. sp.

PLATE 6.

Fig. 18. Oceania ambigua, nov. sp.

'' |S- 19. " " Oral view of a quadrant of the bell.
Fig. 20. Clytia polynesiae, nov. sp.
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TLATE 7.

Fig. 21. Tiaropsis rosea, no v. sp.

Fig. 22. " " Marginal sense organ.

Fig. 23. Section through the marginal sense organ of Tiaropsis diademata,

L. Agassiz : ent., entoderm ; ect., ectoderm ; ct., circular vessel, cut

across; veL, velum; pg., pigment spot in the entoderm of the cir-

cular vessel ; ol., otolith enclosed within an open pocket of the

velum.

PLATE 8.

Fig. 24. Mitrocoma mbengba, nov. sp.

Fig. 25.
'^ " Edge of bell.

Fig. 26. Polycanna purpurostoma, nov. sp.

Fig. 27.
" " Oral view of a portion of the bell. M., mouth.

Fig. 28.
" " Edge of bell showing otocysts and tentacles.

Fig. 29. Eirene kambara, nov. sp.

PLATE 9.

Fig. 30. Eutimeta levuka, nov. sp.

Fig. 31.
" " EdgeofbeU.

Fig. 32. Liriope hyalina, uov. sp.

PLATE 10.

Fig. 33. Linerges aquila, Haeckel.

Fig. 34.
" " Marginal sense organ.

Fig. 35. Aurelia vitiana, nov. sp.

PLATE 11.

Fig. 36. Cephea dumokuroa, nov. sp. Side view.

Fig. 37.
" " Aboral view of the disk.

PLATE 12.

Fig. 38. Cephea dumokuroa. Section to show the internal structure: 'jpt., suh-

genital pit ; m. s. o., marginal sense organ ; ov., genital organ ; )•, one

of tlie 8 thick gelatinous pillars that support the membranes of the

genital organs ; these radial pillars correspond in position with the

8 mouth arms ; S, stomach cavity ; s. por., sub-genital porticus ;
rt.,

radial chymiferous vessel; ^ cliymiferous tube in the mouth arm.

Fig. 30. Coplica dumokuroa : Marginal sense organ.

PLATE 13.

Fig. 40. Paeudorhiza Thocambaui, nov. sp. Adult Medusa.

Fip. 41.
" " Marginal sense organ of adult Medusa.

Fig. 42.
" " Side viow of a young Epbyra.

Fig. 43.
" " Oral view of a young Epliyra.

Fig. 44. " " Marginal sense organ of young Ephyra.

i
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PLATE 14.

Fig. 45. Cassiopea ndrosia, nov. sp. Side view.

Fig. 46.
" " Aboral view of disk.

PLATE 15.

Fig. 47. Eucliaris grandiformis, nov. sp. View- of narrow side.

Fig. 48.
" " View of broad side. (Figure uncolored.)

PLATE 16.

Fig. 49. Beroe australis, nov. sp. View of broad side: /, lateral tube; k, side

connecting tubes ; c, circular tube.

Fig. 50. Beroe australis, nov. sp. View of ciliated plates and of stellate pigment

cells.

Fig. 51. Sphaeronectes Kollikeri, Huxley : c, duct connecting radial vessels with

the gastro-vascular cavity of the hydrosoma; c. s., covering scale;

f, vacuolated vesicle
; //, gonophore ; //, hydrosoma ; }>, feeding polyp

;

r, r, r. r, radial vessels of the swimming bell; t, tentacle.

Fig. 52. Sphaeronectes Kollikeri, Huxley. Enlarged view of the hydrosoma.

Lettering similar to Figure 51.

PLATE 17.

Fig. 53. Diplophysa Kollikeri, Haeckel. The free Eudoxia form of Sphseronectes

Kollikeri : ad., tube by means of which the group was once attached

to the hydrosoma of S. Kollikeri ; c. s., covering scale ; g, swimming
bell-gonophore

; p, feeding polyp
;
phc, phyllocyst of the covering

scale ; /, tentacle.

Fig. 54. Diphyopsis angustata = Diphyes angustata, Eschscholtz: c, duct con-

necting the chymiferous vessels of the swimming bell with the gastro-

vascular cavity of the hydrosoma ; c. p., oleocyst ; f, vacuolated

vesicle; h, hydrosoma; />, feeding polyp; v, v, ascending vessels of

the swimming bell ; t, tentacle.
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XXXVIII.

£tude Monographique des Pleurotomaires actuels. Par E. L. Bouvier et

H. Fischer.

Le memoire que nous presentons aux zoologistes est une sorts de

mouographie ou uous nous sommes efForces de reuuir les faits les plus

importants relatifs a rhistoii'e des Pleurotomaires actuels. II se com-

pose de deux parties bleu distiuctes, I'une purement historique, oii nous

avons condense les observations de nos predecesseurs et les renseigne-

ments que nous avons pu recueillir sur les exemplaires connus de ce

curieux genre ; I'autre anatomique et essentiellement consacree a nos

recherches persounelles. Si la premiere partie est destinee a rendre des

services aux hommes de science et a faciliter leurs recherches, la seconde,

croyons-nous, jettera quelque lumiere sur les animaux qui nous occupent

et siu- revolution des Gasteropodes. Les Pleurotomaires, en effet, sont

les plus anciens de tons les Mollusques aujourd'hui connus ; on les

rencontre dans les couches fossiliferes les plus primitives, et Ton t'tait en

droit de supposcr, meme avant de connaitre leur animal, qu'ils servi-

raient quelque jour a rattacher les Gasteropodes archaiques aux formes

qui leur ont donne naissance. Ces previsions furent confirmees en

partie quand, ;\ la suite des heureux dragages entrepris par le " Hassler
"

et le " Blake," M. Dall put examiner des animaux de ce genre et se

convaincre qu'ils avaient deux branchies bipectinees symt5triques, deux

orifices renaux et un anus situc sur la ligne mcdiane dorsale. II rostait

toutefois a pousser plus loin les recherches et a faire, pour les organes

vitaux, ce quo M. Dall avait realise pour la morphologic.

VOL. XXXII. — No. 10. 1
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Ce desideratum, formule par beaucoup de zoologistes, sera satisfait,

dans Line certaine mesure, par la publication du presetit memoire. Grace

a la liberalitc eclairee et a la geuerosite scientifique de M. Alexandre

Agassiz, nous avons eu la fortune, que beaucoup nous envieront, sans

doute, de posseder un des animaux du Pleurotomaria Quoyana recueillis

par le " Blake." C'est le premier animal du genre dont on ait fait

I'anatomie ; nous avons eu toute liberte pour I'etudier ; il nous a ete

livre genereusement, sans condition aucune, et c'est pourquoi nous avons

reussi, bien qu'il fut incomplet, a en tirer un parti qu'on ne trouvera pas

sans interet, nous I'esperons, du moins.

Quelle que soit, du reste, la valeur des observations qui vont suivre,

nous en rapportons tout le merite a I'eminent directeur des campagues

du " Blake," a M. Alexandre Agassiz. A I'auteur de tant de belles de-

couvertes, au naturaliste qui a su retrouver dans les oceans les restes de

faunes qu'on croyait eteintes, nous sommes heureux de dedier ce memoire,

en lui presentant I'hommage de notre respectueuse reconnaissance.-^

PREMIERE PARTIE.

]^tat Actuel de nos Connaissances sur les Pleurotomaires.

Pleurotomajiia (Defraxce), Sowerbt, 1821.

Le terme gcneriqne Pleurotoviaria n'est pas apparu subiteraent dans

la nomenclature zoologique et il semble avoir etc assez gent5ralement

employe avant d'etre decrit et publie. C'est en juiu 1821,^ que nous

trouvons la premiere indication du nouveau genre, dans les " Tableaux

systematiques " de Ferussac. II s'agit de la simple citation suivante :

" Genre VI, Pleurotomaire, Pleurotomaria ? Defrance," Le point

d'interrogation place apres Pleurotomaria se rapporte probablement au

nora latinise Pleurotomaria (qui pouvait avoir differentes terminaisons),

traduction du nom Pleurotomaire de Defrance ; il est pen probable, en

effet, que le baron de Ferussac ait eu quelques doutes en attribuant la

paternite du genre a Defrance, car les auteurs suivauts u'ont pas la

1 Nous remercioDS egalement M. Agassiz d'avoir bien voulu nous pcrmettre de

puhlier en France ce travail qui fait partie des "Reports on tlie Results of Dredg-

ng, under the Supervision of Alexander Agassiz, ... by the U. S. Coast Survey

Steamer, ' Blake.'

"

2 Cette date de publication nous est fournie par Dall ('81, 77). D'autres auteurs

indiquent soit 1821, soit ltili2.
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moindre hesitation a ce sujet. L'ouvrage en question fait partie de

"I'Histoire naturelle generale et particuliere des MoUusques terrestres

et fluviatiles," etc., du pere Ferussac dent la publication a commence

en 1819.

En decembre, 1821, James Sowerby ('21) dit quelques mots du genre

Pleurotomaria sans en nommer I'auteur; ces quelques mots suffisent

d'ailleurs pour le caracteriser :

" Trochus Gibsi. . . . the upper part (of the shell) is smooth, except

the concentric band, upon -which are semicircular stride, indicating a

sinus in the outer lip. . . .

*• This and several other shells, hitherto called Trochi, with the band

around the spire, may more properly belong to the genus Pleurotomaria,

which I may be induced at some future period to adopt."

Cette description, d'apres M. le professeur Dall,^ confere la priority du

genre a James Sowerby.

II est certain que la citation faite par le baron de Ferussac ne peut

pas etre cousidere comme suffisante pour ctablir le genre ; au contraire,

la description de James Sowerby met en evidence les caracteres essentiels

du Pleurotomaria ; mais il est beaucoup plus douteux que James Sowerby

ait entendu decrire explicitement ce genre comme residtant de ses re-

cherches personnelles. Dans le passage que nous venons de citer, I'auteur

parle, en eflfet, du Pleurotomaria comme d'un genre bien connu, familier

a tons les zoologistes de cette epoque et dont il est superflu, par conse-

quent, de nommer I'auteur. II ajoute qu'il pourra etre conduit ulte-

rieurement a I'adopter; cette derniere expression suffirait presque a

prouver que le paleoutologiste anglais n'est pas I'auteur du genre en

question.

Deux ans plus tard (sept. 1823),- Defrance public ('23) les figures de

deux especes, avec la legende suivante :

2. Pleurotomaire ornee (Defr.).

3. Pleurotomaire tuberculeuse (Defr.).

En 1824, Defrance ne fait que citer le genre Pleurotomaire dans son

"Tableau des corps organises fossiles " ('24) ; enfin, en 1826, il doune

la description du genre et cite cinq especes :

Pleurotoviaria tuberculosa Defr., PL aiiglica Defr., (Trocktis anfflinut

et similis Sow.) ; PI. gramdata Defr. {Trochus gramdatus Sow.) ; PL

1 Dall ('81 et '91, 396).
"^ Voir, pmir la date de publication des planches du vingt-8ixiome cahier do

"I'Atlas du Dictionnaire des sciences naturolles, la bibliograpbie de la France," ou

"Journal general de rimprimeric et de la librairie," Pillet aine, Paris, 18123.
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ornata Defr. {Trochus ornatus Sow.) ; Fl. elongata Defr. {Antrochus

elongatus ? Sow.).

J. SowerlDy ('31), dans iin fascicule de sou "Genera of Recent and

Fossil Shells," public fin 1830 ou commencement de 1831,^ donne la

diagnose du genre et figure deux especes {Pleurotomaria reticulata et

PL elongata). II ajoute : "On the genera distinguished by a more or

less deep fissure or notch in the upper part of the outer lip, the Pleuro-

tomaria of Defrance has no canal. .
." Ce passage de Sowerby lui-

meme reconnait formellement la priori te a Defrance. Une deusieme

fois, en 1844, Sowerby ('44), cite Defrance comme I'auteur du genre.

C'est a I'aide des documents precedents que nous devons attribuer la

priorite soit a Defrance, soit a Sowerby. II nous semble que, dans le

cas actuel, I'application stricte des lois de priorite est impossible ; la

citation des " Tableaux systematiques " doit etre ecartee ; la description

de Trochus Gibsi par J. Sowerby ('21), avec les remarques qui Taccom-

pagnent renferment, au contraire, une bonne definition ; mais il y aurait

encore la matiere a discussion, car le nouveau terme Pleurotomaria n'est

pas propose a titre definitif par I'auteur, qui se contente d'aunoncer qu'il

I'adoptera peut-etre plus tard.

La premiere definition reellement complete et indiscutable du nouveau

genre est celle qu'a donnee Defrance en 1826, preccdee par la planche

publiee en 1823. II faut done choisir entre les deux notations : Pleuro-

tomaria J. Sowerby 1821 et.Pleurotomaria Defrance 1826 : la premiere a

I'avantage de la priorite, mais sa valeur n'etant pas absolument dcmontroe,

la question nous parait insoluble, comme nous le disions plus haut.

II faut done renoncer a faire ici I'application etroite des regies de la

nomenclature. II nous semble que I'idce premiere du genre nouveau re-

vient a Defrance, qui I'avait reconnu depuis un certain temps deja, sans

le publier ; Sowerby eut naturellement connaissance de la nouvelle coupe

gcnurique grace aux rapports qu'il entretenait avec Defrance ; on lit, en

effet, dans la preface des "Tableaux des corps organises fossiles," '^ que

ce dernier avait obtenu de J. Sowerby la communication d'un certain

nombre do fossiles ; on comprend tres bien, dans ces conditions, que

Sowerby, en 1821, ait parlc du nouveau genre, sans d'ailleurs se pro-

noncer completement sur sa valeur, ct qu'il nc I'ait adopte definitive-

^ Voir, pour la date <1c publicntion du trente denxionie cahier de cet ouvrago:

D. Sberborn, "On tlie Dates of Sowerby's Genera of IJecent and Fossil Sliells"

(Annals and ALagazinc of Natural History, Vol. XIII, 18!)4, p. 370; R. B. Newton,

Syst. List Edwards Collection (Catal. Brit. Mus., 1801, p. 321).

2 Defrance {'24, x).
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ment, en 1831, qu'apres la description de Defrancc, et en lui rendaut

entiere justice. II nous semble done tout indique de nous ranger a

I'opinion de Sowerby lui-meme et de considerer Defrance comme le veri-

table auteur du genre ; nous croyons avoir ajoute quelques arguments

a I'appui de cette maniere de voir, que nous partageons avec H. Wood-

ward ('85). En resume, nous admettrons comme references originales,

-a la fois la citation de Ferussac ('21), prouvant que le genre etait adopte

par Defrance en 1821, et le passage du " Mineral Conchology " de J.

Sowerby ('21), evidemment inspire par Defrance, et qui met en evidence

les caracteres du nouveau genre. Nous adopterons done la notation

suivante :

Pleurotomaria Defrance (Sowerby) ['21, x].

En terminant ce chapitre, nous adressons nos vifs remerciements a

MM. Deniker, de Paris, Sherborn et Gude, de Londres, qui nous ont

fourni de precieux renseignements sur les dates de publication des pre-

miers ouvrages ou 11 est question du genre Pleurotomaria.

Le genre Pleurotomaria est largement represente dans les terrains

sedimentaires. En 1885, Etheridge et H. Woodward ('85) ont fait le

recensement des especes fossiles et en ont signale 1156 : ce nombre a ete

un peu augmente depuis.

La premiere espece connue se rencontre dans le cambrien inferieur

(zone a Olenellus) des Etats-Unis, c'est-a-dire dans les plus anciens sedi-

ments fossiliferes : c'est le Pleurotomaria {Rajihistoma) Attlehorensis Shaler

et Foerste ('88), decrit d'apres un fragment trouve a North Attleborougb,

Mass. Les Pleurotomaires sont done contemporains des plus anciens

Trilobites et des plus anciens Bracbiopodes, qui out etc longtemps cou-

sideres comme les pins vieux animaux.

A I'epoque silurienne, les especes sont dejc\ tres nombreuses, surtout

en Amerique ; leur nombre augmente encore au carbonift-re et atteint

son maximum pendant la pcriode jurassique (367 especes d'apres Wood-

ward). La diminution commence a se faire sentir au cretace. Les sedi-

ments tertiaires ne renferment que tres peu d'especes, et, pendant

longtemps, on u'en connaissait que quelques unes dans I'eocene ; I'ab-

sence complete du genre a partir du miocene avait mSmc fait supposer

que les Pleurotomaires etaient completement et dcfinitivement cteints :

ceci explique le vif interet qu'a excite la decouverte de la premiere espece

vivante.-' Cette lacune est maintcnant en partie combloe. E. Vincent ('90)

* Morch avait cru retrouver a I'ctat vivant nn autre penrefort int^ressant. Voir

la description de ]\rurrhisomn {Mui-chlsonelln) sprrtrum, de Tile Saiiit-Tliomas (>ralak.

Blatter, 1885, T. XXIT, p. 184); mais cette forme est actuelleaient placee par les

auteurs pros des Turbonilla.
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signale, en 1896, treize especes eocenes; H. Crosse ('82, 6) en indique

deux dans la miocene : Pleurotomaria Sismondai Goldfuss du miocene de

Bilnde et PL tertiaria MacCoy d'Australie, Deux autres especes ont

ete trouvces dans les tufs madreporiques qnartenaires de la Guateloupe :

Pleurotomaria Fischeri Mayer ms et PL Ducliassaingi Schramm ('69) ;

malheureusement elles n'out pas ete clairement definies. Nous ajoute-

rons a cette liste une forme des terrains tertiaires recents d'ltalie : Pleu-

rotomaria gigas Borson et une espece miocene de I'ile Santa-Maria

(Agores) : PI. atlaritica Cotta.-^

COMPARAISON DES EsPECES ViVAXTES AVEC LES EspfeCES FOSSILES.

Les especes vivantes sont rangees dans les deux sections P?itemnotro-

chus P. Fischer et Perotrochus P. Fischer ('85). Les Pntemnotrockns

(Pleurotomaria Adansoniana et PL Bumphii), caracterises par la position

elevee (supra- mediane) du sinus et par leur ombilic, se relient a une

serie de formes crctacees rangees dans la section Leptomaria. Une

espece eocene le (Leptomaria) landinensis Vincent ('96), du landenien

infcrieur beige, presente aussi quelqnes rapports avec \e PL Adansoniana.

En outre, il existe dans le tertiaire de I'ltalie septentrionale un veritable

Entemnotrochus, le Pleurotomaria gigas Borson. Dans un travail recent

('97), Sacco signale, en effet, les rapports etroits qui nnissent cette espece

au PL Bumphii ; d'autre part, elle a aussi des affinites avec I'espece mio-

cene de Btlnde, PL Sismondai Goldfuss. Sacco n'est meme pas ^loigne

d'admettre que Pleurotomaria Bumphii provienne directemeut de PL

gigas et colui-ci de PL Sismondai. D'apres I'auteur, le Pleurotomaria

atlantica Cotta presente egalement les plus grands rapports avec les

Entemnotrochus, et est peut-etre meme identique a PL gigas.

Les Perotrochus {Pleurotomaria Quoyana et PL Beyrichii), caracterises

par la situation inframediane du sinus et par I'absence d'ombilic se relient

a quelqnes formes jurassiques ^ qui semblent appartenir a cette section.

Les deux sections actuellement vivantes du genre Pleurotomaria sont

done representees a I'etat fossilo, niais il n'est pas encore possible de

preciser la fdiation de chaque espece.

EspfecES Vivantes de Pleurotomaria.

Les espt'ces vivantes du genre sont actuellement au nombro de quatre :

le lectcur trouvcra plus loin, dans la liste des spt'cimcns, I'indication des

descriptions et des figures originales, il propos de chaque type ; nous

» Sacco ('97) et Borson ('21). « P. Fischer ('85, 860).
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nous contenterons done ici de donner leurs caracteres dififerentiels et

leur habitat.

Ces esp^ces sont, par ordre de decouverte :

Pleurotomaria Quoyana P. Fischer et Bernardi, 1856.

Pleurotomaria Adansoniana Crosse et P. Fischer, 1861.

Pleurotomaria Beyrichii Hilgendorf, 1877.

Pleurotomaria Rumphii Schepraan, 1879.

Ces quatre especes doiveut etre reparties en deux sections, qui ont

deja ete definies par H. Crosse en 1882 ('82, 8), mais sans etre nommees.

En 1885, P. Fischer ('85) a propose pour ces deux sections les noms
£ntemnotrochus et Perotrochus.

Nous resumons en un tableau les caracteres differentiels les plus

evidents qui permettent de reconnaitre ces especes, d'ailleurs tres

distinctes

:

Dernier tour fortement stri^ longitudinalement

et portant des granulations au voisinage de

la suture. Coloration : flamniules rouges sur

fond rose.

Espfece de tres grandc taille, habitant les An-
tilles.

Pleuroivmaria Adansoniana, Cr. et Fisch.

Sculpture trfes attdnuee sur le dernier tour
;

entaille beaucoup plus etroite que dans

I'espfece preceJente. Coloration : flanimules

passant du rouge orange au rouge carmin et

au violet clair, sur fond jaune blanchatre.

Espece de taille gigantesque, provenant des

Moluques. Pleurotomaria Rumphii, Schep.

f Sculpture tres accentuee forraee de cordons

spiraux rendus subnoduleux par leur croise-

I ment avec des stries longitudinales. Colora-

tion : flanimules rouge vif sur fond jaune

Section 1 : Entemnotrochns.

Sinus situe au-dessus du mi-

lieu du dernier tour ; uu
ombiUc.^

Section II : Perotrochus.

Sinus situe au-dessous du

millieu du dernier tour
;

pas d'ombiUc.

clair.

Espdce de grande taille, habitant les mers du
Japon. . . Pleurotomaria Beyrichii, Hilg.

Sculpture beaucoup plus fine et plus regulifere

que dans I'esp^ce prdcedente. Coloration :

taches ou flamniules obscures rouge brunatre

sur fond rose.

Espbce de taille moMiocre, habitant les Antilles.
"[ Plcuroto77mria Quoyana, Fisch et Bern.

1 Le sinus fournit un excellent caractiire pour ces deux sections ; il est trts long
Chez les Entemnotrochns, beaucoup plus court cliez les Pewtrochus.
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Recensement des Exemplaires Connus de Pleurotomaires
Actuels.

Les Pleurotomaires actuels figurent encore, aujourd'hui parmi les

grandes raretes coucLyliologiques ; le nombre des exemplaires trouves

jusqu'a present deposes soit dans des musees, soit dans des collections

particulieres, depasse a peine una vingtaine. II est certain que ce nom-

bre s'accroitra fortement par la suite, lorsque les conditions d'existence

de ces animaux seront mieux connues ; mais en attendant ce moment,

peut-etre encore loin tain, 11 nous a semble utile de recueillir tous les

renseignements possibles sur ces premiers specimens et d'indiquer ceux

qui ont ete figures. Nos recherches nous out ete grandement facilities

par MM. Crosse et Dautzenberg, de Paris ; MM. les professeurs Dall, de

Washington; DOderlein, de Strasbourg; E. von Martens, de Berlin;

Smith et Woodward, de Londres ; ainsi que par MM. Damon, de Wey-

mouth ; Fulton et Sowerby, de Londres ; Schneider, de Bale, auxquels

nous adressons nos bien vifs remerciements.

II existe au moins vingt et un specimens distincts dont voici I'enume-

ration.

1. Pleurotomaria Quoyana (Type).— C'est en 1855 que le premier

exemplaire de Pleurotomaria actuel a ete recueilli par le commandant

Beau "sur luie nasse mouillee a une grande profondeur, a plusieurs

milles du rivage de Marie-Galante, entre cette ile et la Dominique." ^

La coquille etait intacte ; I'animal et I'opercule raanquaient. P. Fischer

et Bernardi ('56) ont decrit et figure ce premier specimen et signale

I'importance exceptionnelle de sa decouverte. Cette belle coquille fit

ensuite partie de la collection de M. Rolland du Roquan ; a la mort de ce

dernier, elle fut vendue successiveraent h M. Moitessier, a M. R. Damon,

et enfin, en 1872, pour le prix relativement faible do 25 guinees k

j\Irs. do Burgh ^ dont la collection, apres sa mort, est echue h Miss de

Burgh, qui en est actuellement proprietaire.

2. Pleurotomaria Adansoniana (Type). — La seconde espece connue

a ^te decritc et figuree par H. Crosse et P. Fischer ('Gl)), d'apres ua

exemplaire incomplet qui gisait ignore dans la collection du docteur

Commarmand. Cette coquille a ete achetec, en 1858, par M. IL Crosse,

qui la possede encore actuellement.^

1 II. Crosse et P. Fischer ('61), p. 155.

2 11. Crosse et V. Fischer ('Gl, 155) ; H. Crosse ('82, 16) ; Cooker ('95. 122).

3 Ce specimen vient d'etre Ic'giu' k I'un de nous par le savant et regrctte Directcur

du " Journal de Conchyliologie," decide pendant rimpression de cc me'moire.
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3. Pleurotomaria Quoyana. — Cet exemplaire est le premier qu'on

ait recueilli avec raniinal ; il a ete capture par L. Agassiz, en decembre

1871, lors de I'expedition du " Hassler," pres des Barbados, par 100

brasses environ de profondeur. Quelques details concernant son organi-

sation ont ete publies, en 1872, par L. Agassiz ('72) et reproduits, pen

de temps apres, dans une note de E. von Martens (72).^ L'opercule

manquait. Ce specimen est depose dans les collections du Museum of

Comparative Zoology, a Cambridge (U. S.).

4. Pleurotomaria Beyrichii (Type). — L'espece a ete decrite, en

1877, par Hilgendorf ('77), d'apres un exemplaire en mediocre etat,

achete h Enosbima (Japon) a un marchand de coquilles locales. Cet

ecbantillon a ete', plus tard, figure par E. von Martens ('80, PI. VIII)
;

il fait, actuellement, partie des collections du musee de Berlin.

5. Pleurotomaria Quoyana. — Exploration du "Blake," station 290

(1879), au large des Barbades, 73 brasses. Cet exemplaire avait I'ouver-

ture un pen brisee ; il etait pourvu de I'animal, qui a ete etndie par Dall

('89, 397, PI. XXXI, Fig. 1). La coquille est actuellement deposee au

U. S. National Museum de Washington ('89, 397).

G. Pleurotomaria Quoyana.— Exploitation du " Blake," st. 296 (1879)

au largo des Barbades, 81 brasses.^ Exemplaire en parfait etat, avec

I'animal et l'opercule, depose au Museum of Comparative Zoblogj' de

Cambridge (U. S.) : c'est celui qui a ete etudie dans le present memoire.

7. Pleurotomaria Adansoniana. — Exploration du "Blake," st. 278

(1879), au large des Barbades, 69 brasses. Un individu mort, bris^,

depose au Museum of Comparative Zoology de Cambridge.

8. Pleurotomaria Adansoniana. — Exploration du " Blake," st. 276

(1879), au large des Barbades, 94 brasses. Individu avec I'animal, depose

au U. S. National Museum de Washington, figure par Dall ('89, PI.

XXXVII, Fig. 4).

Dimensions : diametre maximum, 88 millimetres ; hauteur maximum,
70 millimetres.

9. Pleurotomaria Adansoniana. — Exploration du "Blake," st. 291

(1879), au large des Barbades, 200 brasses. C'est im superbe ecban-

tillon, pourvu de I'animal ; il a ete depose au Museum of Comparative
Zoology de Cambridge.

1 Voir aussi H. Crosse et P. Fischer ('72) ; 11. Crosse ('7G); A. Agassiz ('^9'),

Vol. II, p. 69.

- Les fifjures piiblioes par Agassiz ('^S) et par Hall ("^0) sc rapportcnt aux s|vVi-

mens de Pleurotomaria Quoyana et de PL Adaitsoniana, dont il est iiiaiiUonant

question.
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Dimensions: diametre maximum, 130 millimetres; hauteur maximum,

130 millimetres.

10. Pleurotomaria Rumphii (Type). — Le type de la quatrieme espece

a ete trouve dans un lot de coquilles des Moluques appartenant au Jardin

zoologique de Eotterdam ; c'est le plus grand de tous les exemplaires

connus de Pleurotomaires vivants. II a ete decrit, en 1879, par Schep-

man ('79), figure trois ans apres par le meme auteur ('82), et, plus

tard, par Sowerby ('87) et par A. Pilsbry.^

Dimensions: diametre maximum, 190 millimetres; hauteur, 170

millimetres.

11. Pleurotomaria Beyrichii. — Un exemplaire en partie brise, achete

en 1881 a Enoshima (Japon) par le docteur Doderlein dans une des

nombreuses boutiques ou sont en vente, a titre de curiosites, des ani-

maux marins de diverses especes [Hyalonema Sieboldi, Fusus pagoda,

Crustaces, etc.). Get exemplaire appartient au docteur Doderlein,

actuellement professeur a Strasbourg.

12. Pleurotomaria Beyrichii. — Un tres bel exemplaire, en parfait

etat, achete a Enoshima, en avril 1881, par le docteur Doderlein h un

pecheur japonais qui I'avait rapporte, avec d'autres especes, de Misaki

(Japon). Ce specimen a ete communique ulterieurement a M. Schneider,

de Bale, puis achete, pour la somme de 950 marks, par Ptetel, qui I'a

legue, avec sa collection, au musee de Berlin.-

Dimensions : diametre, 89 millimetres ; hauteur, 83 millimetres

;

longueur de la fissure a I'ouverture, 33 millimetres.

13. Pleurotomaria Adansoniana.— Get exemplaire, qui etait habite

par un Pagure, fut recueilli dans une uasse a homard, k I'ilet au Fajou,

dans le grand cul-de-sac de la Pointe-a-Pitre (Guadeloupe), a 150 brasses

de profondeur. II a ete figure, en 1882, par H. Crosse ('82, 12, PI. I,

Fig. 1-2) et d^pos^ au musee Lherminier, a la Pointe-.VPitre.

14. Pleurotomaria Beyrichii. — Un bel exemplaire tres frais, acquis, en

1882 ou 1883, par le docteur Gottsche k Enoshima (Japon), a etd achet^

ensuite par M. R. Damon, de "Weymouth, pour la somme de 500 marks,

puis decrit et figure par Woodward (*85). Miss Farrington, de Preston,

s'est rendue propri^taire de cette belle coquille et I'a leguee, avec ses

collections, h sa sceur qui la popsede encore actuellement.

1 Pilsbry ('90), PI. LVII, Fip. LS. 14, et H. Crosse ("80 et '82').

2 Nous croyons devoir rectifier une annotation de Woodward ('85, an bas de

la page 435), qui peut pn-rcr a confusion. L'auteur, d'apres une communication

du docteur Gottsclie, sipnale les deux exemplaires du docteur Doderlein comme
incomplets et ne prf^sontant pas la fissure, ce qui n'est pas exact, car I'cxemplaire

du mu8(?e de Berlin est intact.
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15. Pleurotomaria Beyrichii.— Un bel exemplaire, achete a Londres

par M. Sowerby, sans indication de provenance, se trouve dans xme col-

lection particuliere en Angleterre.

16. Pleurotomaria Beyrichii,— Un exemplaire, achete par M. Fulton

a un negociant du Japon, fait aujourd'liui partie d'une collection par-

ticuliere de New-York.

17. Pleurotomaria Beyrichii. — Un autre specimen, ayant la meme

origine que le precedent, a ete acquis, en 1895, par le U. S. National

Museum de Washington.-^

Dimensions : diametre maximum, 65 millimetres ; hauteur, 60 milli-

metres.

18. Pleurotomaria Quoyana. — Exploration de U. S. Fish C S. "Al-

batross," st. 2354 (1885?), an large des cotes du Yucatan, pres Arrow-

smith Bank, 130 brasses. Un individu mort, en bon etat, a part une cas-

sure k I'ouverture; depose au U. S. National Museum de Washington.

Dimensions : diametre maximum, 48 millimetres ; hauteur, 40 milli-

metres.

19. Pleurotomaria Adansoniana.— Ce magnifique exemplaire, le plus

grand et le plus beau de I'espece, a ete remarque, en 1890, par Lechmeer

Guppy,^ a I'exposition de la Trinite et de Tobago. II a ete achete par

M. E,. Damon et figure par lui ('91), puis acquis pour la somme de 55

livres sterling par le British Museum de Londres, ou il est expose.

20. Pleurotomaria Beyrichii. — Un bel exemplaire, avec Tauimal, a

ete peche, en 1897, au Japon, au large de Boshu, sur le banc Okinose;

il fut communique aussitot h M. Alan Owston, de Yokohama, et au pro-

fesseur Mitsukuri, de Tokio, qui put I'observer vivant.* Ce specimen

est maintenant dans les collections du British Museum de Londres.

21. Pleurotomaria Beyrichii. — Un bel exemplaire a ete acquis tout

recemment par M. Dautzenberg, de Paris.

En resume, les exemplaires connus se repartissent de la manicre

suivante :

Pleurotomaria Quoyana, 5 ; PI. Adansoniana, 6 ; PL Riimphii, 1
;

PL Beyrichii, 9.

II est fort probable quo cette liste n'est pas complete, surtout en ce

qui concerne le Pleurotomaria Beyrichii dont uu ou deux exemplaires,

autres que ceux mentionnes, existent encore en Europe. II semble

memo que cette dernicro espece soit appele iv deveuir moins rare que los

1 Pilsbry ('95), AV. E. Collin jie ('04).

2 Leclimere Guppy ("JO et 'ill), Pilsbry ('92).

8 Mitsukuri ('97).
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autres, car les pecheurs japonais en capturent de temps en temps.

Souhaitons que les specimens soieut nn jour assez nombreux pour

pemiettre d'entrepreudre une etude auatomique complete de ces formes

si interessantes.

Resume de nos Connaissances sur I'Aspect Bxterieur et

rOrganisation de rAnimal.

Une courte description de I'animal a ete douuee par Agassiz ('72).

Plusieurs figures, prises sur Tanimal vivant par M. J.-H. Blake, tant de

Pleui'otomaria Quoyana que de PL Adansoniana, ont ete publiees par

M. Dall/ qui a complete, sur bien des points, la description precedente

;

recemment enfin, Mitsukuri ('97) a publie une courte note sur Tanimal

vivant du PL Beyrichii.

1° Pleurotomaria Quoyatia et PL Adansoniana. — Dall a surtout de-

crit en detail le Pleurotomaria Quoyana, et les lignes suivantes se rap-

portent specialement h. cette espece, a moins d'indication contraire
;

les deux formes different d'ailleurs assez pen.

Coloration generale, teguments. — Le corps est brun rouge ; de fines

lignes sorabres transversales s'etendeut sur la tete, plus serrees en avant

des tentacules qu'en arriere. Le bord du manteau est plus sombre que le

pied. La tete, en arriere des tentacules, preseute une surface rugueuse et

ridee transversalement ; le reste du corps, a I'exception de la sole pedieuse,

est finement granuleux ou papilleux.

Chez le Pleurotomaria Adansoniana, la surface du corps est moins

rugueuse que chez PL Quoyana.

Pied. — Le pied, tres developpe, est pi-esque deux fois plus long que

la coquille. Sa partie posterieure porta un opercule corne multispire,

semblable h. celui des Trochides,^ mais de petite dimension relativement

a la taille de la coquille. En arriere du lobe operculigere se trouve une

surface triangulaire limitee de chaque cote par les prolongcments pos-

terieurs des lobes epipodiaux ; cette surface est legerement tuberculeuse

chez le Pleurotomaria Quoyana, tandis que chez le PL Ada7isoniana, elle

est sillonnee de fortes rides transversales et creusee d'un sillon median
;

d'apres ^L Dall, c'est cette diflerence qui fournit lo caractero le plus net

pour s^parer les deux especes d'apres I'animal.

Epipndium. — II est large, mince, muni, corame les bords du man-

teau, d'uno rangee do petites papilles courtes; il est depourvu des

1 Pall ('80, PL XXIX. Fip. 1 ; PI. XXX, Fig. 1-0).

2 Dall ('89, PI. XXXII, Fig. 10).
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filaments et prolongements qu'on observe chez les Trocliides et chez les

Scissurellides. Sui* I'animal vivant, I'epipodium est iutimement applique

sur le maiiteau, qu'il double en coutournant le bord de la coquille et se

comporte done tout autrement que chez les Trochides, dont repipodium

s'epauouit librement dans I'eau. Celui du Pleurotomaria Adansoniana

est moins developpe que celui du PI. Quoyana.

Tele.— La tete est pourvue de deux tentacules droits et pointus et

prolongee anterieurement par un gros muffle cylindrique, dont I'ex-

tremite, arrondie en forme de disque, porta la bouche au centre et,

inferieurement, un sillon median. Les yeux, situes k la base des ten-

tacules, sont ronds, petits et noirs ; ils montrent une perforation centrale,

de sorte que I'eau de mer occupe la place du cristalliu absent et penetre

dans la coupe formee par le fond de I'oeil.

Manteau. — Ses bords sont garuis de papilles, surtout le long de I'en-

taille qui coi-respond a la fissure de la coquille. Lorsque I'animal est en

extension, les deux levres de cette eutaille s'accolent, sauf a I'extre-

mite interne du sinus, oil il reste une ouverture ayant le role d'un

siphon.

BrancMes. — Les branchies n'ont ete observees que chez le Pleuro-

tomaria Adansoniana ; elles sont au nombre de deux, situees a I'interieur

do la cavite pallealc, pres de la soudure du manteau avec le corps, et

leur ensemble forme deux series presque symetriques de feuillets ajilatis,

deposes de chaque cote d'un bourrelet longitudinal, a parois minces, con-

tenant le vaisseau branchial, et qui s'etend parallelemeut a I'entaille du

manteau.^ L'extremite auterieure du bourrelet est libre sur ime petite

distance et forme une pointe oil les feuillets brauchiaux diminuent de

grandeur. Chacune des deux bi'anchies contient environ trois cent

soixante feuillets. Dans la region ou le bourrelet devient libre, on

observe un renflement des teguments, et, a cote de lui, un petit organe

hemispherique qui est peut-etre sensoriel (osphradium'?).

Apparell digestif. — M. Dall a decrit la mdchoire et la radule dont

il sera question plus loin ; il a observe, chez le Pleurotomaria Adan-

soniana, les restes d'un jabot a parois tres minces. L'extremite de

I'iutestin se recourbe fortement en S avant de s'ouvrir a I'anus."

Reins (?). — Immediatemcut au-dessous de I'intestin se trouve une

glande ou bien une j^airo do glandcs en contact sur la ligno me-

diane qui paraisseut s'ouvrir, pres de Textrdmitd post^rieure de I'en-

taille pallealc, par deux orifices obliques et symetriques. ^L Dall

1 Dall ('89, p. 401
; p. 434, Fig F; PI. XXX, Fig. 2).

2 Dall {'89, PI. XXX, Fig. 3).
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suppose que ces deux glandes et ces deux orifices sont les reins avec

leurs pores excreteurs.

Enfin, M. Dall ('89, PI. XXX, Fig. 3), figure, pres des orifices re-

naux ou supposes tels, une autre paire de pores sur lesquels il ne

s'explique pas; peut-etre faut-il y voir des pores geuitaux.

2° Pleurotomaria Beyrlchii.— Ce que nous savons sur cette espece

se reduit a fort peu de chose : d'apres M. Mitsukuri ('97), la sole pe-

dieuse est jaune-paille ; les cotes du pied sont marques de taches et

de trainees carmiu fonce sur fond orange ; le mufile est rouge-carmin.

Le tentacule gauche de I'individu observe avait une petite branche pres

de la pointe. Les deux lobes epipodiaux se relevent jusque sur la co-

quille, et il semble meme, d'apres la description de I'auteur japouais,

que ces lobes epipodiaux presentent un developpement considerable.

DEUXl£lME PARTIE.

Etude Anatomique du Pleurotomaria Quoyana.

L'animal que nous avons eu entre les mains avait ete extrait de sa

coquille, que nous n'avons, par consequent, pas pu examiner. L'eti-

quette jointe a rechautillou portait les indications suivantes :

" U. S. Coast Survey, C. P. Patterson, Supt. Carribean Islands Ex-

ploration. U. S. C. S. S. 'Blake,' Alex. Agassiz, 1878-1879.
" Pleurotomaria Quoyana.

"No. 296. Depth 73 fathoms, Barbados.

'•' Tliis is the best of the specimens and (except the operculum) is

exactly as when it was taken from the shell."

L'animal a ete represente tel qu'il nous parvint dans la figure 1,

PI. I, du present memoire. Arrache avec effort de sa coquille, il avait

perdu le tortillon tout entier, les branchies, la plus grande partie du

manteau et des visceres, a I'exceptiou de la radule ct d'uno pox'tion

d^chiree de I'oesophage et de la masse buccale. Le pied se trouvait

intact, mais il etait rccroqueville, conime lo montro la figure ; le muscle

columellaire, les tentacules, les yeux, une partie dos parois de la ca-

vity ant^rieure du corps et une faible partio de la region inferieuro

du manteau n'^taient pas trop endommages et so pretaient encore

parfaitcment k des rochcrches anatomiques ; r^2^ipo'ii^^"^ u'dtait pas

apparent au premier abord et nous punies croire uu instant qu'il faisait

defaut ; mais un exameu ultericur plus attcntif nous a jjcrmis de le voir.
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coutracte par I'alcool, h, la partie superieure du pied. II parait peu

developpe et s'arrete assez loin des tentacules.

Pour plus de details sur la raorphologie externe, nous renvojons

a nos figures et aux meinoires de M. Dall, que nous avons resumes

plus haut.

Description de la Radule.

M. Dall ('89, 399, PI. XXXI, Fig. 1) a decrit et figure en partie la

radule du Pleiirotomaria Quoyana : en plus de la dent impaire, il dis-

tingue trois series do dents : 1° les laterales, au nombre de vingt-six,

plus ou moins aplaties ; 2° les uncini, ayant un a trois denticules

presque aussi longs que la pointe principale ; les inicini situes ante-

rieurement (itncini niajores) sont plus forts et ont plus de denticules

que les suivants {imclnl minorcs) ; on compte dix-huit a vingt de ces

uncini ; 3° les laterales minorcs, tres nombreuses, petites, transpa-

rentes et si rappi'ochees qu'il est presque impossible de les compter.

M. Dall pense qu'il en existe quarante h cinquaute; elles sont miuces

et spatuliformes, I'auteur n'a observe sur aucune de ces dents les

touffes qu'il a decritcs chez le Pleurotomaria Adansonlana. La fornmle

, , . . , ^ /21 5\ / 18 45n
radulaire serait done K (

——1~ K )
^"

I o T
"I

—

T~ )'

La lettre E designe la dent rachidienne (impaire) ; les chifFres in-

scrits en denomiuateur indiquent le nombre de cuspides qui caracterise

chaque dent.

Nous allons completer la description de M. Dall en y apportant

quelques modifications-

La radule des Pleurotomaires est extraordiuairement compliquee ; il

existe peu de IMollusques qui preseutent d'aussi importantes modifi-

cations le long d'une serie transvorsale ; mais ces modifications pre-

sentent un rcmarquable caractere de continuite qu'on ne trouve a uu

pareil degre chez aucun Diotocarde ; nous reviendrons d'ailleurs on

detail sur cette particulainte speciale aux Pleurotomaires.

Les rangees transversales n'ont nullement une direction transverse,

mais sont repliees en forme de Y. La figure 12 (PI. Ill) repr^sentant

la radule, vue par dessous, montre cette disposition d'ensemblc ; il est

clair que de ce c6t(^ les dents ne peuvent pas etre aper<jnies ; seules Icurs

surfaces d'insertion sont visibles. Kous avons represente une'demi-rangee

(PI. Ill, Fig. 1) a un plus fort grossissement, egalement vue par des-

sous ; on remarque que la surface d'insertion de chaque detit varie de

forme et de grandeur depuis la ligne uicdiane jusqu'a roxtremite ; c'est

VOL. XXXII.— No. 10. 2
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a la limite du premier et du deuxieme tiers que la base des dents pr6-

sente le plus de force.

Nous avons pu etablir le nombre exact des dents d'une rangee ; il

existe une dent mediaue impaire, et, de chaque c6t6, cent dix-sept dents

paires ; on trouve, en outre, au-dela de la cent dix-septieme dent, la

base rudimentaire d'une cent dix-buitieme. La forme de ces dents est

tres variee, et, pour la commodite de la description, nous diviserons les

dents paires en cinq groupes, qui n'ont pas d'ailleurs de limites precises

:

1° dents centrales ; 2° dents lamellenses ; 3° dents a crochets (ou unclni);

4° dents a brasses ; 5° dents flabelliformes.

Nous designerons chaque dent par son numero d'ordre a partir de la

dent impaire (exclusivemeut). Les dents ayant meme numero d'ordre

dans deux rangees differentes sont toujours rigoureusement identiques
;

nous avons constate le fait tres minutieusement, notamment dans les re-

gions de transition entre deux gi-oupes consecutifs, ou I'on pouvait s'atteu-

dre k des variations individuelles ; il n'en est rien ; la viugt-neuvieme

dent, par exemple, a toujours identiquement la forme figuree.

La disposition generale des dents presente quelques particularites

dignes d'etre signalees ; les deux moities ne se correspondent pas exacte-

ment, mais il y a un leger chevauchement (PI. Ill, Fig. 2 et Fig. 12) ;

en outre, la sui'face ou s'attachent les dents (epithelium lingual) est loin

d'gtre plane ; la dent impaire et ses voisines sont inserees sur une forte

saillie longitudinale, de chaque cote de laquelle on trouve une forte

depression ou sont les dents lamelleuses triangulaires. Au-dela de cette

depression court ime nouvelle saillie qui supporte les grosses dents

a crochet. Ces dispositions so voient fiicilcment en examinant la radule

par dessous.

Dent impaire. — La dent impaire (PI. Ill, Fig. 4, 5, G), de petites

dimensions,^ est presque couchee sur I'epithelium lingual ; elle est con-

stituee par une lame vagnement quadrangulaire, situee dans le plan

median, et prolongee anterieurement^ par une pointe assez aigue ; elle

s'insere sur I'epithelium lingual suivant une bande etroite et allongde

dans lo sens de la lignc mediane (cette bande d'insertion est representee

obliquement, vue de trois quarts, dans la figure 5) ; son bord postdrieur,

tres inclinf^, portc, de chaque cote, deux expansions minces et foliacdes,

visibles h droite et a gauche dans la figure 5.

1 Los dents figurdes isolcment sont toutes figurces au niC-me grossissement de

70 flianictrcs : ce sont toutos des dents du cntr gauche.

' Dans les pages qui suivent, nous appcllerons extreinite anltfrieiire d'une dcmi-

niniide. dr In rtiditic, cclle qui se trouve sur la ligne mediane; par exemple, la figure

2 repreaeute la moitie antc'ricure de la denii-rangc'o gauclie.

I
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Dents centrales paires.— De part et d'autre de la dent impaire, les

premieres dents que Ton rencontre sont de beaucoup plus graude taille

que la dent impaire et que les suivautes ; elles sont inserees (Fig. 3) sur

une ligne a peu pres transversale ; on pent les appeler les dents centrales

paires en limitant cette region, arbitrairement d'ailleurs, aux trois pre-

mieres. Elles sont larges et aplaties (Fig. 7, 8, 9), c'est la deuxieme

qui presente la largeur maximum ; elles portent, du cote externe, uue

Crete de renforcement qui se prolonge lateralement et inferieurement

par une expansion mince et foliacee (Fig. 3), homologue de celles de la

dent raediane, mais diminuant rapidement de grandeur. Leur surface

d'insertion est concave (Fig. 7-9).

On remarquera qu'il existe une assez brusque difference de forme et

de taille eutre la dent impaire et la premiere centrale : celle-ci n'a

point I'equivalent de la pointe que possede la dent impaire. Au con-

traire, la quatrieme dent ne differe de la troisieme que par le retrecisse-

ment de son extremite superieure. La quatrieme etablit done uue

transition tres meuagee entre les dents centrales, et les dents lamel-

lenses ; nous n'avons, d'ailleurs, attribue a ces distinctions qu'une valeur

absolument artificielle.

Dents lamelleuses. — A partir de la troisieme dent inclusivement, la

direction generale de la rangee change et, au lieu d'etre transversale,

s'eloigne de I'axe suivant en angle aigu d'environ 30 degres. La taille

des dents diminue legerement jusqu'a la sixieme ou septieme (Fig. 2),

en meme temps que la forme tend a devenir triangulaire ; entre la sep-

tieme et la vingt-cinquieme la taille reste a peu pres constante, puis

s'accroit rapidement au-dela. Les petites expansions foliacees qui se

trouvent a la base des dents centrales persistent sur les dents lamel-

leuses, mais disparaissent sur la vingt-neuvieme. La huitieme et la

vingt-lmitieme dent sont representees sur les figures 3 (PI. Ill) et 2

(PI. IV).

Dents a crochets.— La vingt-neuvieme dent etablit la transition entre

les dents lamelleuses triangulaires et les dents a crochets. File* pre-

sente encore une forme generale triangulaire (PI. IV, Fig. 1, dent du

milieu) et son extremite est assez mince ; d'autre part, vue de cote

(Fig. 3), elle presente une reraarquable annlogie de forme avec la dent

suivante (Fig. 4) et montre tres nettement le debut de deux cuspides ;

il est impossible de rapporter cette dent aux precedentes plutot qu'aux

suivantes, car elle a des caract^res exactement intermediaires.

Les dents a crochet qui suivent perdent assez rapidement la forme

triangulaire, tout en restant aplaties lateralement ; elles s'allongent.
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s'incurvent, et leur extretnite se munit de cuspides. La treutieme (Fig.

4) est bicuspide, rnais elle possede une faible indication d'une troisieme

cuspide qui va se developper sur les suivantes. La trente et uuierae

(Fig. 6) et la trente-deuxieme sout tres cai'acterisees comme dents tvi-

cuspides ; on observe que le bord externe et le bord interne presente I'un et

I'autre bourrelet d'epaississement : le boui'relet interne, du cote concave,

forme deux des cuspides que nous appellerous cuspides internes^ tandis que

le bourrelet externe, du cote convexe, se termine par la cuspide externe.

Dans la region comprise entre les deux bourrelets, la dent est mince et

aplatie. La trente-troisieme (Fig. 7) ne porte plus que deux cuspides :

la cuspide interne inferieure a avorte, et sa place n'est plus indiquee

que par une legere ondulation du boi-d, dont on ne trouve meme plus de

trace dans la treute-quatrieme. Les dents uumerotees de 32 a 35 sont

les plus fortes de toutes ; ce sont aussi celles dont la base presente les

plus grandes dimensions (PI. Ill, Fig. 1).

A partir de la trente-sixieme, la partie recourbee de la dent diminue

d'epaisseur ; en meme temps, le bourrelet externe de renforcement

prend de moins en moins d 'importance dans la partie terminale, en sorte

que la cuspide externe, toujours mediocrement saillante, meme a la

trente et unieme dent ou elle presente sou maximum de developpemeut,

est de plus en plus en retrait avec la cuspide interne ; en somme, la trente-

quatrieme dent prend deja I'aspect d'une dent unicuspide, aspect qui ne

fait que s'acceutuer (PI. 4, Fig. 21) et devient tres marque pour la

quarante et unieme ; toutefois la cuspide externe, quoique pratiquenient

invisible, existe toujours morphologiquement comme terminaison emous-

see du bourrelet externe, toujours present.

La quarante-deuxieme dent (PI. IV, Fig. 9) est encore unicuspide,

mais elle montre, sous la forme d'un leger renflement, le rudiment d'une

nouvelle cuspide interne, qui se doveloppe rapidement sur les dents

suivantes (voir Fig. 11) et qui parait se former au meme point ou avait

disparu la cuspide interne inferieure des trentieme, trente et unieme et

trente-deuxieme dents. Les quarante-troisieme et quarante-quatri^me

dents deviennent done bicuspides, mais sont fondamentalement du meme

type tricuspide que la tiente et unieme, en tenant compte de ce que

nous venons de dire sur la cuspide externe. Cette structure ne tarde

pas hi se compliquer : la quaraiite-cinqiii^me dent (V\. IV, Fig. 11)

montre, en effct, entre ces deux cuspides internes, le drbut d'une troi-

sieme cuspide interne (cuspide moyenne) qui va se developper sur les

dents suivantes (ex : 48' dent, Fig. 2o), qui deviendront done tricuspidcs,

mais d'un ty[)e different des triscuspides rencontrees antdrieurement.
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puisque les trois cuspides dependent du bourrelet interne. On voit que

la serie des dents a crochet est loin d'etre uniforme. Les dernieres

d'entre elles s'amincissent sensiblement.

Dents a brasses. — La quarante-liuitieme dent fait la transition entre

les dents a crochet et les dents a brosse. Le bourrelet exteme est tou-

jours present ; mais son extremity distale (qui equivaut a la cuspide ex-

terne de la trente et unieme dent) s'etant de plus en plus retiree de la

pointe, n'arrive plus qu'au niveau de la cuspide interne iuferieure et

se termine par una sorte de petit epaississement irregulier, qui se garait

de minuscules baguettes setiformes, dont on n'observe qu'une trace a

peine perceptible sur la quarante-hnitieme dent, mais qui forment deja

uue petite touffe sur la cinquantieme (PI. IV, Fig. 13). Ces soies

sont transparentes avec une vague structure transverse ; leur diaraetre

raesure environ .002 millimetre h quelque distance " de leur insertion.

Leur extremite distale est assez poiutue. Sur la cinquante-septiemc

dent, ces soies sont bien developpees et atteignent I'extrcmite libre de

la dent, qu'elles depassent meme sur les suivantes : elles se courbent

en enveloppant I'estremite de la dent de chaque cote, ainsi que sou bord

convexe (PI. IV, Fig. 27).

La forme generale des dents a brosse n'est plus celle des dents a

crochet : leur courbure est beaucoup plus faible (Fig. 15) et tend a

s'attenuer encore en approchant de I'extremite de la serie (Fig. IG)
;

leur tige est tres araincie.

Les dernieres dents a brosse se modifient sensiblement : leurs cus-

pides sont moins saillantes (ex: 103^ dent, fig. 16); nne expansion

foliacee, laterale et externe, se developpe tout du long de la tige ; elle

est deja sensible sur la cent troisieme dent et devient extremement

developpee vers la ceut dixieme (PI. IV, Fig. 17) et sur les suivantes;

cette expansion va meme former la totalite des dents flabelliformes, par

suite de I'atrophie graduelle de la tige et de la brosse.

Les cuspides paraissent disparaitre un pen avant la brosse : nous les

avons encore aperques sur la cent neuvieme dent ; la brosse existe

jusqu'a la ceut onzieme inclusivement, mais en s'atrophiant rapidement.

Dents flabelliformes.— La cent douzieme dent ne prcsente plus trace

de brosse : une petite incurvation du bord indique seulement sa place.

Les dernieres dents, juscpi'a la cent di.x-septieme (PI. IV, Fig. 5) sont

minces, aplaties, spatuliformes, un peu recourbees ; leurs bases sont tel-

lemont petites qu'elles prenncnt une disposition divergente rappellant

assez celle des fcuillets d'uu cventail, dont les lames un peu courbes

iraient en dccroissant Icntcment. On voit sur la figure, juxtaposee a la
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base de la derniere dent, la base rudimentaire d'uue cent dix-huitieme

dent non developpee.

Plaques basales accessoires.— Dans toute la region moyenne de chaque

demi-serie, la base des dents est accompagnee d'une petite piece acces-

soire fortement adherente a I'epithelium lingual : on l'aper9oit en ex-

aminant la radule par sa face inferieure (PI. Ill, Fig. 1) ou encore en

observant I'epithelium lingual par transparence, apres avoir enleve

chaque dent. La premiere plaque s'observe sur la trente-quatrierae

dent ; il y a deja, a vrai dire, sur la trente-troisieme, une piece analogue,

d'un peu plus grande dimension, mais qui parait encore soudee a la

base. A partir de la trente-quatrieme dent, cette plaque diminue uu

peu de dimension, puis augmente a partir de la trente-neuvieme ; entre

la quarante et unieme et la soixante-quatorzieme, elle conserve a peu

pres la meme taille et la meme forme : elle est ovale et disposee obli-

quement
;

puis elle diminue rapidement et disparait apres la quatre-

viugt-unieme dent. En resume, la radule presente une dent impaire,

quelques dents centrales transversales, une serie de dents lamelleuses,

puis des dents a crochet, d'abord bicuspides, ensuite tricuspides, de nou-

veau bicuspides, ensuite unicuspides, puis tricuspides, mais suivant une

disposition differente, et, enfin, des dents flabelliformes. II existe des

transitions menagees entre ces divers types de dents, sauf entre la dent

impaire et la premiere centrale.

COMPARAISON DE LA RaDULE DES PlEUROTOMARIA AVEC CELLE DES

AuTRES Diotocardes.

La structure de la radule du Pleurotomaria Qiioynna est absolument

speciale et on ne trouve rien d'analogue chez les autres Scutibranches

;

ces derniers montrent, en efFet, une tendance tres nette h. la division

d'une serie transverse en regions specialisecs ; ou y distingue presque

toujours une region centrale formee par la dent impaire et un petit nom-

bre de dents paires (generalement cinq de chaque cote), et deux regions

marginales (une h droite et une h. gauche), constituecs par des dents

aloiigecs ct recourbees en forme de crochet ; entre la region centrale et

cha(]ue region marginale se trouve assez souvent une dent laterale dif-

ferenciee, tantOt rudimentaire, tantot, au contraire, tres forte, ct qui vient

encore accentuer la separation des deux regions, deji\ bien marquee par

les diff(^rence8 de structure et de grandeur des deuts.^

1 Ce sclu'-ma est parfois mndifii' ; la dent Intdrale n'est pas toujours difforencit5e.

En outre, les prcniii-res niarpinales sont parf(jis diffiTcntes des suivantes ; mais,

dans aucun cas, on n'observe de dis])ositions conijiarables a eelles des Pleuroto-

niaires.
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Chez le Pleurotomaria, il y a sans doute des variations considerables

entre les di verses dents d'une rangee, mais il est impossible de tracer des

limites precises entre les regions qu'ou pent y distinguer, car les dents se

modifient de I'une a I'autre (sauf la dent impaire et sa voisine) par des

transitions menagees ; on voit done la difference profonde qui distingue

les Pleurotomaires des autres Diotocardes.

En outre, apres les dents que nous avons appelees centrales, il existe

une longue serie de dents lamelleuses triangulaires, mal separees des

precedentes et dont il est impossible de trouver I'equivalent chez aucun

autre Diotocarde ; si nous les rapportions aux dents centrales, il faudrait

adraettre, pour ces dernieres, un nombre voisin de vingt huit, c'est-a-dire

pres de six fois le nombre (cinq) qu'on observe chez les autres Dioto-

cai'des. D'autre part, il semble impossible de les comparer aux dents

a crochet ; elles constituent done une serie bien speciale aux Pleuro-

tomaires.

II est possible que ces dents aient avorte chez les autres Diotocardes;

aiusi s'expliquerait la brusque difference de structure entre les dents

centrales et les dents marginales de ces derniers. L'atrophie de la dent

laterals chez certains genres de Trochides,^ oil une simple lamelle rudi-

mentaire separe les centrales des marginales semble appuyer cette maniere

de voir et prouve, en tons cas, que des dents peuveut disparaitre dans

cette r^ion de la radule. Malheureusement, cette hypothese, quelque

satisfaisante qu'elle soit, n'est pas etayee par un nombre suffisant de faits.

La presence des dents h, brosse signale'e, par Dall, chez le Pleuroto-

maria Adansoniana et, par nous, chez le PL Quoyana, parait egalement

caracteristique du genre.

II est interessant de noter que la radule des ScissureUa n'a aucun

rapport avec celle des Pleurotomaires, mais se rattache facilement au

type qu'on observe chez les autres Diotocardes.

On voit que I'etude de la radule du Pleurotomaria presente un trds

grand interet ; cet organe possede, en effet, au moins trois caracteres

particuliers k ce genre ; transitions menagees entre les dents d'une

serie, presence des dents lamelleuses triangulaires, dents a brosses.

Le premier de ces caracteres est capital, car il est en rapport avec un
^tat d'organisation primitif par rapport {\ celui des autres Prosobranches,

chez lesquels les dents de la radule sont groupees en regions specialisecs et

depourvues de termes do transition. Pour mieux faire comprendre uotre

pensee, en cmployant une com])araison d'ailleurs tout artificielle, nous

pouvons dire qu'on observe, chez les Pleurotomaires, quelque chose

1 Troschel, Gebiss der Schnecken, Bd. II.
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d'analogue a ce qui se passe chez les Marumiferes fossiles les plus anciens,

dont la deutition est remarquablement horaog^ne et presente des tran-

sitions nienagees entre les dents specialisees, incisives, canines, premo-

laires, etc., qui sont beaucoup mieux separees chez les Mammiferes plus

recents.

Machoires.

Les maclioires ont deja ete decrites par M. Dall ('89). Ce sont deux

pieces cornees minces, tres faibles, et qui n'ont probablement qu'uu role

fouctionnel tres restrcint ; nous donnons la figure de I'une d'elles (PI.

Ill, Fig. 2). Du bord le plus epais partent de nombreuses stries irregu-

lieres et serrees, qui couvrent plus de la moitie de la surface.

Organes des Sens.

(Eil.— L'oeil a ete decrit par Dall ('89, 398) et il en a ete question dans

un autre passage de ce memoire. Nous avous verifie, k I'aide de coupes,

que c'est un ceil tres simple, ouvert a I'exterieur et tapisse a I'interieur

par la retine ; son diametre mesure environ un demi-millimetre ; I'orifice

exterieur est un peu plus etroit. Nous aurions voulu savoir si sa cavite

interieure est absolument vide comme chez les Nautiles, ou bien si elle

contieut une substance transparente plus ou raoins molle, faisant fonction

de cristallin rudimentaire, comme chez les Trochus ; mais le mediocre etat

de conservation ne nous a pas permis de resoudre surement la question.

D'apres M. Dall, il n'y a pas' de cristallin et I'eau de mer penetre libre-

ment dans la cavite. Notons toutefois une grande analogic de forme et

de structure avec l'oeil des Trochus}

Cette disposition geuerale de l'oeil est certainement tres primitive.

Otocystes. — Les deux otocjstes (PI. Ill, Fig. 10) sont situes en avaut

et un peu au-dessus de la grosse commissure palleo-pedieusc : ils sont

ovoi'des, leur plus grand diametre mesure .55 millimetres. Leurs parois

sont epaisses et laissent voir par transparence une cavite bourree d'oto-

lithes hyalins, de dimensions tres inegales, comparables par consequent

a ceux qui out ete dccrits par M. de Lacaze-Duthiers ('72, 141) che2

les Patella; les petits (2 /a k 7 /x) sont exactement sphcriques; lea

gros (jusqu'k 15 /u, et 20 /^i) sont quelquefois sphcriques, mais plus fr^-

quemment ovoides allonges ou bosscles ; on ne saurait mieux les comparer

qu'aux concretions qui se deposeut concentriquement autour de plusieura

centres d'attraction voisins; deux, troisou davautage; la surface extcrieure,

au lieu d'etre une sphere, est composco do plusieurs fragments do sphere

1 Pclseneer ('94, 59).
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qui correspondent chacun h un centre d'attraction ; il semble done que

les gros otolithes bosseles soient formes par I'accroissement de deux ou

trois petits qui se sent accidentellement sondes.

Le nerf acoustique, apres avoir quitte I'otocyste, remonte le long de la

corne anterieure des cordons scalariformes en adheraut ties intimement

k la membrane conjonctive de cette corne ; nous n'avons pas pu le suivre

jusqu'aux ganglions cerebroides.

Le grand norabre et I'iuegalite des otolithes, ainsi que leur structure

tres simple, viennent encore accentiier les caracteres primitifs des Pleuro-

tomaires ; ou sait, en effet, que, oliez les formes specialisees, les otolithes

ont une taille uniforme, une structure plus ou moins compliquee et coa-

stante et que leur nombre subit une reduction parfois considerable.

SYSTilME NeRVEUX.^

Par tons ses caracteres essentiels, le systenie nerveux du Pleurotomaria

Quoyana ressemble k celui des autres Prosobranchcs diotocardes, surtout

a celui des Fissurellides et des Trochides ; ses ganglions cerebroides, ses

centres stomato-gastriques, sa commissure viscerale et ses cordons palleo-

pedieux sont construits sur le meme type ; differences, qui sont toutes de

details, ont d'ailleurs leur importance et rapprochent, a notre avis, lo

systeme nerveux des Pleurotomaires de celui des Amphineures.

1° Centres cerebroides (Fig. 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, G).— Les centres cerebroides

occupent la meme place et ont la meme forme que ceux des Trochides;

tovitefois leur commissure est sensiblement plus large, ce qui tient a uu

etat de condensation moins avauce des cellules ganglionnaires. Get dtat

primitif des centres cerebroides est rendu manifesto par I'etude des nerfs

lahiaux superieurs (m^) et latermix (ni^) ; ces nerfs, en effet, n'ont pas

leur origine dans les ganglions, mais, comme dans I'Haliotide sur la com-

missure (c), au voisinage de la partie renflee des ganglions. Cette dcr-

niere est triangulaire et, corame de coutume, se prolonge lateralemcnt et

en-dessous, sur les cotes de la masse buccale, pour former une longuo

saillie labiale (L) ; les connectifs cerebro-pedieux (k^) et cerebro-

palleaux (k^) naissent cote k cote sur le bord des ganglions, en arriere

de cette saillie.

Sur le bord antericur des ganglions on voit naitrc, de haut en bas,

1 Nous prt'sontons nos vifs rerncrcienients ;i M. le professeurde Lacaze-Duthiers,

qui a fait recueillir pous nous, a Koscoff, do magr.ifiques Chiton fasciuhiris, a M, le

profosscur Pcrrier, qui nous a communique des Turbo radiutus recucillis par M.
Jousseaume dans la raer Rouge. Comme on le verra plus loin, ces Mollusques

nous ont etc fort utiles pour interpreter le systeme nerveux des Pleurotomaires.
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trois nerfs labiaux (jn,^ m,^ m ^) aussi puissants que les deux premiers

;

le troisieme se detache de la saillie labiale dans sa region basilaire qui

est tres renflee
;
plus infcrieurement, cette saillie emet encoi-e un autre

nerf labial {tn ®), puis se retrecit beaucoup et devient alors purement

fibreuse ; elle forme alors la commissure labiale (c^) qui ne presente rien

de particulier.

Sur la face externe des ganglions cerebroides prend naissance le puis-

sant nerf tentacidaire it^) ; il emet, pres de sa base, une petite branche

nuquale et, uu peu plus haut, le nerf opt
i
que (/). II va sans dire que ce

dernier est simplement accole au nerf teiitaculaire, mais qu'il u'est point

fusionne avec lui.

2° Stomato-gastrique. — Comme chez tons les Diotocardes, le systeme

nerveux stomato-gastrique a sou origine sur le bord posterieur de la

saillie labiale {L ^) a une faible distance de sa base ; comme dans ces

derniers aussi, ses connectifs {k) sont allonges, remontent latei-alement

sous les muscles dans les flancs de la masse buccale, et envoient, chemiu

faisaut, quelques ramuscules nerveux (s ^) a ce dernier organe.

La partie gangliounaire (Fig. 12) presente la forme normale caracte-

ristique du groupe, celle d'un fer a cheval. Mais ici, le fer a cheval ne

presente pas les renflemeuts prououces qu'on observe chez les Ti'ochides

et meme chez certains Chitons (Fig. 6 et 7), et qui indiqueut d ja un

commencement de condensation gangliounaire ; a son origine connectivale,

il est un peu dilate, mais, partout ailleurs, son dianietre est sensiblement

le meme.

Les nerfs stomato-gastriques nous out paru plus gros et moins nom-

breux que chez les autres Diotocardes ; nous n'avons pas pu tous les

suivre, en raison du mauvais etat de la masse buccale, mais nous croyons

avoir observe I'origine de tous, soit sur Tanimal, soit en preparations

microscopiques. En dehors des ramuscules issus des connectifs, il? sont

de chaque cote au nombre de trois : deux (s^ s*) se detachent du reu-

flement anterieur et correspondent vrai-semblablement aux nerfs que

I'un de nous a designes par les letti-es s* et s* dans le Tnrbo (Bouvier,

'87, Fig. 5), I'autre (s) se detache du bord posterieur du fer h cheval, au

voisinage de son millieu, et doit etre I'equivalcnt des nerfs s^ et s^ du

meme animal. L'un (s*) des deux nerfs anterieurs se dirige en arriere

et correspond aux trois norfs (s^) des Turbo; il est tres volumincux

et parait renfermer des cellules nerveuses. Le nerf posterieur se bifurque

peu apres son origine.

3° Connectifs issus des ganglions cerebroides et commissure t'isci'rale

(Fig. 3, 8, 9, 10, 11). — Issus du bord postero-infericur des ganglions
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cerebroides, le connectif cerebro-palleal (Jc ^) et le connectifcerebro-pedieux

(k^) descendent, en divergeaut, dans la depression profonde produite en

avant par la cavite du corps (Fig. 3) ; I9 connectif cerebro-palleal est

en arriere et le connectif cerebro-pedieux en avant ; le premier est plus

puissant que le second.

A droite les deux connectifs atteignent leur maximum d'ecartement

vers le tiers superieur de leur longueur ; a gauche ils divergent sur une

plus grande etendue, mais, comma du cote droit, se rapprocbent enauite

pen h pou, et viennent aboutir dans les comes proximales (Fig. 9 et 10, 6'^)

que forment avant leur reunion les cordons palleo-pedieux. Chcmin

faisant, les connectifs envoient quelquea branches nerveuses aux parois

du corps ; les connectifs cerebraux-pedieux en emettent au moins deux

(e, b, b') et les connectifs cerebro-palleaux une (c, c^). Ces demiers,

d'aillcurs, presentent le caractere tout particulier de donner naissance,

sur leur trajot, h la branche correspondante de la commissure viscerale.

A droite, la branche sus-intestinale {h) se detache du connectif cerebro-pal-

leal (k ^) au point ou celui-ci s'ecarte le plus du connectif cerebro-pedieux,

c'est-k-dire ^ une faible distance du ganglion cerebroi'de droit (C). A
gauche, la branche sous-intestinale (h ^) se detache plus bas du connectif

cerebro-palleal (k ^) un pen au-dessous du millieu de ce dernier. Quoiqu'il

eu soit, on observe ici ce fait unique, chez les Gasteropodes, d'uue commis-

sure viscerale issue, non point dcs centres palleaux, mais des connectifs

qui reunissent les ganglions cerebroides a ces centres.

4° Cordons palleo-pedieux (Fig. 4, 8, 9, 11). — Chez les autres Gas-

teropodes diotocardes (voir Fig. 5 et 13), chaque cordon palleo-pedieux

se prolonge proximalcment, au-dessus de la grosse commissure, par une

corne ganglionnaire palleale (C) qui se continue avec les connectifs (k^, k^)

issus du cerveau, et la commissure viscerale vient aboutir dans une autre

corne (Cp, Cd.) qui provient de la bifurcation de la premiere. Dans le

Pleurotomaria Quoyana, il n'en est plus de meme : la corne {C^) de chaque

cordon, fort grosse et ires allongee, ne se bifurque pas et ne donne pas

naissance a la commissure viscerale ; elle se dirige obliqiiement en arriere

et en haut et les conyiectifs {k \ k ^) issus du cerveau viennent aboutir a son

extremite superieure.

D'ailleurs, ces cornes ganglionnaires ne sont pas exclusivemcnt dc na-

ture palleale ; sur leur face externe (Fig. 4 et 11) elles sont creusees

d'un sillon profond (s) qui les divise en deux rubans superposes ; le ruban

superieur (Ps) continue exactement le connectif cerebro-palleal {k^)

correspondant, et le ruban infericur (Pi) le connectif cerebro-pedieux

(k^). II est done manifeste quo les cornes du Pleurotomaire, au lieu
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d'etre exclusivemeut palleales, sont de nature mixte, que la bande supe-

rieure est de nature palleale et I'inferieure de nature pedieuse. C'est ce

que prouve, du reste, I'etude des nerfs qui emanent de cette region ; les

uerfs (a, a}, a") issus du ruban superieur se rendent, en effet, dans les

muscles qui forment le plancher de la cavite auterieure du corps, et qui

sont nettement columellaires, ceux qu'emet le ruban iuferieur, s'enfoncent,

au contraire, dans la musculature du pied ou dans la paroi du corps.

Or, s'il est impossible de contester la nature mixte des cornes proxi-

males des cordons pedieux, il faut en conclure que les cordons sont

mixtes, comme les cornes elles-memes. En effet, le profond sillon que

nous avons constate sur la face exterue des cornes se prolonge manifeste-

ment, sinon sur toute la longueur des cordons, au moins sur une grande

etendue de ces derniers ; il apparait merae, mais beaucoup moins nette-

ment, sur leur face interne (Fig. 11). Comme les cornes proximales,

chaque cordon se trouve des lors partage en un ruban superieur qui

continue le ruban palleal des cornes et en un ruban inferieur qui

continue leur ruban pedieux.

Aiusi, les deux rubans de chaque cordon, en effet, ne sont certaiue-

ment pas de nature identique, du moins au point de vue de leurs rap-

ports et de leurs fonctions. La preuve en est encore dans la position

des commissures qui les relient d'un cote a I'autre et dans la nature des

nerfs qu'ils emettent.

Les cordons se dirigent d'avant en arriere dans le pied (Fig. 9), oii

ils figurent presque un ovale tres pen convexe. Au point oii ils se

continuent avec les cornes, ils sont unis par une commissure puissante

(Fig. 11, i), k la fois gauglionnaire et fibreuse, qui s'etend entre les deux

rubans de chaque cote. Plus en arriere se trouvent d'autres commis-

sures exclusivemeut fibreuses ; nous en avons pu reparer neuf ;^ mais

leur nombre est certainement plus considerable. Elles sont moins r^ga-

lierement transversales que la premiere et emettent des ramuscules qui

se rendent dans la sole pedieuse. Ces commissures sont done vraiment

de nature pedieuse ; d'ailleurs, dans le Pleurotomaire, comme dans les

Fissurelles, les Haliotides et les Trochides, elles paraissent independantes

des rubans superieurs et rattachent I'un a. I'autro les rubans inferieurs.

Ce fait prouve, a notre avis, que les deux rubans de chaque cote nc sont

pas de meme nature.

Un autre fait vient encore rendre plus evidente cette mani^re de voir.

^ Ces commissures sont represcntdcs dans la figure 9; en arritre de la neuvit?me,

les coupes nous en ont fait voir cinq aulrcs, ce qui porterait Ji quatorze le nombre

lies commissures accessoires.
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Comme dans les autres Diotocardes a cordons divises en deux parties

par un sillon, le ruban supcrieur et le ruban inferieur emettent des

nerfs qui n'ont pas la meme distribution. Ainsi que I'ont montre

M. de Lacaze Duthicrs dans I'Haliotide ('59), M. Eoutan ('8G) dans la

Fissurelle et le Parmophora, M. Lt'la Haller dans divers Diotocardes

('84, 20, Fig. 2), les rubaus superieurs envoient des nerfs (a^, a?, a\) en

avant dans les parois du corps, plus en arriere dans la partie supcrieure

du pied, qui est de nature columellaire, ainsi que dans rupipodium qui

I'orne de ses franges. Toutefois, dans notre Pleurotomaire, nous n'avous

pu suivre ces nerfs jusqu'a I'epipodium, reduit et recroqueville, de

I'animal. Entre les nerfs anterieurs issus des rubans superieurs des

cordons, et ceux qui proviennent du connectif cerebro-palleal ou du

ruban qui lui fait suite dans les cornes, il y a tous les passages et le

champ (le distribution est le nieme, comprcnant les parois latcrales du

corps et tout ce qui, de pres ou de loin, fait partie de la region collu-

mellaire. Tout autre est la distribution des nombreux nerfs issus des

rubans infcrieurs des cordons ; ces nerfs (p) se rendent dans la sole

inferieure du pied et sont manifestement de nature pedieuse ; en

outre, comme chez les autres Diotocardes, les deux nerfs les plus an-

terieurs (^>^) sont tres gros et se rendent dans la partie anterieure du

pied.

En resumant ce qui precede, on voit : 1° que les cordons palleo-pedieux

sont le prolongement direct de leurs cornes anterieures ; 2° que les deux

rubans qui les constituent de cliaque cote sont aussi les prolongements

directs des rubans des cornes ; 3° que les rubans superieurs sont la con-

tinuation des connectifs ccrebro-palleaux et les rubans inferieurs la con-

tinuation des connectifs ccrebro-pcdieux ;
4° que, dans les cordons comme

dans les cornes, les rubans superieurs envoient des nerfs aux parois du

corps, an muscle columellaire ou h, ses dependances, tandis que les rubans

inferieurs donnent surtout des nerfs exclusiveraent pedieux ;
5° enfin

que les rubans superieurs paraissent indepeudants I'uu de I'autre, en

arriere de la commissure anterieure, tandis que les rubans inferieurs

sont reunis par de nombreuses commissures d'ou partent des rameaux

pedieux.

En consequence, nous croyons pouvoir dire que les cordons, corame

les cornes qui les terminent, sont do nature mixte, que leur partie

inferieure est pedieuse, et que leur partie superieure est palK'ale, en

donnant au mot palleal une signiBcation etendue et que nous preciserons

plus loin.

La structure mixte des cordons est reudue tres mauifeste par la
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presence de certains nerfs (pn) qu'on voit se detacher sur leur face

externe et qui sont mixtes dans leur nature, comme le montrent les

coupes, on, plus simplement, un examen a la loupe. Ces nerfs sont

surtout communs et faciles a observer dans la partie anterieure des

cordons
;
quand on examine ceux-ci par la face externe, on voit que

leur sillon est interrompu, de distance en distance, par des saillies

liueaires obliques qui prennent leur origine dans les rubans superieurs,

se dirigent vers les rubans inferieurs, et, apres les avoir atteints, se

fusionnent, pour former un nerf, avec une racine nerveuse emanee de ces

deruiers. Ces uerfs mixtes se rendent dans le plan moyeu du pied, et,

bien que nous n'ayons pu suivre leur trajet jusqu'au bout, doivent avoir

une distribution mixte, certains de leiirs ramuscules se rendaut a la

part.ie superieure et columellaire du pied, les autres dans sa partie infe-

rieure ou pedieuse. L'existence de ces nerfs prouve, une fois de plus,

que des parties contigues, mais de nature differente, peuvent confondre

leurs organes d'innervation tout en restant distinctes dans leur origine

et dans leur distribution. II en est de meme des nerfs acoustiques :

dans le Pleurotomaria Quoyana, par exemple, les octocystes (o) sont situees,

comme dans les autres Diotocardes, sur le bord anterieur de la grosse

commissure pedieuse (i), ou un tractus fibreux les reunit, aussi les 7ierfs

acoustiques (o^) se confondeut-ils avec les connectifs cerebro-palleaux, et

il nous a meme ete impossible, dans notre animal, de les suivre jusqu'aux

ganglions cerebroides, oii ils- prennent pourtaut leur origine. Cette loi

a ete rendue parfaitement evidente par M. de Lacaze-Duthiers ('72) en

ce qui conceme les nerfs acoustiques des Gasteropodes, mais I'etude du

systeme nerveux des Mollusques en fournirait sans difficultes d'autres

exemples.

5° Commissure viscerale, nerfs palleaux (Fig. 3, 8, 9, 11). — Aiusi que

nous I'avons fait remarquer plus haut, les branches de la commissure

viscerale ont une origine connectivale qu'on n'observe nulle part ailleurs

chez les Gasteropodes, et qui donne au systeme nerveux du Pleurotomaria

Quoyana un aspect des plus caracteristiqucs. La branche sus-i?ifestijiole

(h) se detaclie du connectif ccrcl)ro-pallcal (P) a une faible distance du

ganglion cerebroTde droit ; elle se dirige en arriere en suivant la paroi

dorsalc du corps, puis se recourbe progressivement a gauche et passe

au-dessus du jabot de I'animal. Dans notre animal, cct organe ^tait

en mauvais etat et rdduit h ses pai'ois dc'chirees et affaissces ; au point

oil s'effectua la rupture quand on arracha lo MoUusque de la coquille,

s'ctaicnt prodnites des lesions qui, heureuseraent, n'avaicnt pas enlevd

la branche nerveuse; nous avons pu la suivre jusqu'au point oii
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les parois dorsales du corps cessaient d'exister, comme I'indique la

figure.

Quant a la hranche sous-intestinale (A^) elle se detache beaucoup plus

bas du connectif cerebro-palleal gauche (F), nous I'avous vu se dinger a

droite sous le tube digestif, muis elle etait rompue a peu pres au niveau

de ce dernier.

En tous cas, nos recherches sent suffisantes pour etablir que les Pleu-

rotomaires possedent, comme les autres Prosobranches, une commissure

viscerale croisee.

Nous avons etc moins heureux dans notre etude des nerfs palleaux

proprement dits, et c'est une lacune que nous sommes les premiers a

deplorer. Ordinairement ces nerfs sont volumineus et d'une dissection

des plus faciles, au moins a leur origine ; ici, nous ne sommes pas

certains de les avoir aperQus ; ^ droite, nous ne voyons rien qui puisse

leur correspondre ; mais, a gauche, nous considerons comme nerf palleal

une branche nerveuse (Fig. 8, m) qui se detache du connectif cerebro-

palleal presque au meme point que la commissure viscerale, Au reste,

comme on peut s'en convaincre en jetant un coup d'oeil sur la figure 1,

qui represente I'animal tel qu'il nous fut communique, c'est a peine si

notre Pleurotomaire presentait les restcs de la partie inferieure du man-

teau, et nous nous demandons si les dechirures n'auraient pas arrache,

jusqu'a leur racine, les grands nerfs palleaux. Si Ton considere cette

hypothese comme improbable, et nous convenons qu'elle en a toutes les

apparences, il faut admettre que nous n'avons pas sii apercevoir, au

moins a droite, les vraies origines palleales. On sait que, chez les autres

Diotocardes, les grands nerfs palleaux se detachent des comes palleales

superieures ou dans le voisinage de celles-ci,^

De la branche sus-intestinale de la commissure viscerale, nous n'avons

vu naitre qu'un nerf assez grele (Fig. 3 et 8, d), qui se rendait en arriere

dans les teguments dorsaux. De la branche sous-intestinale naissaient

deux nerfs columellaires posterieurs (l, l^), dont I'un etait tres volumineux.

Entre le point oii elle se detache du connectif cerebro-palleal gauche et

la corne pallco-pedieuse correspondante, cette branche est tres volumi-

neuse ; nous avons vu qu'elle emet, au premier de ces points, uu nerf

assez puissant (Fig. 8 et 9, m), qui plonge, a gauche, dans les parois du

corps, et qu'on doit considerer, a notre avis, comme un nerf palleal

gauche,

^ Peut-etre faut-il consitlorer comme les nerfs pallo'anx deux pros nerts (Fig.

11, a^, <i^-) qui naissent des rubans supe'ricurs un pcu en arriere de la commissure

pallco-pedieuse.
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Nature des Centres J^erveux du Pied chez les Gasteropodes.

Les faits qui precedent nous paraissent propres a jeter la lumiere sur

im point de I'histoire naturelle des MoUusques qui a souleve les plus

nombreuses et les plus vives controverses, nous voulons parler de la

nature des cordons ganglionnaires du pied des Diotocardes et de I'eten-

due que presentent les centres palleaux de ces Gasteropodes. Sans

vouloir remonter au debut de cette controverse, ce qui n'aurait aucune

utilite, nous dirons que M. de Lacaze-Duthiers ('59, '90), et, a sa suite,

MM. Wegmaun ('84) et Boutan (*86, '88, '90, '98) considerent les cordons

du pied des Diotocardes comme formes par la fusion, suivant leur

longueur, des centres palleaux et pedieux de chaque cote, tandis que

MM. Spengel ('81), Bela Haller ('84, '89, '94), Thiele ('90) et Pelseneer

('87, '88, '90, '91), les regardent comme frauchement pedieux et con-

siderent comme centres palleaux les coi-nes ganglionnaires qui les prece-

dent et qui donnent naissance a la commissure viscerale et aux nerfs

palleaux. Abstraction faite de la nature de I'epipodiura, sur laquelle

nous reviendrons plus loin, les arguments esseutiels foui'nis par les

premiers sont les suivants : 1" les cordons du pied sent divises en deux

rubans superposes par un sillon extei'ne ; 2° le ruban inferieur est en

relation avec le connectif cerebro-pedieux et le ruban superieur, plus ou

moius directeinent, avec le connectif cerebro-palleal et les nerfs palleaux.

Les arguments de la partie adverse sont essentiellement tires de I'exis-

teuce d'un vrai ganglion palleal chez les Diotocardes, ganglion qui se

trouve dans la region proximale des cordons, en avant de la grande

commissure anterienre ; si I'on admettait, disent-ils avec M. Pelseneer,

que ces ganglions se continuent dans le ruban superieur des cordons, il

faudrait admettre aussi que les ganglions palleaux sont commissures, ce

qui n'existe pas chez les MoUusques. Les arguments de second ordre

seront signales plus loin.

Pour notre part, nous croyons que la premiere theorie est I'expression

exacte de la verite, mais que la seconde est loin de s'en eloigner, au fond,

autant qu'ou pourrait le croire. Commen9ons d'abord par preciser, aussi

cxacteniont que possible, le sens qu'ou donne communement au terme

de pallenl ou a son ecjuivalent, celui de pleural, en anatomie comparce

des MoUusques.

Si Ton s'en tenait a rotymologic meme des mots palleal ou pleural, on

devrait reserver les noms de ganglions palleaux ou de ganglions pleuraux

aux ganglions qui president a riuncrvation du pallium ou manteau et

des parois du corps des MoUusques. !Mais, en rcalitc, ces tcrmcs out du,
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par la force des choses, recevoir une signification plu3 large. Chez les

Gasteropodes, ou les ganglions palleaux (ganglions pleuraux) sont bien

distincts— et c'est le cas chez tons les Monotocardes— ces ganglions

donnent naissance aux nerfs du manteau ou vrais nerfs palleaux, a cer-

tains nerfs des parois anterieures du corps et a certains nerfs des muscles

columellaires. Qu'il y ait ou non communaute d'origine entre ces der-

nieres parties, il est certain que les nerfs qui les innervent presentent des

caracteres communs, non seulement a cause de leur origine dans un meme

centre, mais aussi en raison des anastomoses qu'ils contractent frequem-

ment ou de leur champ de distribution, qui est mixte : le plus souvent, en

efFet, sinon toujours, on voit les nerfs palleaux envoyer des rameaux dans

les parties du muscle columellaire et des parois du corps qu'ils traversent,

Quoi qu'il en soit, il ressort de ce qui precede que le champ d'innervation

des centres palleaux appeles aussi centres pleuraux, est des plus vastes et

s'etend bien au-dela du manteau proprement dit ou des parois du corps.

1° Pleurotomaires. — Ceci dit, reveuons au Pleurotomaire. L'interet

essentiel de ce curieux Gasteropode, c'est qu'il ne presente pas, comme

les autres Diotocardes, de corne palleale distincte en avaut des cordons

ganglionnaires du pied ; de sorte que, si Ton interpretait au sens etroit

la theorie de M. Haller et de M. Pelseneer, il faudrait dire que le Pleu-

rotomaire est depourvu de centres palleaux. A priori, cette interpretation

est inexacte, car notre Mollusque a un manteau, un muscle columellaire

et des parois du corps aussi developpees que les Haliotis ou les Trochiis,

de sorte qu'il doit avoir comme eux, c'est evident, des ganglions et des

nerfs palleaux. Aussi bien, nous voulons rejeter cette interpretation,

que seul, peut-etre, M. Thiele ^ pourrait accepter, et nous croyons entrer

tout k fait dans les vues de MM. Haller et Pelseneer, en disant que les

centres palleaux sont formes, en partie du moins, par le ruban superieur

(Fig. 4 et 11, Ps) de la corne unique, qui prolonge proximalement de

chaque c6te les cordons pedieux. Nous avons vu, en effet, que ce ruban

est le prolongement direct du connectif ccrebro-palleal (P) et qu'il dmet,

par I'intermediaire de ce connectif, la commissure viscerale, des nerfs

parietaux, des nerfs palleaux proprement dits et des nerfs columellaires.

Quant au ruban inferieur (P/), qui se continue par le connectif cerebro-

^ Thiele ('02), en effet, ne considcre point comme des centres palleaux les

cordons lateraux des Cliitons, mais il les assimile au plexus epipodial de rHaliotlde,

sans d'ailleurs en donner de raison serieuse. Pour lui, les panpllons palleaux se

de'velopperaient ultcrieurement chez les Prosobranches. Cette opinion, qu'aucun
auteur n'a pu adopter, est en contradiction manifeste avec les faits signales dans
le pre'sent nn-'moire.
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pedieux (P), aucun fait ne saurait nous permettre de le considerer

comme palleal, et ses connexions indiquent manifestement qu'il est de

nature pedieuse.

Nous void, des Jors, en presence de comes ganglionnaires (c^) qui sont

mixtes a tous egards, palleales dans leur ruban superieur et pedieuses dans

leur ruban inferieur. Or, chacune de ces cornes est le prolongement

d'un cordon ganglionnaire du pied, et chacun des rubans qui les compose

est le prolongement du ruban correspondant de chaque cordon. Si les

cornes sont palleales dans leur partie superieure et pedieuses dans leur

partie inferieure, tout semble des lors indiquer qu'il en est de meme des

cordons. En fait, c'est ce que montre egaleraent I'etude des nerfs emis

par les rubans qui constituent chacun d'eux. Ainsi qu'on le savait

depuis longtemps, et comme on peut s'en convaincre par les figures qu'a

donnees M. Bela Haller ('84, 38, Fig. 4), le pied des Diotocardes et des

autres Gasteropodes se compose de deux parties : I'une, superieure, qui

est formee par les fibres musculaires anterieures du muscle columellaire

et qui recouvre les cordons ; I'autre, inferieure, qui constitue la sole

pedieuse. Or les nerfs issus du ruban superieur se rendent dans la

partie superieure du pied, et, comme il est facile de s'en convaincre par la

dissection des nerfs les plus anterieurs des cordons, dans sa partie colu-

mellaire ; tandis que les nerfs emis par le ruban inferieur se rendent en

divers points de la sole pedieuse. En d'autres termes, le ruban superieur

des cordons innerve la zone' columellaire comme le rubau superieur des

cornes, dont il est impossible, d'ailleurs, de le separer ; il est des lors,

comme lui, de nature palleale.

Ainsi dans le Pleurotomaire, chaque cordon du pied se compose d'un

cordon de nature palleale et d'un cordon de nature pedieuse, de sorte

que ces centres ganglionnaires sont mixtes, sinon de leur naissance h

leur extremite, au moins sur une grande partie de leur etcndue.^

Ccci etant etabli, et la grosse commissure des cordons reunissant aussi

bien les rubans superieurs que les rubans inferieure, il faut conclure de

ce qui precede que les centres paUeaux sont commissures au meme titre que

les centres pedieux. C'est un fait contre lequel, dans le Pleurotomaire, du

moins, il nous paralt difficile de s'elever. II n'est done pas juste de

prdtendre, avec M. Pclsenccr ('88, 91) que les ganglions palldaux ne sont

i II est possible, en eflct, que la partie palleale ne s'etende pasjusqu'au bout des

cordons, et c'est ce que sembleraient indiquer les centres pedieux des FissuroUidi-s.

Pour etre fixe' sur ce point, il faudrait etudier Texacte distribution des fibres du

muscle columellaire et connaitrc le point precis ou s'arrete le sillon en arribre.

Cette observation s'applique h tous les Diotocardes.
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jamais commissures ; sans doute, la commissure qui reunit les ganglions

n'est jamais distincte de la commissure pedieuse, mais les recherches sur

la structure intime des centres nerveux des Gasteropodes permettent

d'etablir qu'il existe, dans la commissure pedieuse, des fibres, qui se ren-

dent aux ganglions palleaux transversales. Au reste, I'exemple du

Pleurotomaire suffirait, a lui seul, pour montrer qu'il en est ainsi,

meme si Ton admettait que la partie palleale de ce mollusque se limite

au ruban superieur des comes. Dans ce cas, en efFet, le centre palleal

des cornes s'arreterait au niveau de la grosse commissure des cordons,

et, comme le montrent les coupes, recevrait quaud meme des fibres de

cette commissure.

2° Fissurellides, Haliotides, Trochides. — Le systeme nerveux des

Diotocardes primitifs differe surtout de celui des Pleurotomaires, par

la presence de deux cornes proxiraales (Fig. 5 et 13), a I'extremite an-

terieure de chaque cordon du pied, I'une superieure {Cq, Cd), que chacun

s'accorde k reconnaitre comme palleale et qui sert de point de depart aux

branches de la commissure viscerale ; I'autre inferieure (0^), a laquelle

aboutissent les connectifs cerebro-palleaux et cerebro-pedieux. Ces deux

cornes ont ete designees par M. Bela Haller ('84, 1 7) sous le nom de centres

pleuro-cerebraux, le meme auteur donue le nom de centre pleural ou com-

missural, c'est-a-dire de centre palleal,-^ a chaque come superieure ; mais,

comme il passe outre sur les cornes inferieures, on doit croii'e, sinon qu'il

les tient tout entieres pour pleurales, du moins qu'il ne leur attribue,

a aucun degre, la nature pedieuse. Au surplus, il est necessaire de rap-

peler que les partisans de la theorie des cordons pedieux simples ne

cherchent pas h. caracteriser la nature des cornes inferieures ; M. Bela

Haller les a bien figurees, mais M. Pelseneer, qui a cousacre le plus de

travaux a la question, ne les mentionne meme pas, et, pourtaut, elles

sont tres developpees dans les Fissurelles ('86, PI. XXXY), dans les

Cemoria (Haller, '94, Fig. 142, voir PI. II, Fig. 13), un peu moins dans

certains Turbo (Fig. 95) et Troehus ; dans les Haliotides, elles sont k

peine sensibles. Or, toutes les fois qu'elles existent, ces comes ser-

vent, comme dans les Pleiarotomaires, de point d'arrivee aux connectifs

cerebro-palleaux et cerebro-pedieux, et, comme cbez ces derniers aussi,

elles sont parcourues par un sillon longitudinal et divisees en deux

rubans qui continuent ceux des cordons du pied. Ces rubans et ce sillon

se voient surtout bien dans la Fissurclle, ainsi qu'il resulte des figures de

^ Spensjcl ('81) a donne le nom dc panqlions pleuran.r aux centres que nous

appellons qanqlions palleaux; M. von Ilicring les nomnie aussi ganplions commis-

suraux (77).
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M. Boutan ('86, Fig. 10, PI. XXXV), et, comme ils ressemblent en

tout a ceux des Pleurotomaires, comme les cordons off'rent avec eux

les memes rapports, il y a lieu, croyous-uous, de leur accorder la meme

signification.

Toutefois, il existe ici une difference importante, qui est pr^cisement

la cause de la controverse qui nous occupe ; une partie de la substance

palleale des comes et des cordons s'est accumulee a I'origine de la com-

missure viscerale pour former des ganglions palleaux deja distiucts sous

la forme de cornea superieures, en meme temps qu'une partie de la sub-

stance pedieuse des cornes inferieures se concentrait dans le ruban infe-

rieur des cordons. De la le developpemeut reduit des cornes inferieurs

des Fissurelles, Turbo, Trochus, etc., qui sont beaucoup moindres que les

cornes uniques des Pleurotomaires.

Ainsi, chez les animaux qui nous occupent, le systeme ganglionnaire

palleal tend a se localiser en deux masses : I'une anterieure, qui s'isole

et emettra des nerfs pour les parties palleales de la region anterieure du

corps ; I'autre, en contact sur toute sa longueur avec les centres pedieux,

qui desservira ime partie des parois du corps, et surtout la partie du

muscle columellaire qui forme les plans supei'ieurs du pied. Aux nerfs

issus de cette partie palleale situee dans le pied, M. Bela Haller a donne

le nom de nerfs lateraux, ils se rendent, dit-il, dans les parois du corps,

et les plus anterieurs dans le muscle columellaire ('84, 21).

3° Patellides, Neritides, Oyclophorides, Paludinides, Cyprceides. — Le

processus de concentration, dont nous venous de voir un exemple dans

les formes precedentes, s'accentue davantage encore chez les Patellides,

chez les Neritides et chez certains Monotocardes primitifs (voir p. 238,

Fig. E). Les ganglions palleaux destines aux parties palleales de la

re^non anterieure dix corps (manteau, partie du muscle columellaire la

plus voisine de la coquille, une partie des parois du corps) se separent de

plus en plus des cordons et forment les ganglions palleaux proprement

dits ; ils s'isolent ainsi du ruban palleal superieur, qui restera loge dans le

pied, au voisinagc immcdiat des parties qu'il innervc (parois les plus an-

terieures du corps, parties du muscle columellaire situees dans le pied).

Des lors, les rubans pedieux et palleaux de chaque cordon, destines k

innervcr des parties contigues se fusionnetit et se concentrent de plus on

plus, leur sillon de se[)aration s'efFace, et Ton arrive ainsi a des cordons

simples en npparence, mixtes en realite, auxquels tons les atiteurs ont

donno le nom de cordons pedieux, bien qu'ils renferment une partio pal-

leale et une partie j)rdieuse. Cos cordons ne ditferent guere de ceux des

Diotocardes primitifs que par l'atn)])hie do leurs cornes inferieures, I'isole-
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ment plus grand de leurs cornes superieures appelees ganglions palUaux,

la disparitiou de leur sillou et la moiudre quantite de cellules palleales

qu'ils reuferment. Pour le reste, tout est semblable, et la fusion dont

leurs deux parties constituantes ont ete le siege n'est rien autre chose

que le rcsultat do la concentration de centres ganglionuaires contigus,

concentration dont les exemples abondent dans I'histoire des Gas-

teropodes.^

4° Autres Gasteropodes. — Des formes precedentes on passe sans diffi-

culte, par une concentration plus graude encore, aux Gasteropodes

depourvus de cordons ganglionnaires dans le pied (voir p. 238, Fig. F).

Les ganglions palleaux proprement dits se separent nettement de la

region pedieuse, et les cordons de cette derniere se condensent d'airiere

en avant pour former les ganglions pe'dieux, arrondis ou ovoides, des

divers auteurs. Mais ces pretendus ganglions pedieux sont mixtes, en

realite ; ils innerveut, comrae on sait, les parties pedieuses et columel-

laires du pied et u'ont point perdu toute relation avec les ganglions pal-

leaux proprement dits. Ces derniers, en eflFet, comme chez le Pleuroto-

maire et les Diotocardes, sont commissures a travers les ganglions et la

commissure pddieuse. H y a longtemps qu'on s'etait apergu de ce fait,

et Walter en a donne un bel exemple dans ses etudes micrographiques

sur le systeme uerveux de la Lymnee ('63, Taf. IV, Fig. 1) ; on trouve

quelque chose d'analogue dans le travail de M. Garnault ('87, Fig. 32)

sur le Cyclostome.

En resume, nous pensons, avec MM. de Lacaze-Duthiers et Boutan,

que les cordons du pied des Fissurelles, des Haliotides, des Turbo et des

1 Dans son travail les organes gland ulaires d'Helcion peUttcidam L. {Lottia pel-

lucida), M. Boutan ('98, 472) cherche a etablir que le systcnie nerveux de cette

espece est un terme de passage entre le systeme nerveux des autres Patellides et

celui du Parmophore. Pour etablir ce fait, qui serait au moins singulier, M.
Boutan reproduit en schema la belle figure du systeme nerveux de VlJelcion qu'a

donnee M. Haller ('9-1, Fig. 1) et en fait une sorte de systeme nerveux de Chiton oil

la commissure viscerale croise'e serait surajoutc'e. C'est interpre'ter trop libremcnt,

selon nous, le texte et les figures de M. Ilaller ; I'e'norme cordon ganglionnaire,

semblable a celui des Cliitons, que repri'sente M. Boutan dans son schema, n'a pas

son equivalent dans la figure de M. Haller, ou du moins il ne s'y trouve qu'a I'etat

de nerfs palleaux fusionnes en arriere, comme on I'observe froquemmcnt chez les

Patellides. Ces nerfs, il est vrai, renferment quelques cellules ganglionnaires, raais

le fiiit n'est point rare dans I'innervation palloale des Mollusques, et c'est vraiment

exagerer que de transformer en cordons palleaux de Chitons, les nerfs pallo'aux des

Patellides. L'intcrpretation de M. Boutan n'est done pas fondo'e, mais le fat-elle.

ce n'est pas entre les Patellides et les FissurcUides que devraient se placer les

Eelcion, mais bien entre les Chitons et les Pleurotomaires.
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Troques, sont palleairs dans leur partie superieure, pedieux dans leur

moitie inferieure; avec MM. Haller, Pelseneer, Thiele, etc., qu'ils sont

les homologues des cordons pedieux des Patelles, des !Nerites, des Cyclo-

phores, des Paludines, des Cyprees, et des ganglions pedieux de tons les

autres Gasteropodes, abstraction faite de la masse ganglionuaire palleale

uu peu plus aboudante qu'ils renferment. Kous difFerous des uns et des

autres en attribuant une nature mixte, a la fois palleale et pedieuse, aiix

centres ganglionnaires (ganglions pedieux de tous les auteurs), condenses

ou non, qui envoient des nerfs a, la masse musculeuse complexe qu'on

desigue sous le nom de pled chez tous les Gasteropodes. Les Pleuroto-

maires se distinguent de tous les autres Mollusques de la classe en ce que

la masse ganglionuaire palleale ne tend pas encore a isoler sa partie

anterieure, et reste en relation, dans toute son etendue, avec la masse

ganglionuaire pedieuse.

Nature de l'Epipodium des Prosobranches.

La comparaisou des Diotocardes avec les Pleurotomaires et les Mono-

tocardes nous ayant conduit a etablir la nature mixte des cordons ou des

ganglions qui se rendent au pied des Gasteropodes, il nous est facile

maintenant d'interpreter comme il convieut la frange parietale connue

sous le nom d^epipodium qui borde la partie superieure du pied, chez

la plupart des Diotocardes et chez certains Monotocardes tels que la

Janthine.

II est un fait bien etabli par tous les auteurs, c'est que les nerfs de

rej)ipodium sont precisement les nerfs lateraux de MM. Bela Haller

('84, 20) qui naissent du ruban superieur du cordon palleo-pedieux.

M. de Lacaze-Duthiers I'a, depuis longtemps, montre dans I'lLaliotide

('59), plus recemraent, M. Boutan a observe la nieiue disposition chez

la Fissurelle, ('86) et M. Bela Haller ('84, 94) chez les Diotocardes qu'il

a etudi 8.

M. Pelseneer ('90, 91), qui a consacre plusieurs me'moires \i cette

question, ne met pas en doute ce fait, mais il en conteste la valeur en

objectant que les nerfs de la partie anterieure de I'epipodium chez les

Diotocardes, partent du connectif cerebro-pedieux et que, parmi ceux de

la partie posterieuro, certains sont mixtes et prenuent h. la fois leur origine

dans les deux rubans des cordons. Pour ce qui est du premier point,

I'observation de M. Pelseneer est exacts, mais u'a pas rimportance que

lui attribue cct auteur. Si I't-pipodinm "etait palleal, dit M. Pelseneer,

il est bien evident que, dans cette region, il devrait etre innervc partiel-

lement par le connectif cdrebro-pleural." Get argument no nous parait
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pas fonde, car les connectifs sout formes de fibres nerveuses, et ne

peuvent des lors, donuer naissance a des uerfs. II s'agirait de savoir si

les fibres epipodiales qui se d6tachent des conuectifs cerebro-pedieux

preunent naissance dans le ruban superieur ou dans le ruban iuferieur

du cordon et, jusqu'ici, personne ne nous a fixes sur ce point. Mais si

I'ou observe que les nerfs epipodiaux posterieurs se detachent tous du ru-

ban superieur, il y a des raisons pour croire que ceux issus des connectifs

c^rebro-pedieux prennent aussi leur origine dans le meuie ruban et que

s'ils emergent des connectifs precedents, c'est que ceux-ci sent externes

par rapport aux connectifs cerebro-palleaux et, par consequent, plus

rapproches de I'epipodium. II ne faut pas oublier, en efiet, que les nerfs

se rendent, par la voie la plus directe, k leur champ de distribution par-

ticulier et, ici, cette voie ne saurait etre que celle des connectifs cerebro-

pedieux. Si, comme I'affirme M. Thiele ('92), certains nerfs epipodiaux

paraissent se d tacher des ganglions cerebroides, leur origine reelle devrait

etre, a notre avis, dans le ruban superieur des coi-dons.

Quant aux nerfs epipodiaux qui, d'apres M. Pelseneer, prendraient

leur origine h la fois dans les deux rubans de chaque cordon, il y a lieu

de croire que ce sont des nerfs mixtes, dout certaines branches se rendent

h I'epipodium et d'autres dans les parties avoisiuantes de la sole pcdieuse.

La dissection de toutes les branches d'un nerf du pied etant des plus

peuibles, il ne sera pas facile de donuer des ai'gumeuts pour ou coutre

cette maniere de voir; mais ce qu'il y a de bien certain, c'est que, chez

les Diotocardes tres primitifs, tels que les Pleurotomaires, les uerfs

mixtes sont beaucoup moius concentres que dans les autres formes du

groupe, et presenteut encore au dehors deux racines, I'une qui se detache

du ruban iuferieur, I'autre qui emerge du ruban superieur.

Chez les Janthines, ainsi que Fun de nous (Bouvier, '86, 91, PI. Ill,

Fig. 2) I'a etabli, les nerfs de I'epipodium naisseut tous des deux ganglions

pedieux et paraissent des lors etre de nature exclusivement pedieuse.

Mais cette apparence n'est point d'accord avec la realite : les uerfs de

I'epipodium des Janthines sont les plus superieurs du pied, comme ceux

de la partie columellaire pedieuse, et sont des lors de nature palleale

comme ces derniers. Cela revient h dire, comme nous I'avons etabli

precedemment, que les ganglions du pied sout de nature mixte, a la fois

palleaux et pedieux.

Nous laissous de c6te les formations latcrales des Patellidds du genre

Lottia (ffelcion) qui sont inncrvees par le cordon pedieux. M. Pelseneer

('90, 152) tient ces formations pour epipodiales, mais ^I. Bela Ilallcr

('94, 73-76) et tout recemment M. Boutau ('98) out etabli qu'ellos sont
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de nature glandulaire et saus homologie aucune avec repipodium. Fut-

elle meme epipodiale, son innervation par les cordons du pied ne prouve-

rait nullement la nature exclusivement pedieuse de I'epipodium, car les

cordons du pied sont, nous I'avons dit, k la fois palleaux et pedieux.

De ce qui precede, il resulte qu'on doit, avec MM. de Lacaze-Dutbiers

et Boutan, considerer I'epipodium des Prosobranches comme etant de

nature palleale, en donnant a ce mot la signification que nous lui avons

attribute precedemmeut. Tant qu'on n'aura pas etabli qu'il provient

d'un dedoublement du manteau, on ne pourra pas dire que I'epipodium

a la meme origine et la meme nature que ce dernier, mais il est au moins

pleural comme le manteau lui-meme, comme le muscle columellaire et

comme les regions des parois du corps qu'innervent les ganglions palle'aiix

isoles.

Un mot encore, pour en finir avec cette question de I'epipodium.

D'apres MM. Bela Haller et Pelseneer, la division des cordons du pied

des Diotocardes en deux rubans superposes serait due a la presence des

nerfs epipodiaux qui se detachent de la partie superieure des cordons,

tandis que les autres nerfs du pied prennent naissance dans leur partie

inferieure.

Pour nous, cette s paration des deux sortes de nerfs montre tout sim-

plement q\ie les deux rubans des cordons sont des centres ganglionnaires

distincts et la preuve, c'est que le sillon qui les separe n'est nulle part

plus accentue que chez le Pleurotomaria Quoyana, espece dont I'epipodium

est, comme on sait, ties peu developpe. Si la separation des rubans

atteint son maximum chez les Prosobranches les plus primitifs, en depit

de leur epipodium tres reduit, c'est que, selon toute vraisemblance, ces

rubans ne sont autre chose que des centres ganglionnaires primitivement

separes qui se sont rapproches peu a peu, et ont Jinipar se fusionner suivant

leur longeur. Au debut, la ligne de demarcation des deux sortes de centres

s'est trouvee indiquee par un sillon large et pro/and, puis la concentration

s'accentuant, le sillon a disparu peu d, peu, en meme temps que s'isolait

en avant une pahtie de la substance ganglionnaire palleale sous la forme

de ganglions palleaux distincts.

Origine du SrsTiMB Nerveux des Prosobranches.

Si Ton se demande maintenaut quels sont les Mollusques dont le

syst^me nerveux a pu, en se modifiant, servir de point de depart k celui

des Diotocardes, on est conduit k considerer les Ampliineures, et princi-

palement les Chitonidcs, comme etant les formes qui se rapprochent le

plus do ces Mollusques.
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Systhne nerveux des Chitonides et des Diotocardes. — Comme les Dio-

tocardes, en efFet, les Chitonides (voir p. 233, Fig. A) sont pourvus de

cordons ganglionuaires palleaux et de cordons pedieux, qui presentent

entre eux et avec les ganglions voisins les mSraes relations essentielles.

Ainsi que nous avons pu nous en convaincre par la dissection du Chiton

fascicularis Poll et de VAcanthopleura Savatieri Rochebr., les cordons

ganglionnaires pedieux des Chitonides s'etendent parallelement sur toute

la longueur du pied, ils emettent les nerfs pedieux proprement dits et

sont mis en relation par des commissures transversales plus ou moins

irregulieres dont certaines se bifurqxient parfois et envoient des branches

dans la sole pedieuse. Ces faits ont ete mis en evidence par !M. Bela

Haller ('82), mais nos observations different de celles qu'a publiees cet

auteur en deux points qui meriteut d'etre signales : le premier, c'est

que la commissure pedieuse anterieure est, comme I'a montre M. von

Ihering ('77, 45, Fig. 4), plus volumineuse que les autres et reguliere-

ment transversale ; le second, c'est que chaque cordon pedieux se rat-

tache aux centres cerebroides du meme cote par un prolongement qui

s'attenue regulierement d'arriere en avant. Ce prolongement anasto-

motique est muni de cellules nerveuses comme les cordons, mais, cou-

trairement aux observations de M. Bela Haller ('82, Fig. 1) sur le Chiton

siculus Gray, il est plus gr§le que les cordons, surtout dans sa partie

anterieure qui se rattache aux centres cerebroides ; c'est un connectif

cerebro-pedieux encore riche en cellules ganglionnaires, et, si Ton rap-

proche de ce fait I'existence d'uue commissure pedieuse grosse et regu-

lierement transversale, on trouve que les cordons pedieux des Chitonides

sont semblables, k tous egards, aux rubans pedieux des Diotocardes,

surtout a ceux des Pleurotomaires et des Fissurelles, cordons qui se

prolongent en avant de la grosse commissure, comme on sait et se cou-

tinuent progressivement avec les connectifs cerebro-pedieux.

Memes homologies entre les cordons palleaux des Chitonides et les

rubans palleaux des Pleurotomaires. Ils donnent naissance, comme
eux, aux nei-fs du manteau et des muscles columellaires, et, comme eux

aussi, envoient des branches aux visceres ; bieu plus, chaque cordon

palleal se met en relation avec le cordon pedieux du meme cote par des

anastomoses transverses tres nombreuses. La presence de ces anasto-

moses est d'uue grande importance pour eclaircir le probleme qui nous

occupe ; elle montre que les cordons pedieux et palleaux des Chitonides

ue sont pas plus indepeudants que ceux des Diotocardes, et qu'il suflBra

d'un raccourcissement progrcssif des anastomoses palleo-pediousos pour

que les cordons pedieux et palleaux de chaque cote arrivent a se con-
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foudre et foi'ment des cordons palleo-pedieux semblables a ceux des Dio-

tocardes. Les anastomoses palleo-pedieuses sont tres nombi-euses chez

certains Amphineures vermiformes ou elles out ete mises en evidence

par M. Hubrecht ('81, '82) dans la Proneomenia Sluiteri Hubr. ; M. von

Ibering en avait trouve uue de cbaque cote dans le Chiton salamander

('77, Fig. 47) et M. Bela Haller dans le Chiton fascicularis Q%2y 11,

14) ; mais, depuis, M. Plate ('95% '9G) et M. Thiele ('95) ont mis

en evidence, cbez divers Chitonides, un ensemble d'anastomoses aussi

riche que celui des Proneomenia, et nous avous observe le meme fait

dans le Chiton fascicularis.

Plus frappantes encore, si c'est possible, sont les ressemblances et les

homologies qui existent dans la partie anterieure du systeme nerveux chez

les Chitonides et les Diotocardes. Les centres cerebroides des Chitons,

il est vrai, sont moins condenses et emettent des nerfs sur toute leur

partie commissurale, mais on sait que la concentration des memes gan-

glions est loin d'etre complete chez les Diotocardes et que I'Haliotide,

a ce point de vue, ressemble singulierement aux Chitons. Au I'este, les

homologies qui nous occupent ne portent pas seulement sur la structure

geuerale du systeme, mais s'etendent jusqu'a ses details: les saillies

labiales des Chitonides ont la meme forme et la meme origine que celles

des Diotocardes, et, comme chez ces derniers, donnent naissance d, la

commissure labiale (Fig. A, c^) et a un certain nombre de nerfs labiaux

;

le systeme stomato-gastrique a la meme forme caracteristique dans les

deux groupes et se trouve au meme etat de concentration imparfaite, il

occupe la meme position sur les parois de la masse buccale et, fait plus

remarquable encore, prend ses origines {k) au meme point sur la saillie

labiale des centres cerebroides. D'apres M. Bela Haller ('94, Fig. 1),

on retrouverait memo, chez les Patellides, les ganglions subradulaires

qu'on observe chez tous les Chitons.

Ayant montre les homologies dtroites qui existent entre le systeme

nerveux des Chitonides et celui des Diotocardes, il nous rcste a inter-

preter les dissemblances qu'on observe dans le meme systeme, entre les

deux groupes. La plus importante, celle qui, il vrai dire, domiue et

comprcnd' toutes les autres, c'est la forme et I'etenduc particulierc du

systeme ganglionuaire palleal chez les Chitonides. Gnlce a la position

du manteau qui, sous la forme d'une frange epaisse, entouro le corps des

Chitonides et passe juste au-dcssus de la bouche et do I'auus, Ic systeme

ganglionuaire palli'al des ('hitonides forme un anncau allonge parfaitc-

ment clos qui passe lui-meme, comme le manteau, au-dessus de la bouche

et de I'auua. Produit par uno concentration uerveuse tres pen acceu-
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tuee, cet auueau palleal a conserve des relations etroites avec les centres

uerveux voisins : en arriere de la region cepiialique, nous avons vu qu'il

se rattachait aux cordons pedieux

par de nombreuses anastomoses

;

dans la region cephalique, a cause

de la superposition du manteau et

des levres, I'anneau s'est fusionne

avec les centres cerebroides et ne

s'eu distingue plus que par un sillon

(Fig. A., s.). M. von Ihering ('77,

44, Fig. 4) s'est parfaitement rendu

compte de cette coalescence et,

avant tout autre, s'est efforce de

mettre en evidence la nature com-

plexe des centres ganglionnaires an-

terieurs des Chitons. !Nous ne voy-

ons pas pourquoi M. Bela Haller

('82, 4) a essaye de combattre une

opinion aussi juste ; il suffit de jeter

un coup d'ceil sur le systeme ner-

veux d'un Chiton pour acquerir la

conviction que M. von Ihering a dit

vrai. Bien plus, les figures de M.

Bela Haller ('82, Fig. 32) etablis-

sent elles-memes manifestement que

le systeme nerveux cephalique des

Chitouides se compose de deux cen-

tres differents dont i'un innerve ex-

clusivement le manteau, tandis que

I'autre envoie une rangee de nerfs

aux lobes cephaliques et une se-

conde a la region labialc. Nous

faisons allusion a la coupe repre-

sentee dans la figure 32 du memoiro

de M. Bela Ilaller sur les Chitons

dc I'Adriatique
;
quant a la figure 1

du memo travail, clle donne I'idee

la plus fausso des relations qui ex-

istent entre les centres antcrieurs

et la partio librc dos cordons palloaux, car les nerfs des lobes cephaliques

Fig. a.— Systeme nerveux du Chiton

fascicularis.— P nerfs palleaux ; s sil-

lon sc'parant les centres cc're'broules ile

la partie ante'rieure des centres pal-

le'aux ; k origine du stoniato-gastrique

;

R ganglions subradulaires. (Dans

cette figure et dans les cinq suivantes

les centres cerobroules sont marques de

traits veriicaux il), les centres pediaux

de traits liorizontaux iE et les centres

palleaux de ponctuations )
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(nerfs 2 de I'auteur) y paraissent naitre du rubau qui continue les cor-

dons palleaux, tandis que les nerfs palleaux (nerfs 1 de I'auteur) et les

nerfs labiaux preudraient leur origine dans la partie des centres aute-

rieurs qui continue les cordons pedieux. C'est tout le contraire de ce

que Ton observe en realite, quand on etudie les Chitonides.^ Au reste,

des traces manifestes de la disposition particuliere au sjsteme nerveux

de ces derniers se rencontrent chez les Gasteropodes ; dans ces derniers,

en effet, des fibres uerveuses de la commissure cerebroide traversent les

centres cerebroides eux-memes, et, par les connectifs cerebro-palleaux, se

rendent aux ganglions palleaux (voir Walter, '63, PI. IV, Fig. 1 ; de

mbias, '94, 14, PI. IV, Fig. 79).

Une autre difference entre le systeme nerveux palleal des Chitonides

et celui des Diotocardes, c'est I'absence, cliez les premiers, de toute com-

missure viscerale. Comme les Diotocardes, les Chitonides emettent des

nerfs branchiaux et visceraux issus du systeme palleal, mais ces nerfs ne

se rattachent pas a une anse viscerale fermee et vont separement se

rendre aux organes qu'ils desservent. C'est, nul ne le conteste, un etat

primitif auquel a dii faire suite un etat ou certains nerfs visceraux s'ana-

stomosaient d'un cote a I'autre par-dessous I'intestin ; toutefois, on u'a

rien observe jusqu'ici, chez les Chitonides, qui montrat le debut de

ces anastomoses. M. von Ihering avait cru trouver cette commissure

primitive, dans le Chiton cinereus ('77, Fig. 4); mais il avait pris pour

elle la commissure subi-adulaire, dont les origines ne sent pas, comme
il le croyait, sur les cordons palleaux. Depuis, M. Haller a signalc dans

le Chiton fascicularis ('82) et dans le Ch. magnificus ('94*) une paire

de nerfs palleaux anterieurs qui viendraient se fusionuer dans des gan-

glions sous la partie anterieure de I'estomac; mais les recherches de

M. Thiele ('95) et de ]\r. Plate ('95, '95^, '96), quoique portant sur de

nombreux Chitonides, n'ont pas confirme cette decouverte, et les re-

cherches les plus minutieuses nous ont conduits aux memos resultats

negatifs que ces derniers. Malgre ces observations deconcertantes, tons

les auteurs admettent, et nous admettous avec eux, que la commissure

viscerale primitive a dii se produire par un procede analogue et former

1 La meme figure ayant etc relevee dans presque tous les ouvrages classiques, il

y a lieu de signaler, croyons-nous, les autres corrections quelle demande ; 1° la

commissure pc'dieuse anterieure est plus forte que les autres; 2° les connectifs ccrcJ-

bro-pe'dieux s'attenuent au lieu de se dilater au voisinage des centres cc'robroides
;

3' la saillie labiale ne se dc'tache pas de ces connectifs, mais bien des centres cere-

broides ; 4° les racines du systeme nerveux subradulaire se trouvent sur le bord

post^rieur de la saillie labiale ;
5° de nonibreuscs anastomoses transversales rat-

tachent les cordons pedieux aux cordons palleaux.
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une anse sous-intestinale anastomotique, qui reliait entre eiix les cordons

palleaux. Les Chitonides sout assez variables dans leur structure (Voy.

Plate, '96, 176) pour qu'on puisse esperer y decouvrir quelque jour les

debuts de cette anse commissurale.

Modificatiotis 2^rogressives du systeme nerveux des Aviphineures et

des Gasteropodes.— Puisqu'il est impossible de contester les homologies

profondes qui existent entre le systeme nerveux des Chitonides et celui

des Gasteropodes primitifs, il nous faut indiquer maintenant le pro-

cessus par lequel a du passer le premier pour former le second. Quelle

que soit I'idee que Ton se fasse du systeme branchial des Chitonides, ou

des formes voisines qui ont servi de point de depart aux Diotocardes, on

doit adniettre, avec M. Btltschli ('87) et les autres zoologistes que ce

systeme etait reduit a deux branchies chez les Diotocardes primitifs,

que ces deux branchies etaient situees en arriere a droite et a gauche de

I'anus, qu'elles etaient innervees par I'anse viscerale primitive dont nous

avons parle plus haut, et que I'ensemble de ce complexe anal s'est de-

place progressivement a droite et a fini par se placer en avant du cote

dorsal, dans une cavite palleale situce en arriere de la region cephalique.

On sait que le resultat de ce deplacemcnt a ete la torsion en 8 de chiffre

de la commissure viscerale cliez les Prosobrauclies, et (ainsi que I'un de

nous I'a montre (Bouvler, '92, '93) et comme M. Grobben ('94) et

M. Pelseneer ('94) Font reconnu dans la suite) que les Gasteropodes

a systeme nerveux orthoneure derivent des Prosobranches diotocardes

par un retour, vei-s sa position primitive, du complexe anal, et par la

distorsion de la commissure viscerale qui a ete la consequence de ce

deplaceraent retrograde.

Ceci dit, nous allons examiner les divers stades qu'a du suivre le sys-

teme nerveux cJiltonien des Gasteropodes primitifs, des Pra^rhipidoglosses

comme les appelle M. Plate ('95), pour arriver a se transformer en un

systeme nerveux typique de Gasteropode.

Premier stade. (Fig. B).— Le manteau recule en arriere de la tSte, qui

fait do plus en plus saillie en avant, ce qui a pour consequence de separer

completement des centres cerebroides, les cellules ganglionnaires palleales

qui formaient un ruban sur leur bord dans les Chitons ; il se forme ainsi,

de chaque cote, un connectif ccrcl)ro-palleal k pen pres dopourvu de

cellules et les cordons palleaux, grossis dans lour partie anterieure, se pro-

longent plus ou moins sur ces connectifs. A I'autre extrcmite du corps,

la chambrc qui renferme les deux branchies doviont de plus en pins pro-

fonde, les cordons palleaux s'arretont a I'extremite anterieure de cette

chambre dont les bords sont innerves par deux nerfs anastomoses qui
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sont les prolongements, a peu pres depourvus de cellules nerveuses, des

cordons palleaux. Telle est I'origine des nerfs palleaux primitifs ; des

branches nerveiises moins piiissantes partent aussi de la commissure

viscerale pour se reudre dans le manteau. En meme temps, la coquille

gagne en importance, les muscles columel-

laires se developpent et se superposent au

pied, dont ils constituent la pnrtie supe-

rieure. Les muscles columellaires et pedi-

eux forment, de plus en plus, un ensemble

morphologique distinct, et, par un raccour-

cissement progi-essif des anastomoses pal-

leo-pedieuses, les centres ganglionnaires de

ces muscles se rapprochent de plus en

plus.— La forme orthoneure, qui realise

ce type, ne nous est pas connue ; inter-

mediaire entre les Chitonides et les Dio-

tocardes, elle devait avoir un systeme

nerveux peu concentre et difierait par

consequent beaucoup du Prserhipidoglosse,

a ganglions condenses, tel que I'a con^u

M. Plate.

Deuxieme stade (Fig. C). — La cavite

palleale est plus profonde et vient peu a

peu se placer doi'salement en arriere de

la tete, ce qui amene le croisenient dc la

commissure viscerale et le deplaccment en

avant de ses racines, qui sont issues,

comme on sait, des cordons palleaux.

Grace au processus de condensation qui

continue, ces derniers out fini par sc fu-

sionner, suivant leur longueur, avec les

cordons pcdieux, pour former, de chaque

cote, entre les muscles pddieux et une

partie des muscles columellaires, un cor-

don unique ou ils apparaissent, I'un sous

forme de ruban palleal, I'autre sous la forme de ruban pcdieux separd

du premier par un profond sillon. Au reste, la condensation ganglion-

naire, dans le sens dc la longueur, est encore fort pcti avancec, ct les

deux rubans sc prolongent en une come, on avant de la grosse commis-

sure des cordons, jusqu'aux connectifs cercbro-pudieux et cer^bro-pall^aux.

Fig. B. — Systeme nerveux

Iiypotlic'tique intermediaire

eptre celui des Chitons et

celui des Pleurotoniaircs. —
P nerfs palle'aux ; A anus.
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Le Plr.urotomaria Quoyana se trouve precisement au stade que nous

vfinons de signaler.

Troisieme stade (Fig. D). — Ce stade ne differe du precedent que par

la condensation plus grande de tons les centres nerveux, et, dans bien

des caSj par I'atrophie de la branchie droite des Pleurotomaires. Du
ruban superieur de chaque corne des cordons, et probablement des par-

ties voisiues de ces derniers, se separe une come dorsale exclusivement

Fig. C. — Systbme neryeus du
Pleurotomaria Quoyana.

Fig. D.— Systbme nerveux

dialjneure des Trochide's.

palleale ; des deux comes qui se trouvent, des lors, en avaut de chaque

cordon, celle qui est situee du cot^ dorsal tend de plus en plus h graudir

et a s'isoler, tandis que la corne ventralo se reduit progressivement, tant

par le passage de sa partie palleale dans la corue dorsale, que par la

condensation en arriere du ruban p^dieux qui la compose. En nieme

temps s'attcnuo le sillon qui separe les deux rubans de chaque cordon.

Les Fissurellidds, Haliotides et Trochides se trouveut a ce stade : leurs
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nerfs pallcaux d'origine commissurale sont assez peu importauts, mais

s'anastomosent deja avec les nerfs palleaux primaires.

Quatrieme stade (Fig. E).— Les rubans palleaux et pedieux de chaqiic

cordon se fusionnent completement et I'on ne voit plus trace des sillons

qui les separent ; les comes ganglionnaires dorsales forment des ganglions

palleaux plus on moins isoles et les cornes ventrales ont disparu. Les

Patellides, les Xeritides, les Helicinides, les Paludinides, les Cyclo-

phores et les Cvprees sont a ce stade.

Fig. E. — Systeme nerveux

presquc zygoneure du Cyclo-

phorus.

Fig F.— Systeme nerveux zygoneure

du Triton.

Cinquieme stade (Fig. F). — Les cordons palleo-pedieux se conden-

sent suivant leur longueur et foriuent des ganglions palleo-pcdicux ovoides,

plus counus sous le nom de ganglions pedieux ; les cornes palleales

deviennent des ganglions palleaux tres distiucts qui se rapprochent de

plus en plus des centres cerebro'ides, du moins dans la majorite des cas.

En merae temps, on voit, chez les Prosobranches, les nerfs palleaux

secondaires contracter des anastomoses do plus en plus etroites avec les

nerfs palleaux primaires correspondants, ce qui conduit j\ la zygoneurie.

Chez les Gast^ropodes orthoneures, Ic complexe anal revient du c6t^

droit, ct la distorsion du systeme nerveux se produit a divers degr&.
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Telle est, croyons-nous, I'idce la plus nette et la plus exacte que I'ou

puisse se faire de I'evolution du systeme nerveux chez les Gasterupodes.

Muni de cordous palleu-pedieux profondcmeut sillouucs et depuurvus de

cornes palleales distinctes le Pleurotomaria Quoyana se trouve a uu stade,

inconnu jusqu'ici, qui permet de concevoir tuus les autrcs et qui rap-

proche singuliereaieut les Gasteropodes archaiques des Amphincures,

dout ils paraissent tirer leur origine.

Au reste, ce ii'est point seulement par son systeme nerveux que le

Pleurotomaria Quoyana se place, avant tout autre, eu tete des Mol-

lusques Gasteropodes. Avec ses branchies presque rigoureusemeut

symetriques et e^ales, ses orifices renaux (et genitaux f) egalement pairs

et symetriques, sa radule a regions mal delimitees, ses yeux en cupule

ouverte k I'exterieur, et ses nombreux otolithes toujours petits et de

dimensions inegales, il fait songer aux formes les plus primitives du

groupe et permet de concevoir, mieux que par le passe, les formes plus

primitives encore dont les Diotocardes sont issus.

II est a presumer quo des recherches anatomfques entreprises sur

d'auti-es especes du genre viendront combler les lacunes uombreuses que

laisse forcement notre travail, et eteudre plus surement le champ de

generalisation que nous avons ouvert. A ce propos, qu'il nous soit per-

mis de signaler aux zoologistes I'inteiet tout particulier qui s'attache aux

origines de la commissure viscerale chez les Pleurotomaires ; situees sur

les connectifs cerebro-palleaux dans le Pleurotomaria Quoyana, elles

sont certainement fort curieuses et ne ressemblent guere a celles des

autres Gasteropodes. Mais avant de chercher la raison de ces origines

remarquables et d'en tirer parti pour expliquer Torigine des Gastero-

podes, il faut Stre bien certain qu'elles ne sont pas specifiques et se-

condaires, mais primitives et caracteristiques du genre. C'est un point

important, sur lequel nous fixeront bientot, il y a lieu de I'esperer,

d'autres anatomistes.

VOL. XXXII. — NO. 10
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EXPLICATION DES PLANCHES.

Lettres Communes.

Organes divers. — ^o, aorte anterieure; F, pied; M, masse buccale; M', raufle;

0, otocyste ; a, ceil; t, tentacule; U, manteau; V, muscle columellaire.

Ganglions. — i>, ganglions buccaux (stomato-gastrique) , C, ganglions ce're'broides

;

L, saillie labiale ; Cd, ganglion palleal droit ou corne palleale superieure droite
;

Cg, ganglion palleal gauche ou corne palle'ale superieure gauche ; C'^, corne pal-

leale unique des Pleurotomaires ; Ps, partie palle'ale des centres nerveux du pied

;

Pi, partie pedieuse des centres nerveux du pied; s, sillon palleo-pe'dieux.

Commissures, connectifs, nerfs. — c, commissure cerebroide ; c^, commissure labiale
;

h, branche sus-intestinale de la commissure viscerale ; h ', branche sous-intesti-

nale de la commissure viscerale; k, connectif cerebro-buccal ; k'^, connectif cere-

bro-pe'dieux ; k -, connectif cerebro-palleal ; i, commissure palle'o-pe'dieuse
; f, nerf

optique ; o', nerf acoustique; m'^, m~, ?« 3, .... nerfs labiaux ; s^, s'^, s^.... nerfs

buccaux ; t', nerf tentaculaire ; /), nerfs pe'dieux
;

p', nerfs pedieux ante'rieurs

;

pu, nerfs mixtes (palle'opc'dieux).

PLANCHE I.

Fig. 1. Exeniplaire de Pleurotomaria Quoyana, tel qu'il nous a ete communique,
vu du cote gauche. ^S, sole pe'dieuse.

Fig. 2. Region cephalique du meme, ouverte sur la ligne mediane dorsale.

Fig. 3. Cavite anterieure du corps du meme exeniplaire ouverte sur la ligne me'-

diane dorsale ; la masse buccale est enleve'e. S, sole pedieuse ; d, nerf

issu de la branche sus-intestinale de la commissure viscc'rale.

Fig. 4. Partie anterieure du cordon palleo-pcdieux gauche, vue par sa face ex-

terne. o, a ^, a -, nerfs issus de la partie palleale.

Fig. 5. Partie anterieure du cordon palleo-pedicux droit du Turbo radiatus Gme-
lin, face externe ; a, grand nerf palleal droit; a^, a^, a^, autres nerfs

issus de la partie palleale du cordon.

Fig. 6 et 7. Branches gauche et droite du systeme nerveux stomato-gastrique dans

le Ch^'on fascicuJaris ; les cellules nerveuses se concentrent de chaque

cote' en deux ganglions.
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PLANCHE n.

Fi<^. 8. Meme preparation que celle de la Figure 3, mais le lobe anterieur du pie(]

ayant e'te fendu et la cavite' anterieure largement ouverte, on peut voir

les parties nerveuses qui avoisinent le pied, v, tronc vasculaire qui

parait plonger dans le pied en s'y bifurquant; e, b, b', nerfs pariutaux qui

se de'tachent des connectifs ce're'bro-palleaux ; c et c', nerfs parietaux ou

coluniellaires issus des connectifs cerebro-palleaux ; /, I', nerfs columel-

laircs poste'rieurs ; d, nerf des parois dorsales.

Fig. 9. ilenie preparation que la pre'cedente, mais la sole pedieuse a ete' e'talc'e et

en partie disscque'e du cote' ventral pour meltre a decouvert les cordons

palle'o-pe'dieux. Lettres accessoires comme pour la Figure 8.

Fio-. 10. Ganglion ce'rebroide droit du Pleurotomaria Qitoyana, vu par la face

interne.

Fig. 11. Figure indiquant la disposition anatomique et les connexions des parties

anterieures des cordons palle'o-pe'dieux. La preparation est vue sous le

menie aspect (face infe'rieure) que celle de la Figure 9, seulement les

cordons ont ete' disposes de telle sorte que celui de gauche est vu par sa

face externe, tandis que celui de droite est vu par sa face externe en

avant de la grosse commissure palleo-pedieuse /, par sa face interne en

arriere a, a\ «'-, nerfs e'niis par le ruban palle'al du cordon gauche;

a', a"^, o'3, nerfs e'mis par le ruban palle'al du cordon droit. Les autres

lettres accessoires comme dans la Figure 8.

Fig. 12. Systeme stomatogastrique du Pleurotomaria Quoijana.

Fig. \'6. Fartie ante'rieure des cordons palle'o-pedieux de la Cemoria noachina, L.,

d'apres M. Bela Haller ('94, Fig. 142). C, cornes inferieures ou palleo-

pedieuses ; Cg, Cd, cornes superieures purement palleales (ganglions

palleaux gauche et droit).

PLANCH E in.

Fig. 1. Une denii-rangee de gauche" de la radule, vue par-dessous. X 50.

Fig. 2. Dent impaire et quarante-trois premieres dents du cote gauclie. X 50.

Fig. 3. Region anterieure d'une rangee ; dent impaire, les trois premieres dents

droites ; les huit premieres dents gaudies. X 70.

Fig. 4. Dent impaire, vue de profil. La ligne d'insertion est a droite. X 70.

Fig. 5. Dent impaire, vue par dessous et un peu de trois quarts. X 70.

Fig. 6. Dent impaire montrant, vue de trois quarts, la surface anterieure pourvue

de ses deux expansions foliace'es. X 70.

Fig. 7. Premiere dent gauche, du cute externe. X 70.

Fig. 8. Deuxieme dent gauche, du cote externe. X 70.

Fig. 9. Troisieme dent gauche, du cote interne. X 70.

Fig. 10. Les deux otocystes, avec I'origine des nerfs acoustiques. X 20.

Fig. 11. Groupe il'otolithes. X 500.

Fig. 12. Fragment de la radule, vu par dessous, limite ;i la longueur dune rangee,

montrant le mode d'insertion des dents. Sur les bords extremes, les

teguments ont ('te enleves sans laisser apercevoir, dans leur partie libre,

les dernieres dents flabelliformes X '20.

Fig. lO. Unc machoire. X 8.
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PLANCHE IV.

Fig. 1. Groupe des trois dents 28, 29 et 30, du cote gauche. X 70.
Fig. 2. Vingt-huitieme dent gauclie. X 70.

Fig. 3. Vingt-neuvieme dent gauclie. X 70.

Fig. 4. Trentieme dent gauche. X 70.

Fig. 5. Groupe des huit dernieres dents (110-117) du cote gauche. X 70.
Fig. 6. Trente et unieme dent gauche. X 70.

Fig. 7. Trente-troisi('me dent gauche. X 70.

Fig. 8. Trente-septieme dent gauche. X 70.

Fig. 9. Quarante-deuxieme dent gauche. X 70.

Fig. 10. Extre'mite superieure de la cent neuvieme dent gauche. X 260.
Fig. 11. Quarante-cinquierae dent gauche. X 70.

Fig. 12. Quarante-huitieme dent gauche. X 70.

Fig. 13. Extre'mite' ante'rieure de la cinquantieme dent gauche. X 140.
Fig. 14. Extre'mite ante'rieure de la soixante-sixieme dent gauche. X 140.
Fig. 15. Soixante-sixieme dent gauche. X 70.

Fig. 16. Cent troisieme dent gauche. X 70.

Fig. 17. Cent neuvieme dent gauche. X 70.
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The Fiji Islands and Coral Reefs. By Alexander Agassiz.

INTRODUCTION".

Oa our arrival in Suva the first day of November, 1897, we found the

" Yaralla," a twin screw steamer of about five hundred tons, chartered

from the Australasian United Steam Navigation Company, awaiting us.

The boat proved admirably suited for our purpose, the managing agent

of the company at Brisbane, Mr. Elliot Bland, and Captain Downs, of

Sydney, having spared no pains in fitting her out.

Previous to our departure I shipped to Australia our outfit for

dredging, sounding, and deep-sea towing, as well as all the materials

necessary for preserving our collections. This equipment we found

safely stored in the " Yaralla." Dr. W. McM. Woodworth and Dr. A. G.

Mayer accompanied me as assistants. Dr. Woodworth and my son

Maximilian have taken a large number of photographs illustrating the

physiognomy of the islands and reefs. Dr. Woodwortli devoted his

time in part to the care of the Worms, and Dr. Mayer to the Acalephs

of Fiji.

I have to thank the State Department at Washington for their kind

offices in obtaining for me letters from the British Foreign Office to

the Government of Fiji. Sir George O'Brien, the High Commissioner

of the Western Pacific, gave us all possible facilities for visiting the

different islands of the group. I am also indebted to the lion. J.

Stewart, Colonial Secretary, and to the Hon. W. L. Allardyce, Assistant

Native Commissioner, for assistance and advice. To Dr. Corney and

the Hon. John Berry I owe information of value regarding the existence

of elevated reefs at points I have not examined. To Captain Calder, the

agent of the Australasian United Steam Navigation Company at Fiji, I

am greatly indebted for his exertions on our belialf. Finally, Captain

R. Cocks, our pilot, and Captain Thomson, as well as the officei-s and
crew of the " Yaralla," were indefatigable in promoting our inter-

ests. I have also to thank specially Sir William C. Van Home and
Mr. T. G. Shaughnessy, the President and Vice President of the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway, for placing at our disposal a private car from
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Montreal to Vancouver, and for despatching to Fiji a number of cases

which could not be shipped via Australia. I am also under great obli-

gations to Admiral Sir AV. J. L. Wharton, R. N., and to Captain W. U.

Moore, R. X., for their unceasing interest and advice while planning mj
trip to Fiji.

Thanks to the admirable charts of Fiji, which owe their origin to the

surveys of the United States Exploring Expedition under AAllkes, and

their elaboration in great detail by the subsequent British surveys of

Captain Denham and Lieutenants Moore and Richards, it was possible

to cover a great deal of ground by picking out from the charts the inter-

esting and critical points for examination, and thus to make a very rapid

yet fairly accurate survey of the coral reefs. The accuracy of the Ad-

miralty Charts enabled us to enter safely into the lagoons, and to select

our anchorages with confidence. The reproduction here of the Fiji

charts, together with photographs of the most chai-acteristic views, will

better serve to give a faithful picture of the islands and reefs of Fiji

than lengthy descriptions, and I hope in the discussion of the general

questions to be able to illustrate my arguments either by references to

the charts or to the photographs of a group of islands of w^hich Dana

says, " The facts from the Feejee Archipelago illustrate the subject

well."^ The larger scale charts of the Admiralty, such as those of

Kandavu (A. C. 167), of the south and east coasts of Viti Leva (A. C.

167, 845, 905), of Vatu i ra Channel (A. C. 379), of Makongai and

AVakaya (A. C. 1250), of Suva (A. C. 1757), of Levuka Harbor (A. C.

1244), of Ovalau (A. C. 1249), of such islands as Nairai (A. C. 741), of

Moala (A. C. 1252), of Ngau (A. C. 1251), and of Totoya (A. C. 1248),

contain an inexhaustible fund of information regarding coral reefs, and

would serve as an invaluable basis for a minute zoological and geological

survey of any island group such as I attempted for the Tortugas.*

1 Dana, Corals and Coral Islands, p. 262.

2 Mem. Am. Acad., Vol. XI. p. 107 (1883).

Cambridge, September 1, 1898.

Note.— Owing to my absence from Cambridge and to the delay in

preparing the Plates for this volume its publication has been delayed

until May, 1899.
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SOME POINTS IN THE LITERATURE ON CORAL REEFS.

It will prevent considerable confusion if, before proceeding with the

account of our expedition to Fiji, I should devote a few pages to the

examination of some of the literatiu-e on coral reefs, in the light of

the observations we made while at Fiji.

On looking over the literature on coral I'eefs, one cannot fail to be

struck with the amount of irrelevant matter which has been passed

down from writer to writer. Statements made on hearsay have gi'adu-

allj become facts. The observations of inexperienced persons receive

general recognition. Special cases are discussed without reference to

their limited or exceptional application. Tlie whole question is often

threshed out de novo, so that it is difficult to separate the new from the

old. And, finally, information gathered from charts is substituted for

observation in dealing with questions which the latter alone can settle.

Every new investigator naturally adds important information from the

field he surveys, and each has in his way described the numerous and

varying conditions affecting the growth and existence of coral reefs in

the tropical waters of the Atlantic and the Pacific. Recent explorations

have only increased the number of questions to be solved regarding

coral reefs ; and until the whole field has been examined in the light of

these questions, it is hopeless to attempt a general revision of the

theories regarding the formation of coral reefs. A revision based upon

a partial examination, though it be more extensive than that of our

predecessors, is usually brushed aside with the statement that even if

the exception described is true, the old theory may yet be true in some

other atoll region. Of course, such criticism can never end, and we may
go on searching forever for this imaginary atoll, or until tlie last remain-

ing atoll has been hunted down.

In many quarters it has become a question of creed to uphold the

Darwinian theory of subsidence as essential to the formation of atolls

and of barrier reefs. Facts and arguments supporting other explana-

tions are ignored or explained away in tlie most extraordinary manner.

Regions which arc cited by Darwin and Dana as typical become excep-

tions when shown to be no longer characteristic regions of subsidence.

Typical barrier reefs become patch reefs, atolls are dubbed pseudo

atolls ; so that the regions where true barrier reefs or typical atolls,

which owe their origin to subsidence, can bo examined, are little by little

becoming very restricted. In fact, if we are to judge of the regions not

yet examined, and which have not boon examined by Darwin and Dana,
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there remain as extensive regions of possible subsidence only such isl-

ands as the Marshall and Carolines, some of the atolls of the Gilbert and

Ellice groups, and of the Paumotus. Yet, judging by analogy of the ad-

joining districts of Fiji and Tonga, and of the descriptions given by Datia

of the Paumotus, and by what we may gather from the charts in the

light of our own exploration, it would not be launching a very doubtful

proposition to assert that even in these island groups we shall find that

the explanations we have given of the formation of atolls and of barrier

reefs applies equally well to them. This still leaves the field open for

observations in some of the coral regions of the Indian Ocean, and of

the East Indian Archipelago. But in the districts which have been

described as typical by both Darwin and Dana, recent observations have

shown that other and more natural explanations than the theory of

subsidence are sufficient to account for the formation of atolls and of

barrier reefs.

As is well known, Darwin's experience among coral reefs was limited

to a part of Tahiti, to the west side of Mauritius, and to the Keeling

Atoll. Though he passed through the Paumotus without examining

any of the islands ;
^ according to the narrative of the " Beagle," Darwin

saw in the distance Hondeji Island, passed by Taiaro along the shore of

Kauehi and sailed between Elizabeth Island and Fakai-ava (Wittgen-

stein) to Otaheite. Captain Fitzroy also sailed through the Navigator,

Friendly, and Fiji Islands without anchoring anywhere. Dana^ woi-ked

among the reefs at Tahiti, Samoa, and the Feejees, though he did not

visit the Eastern Archipelago, limiting his observations to the larger

islands, Viti and Vanua Levu and Ovalau. He " twice visited the

Hawaian Islands, landed and gathered facts from fifteen coral islands,

some of them in the Paumotu Archipelago;^ one, Tongatabu, in the

1 Narrative of the Surveying Voyages of his Majesty's Ships Adventure and

Beagle (1826-18.30), Vol. III. p. 539. London, 1839.

" In " Nature" (September 17, 1874, p. 408), Dana reviews a new edition of

Darwin's Coral Keefs suggesting that he had not given suttieient weight to the

effects of temperature in limiting the distribution of coral reefs, and differing widely

from Darwin as to the limits of the area of elevation and of subsidence in the

Pacific. But in spite of minor differences lie speaks of the "array of facts of his

own (Darwin's) observations, which illustrate the growth of coral formation "
; and

subsequently, in 188.5, when reviewing the whole subject again, Dana says in the

American Journal of Science, Vol. XXX., August-September, 1885. p. 90: "The
evidence which had satisfied liim (Darwin) was satisfactory to me wlien I first

learned of his views in Australia (in 1839), . . . and more decidedly later when I

had been among the Friendly, Feejee, and other Pacific Islands."

" Ilonden, Dean, Aratica, Ahii, Karaka, Manhii, Kawche, Metia. Clermont

Tonnerre, and others examined by other members of the K.\ploring K.xpedition.
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Friendly group ; two, Taputeaiia aud Apia, in the Gilbert group, and

five others near the equator, east of the Gilbert group : Swain's, Fakaofu,

. Oatafu, Hull and Enderbury Island, as well as the reef region of the

Sooloo Sea and of the Straits of Malacca."

In my account of the coral reefs of the Sandwich Islands,^ I have

given a short resume of the results of the principal investigations on

coral reefs since the days of Darwin and Dana down to 1889. What

has been done since that time will be found referred to in Bonney's

edition of Darwin's Coral Reefs,^ in Kent's " Great Barrier Keef," in

Langenbeck's sketches ^ of recent work on the subject, as well as in the

reports of the explorations I have carried on in the Bahamas and Cuba,*

the AVest Indies,^ Florida,^ and the Bermudas'' in the Atlantic, and of

the expeditions I have made to the Galapagos,^ the Great Barrier Eeef

of Australia,^ and Fiji.^°

1 Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. XVII. p. 121 (1889).

2 Professor Bonney (Coral Reefs, Darwin, 1889, od ed., Appendix II. p. 290),

has evidently confounded the views of Professor L. Agassiz on the extent of

the formation of the southern extremity of Florida by coral reefs, dating back

to 1854, with those which I have published in 1877, in 1880, in 1888, and again

in 1896. Neither Dall nor Heilprin has examined the Florida reefs ; tlieir

studies have been devoted to other parts of the peninsula, and did not extend

south of the northern limit of the Everglades. Their criticisms in both cases

apply to the views of Professor L. Agassiz, as my observations were limited

to the reef region, and did not encroach on the area examined by Dall or Heilprin.

But I have plainly shown by the borings at Key West that the recent coral forma-

tion is of moderate thickness, not more than about fifty feet, and that it is underlaid

by a substratum of tertiary limestones, occasionally coralliferous, of a thickness of

nearly two thousand feet. The area probably covered bN' the coral reef of Florida

at the time of its greatest expansion is approximately shown on Plate XVII., Bull.

Mus. Corap. Zool., Vol. XXVIII. No. 2, 1896. I never made the statement quoted

by Bonney that the recent coral reefs extended over any part of Florida nortii of tlie

Everglades. On the contrary, I said in the conclusion of mv memoir on tlie

Tortugas and Florida Reefs (Mem. Am. Acad., Vol. XL p. 110, 188.3). "All this

evidence tends to show that the coral reefs had little, if anything, to do with the

building up of the peninsula of Florida, north of Cape Florida."

3 R. Langenbeck, Die noueren Forschungen iiber die Korallenriffe, Hettner,

Geog. Zeits., Bd. III., 1897, pp. 514, 566, 6.S4.

< Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. XXVI. No. 1, 1894.

6 Three Cruises of the Blake, 1888, Vol. I. p. 66.

6 Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoill., Vol. XXVIII. No. 2, 1896.
" Ibid., Vol. XXVI. No. 2, 1895.

s Ibid., Vol. XXIII. No. 1, 1892.

9 Ibid.. Vol. XXVIII. No. 4, 1898.

>^ Am.Journ. of Science, February, 1898, Vol. V. p. 113.
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An excellent account of the Samoan Reefs has been published by Dr.

Kramer,^ supplementing the earlier short notice of Dr. Graeff ^ on the

reefs of the group ; also interesting notes by Admiral Wharton,^ on Sub-

marine Banks of the Pacific. A careful account of the geology of the

Friendly Islands by Lister/ published in 1891, seems to have escaped

the attention of writers on coral reefs, A few notes on the reefs of some

of the islands of the Bismarck Archipelago have been published by Dr.

Dahl,^ but the evidence he gives does not seem to me to warrant his

conclusions. The great thickness of elevated reef he found (570 m.)

may (as is the case elsewhere in the Pacific) not belong to the present

epoch, as he takes it for granted, and no one supposes that elevation has

necessarily always taken place uniformly either in time or space over

any great stretch of territory.

The articles by Heilprin ^ and by Ortman ' on what they call " Patch

Picefs," do not seem to me to have any special bearing on the general

theory of coral reefs. The existence of such " patches " has long been

known and referred to by Darwin, and by many writers on coral reefs,

as reef patches. These patches occur in localities where fringing reefs for

local causes would not flourish except at a little distance from shore and

play a very subordinate part in the physiognomy of the coast. I am at a

loss to understand the statements of Ortman regarding the reefs ^ of

Kaneohe Bay on the north shore of Oahu. The accurate observations of

Hartt ® and of Pathbun on the moderate thickness of coral reefs off" the

coast of Bi'azil seem to have escaped Heilprin and Ortman, as well as other

writers on coral reefs. Rathbun ^ has described the reefs along the

Brazilian shore, and finds them all as "having very little height, but

from the surface looking like massive structures." Hartt ^° and Rathbun

have described the formation of extensive coral patches and the mode of

1 Ueber den Ban d. Korallenriffe, Kiel, 1897.

2 Samoa, Journal d. Museum Godeffroy, Vol. I.

8 Foundations of Coral Atolls, Nature, February 25, 1807, p. 390.

* On tlic Geology of tlie Tonga Islands, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, No. 188,

1891,p.8'J0.

5 Zool. Jalirbiiclier, Bd. XL p. 141.

6 Proc. Acad. N. S. Phila., 1890, p. 313.

7 Zool. Jahrb., Bd. VI. p. G32.

8 Ilartt, in Chapter IV. p. 174, of the Geol. and Fhys. Geog. of Brazil, 1870.

describes the islands and coral reefs of the Abrolhos and the Recife de Lixo,

where exist the " chapeiriJes," as rising straight up from the bottom from a depth of

forty to fifty feet.

5 American Naturalist, Vol. XIII., June and September, 1879, Nos. G and 9.

^° Geology and Physical Geography of Brazil, Boston, 1870.
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building up columnar masses which may eventually reach the surface

forming mushroom- or even bell-shaped structures, of which enlarging

rims may meet, "resulting in the formation of a connected reef surface

supported by many upright pillars underneath from forty to fifty feet

high," the so called " chapeiroes" of the Portuguese. These patches fre-

quently occur near the shore along the margin of a fringing reef, but are

best developed in the deeper water of the Abrolhos regions and between

these and the city of Bahia, growing upon the submerged rocky ledge.

The number of reef building corals in Brazil is quite small, and Xulli-

pores seem according to Rathbun to play a very important part in the

building up of the limestone reefs.

Professor Bonney ^ summarizes the position of the theory of coral reefs

as now left (1889) in the following terms :
" That this theory may have

been expressed in terms a little too comprehensive, that there may be a

larger number of exceptional cases than was at first supposed, is quite

possible. ... It may very possibly be found that, as remarked by

IMr. Bourne, the history of coral reefs is more varied and complicated

than was at first supposed, but it seems to me that, as the evidence at

present stands, it is insufficient to justify a decision adverse to Mr. Dar-

win's theory as a general explanation."

Pi'ofessor Bonney, in spite of his intention to present an absolutely

unbiassed expression, has, in common with most geologists not familiar

with coral reefs, retained the view of the correctness of Darwin's theory.*

It can scarcely be said that the earlier examinations of coral reefs were

made with the detail which has characterized the later explorations.

The original work of Darwin was limited to a narrow field, and sup-

plemented by data derived from charts and descriptions. Its correct-

ness depends wholly upon the existence of masses of coral reefs of great

thickness, where >coral reefs exist as bai'rier reefs or atolls, and having

assumed this the rest naturally followed. For no one will deny that sub-

sidence is one of the possible modes of formation of masses of limestone

of great thickness. But subsequent observers showed most distinctly

that both atolls and barrier reefs occurred in regions of elevation. These

exceptions are not limited to a single area. They occur in regions of

the globe widely separated. "While it undoubtedly is true, as remarked

^ Loc. cit., p. 3.32.

* Dana's support of Darwin's theory, based as it was upon verv grreat ex-

perience among coral reefs, has probablj' been the principal cause of the gen-

eral acceptance of the tlieory in late years, in spite of the attacks of rooont

investigators.
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by Professor Bonney,^ that Darwin has noticed most of the causes on

which stress is laid by his critics, it should also be remembered that

Darwin did not observe the phenomena subsequently examined, but

merely suggested them as possibilities, and his critics may be excused

for giving their observations a relatively greater value than to his

theoretical views.

The whole argument of the great thickness of coral reefs based upon

the analogy of the so called raised reefs of Cuba, described by Prof.

Crosby and myself, or of the fossil reefs, is of little value, as it has been

pretty conclusively shown that these elevated reefs, not only in Cuba

but in the Pacific, are beds of tertiary limestone intercalated with beds

of moderate thickness in which corals are found, and the same is true of

older fossil reefs. Furthermore, these huge masses of tertiary limestone

which form the substratum upon which both in Cuba and in the Pacific

recent corals have found a footing, have played no part in the shaping

of the barrier or encircling reefs, or atolls, which, as we have attempted

to show, owe their oi'igin in the main to mechanical causes.

Professor Bouney states that " Much stress is laid upon the fact that

many coral islands afford evidences of a certain amount of upheaval ; this

amount, in most cases, is but slight, and its significance appears to me to

have been exaggerated "
; and he considers these indications to prove only

oscillation. As far as the Fijis are concerned, the elevation extended

over the whole group, and has been shown to amount to more than

a thousand feet. In Australia it extended along the whole east coast of

Queensland for more than a thousand miles, and was more than twenty-

five hundred feet in height ! He further says, " If the coral reef be only

a sort of cap concealing a hill of pre-existent rock, we may reasonably

be surprised that the ' ashlar rock ' of coral limestone has in no case

so far yielded to the action of the atmospheric agencies as to lay bare its

inner support." "We can answer this point most decidedly. In Florida

the substratum underlying the recent coral reefs crops out at many

places, and the highest points of some of the Keys consist of it. So do

some of tlic hummocks in the southern part of the Everglades near Key

Biscayne. In the Bermudas the greater part of the land of that group

consists of the ajolian rocks which underlie the recent coral reef. In

the Bahamas the same is the case, and along the northern coast of Cuba

the tertiary limestone forming the sulistratum of the recent reefs crops

out in all directions, whilf in Australia rocks underlying the (Jreat Barrier

1 Loc. cit., p. 324.
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Reef can be traced as islands, islets, or negro-heads all along its line

for more than a thousand miles. Finally, in the description of the

islands of Fiji this substratum appears over and over again, either

composed of volcanic rocks, or of great tertiary limestone banks. No

better example can be found of the appearance of the substratum of

the recent reefs than in Kaneohe Bay, Oahu, at the Sandwich Islands,

where the reef is studded with islets and negro-heads consisting of

volcanic rocks.

That corals grow in lagoons is well ascertained, and nowhere is it

better seen than in Fiji, where nearly all the islands enclosed by baiTier

reefs are edged with fringing coral I'eefs. But why that should prevent

a lagoon from being formed I cannot see. A lagoon is not bounded

by a reef forming a closed wall rising well above the level of the sea.

The greater part of the reef of many a lagoon of an atoll or barrier reef

has from two to three fathoms of water upon it at high tide. The reef is

also riddled on all sides with narrow channels or openings with from one

to two fathoms or more at low tide, in addition to the wider and deeper

passages to leeward, through which access is gained into the lagoon.

But for all this the lagoon exists, while it may not have more than a

few fathoms in maximum depth. This, however, does not prevent the

coral heads on the inner slope of the reef from gradually becoming con-

nected with the reef, and from encroaching little by little, but very

slowly, upon the outer margin of the lagoon to a depth of seven or eiglit

fathoms, at which the growth is checked either from the sediment accu-

mulating on the floor, or from the strength of the cun-euts scouring the

bottom of the lagoon. The amount of dead coral which is ground up
upon a reef flat is considerable. Much of it is cemented together and

forms a breccia in the cavities of the coral heads, or in the open spaces

between them. Still more of it is changed inft» sand and mud, which

cover the floor of the lagoons of barrier reefs and of atolls, and finally

a quantity is carried off" in solution after the dead coral has become

thoroughly rotten and crumbling.

Darwin also visited the western side of Mauritius, where, he says :
^ "It

is probable that a reef on a shelving shore, like that of Mauritius, would

at first grow up not attached to the actual beach, but at some little

distance from it ; and the corals on the outer margin would be the

most vigorous. A shallow channel would thus be formed within the

reef; and this channel could be filled up only very slowly with sediment,

1 Darwin's Coral Keefs, 3d eil., 1889, p. 72.
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for the breakers cannot cut on the shoi'es of the island/ and they do not

often tear up and cast inside fragments from the outer edge of the reef,

while every streamlet carries away its mud through breaches in the

reef. ... A fringing reef, if elevated in a perfect condition above the

level of the sea, would present the singular appearance of a broad dry

moat bounded by a low wall or mound."

Darwin, when meeting Semper's olijection that the existence of atolls

or barrier reefs iu a region of elevation was a fatal argument against

his (Darwin's) views, is obliged to say that therein ''seems to me no

improbability in their having originally subsided, then having been up-

raised . . . and again having subsided." ^ He further says, " The exist-

ence of atolls and of barrier reefs in close proximity is manifestly not

opposed to my views." Certainly not, but their existence in an area of

elevation as claimed by Semper is. Darwin also says that, " "When the

land is prolonged beneath the sea in an extremely steep slope, reefs

formed there during subsidence will remain closely attached to the

shore, and will be undistinguishable from fringing reefs." ^ This seems

to me impossible. The disintegration of the inner edge of the fringing

reef, the action of the sea upon this disintegrated material, the solvent

action of sea water, all will tend to form a channel between the outer

parts of the reef and the shore, as is evidently tlie case in almost all

fringing reefs, which show either an incipient channel where boats may

circulate at high water, or a belt of considerable width in which the coral

fringing tlic land has been killed by the silt brought down from the ad-

jacent slopes, and has been decomposed, and, crumbling to sand or mud,

is gradually being carried off at each high tide, forming a channel which

when wide enough and deep enough becomes sufficiently prominent to

change the fringing r^ef into a barrier reef.

The difficulties euconntered in attempting to meet the many sugges-

tions made by Darwin regarding reefs which he did not examine are

well exemplified in the account which he gives of Rose Island, one of

the Samoa group.

^

1 This would depend upon the width and slope of the fringing reef. Many of

the narrow fringing reefs in Fiji have a uniform slope towards the lagoon, and do

not present the structure described by Darwin.

2 Darwin's Coral Reefs, 3d ed., p. 228.

3 Il)id., p. 229.

• Ibid., p. 212: "The lagoon is very shallow, and is strewn with numerous large

boulders of volcanic rock." (Negro-heads, A. Ag.) He further says :
" This island,

therefore, probably consists of a bank of rock, a few feet subimrged, witli the

outer margin fringed with reefs. Hence it cannot be properly classed with atolls,
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Bonney^ similarly takes Dana's accouut of the eastern half of the

Fiji Archipelago, as if it were based upon actual observations. Dana

did not visit that part of Fiji, but derived his information from the sur-

veys of these islands made by the officers of the United States Exploring

Expedition. His statements are derived from the charts.

TRACK OF THE " YARALLA."

The track which we followed (Plate 1) was so arranged as to include

for our first trip one or two of each type of island, and of the difl'erent

types of atolls and barrier and fringing reefs in the group. Starting from

Suva the day after our arrival, we visited Mbeugha, returned to Suva, and

went in the following order to Ovalau, Wakaya, Makongai, and Koro,

skirted along the western shores of Taviuni, examined the northeastern

coast of the same island, passed out through the Matangi Passage to

Motua Levu and Motua lai lai, and skirted along the western extremity

of the Nanuku reefs. From there we steamed to Wailangilala, where

we lauded our boring apparatus and the crew of whites and of natives

needed for woi-king the same. We then turned north, passing close to

Nuku Mbasanga and Adolphus Reef, and entered Ngcle Levu Lagoon.

We next examined the Einggold Islands, paying special attentioy to

Thombia in Bndd Reef. From there we returned to a former anchorage

off Thurston Point on Taviuni, and followed much the same track back

to Wailangilala, where we found our boring party settled and at work.

We then steamed south, examining Williamson Reef, the Kimbombo

islets, Bell Reef, and entered the Vauua Mbalavu Lagoon through the

Ngillangillah Passage. Passing out of the lagoon by the Tonga Pass,

we touched at Mango, Tuvutha, Xaiau, and Lakemba. We steamed past

Aiwa, entered the Oneata Lagoon, visited Thakau Lekaleka, touched at

Mothe, entered the Korao Lagoon, the Yangasa Cluster, and the Ongea

Lagoon. We passed by Fulanga close to the entrance, which was too

in which, as we have reason to believe, the foundations nhcai/s lie at a qrtnter

depth [Tlie Italics are mine. — A. Ag.] than that at which the reef constructing

])olyps can Hve." Yet Dana and Wliarton, as well as Kriimer, say that it is an

atoll, and the charts show it to be an atoll fully as much as any similar island

in Fiji. So that if the islands in Fiji which resemble it, and which according to

Dana and my own observations are atolls, yet according to Darwin they would

not be so regarded, we shall have to seek for an atoll answering his requirements

outside of the Fiji group.

1 Loc.cit., p 310.
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shallow to allow our vessel to enter, but near enough to get an excellent

idea of its characteristic structure. We next touched at Kambara, an-

chored in the crater of Totoya, made for Moala, and thence for Solo

Lighthouse, examined the North Astrolabe Keef, steamed through the

Great Astrolabe Reef, coming out west of Ouo, examined a part of the

nortliern shore of Kandavu, and then made for Vatu Leile, returning to

Suva. On our second trip we visited iSTgau, Nairai, the Horseshoe lieef,

Mbatiki, and, entering the Moturiki Channel south of Ovalau, examined

the inner side of the barrier reef as far as Mbau, and explored the bar-

rier reef from Moturiki to Suva. During our third trip we steamed

along the southern coast of Viti Levu, going as far west as Nandronga.

Skirting the reef as closely as was prudent, we were able to follow the

changes of the great barrier reef of Yiti Levu west of Suva as it grad-

ually passes into a fringing reef and disappears oft" the Singatoka River,

to reappear again, hrst as a fringing reef, next as a barrier reef extending

beyond the ]S'audi waters to the west of Xandronga. We then paid

a second visit to Yatu Leile, which we had not been able to examine

properly owing to bad weather, and returned to Suva, having steamed

a little over thirteen hundred miles.^

While we were exploring the reefs in the vicinity of Suva, the

" Yaralla " made two trips in charge of Captain Thomson, one to the

Nandi waters entering through the Navula Passage, extending as far

north as the Waia Islands. to the south of the Yasawa group; the other

passing close to Yatu Yara, Yathata, and Xaitamba, on the way to Wai-

langilala in order to bring back the crew left there to carry on the boring.

THE PELAGIC FAUNA OF FIJI.

I brought with me deep-sea tow-nets of the various patterns used by

the Prince of Monaco, by Dr. Giesbrecht of the Naples Zoological

Station, and by Hensen on the " National " Expedition, in order to com-

pare their efticiency with the Tanner deep-sea self-closing net in use on

the "Albatross," and which I have adopted on my various expeditions.

Unfortunately, our time in Fiji was so limited and the conditions for

towing at great depths are such, among so many intercepting islands,

that the results likely to be obtained seemed to make it unadvisable to

1 The Islands and Cor.il Reefs of the Fiji Group, by Alexander Agassiz, Am.
Journ. Sci., Vol. V., February, 1898. t
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devote the time necessary for such a comparisou. So nothing was done

to test the comparative efficiency of the various deep-sea self-closing

towing nets. When practicable we collected on the reef flats of various

islands and atolls.

A number of hauls were made with the deep-sea Tanner net at

several points in Fiji, such as the Strait of Somo Somo, off the Matangi

Passage, off the west face of Nukusemauu Eeef, off Blackswan Point, off

the north point of Yatu Leile, across the eastern opening of Mbengha

Passage, and off Suva Harboi*. The depth at which we towed varied

between one hundred and seventy-five fathoms and thirty fathoms to

the surface. At the localities where each deep haul was made, a surface

haul was also made. We were rather disappointed in the character of

our catch. There were no great novelties ; the number of Medusae was

usually quite small, but we obtained a large number of Crustacea.

The contents of the nets varied but little at the different localities.

\Ve obtained young Fishes, Fish eggs and Salpae, Dolioliura, Alcyopidse,

Copepods, Squilke, embi-yos of Macrurans and Brachiurans, Sapphirina,

Sergestes, Euphausia, several species of pelagic ^Macrurans, and Rhegma-

todes, Halopsis, Agalma, the bell of a large Siphonophore unknown to

me, Tamoya, many Diphyes, Ectopleura, Oceania, Berenice, Liriope,

Polygordius, Tomopteris, Octopus, Mollusk embryos, Ilyalea, Atlanta,

Styliola, Tiedemannia, and other Pteropods. In fact, the pelagic fauna

seemed singularly like that of the Straits of Florida, but far less

abundant.

Mr. Mayer made also a number of surface hauls, and collected many

species of Acalephs which had escaped the large tow-net, two species

of a Rhizostome, a Eucharis, an Aurelia, and an Idya. The Sagittae

we collected were unusually large ; Collozoon was quite abundant, and

occasionally we collected Globigerinte of a reddish tint, and other

Foraminifera.

During our cruise we constantly passed long windrows of Algae torn

ft'om the reefs, extended patches of a yellow Trichodesmium, and masses

of leaves and flowers, and branches of all kinds of trees, floating at the

mercy of the winds and currents.

It is interesting to note that the surface hauls made during our

trip have developed the fact that the majority of the genera of Acalephs

collected in Fiji belong to the same genera as those found on the east

side of the Isthmus of Panama. The great geographical range in the

Pacific of many of the genera of Echinodern\s and of Crustacea as well

as of Fishes found in the West Indies has already been noted. The col-
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lections of Acalephs made by the "Albatross" in 1891,^ and those we

have made in Fiji, show a remarkable similarity between the West In-

dian Acalephian genera and those of this part of the Pacific. We found

in Fiji Linerges, Polj-clonia, Aurelia, Halopsis, Tiaropsis, Gonionemus,

Liriope, Bougainvillia, Eutima, Oceania, Aglaura, Eucharis, Idya, Agalma,

two genera of Diphyes and Physalia, all genera occurring in the Gulf of

Mexico. This will be brought out in greater detail by ]\Ir. Mayer, who

has in preparation a paper on the Acalephs of our Southern States,

which will appear somewhat later than his report on the Acalephs col-

lected at Fiji. This similarity will undoubtedly be found to extend to

other gi-oups of pelagic animals.

We were fortunate enough to be at Levuka at the time of the appear-

ance of the " Bololo." On the morning of the 17th of Xoveniber we

left the ship at thi'ee o'clock, bound for a spit named Bololo Point,

about three miles south of Levuka. We had scarcely reached the spot

when our guide put his hand in the water and pulled out one of the

worms. In a few minutes the water was full of them, canoes put out from

the shore, men, women, and children were wading on the reef exposed

by the tide, with nets, and all kinds of utensils to catch Bololo. As the

light increased, the Bololo increased, and at one time they were so plen-

tiful that the water surrounding our boat must have been filled with them

so thickly as to resemble vermicelli soup. A bucket put overboard

seemed to contain nothing else. We made an excellent collection, and

preserved a large number by different methods. We found, as we had

expected, that their sudden appearance was connected with spawning;

there were males and females swimming about full of eggs and of sperm.

When in captivity they soon discharged these, the water became milky,

and masses of dark eggs were left on the bottom of the dish. With the

escape of the eggs came the collapse of the worm, and nothing was left

but an empty skin scarcely visible. Thus the Bololo seems suddenly to

disappear. The males are light yellowish brown, the females dark green.

Their activity is something wonderful, and the bursting of the animal

when it discharges its eggs is quite a peculiar phenomenon.

Dr. Woodworth made it an object to collect all the material that

could be got together in regard to the Bololo, and he will prepare a

paper on these interesting Annelids.

* Reports on tlio Dredpinp Operations off the Coast of Central America, Mexico,

off the Galapagos, and in the Gulf of California, in Cltarpc of Alexander Apassiz,

hv the U.S. Fisli Commission Steamer "Albatross," in 1891, in command of Lieut.

Com. Z. L. Tanner, U. S. N.— XXI. Die Acalephen, von Otto Maas, Mem. Mus.

Comp. Zo..l., Vol. XXIII. No. 1, 1807.
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE ISLANDS OF FIJI.

It will greatly facilitate understanding the relations of the islands

and coral reefs of Fiji, if we follow in their description a classification

which will bring together islands and reefs of identical or similar geo-

logical structure.

We may take at first such volcanic islands as Koi'o, Ngau, and pass

to the larger islands like Taviuni and Kandavu, finishing that class of

islands with descriptions of Mbengha, Komo, and the like. "We will

take up ne.xt islands and reefs composed wholly of elevated corallifcrous

limestones like Marambo, passing to such islands as Xamuka, Ongea,

Fulanga, and to such reefs as Wailangilala and Ngele Levu. Next the

island groups in which we find both volcanic and coralliferous limestones,

such as Lakeraba, Mothe, Vanua Mbalavu, Kimbombo, and the like,

the two large islands of Viti Levu and Vanua Levu being treated sepa-

iTitely. This will be followed by an account of the islands and reefs we

did not examine, and finally by a sketch of the atolls, the geological

structiu'e of which could not be determined, and which might owe

their origin to banks of submarine erosion, derived either from volcanic

or from elevated coralliferous limestone islands.

Undoubtedly the islands of Fiji, whether of volcanic origin or of

limestone, would vary gi'eatly in the height to which they had been

elevated. Naturally, the volcanic islands would be denuded and eroded

to a less extent than the limestone islands, and the comparison of the

islands in Lau might give us some idea of the extent of this erosion

and denudation. The volcanic islands, consisting mainly of breccia,

are of course far more rapidly eroded than if they consisted of compact

volcanic rocks.

Of course some of the islands which have been named here as vol-

canic or as composed of tei'tiary limestones may prove on more extended

examination to be composite islands, and in the rapid visit made to some

of the islands we may not always have discerned their most character-

istic featui'es. Yet in a general way steaming between t/lie islands, one

cannot fail to be struck with the totalh' different aspect of the volcanic

islands and of the islands composed of elevated limestone. A mere

glance is sufficient to distinguish the rounded and gradual volcanic slopes

(Plates 46, 51, 57, 58) from the flat-topped summits and precipitous

cliffs characterizing the limestone islands (Plates 75, 76. 79. 86. 88, 90).

Gardiner has, as we have, classified the islands of Fiji into elovatod

limestone islands, into elevated limestone and partly volcanic, and into

VOL XXXIII. 2
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volcanic,^ a division which Lister had previously applied to the Tonga

group. Gardiner was, as we were, struck with the difference in the

physiognomy of the islands, the volcanic islands, with their gentle slopes,

rounded summits, or conical peaks, being in striking contrast to the flat-

topped hills with precipitous sides, and the glistening white cliffs of the

islands consisting of elevated coralliferous limestones.

I obtained from various localities in Viti Levu specimens of the

older crystalline rocks belonging to the same series, which, according to

Wichman ^ and Home, have a very considerable extension both in Viti

Levu and in Vanua Levu. The tufas and conglomerates are in many
instances fossilliferous, and are considered by j\Iartin as tertiary, not

older than miocene. Wichman concludes that the larger islands must

have existed as a continent during mesozoic and paloeozoic periods, and

that oscillations of level only took place in latest tertiaries. From the

specimens examined by him, AVichman also concludes that Kandavu,

Ovalau, Ono, and some of the Exploring Isles consist principally of

andesites and basalts, and their tufas. According to Home, Taviuni

is the only island of the group which is of purely volcanic origin. This

certainly is not the case. I would mention, among others, Moala,

Thombia, and Totoya.^

VOLCANIC ISLANDS,

Koro.

Plates 3*, 19*. Fig. 8.

Koro is one of the larger volcanic islands which has not been gi-eatly

affected by submarine erosion. It is about ten miles long with a north-

ern face of five, the east and west sides run to a point. The shores,

with the exception of the southern part of the west coast, which runs

nearly north and south, are bordered by a fringing reef extending about

a mile and a half from shore; on the east coast the fringing reef is cut

into small incipient lagoons (Nangaidamu Harbor), and has several boat

harbors, generally opposite the mouth of a small river. On the north

coast the reef i)atchc3 extend nearly four miles fron\ shore, forming an

1 Proc. Caml). Pliil. Soc, Vol. IX. Part VIII. p. 457 (1898).

2 Min. u. Petrog. Mittlieil. v. Tsclierm.ik, Vol. V. Pt. I. p. 1 (1882).

• The ppccimen.s of rocks we collected in Fiji at the different islands arc now

under examination, and a report on them will follow Inter.
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indistiuct lagoou called Stone Axe Roads. The northeasteru extension

of the east coast fringing reef forms an open roadstead. This spur is

covered witli magnificient patches of coral in from one to three fathoms.

One can trace from the long line of lava negro-heads— some of these are

quite large— covering the reef flats, the former northern extension of

the island. We could also trace to tlie south tlie low blufl^"s from the

erosion of which have been formed the flats npon which the fringing reef

has fonnd a footing. A very strong current was flowing over the spur of

Natliomaki Point, driven westward by the easterly ti'ades.

The principal ridge of the island rutis transversely across it from the

southern point to its northeastern end. Its highest point is over 1,800

feet. The faces of the island are furrowed by deep valleys.

Mbatiki.

Plate 13.

We did not land on ^Nlbatilvi, but steamed close enough to the shores

to obtain some idea of its characteristic features. The highest peak on

the northern side is a little over 600 feet. There are two deep indenta-

tions, one on the west, the other on the south side. It is surrounded by

a shore fringing reef from three points of which spurs extend parallel to

the shore, impounding three narrow shallow lagoons with a depth of

from three to five fathoms. The lagoons are full of coral heads. There

are boat passes into two of the lagoons. The island is of volcanic

origin.

Moala.

Plates 16, 57.

ISIoala is an island of volcanic origin, triangular in form, the eastern

face indented by a deep bay, fully two miles long, by about three

fourths of a mile in width, with sixteen fathoms in greatest depth. The
highest point of Moala is over fifteen hundred feet. The riduos sur-

rounding the deep bay have the appearance of being the rim of an

extinct crater (Plate 57), broken to the eastward, some points of which

rise from over twelve hundred to over fourteen hundred feet, the bay

forming the bottom of the extinct crater.

The western part of the north coast is edged by a fringing reef extend-

ing nearly a mile off" shore ; towards tlie east the fringing reef proper

becomes quite narrow, wliile disconnected coral patches of considerable
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width extend towards the northeast extremity of the outer reef. The

outer reef flats are narrow, and run in a southerly direction, forming an

elbow opposite the eastern point of the island at a distance of from one

to two miles, and enclosing the lagoon off the eastern face of the island,

the continuation of the deep bay. South of the deep bay the outer reef

nearly connects with the edging reef of the island, leaving a passage

DEEP BAT, EAST FACE OF MOALA.

across the outer reef about a mile in width, the southern horn of which

extends about three miles to the south, then in a westerly direction,

then north until it strikes spurs of the fringing reef on the northwestern

coast of the island, where the outer reef forms in connection with the

fringing reef a series of reef flats full of coral patches and heads. The

lagoon to the southwest of the island is also full of coral patches and

heads, some of them of considerable size, which extend to Herald Road-

stead, the northeastern part of the lagoon, which alone is comparatively

free from obstructions. Owing to the presence of so many patches and

heads the depth in the lagoon is most irregular. In Herald Sound it is

as great as twenty-five fathoms, and somewhat less off the southwest

and northern coasts. The characteristic heads which crop out" from

the shore at so many points are well illustrated by the heads com})osed

of volcanic rocks which form the spit protecting the anchorage to the

west of Naroi village, on the north shore of the island. Wherever we

dredged wc found that the bottom inside the lagoon consisted of fine

volcanic mud mixed with coral oozo and broken shells. .

There are two entrances to the lagoon on the cast face, one opposite

the deep bay, the otiier to the south, while on tlie west there is an

entrance to Herald Sound (the lagoon of the southwest side of the

island) near its nortliern extremity.
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Ngau.

Plates 13, 13, ll\ Figs, 1-3.

Ngau Island is about eleven miles long, by an average of nearly four

miles in width. It consists of volcanic rocks; a high ridge runs along

the middle with spurs separated by deep valleys extending towards the

east and west coast. One of these spurs forms a deep bay on the north-

western coast. The peaks of the main ridge vary in height from 1,000

to over 2,300 feet. Ngau is protected on the east and north by a

broad fringing reef of a width of over three miles. At the northern

extremity and on the east face there are a few reef boat harbors, cut out

of the fringing I'eef which also extends along tlie whole western shore as

a very narrow fringe. As will be seen from the chart (Plate 13), the

small reef harbors are without exception off the mouth of the moun-

tain streams both on the nortb and east faces of the island ; these in the

rain}' season bring down a large amount of mud and prevent the growth

of corals at their mouth. From the southern end of the island extends

in a northwesterly direction an outer barrier reef, varying in width from

a quarter of a mile to thi'ee quai'ters of a mile. This reef is continuous

being only broken in tlie middle by a narrow ship passage. The general

depth of the lagoon is about twenty fathoms, with a gi-eatest depth of

twenty-nine. The western reef sweeps round the northern face of the

lagoon, its eastern extension becomes bi-oken into disconnected patches,

and the greater part of the northeastern bay of the lagoon is filled with

coral patches which connect it with the fringing reef of the north shore

of the island. There are also numerous patches in the southern bight

of the lagoon, and along the inner edge of the outer reef near the north-

western elbow of the reef. As far as we examined the reef of Ngau the

reef flat was covei-ed with most extensive patches of thriving corals.

There is a small island, Yathiwa, on the ver}' edge of the reef forming

the soutliern horn of Ngau. It holds to Ngau very much the same rela-

tion which Kobu Island does to Nairai, but is nearer the outer edge of

the reef, while Kobu is in the lagoon surrounded by comparatively deep

water.

Mambulitha Reef.

To the south of Ngau we could .see the breakers giving the outline of

Mambulitha Reef (Plate 12), separated from Ngau by a channel having

a depth of 750 fathoms. This reef is pentagonal in outline, about one
mile and a quarter long, is awash, has no opening, and encloses a shallow
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lagoon of pale green water, the sea breaking heavily upon the edges. I

consider this reef as having been denuded and eroded to its present stage,

which precedes that of a more sunken atoll, like Adolphus Keef, with a

deeper lagoon.

Nairai.

Plate 11^, Fig. 4, and Plates 12, 14, 58, 59.

Xairai is a volcanic island, triangnlar in shape (Plates 12, 14), with

sides of about four miles in length. Its central ridge forms an open arc

to the east, its central peak rising to a height of over eleven hundred feet

The western slope of the island is much less steep than the eastern side.

(Plate 58.) The island is edged by a narrow fringing reef, with the

exception of the most western point, where it expands into a broad

fringing reef, the outer patches of which extend into the outer encircling

reef. The encircling reef suiTOunding the island is a narrow reef flat,

from a quarter to a mile distant from the eastern side, and from one to

one and a half on the western side. But the prolongations of the horns

of the outer reef to the northeast, south, and west are from f(jur to five

miles distant, forming thus three lagoons separated by loug passages.

(Plate 14.) The greatest depth in the lagoons is twenty-six fathoms off

one of the western passages. The general depth is from ten to fifteen

fathoms. The inner edge of the eastern outer reef is fringed with coral

patches. This part of the reef is continuous, having only one boat

entrance nearly opposite the southern extremity of the island. The

western reef has two deep passages, and a boat passage near the south-

ern horn of the atoll. This as well as the other points of the outer

reef, both at the northeastern and northwestern horns, are studded with

coral patches. The greater part of the lagoon, extending from the

northern part of the island to the Nayatha Passage, is studded with

rocks and coral patches, undoubtedly the remnants of fragments of the

main island, which crop out in every direction within the lagoon, and as.

negro-heads uj)on the reef flats. Xaikobu (Plate 59), or Magnetic Island,

a small island to the south of Xairai, is one of these outlyers; it is

ninety feet in height, the base running into ten fathoms, and is covered

with corals. It is further remarkable for the great variation it causes

to the compass. We observed on the top a westerly deflection of 87°.

The bottom of tlic lagoon consists of fine coral, coralline sand, and bmken

shells, which form large white areas separating the coral patches and

the numerous patches of coralline algaj which flourish upon the floor of

this lagoon wherever we examined it. The corals of the fringing reefs

of both Nairai and Ngau were growing specially vigorously.
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Makongai and Wakaya.

Plates 3*, 11*, Fig. 9 ; Plates 3^, 11*, Figs. 7, 8, and Plates 15, 55, 56.

Makongai and Wakaya present features nearly identical. Tliey are

both long lines of narrow reefs, enclosing in the one case an irregularly

triangular lagoon open on its northern face, and in the other an irregu-

larly shaped parallelogram, with

undulating sides and rounded p- - - - _^^.^-,_^_„„,
.

..

corners. The island of Makongai

is somewhat rectangular, with

many indentations ; it is of vol-

canic nature, and attains a

height of nearly 900 feet. On its

eastern face the encircling outer

reef becomes its fringing reef at

several points. It is separated

by a narrow channel having a

depth of twelve fathoms from

Makondranga, a small island sim-

ilar in structure to Makongai,

about half a mile from the outer

reef. The whole eastern encir-

cling barrier reef is broken up

into a number of small patches

with boat passages between them.

With the exception of one boat

passage the western i-eef forms a northwest point of makoxgai.

continuous line of breakers, lout

on the northern side the reef patches are limited to rocks, grown over

at the base with corals, judging from those we saw while passing into

the lairoon.
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Makongai is edged with a fringing reef. The islands in the Makongai

lagoon are in the northeast corner close to the 'Eastern face of the outer

reef. The lagoon has a general depth of from thirteen to seventeen

fathoms, with a greatest depth of twenty-one fathoms in the northern

part. The southern part of the lagoon is full of coral patches, remnants

of islands and islets similar to those of the small island of Tambaka, still

connected with Makongai by a neck of boulders, which reaches to the

westward as an extensive flat, and fringed below low water mark with

flourishing patches of corals. Such a patch with a few angular blocks

LtDGE OFF MAKOXDR.VNGA.

still visible above high water mark, lies off the southwest point of

Makondranga, and many others off the southeastern face of Makongai.

Corals within the lagoon grow in from seven to one or two fathoms.

The rest of the bottom of the lagoon consists of coral and coralline

sand.

I^Iakongai and "Wakaya are connected by a narrow reef ridge about a

mile in lengtli. The island of Wakaya is nine miles long, triangular in

shape, tapering to a point, and situated close to the western edge of the

outer reef of the kgoon. A fringing reef edges its eastern ftxce, while

the extension of the outer reef forms the wider fringing reef of the

western shore. Towards the south this part of the fringing reef encloses

two secondary lagoons, one of which has a depth of five fathoms. The

southern part of the outer reef is contiruous ; the northeastern face is

broken by several passages, and there are three to the north of Wakaya

on the western face. The highest point of Wakaya is nearly GOO feet,

forming a range of steep bluffs along the northern part of the island,

which slopes very gi-adually to the east. The southern ]>art of tlic island
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is not more than 300 feet high, and is joined to the rest of the island by

a comparatively low neck. The depth of the Wakaya Lagoon is greater

on the average than that of Makongai ; it reaches a maximum depth of

thirty-six fathoms, with a general average depth of over twenty. There

are comparatively few patches in the lagoon. The bottom consists of

coralline usand and shells. We entered through the northern passage

and crossed the lagoon, and on our way out examined the reef patches

forming the boat passages to the south of it. On the shore of the bay,

near the boat passage, we found a good deal of pumice. We found

traces of elevation on the neck connecting the point on which Lieutenant

Langdale's house is built.

We could not examine the corals on the weather face of the weather

reef, but on the inner side and on the lee reef we found corals flourishing

most luxuriously, mainly Madrepores, Pocillopores, Astreans, Maeaudrinas,

Fungia), and a few Gorgonians. They form a belt mainly between two

and seven oi- eight fathoms, beyond which there seem to be only coral

sand and corallines both on the inner and outer faces of the lee reef.

With the disappearance of Wakaya through denudation and erosion, we

should have an atoll with a substratum of volcanic rocks which very

likely might be covered to a limited depth with islets of coral sand blown

np from the encircling reef,— an atoll in no way to be distinguished by

outward appearances from the theoretical atoll built up by corals and

by subsidence.

Mbengha.

Plates 8, 11*, Fig. 5, and Plates 46-49.

Mbengha Island is irregularly shaped, with three deep indentations,

one on the western side, the others on the eastern, nearly cut off the

high point forming the eastern side of Malumu Bay from the main body

of the island. (Plate 48.) The principal ridge, running nearh' north

and south across the central part of the island, rises abruptly from the

south to a height of over a thousand feet, and has several peaks at-

taining heights varying between 1,200 and over 1,400 feet. The secon-

dary ridge to the cast of Malnrau Bay is somewhat less than a thousand

feet. On the east face to the south of Solianga are exposed some fine

bluils consisting of volcanic conglomerate breccia. (Plate 46.) Thoy
are perhaps as good examples as we have seen of the great erosion and

denudation which have taken place in this part of the Fiji group.

A more detailed view of the appearance of the volcanic rocks of

Mbengha is given in Plate 47, an eroded shore bluff innnediatolv in
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the rear of the beach at Rukua on the west side of Mbeugha. Simihir

volcanic breccia bluffs are characteristic of many points in Fiji.

In adition to the main island there are three other islands. Moturiki

and Stuart, which are small satellites of Mbengha, and Yanutha, a larger

island near the western edge of the lagoon. These islands have the

same geological structure as that of Mbengha. (Plate 8.)

Mbenglia is on the eastern point of the lagoon, separated from the

inner edge of the outer reef by a channel varying in width from a half to

one and a quarter miles, with a greatest depth of twenty-three fathoms

closer to the island than to the reef. The channel between Yanutha

and the outer reef is about tliree quarters of a mile in width, with a

depth of from eleven to thirteen fathoms. There are in addition a

number of patches of coral rising from a dejjth of from ten to twelve

fathoms, irregularly scattered over the western part of the lagoon and

along the inner edge of the outer reef.

Mbengha and Yanutha Islands ai"e enclosed within a long reef over

thirty miles iu length, forming an irregularly sliaped pentagonal lagoon

with rounded angles. The northern side is open, forming a passage fully

five miles wide, and studded with patches. This part of the lagoon slopes

very gradually from 17 fathoms to 130 or 140 fathoms in the centre

of the Mbengha Passage, separating Mbengha from the island of Yiti

Levu.

The northeastern face Qf the lagoon is flanked by the Pratt Pieefs, those

upon which the low sandy Storm Island is placed, and the Nanuku Eeef.

There are several passages available for vessels on that side of the lagoon.

The Xanuku, Sulphur, and Cutter Passages with a depth of from nine

to thirteen fathoms. The southern and southwestern sides of the lagoon

are flanked by a long unbroken coral reef, the Mbengha Barrier Eeef,

varying in width from half a mile to oyer a mile and a quarter, extending

from Cutter to Frigate Passage. There is a small sand key about the

middle of the Mbengha Reef on its inner edge. To the north of Frigate

Passage the Yanutha Reefs form the northwestern side of tlie Mbengha

Lagoon. They are separated by broad channels ending in the reef of Bird

Island and a long line of i)atches, the Nisithi Rocks, which form the western

spit of tlic wide opening on the northern side of the lagoon. As will be

seen from the cliart, the bottom of the Mbengha Lagoon is most irregular
;

it is very uneven, varying greatly in deptlj, and full of heads and patches

overgrown with corals. The rocks and heads and patches arc fragments

of volcanic rock, the remnants of the island of Mbengha when it ex-

tended over the greater part of the area now enclosed by the outer reef.
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— remnants left from the disintegration and erosion of the former greater

Mbengha.

Tlie bottom in the lagoon is a mixture of volcanic mud and coral sand

in the vicinity of the islands, but as we proceed towartls tlie reef it car-

ries a oreater admixture of coralline algaj and of coral sand, and in the

belt adjoining the inner edge of the outer reef is made up entirely of

fragments of coral, of coral sand, and of coralline alga-. In the central

parts of the laguou it is algae and corallines.

The reef rises very gradually from seven fathoms to a depth of from

two to three feet on the reef flat. This is covered with fragments of

dead corals which increase in number towards the sea edge of the reef.

The fragments are covered with alga3, corallines, and nullipores, which

cement them together. In depths of seven to eight fathoms heads and

clusters of corals begin to grow. They are separated by wide lanes of

coral sand, and as we rise on the slope of the reef they grow more closely,

forming a wide belt of thriving corals from six to three or two fathoms

in depth, when they grow less profusely, and finally pass into the wide

flat area of the outer reef, made up of broken corals and fragments, and

large masses thrown up on the sea face of the reef, which are gradually

being broken up by the surf beating upon the reef flat.

Storm Islet ^ (Plate 49) is an excellent specimen of a sand key

tlirown up by the waves upon the outer reef flats. It is somewliat

less than three hundred yards

long and about eighty yards

wide. The beach is quite steep,

protected by large patches of

beach rock, which surround the

southern extremity of the isl-

and. The crest of the island

is covered with cocoanut trees, screw pines, aud casuarinas, as well as

with an outer fringe of bushes and shrubs.

The greater part of the shores of Mbenglia Island are edged with a

fringing reef, and coral patches forming an irregular belt extend into six

or seven fathoms in depth. As the sea breaks but little on tlie outer

1 Dana has called attention (Coral Islands, p. 241) to the advantage which coral

island accvnnulations have over other shore deposits, "owinjj to the ready agiiluti-

nation of calcareous fjrains," and, as lie sngfjests, with the formation of coral sand

rocks along the beaches and reef rock in the water a rock defence against en-

croachment is produced. So that limestone rocks thus formed will prove a most

effectual barrier to the destructive action of the waves.

8TORM ISLET.
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Mbengha Eeef, I was able to examine the sea face of the reef, and

found that in Prigate Passage both sides of the reef were flanked with

large heads of corals beginning in from five to seven or eight fathoms.

On the outer face, though corals were growing, there were no large

heads, at about six fathoms we found Madrepores, Fungiae, Pocillopores,

small heads of Porites, Astreans, and of Ma^audrinas and Gorgonians.

This belt extended to the line of breakers pounding upon the reef flat.

Outside of six to eight fathoms the corals seem to have disappeared, as

the lead brought up nothing but coral and coralline algse sand.

Kandavu.

Plates 10, 11,50.

The extent of the erosion and denudation which has taken place

along the coast of Kandavu is well exemplified by the John Wesley

Bluff's near the village of Tavuki (Plate 10), and similar bluffs rising

to the westward of Tavuki Bay. The John Wesley Bluffs (Plate 50) are

a line of nearly vertical cliffs of volcanic origin cut into wide rounded

lamellar masses, rising to a height of fully 500 feet on the east side of

Tomba ni Tavuki. A part of the hill slopes on the west side of the bay

are covered by the rounded tops of similar rocks cropping out on the

surface, giving the slope the appearance of a graveyard crowded Avith

dome-shaped monuments.

The heads studding the Bay of Tavuki, and forming the extension of

the outer reef patches parallel to the coast, are covered with thriving

corals, growing upon a substructure of volcanic rocks, as is clearly seen

from the nature of the negro-heads cropping out in the bay.

With the exception of the broad fringing'reef stretching to the west of

Tavuki, the north shore of Kandavu is edged by a narrow fringing reef

(Plate 10), and from Yale Point to Tomba ni Richmondi an indistinct

barrier reef extends, made up of small distant patches, except where the

Malatta Reefs enclose a wide bay north of Jolin Wesloy Bluifs, studded

with coral patches and heads. The south shore of Kandavu is likewise

edged with a narrow fringing reef in Soso and Kandavu Bays inside

of the broad barrier reefs across their entrance. The islands and islets

within the North Astrolabe Reef Lagoon are also edged with narrow

fringing reefs.

The j)l:itf()rm of submarine erosion extending north of tho eastern

extremity of Kandavu is one of the best examples of its kind wc find in

Fiji. The great lagoon, with its islands and islets, represents a stage of
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denudation and erosion somewhat more advanced than that existing on

the eastern half of the south shore of Kandavu.

We cannot fail to notice also the greater width of the shore platform

wherever the coast has a northerly trend, as, for instance, west of Tomba

ni Richmondi on the north coast, and north of the John Wesley Bluffs,

where the platform is edged by the IMalatta Reefs and studded with

heads and patches. On tlie northern coast, however, the fringing reefs

are narrow, while on the south coast of Kandavu (Plate 10) they take

then- greatest developmeut, exposed to the full sway of the southeast

trades. A glance at Plate 11 cannot fail to show the relatively great

width of the eastern belt of the encircliug reef, as compared with that

of the western side of the Great Astrolabe Lagoon.^ In a smaller lagoon

like North Astrolabe Reef, where the breakers pour over the eastern

face, and water flows constantly over the western edge, the difference

in the width of tiie reef on the two sides is not so marked.

"While undoubtedly the widt-li of a reef depends in great measure on

the nature of the platform upon which it grows, yet I do not see the

force of Lendenfeld's statement," that while " lateral growth of corals no

doubt takes place, it is not the actual cause of the formation of the

great coral reefs." There certainly is nothing to prevent the swarms of

embryos which float at certain times in the vicinity of a coral reef from

attaching themselves and growing upon any surface within reach having

the proper depth on both sides of any growing reef. Undoubtedly the

extension within the lagoon, both in bai'rier reefs and atolls, of the coral

heads is due to such a cause, and the wider the reef the closer do the

heads come together as we pass upon the reef flat from the inner edge of

the reef towards the outer margin. In an account of a discussion on

coral reefs ^ by Sollas, Hickson, Rothpletz, and others. Stabbing stated

tliat young corals might start on cither rising or subsidence, but only

subsidence is favorable. That, it seems to me, depends entirely on the

depth at which they start; they may have 120 feet, and build up a reef

of that thickness, wliich is fully as thick as most reefs we know anything

about.

1 I cannot agree with Gardiner in his statement that tlie windward reefs of Fiji

arc of ahout tlie same hreadth. (T.or. cit., p. 492.) Compare the windward reefs of

Mhengha, of the Great Astrohibe Reefs, and of the east coast of Viti Leva with the

windward reefs of Wakaya, of Nairai, of Totoya, of the Budd Reef, of Kanathea.

of tlie Exploring Isles, of the Argo Reefs, of Lakcinha, of Aiwa, of Mothe, and of

Ongoa; the latter are certainly as a rule much narrower than tlie former.

•^ Nature.Vol.XLII. p. 31.

3 Nature, October 12, 1893, p. 675.
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Murray,^ who visited Kandavu in the " Challenger," considei'S the

banks of Fiji surrounding the extremities of volcanic islands as banks

formed from the loose material of the islands spread out laterally by

wave action, the extensive banks extending much farther seaward

there in one direction than in another. Mui-ray has also called attention

to the North Astrolabe Reef, which, if its present condition with Solo

Rock in the centre is due to subsidence, should have a very much deeper

lagoon, instead of the comparatively shallow one characterizing that

reef.

Great Astrolabe Reef.

Plates 11, 11*, Figs. 10-13, and Plates 51, 52.

To the northward of the eastern extremity of Kandavu (Plate 11) ex-

tends the Great Astrolabe Reef. Its eastern face is the extension of

the reef to the eastward of Tomba ni Soso (Plate 10), an irregularly

shaped bay, the mouth of Avhich is protected by a barrier reef. This

barrier reef extends as a fringing reef along the southern coast as far

as Kandavu Bay, where it becomes sepai'ated ft-om the island and forms

stretches of barrier reef patches, with passages leading into the bays

protected by the reef.

"West of the enti-ance to Xgoala Harbor a broad fringing reef extends

along the southern coast nearly to the western spit of Kandavu. Sev-

eral reef harbors are cut out from it, one of which, Tomba Yauravu, is of

considerable size (Plate 10). From ^S'aingoro Pass the oixter reef of the

Gi'eat Asti-olabe Reef runs unbroken in a northerly direction for a dis-

tance of 25 miles round its northern horn, as far as Usborne Pass, which

is an entrance into the lagoon on the western side, aliout a mile from the

apex of the Great AstroUxbe Reef. Off Mbulia, the easternmost of the

islands inside the Great Astrolabe Reef, the eastern encircling reef

makes a sharp elbow, and then forms a double curve in a northwesterly

direction to the narrow apex, from wliich the reef turns sharply south

as far as Alacrity Rocks in a great narrow arc broken in many places.

North of Ono Island there are three well delincd passages, but south of

Alacrity Pass the reef becomes much broken up into small patches,

and finally, from Ono Island south the lagoon is open, and has a stcop

slope towards the 100 fathom line.

The depth of the lagoon north of Ono is not more than twenty-two

fathoms; the bottom is most luievon, often passing rapidly from five

1 Nnturo. July 4, 1880, p. ii22.
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or eight fathoms to seventeen and eighteen fathoms, with a number of

extensive patches, the remnants of former islands now covered with

coral. (Plate 11.)

Within the Great Astrolabe Reef are included a number of islands

and islets. They are all volcanic in structure, and all bear signs of the

great denudation and erosion to which they have been subjected. Be-

ginning at the north there is Vauua Kula, about 2-30 feet in height,

covered by scanty vegetation ; next comes Xdravuni, a much larger

island, rising to a height of 350 feet. Yaua Yanu sau and Yanu Yanu

eloma are small islets upon a spit which must have formed a part of

NMAUA AND VANU YAND ELOMA.

Nmara Island ; to the south of it is Ngasi Mbali. To the eastward

are Yaukuve and Yaukuve lai lai (Plate 52), 400 and 200 feet respect-

ively, connected by a spit, and off the south point of Yanlvuve lai lai

extends a long sunken shallow rocky spit. Mbiilia and Yambu are to

the north of Quo, the largest of the islands within the Great Astro-

labe Lagoon (Plate 51). It has two peaks of over 1,100 feet, and is

indented with deep bays forming finger-like spokes, which further dis-

integration would soon separate as distinct islands, similar to those of

Yuro and Yuro lai lai off the northeastern point of the island. Between

Ono and the eastern point of Kandavu Island the lagoon is dotted with

numerous rocky and coral patches. Ono, and most of the islands of

the Great Astrolabe Lagoon, are edged with fringing reefs. The eastern

reef flat is quite broad (Plate 11) ; in some localities it is nearly a mile

wide, besides being fringed along the inner edge by nearly continuous

patches of rocks and corals. On the western face of Ono there are some

fine cliffs, interesting as showing the prog*-ess of the denudation and

erosion to which the island has been subjected. It seems comparatively

simple to follow with the chart the changes which must have taken place

in separating from Kandavu the islands enclosed within the Great As-

trolabe Lagoon north of that island. They undoubtedly represent the

fragments of the former northern extension of Kandavu itself, which
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probably covered the greater part of the area now enclosed by the Great

Astrolabe Eeef.

If we examine Kandavu Island itself (Plate 10), we can easily see

how far denudation and erosion, if continued, would cut it up into a

number of lai'ger or smaller islands ; as, for instance, an island would be

formed at the neck separating Tomba Kaivala from Koro Levu, a larger

island, by the cutting of the neck separating Tomba ni Xdaku on the

north side from Tomba ni Soso on the south of the island. Finally, the

cutting of the Malatta Isthmus would make two islands of considerable

size of the western half of Kandavu, while the many spits bounding the

deep bays of the island would also become islands similar to Matanuku

on the south side of Kandavu, and connected with it by the broad

fringing reef. These would all be enclosed on the south by the southern

extension of the Great Astrolabe Reef, which is now either a barrier or

a fringing reef along the south coast of Kandavu, while on the north

coast the island would merely be flanked by outlying reef patches sepa-

rated by great stretches bare of reefs, as along the southwestern part of

the Great Astrolabe Lagoon.

Skirting the noi'thern shore of Kandavu from Tomba Kaivala to

Levuka, we found the physiognomy of the larger island to be identical

with that of the islands of the Astrolabe Lagoon, — high cliffs, formed

by the crumbling of the faces of the shores, sloping to high mountains,

deep bays extending far iiiland, and a vegetation identical with that of

the adjoining islands. According to the position and proximity of the

islands to the inner edge of the outer reef flat, we fomid the bcrttom of

the Great Astrolabe Lagoon to consist of volcanic mud or of coral sand

and coralline algre, or of a mixture of the two.

North Astrolabe Reef.

Plates 11, 11*, Fig. 14, and Plates .->3, 54.

North Astrolabe Reef is separated from the nortliern point of the

Great Astrolabe Reef by the D'Urville Channel, which is alunit a mile

wide, and with 190 fathoms coralline bottom in tlie middle (Plate 11).

North Astrolabe Reef encloses an oval egg-shajied lagoon about four

miles in length by three and a half in breadth, with a small rocky islet,

Solo, situated nearly in the centre of the lagoon (Plate 11). The great-

est depth of the lagoon is sixteen fathoms, with very undulating bot-

tom full of rocky and of coral patches along the inner edge of the reef,

and especially over tlic southern part of the lagoon. Solo is composed
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of volcanic rocks, and has been very much eroded by the action of the

sea (Phxte 54). Corals grow upon its slopes, but they are not very

flourishing, either there or upon the many patches found inside the

lagoon, and which are separated by broad sand lanes, or by dark patches

of nullipores and algte, with a few scattered coi*al heads.

The reef enclosing the lagoon is continuous except on the north side,

where there are two entrances into the lagoon, one with thirteen and the

other with three fathoms in the channel. The inner side of the weather

reef can be reached quite close to the breakers. There is from one and a

half to two fathoms of water on the reef flat, which is covered by a great

number of flourishing patches of coral, mainly Madrepores, Pocillopores,

heads of Astreans and Ma3andrinas, Avith a few Goi-gonians. The patches

are separated by wide areas of coral and coralline sand. Towai'ds the

inner part of the lagoon, as the water deepens, the coral patches are

separated by masses of dead corals and of fragments. Dark patches of

coralline Algte become more abundant, and the coral patches less flour-

ishing and more distant. On the outer edge of the reef, to the south

of Beagle Passage, the reef flat is somewhat narrower than on the east-

ern face, where it varies from 1,000 to 1,800 feet in width ; it is cov-

ered by one to two fathoms of water, and the coral patches appear to

flourish upon its surface fully as luxuriantly as upon the eastern face.

The corals descended in steps to ten or even eighteen fothoms, rising

from the coral and coralline sand separating the heads. They were

most flom-ishing in the belt of from six to ten fathoms in depth. The

prevailing trades drive a strong current across the lagoon, and the

water of the lagoon rushes out through the northern passages and over

the western reef flats with considerable velocity. The bottom inside

of the lagoon consists mainly of algae, of coralline alga?, and of broken

shells and fragments of coral.

It is quite probable that the North Astrolabe Reef represents an

eroded peak adjacent to the former greater Ivandavu, of which Solo

Eock is the only witness left (Plate 53).

Budd Reef.

Plates 4, 18, TO.

Budd Reef (Plate 18) has a narrow outer reef of irregular shape, broken

into many separate patches. These become quite distant on the soutli-

ern side, leaving the outline of the reef indistinct. The lagoon, as

well as the channels separating the islands enclosed within the outer

VOL. XXXIII. 3
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reef are qiiite deep, with the exception of that part of the Lagoon

which hes sonth of Yambu and Yanutha and between Thombia and

the northwestern edge of the outer reef. The deepest part of the

lagoon is 47 fathoms and the average depth is between 35 and 40

fathoms.

In addition to Thombia, which is on the northern horn of Budd's Eeef,

there are the islands of Yanutha, Yambu, Mungaiwa, Tai ni Mbeka, and

Kara ni Tinka, which are in the central part of the lagoon. South of the

central islands the lagoon is also studded with rocks, as well as in

the southwestern horn of the lagoon. The islands and islets and rocks,

as well as many of the patches, are of volcanic origin. Yanutha, the

largest of the islands, about a mile long and half a mile wide, rises to a

height of 480 feet. It is connected by a coral reef with Mungaiwa Island

and Mbeka Eock.

The most interesting of the islands is Thombia (Plate 70), the crater

of an extinct volcano, having an exterior circumference of about two

miles. The crater is half a mile in diam-

eter, with a greatest depth of twenty-

four fathoms. The rim of the crater

rises at its highest point in a dome of

nearly 600 feet. On the northeast side

WESTERN END OF THOMBIA. the homs of tlic rim are connected by a

flourishing fringing coral reef about a

fifth of a mile in length, the extension on the ridge connecting the horns

of the fringing reef surrounding tlie island. Both the inner and outer

slopes of Thombia are steep, and, except on the northwest side, we find

over thirty fathoms within a short distance of the shore.

One cannot fail, on seeing the coral reef growing on the dentided rim

of Thombia with the enclosed deep lagoon having a depth of twenty-four

fathoms, to revert to the old opinion that some of the lagoons of atolls

represented the rim of extinct craters. There is, it seems to me, nothing

unreasonable in the suggestion that many of the small round atolls, or

others perhaps rising fn)m great depths and isolated, represent the de-

nuded rims of such extinct craters as Thombia, or it may be that, if of

greater size, they may represent parts of such larger craters as Totoya, or

of circular islands with interior lagoons I'csembling extinct craters, like the

Sound of Fnlanga. It seems simjile to imagine that, when these small

extinct craters have been levelled down, and corals have obtained a

footing, they may have formed such atolls as Pitman's Reef, Motua
Levu, Motua lai lai, "Williamson Reef, Horseshoe Reef, and other similar
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atolls in Fiji. We must remember, however, that the formation of such

atolls may also be accounted for as the result of the denudation and sub-

marine erosion of a patch of elevated limestone, cut first into a sound, and

then, with the disappearance of the outer rim, into a lagoon surrounded

by a shallow reef flat ; or the same result may be accomplished from the

wearing away of islets of volcanic origin enclosed within the outer reef, as,

for instance, from the disintegration of the islets now left in such atolls as

the Kimbombo Islands, Komo, and others, or of islets consisting of

elevated limestone like the Aiwa Islands, Katavanga, Vekai, and others.

The structure of the negro-heads occurring upon the outer reef flats, or

their position near either a volcanic or an elevated reef region being the

only guide as to the category to which belong such atolls as Thakau

Mata Thuthu, Thakau Vutho Vutho, the Adolphus lieef, Dibble's, Duff,

and Bell Reefs, Thakau Tambu, Malevuvu, etc.

Such a cluster as Budd Eeef suggests an explanation for the for-

mation of interior atolls, like those described by Darwin as occurring

in the Maldive Islands, very different from the one suggested by him.

Were Thombia cut down by erosion to the water's edge or below, and

changed into a small atoll, we should have a secondary atoll within the

area enclosed by Budd Beef, and were the other small islands of the

cluster summits of elevated limestone, and should they in their turn be

cut down, they might form in such a large lagoon as that of Budd Reef

other diminutive atolls, or small atolls enclosed within an atoll. Such

interior atolls, if my view of the formation of atolls is correct, could only

be formed in lagoons of considerable depth and size, so that the seas

formed by the prevailing winds should have a long sweep and rise to a

considerable height, and thus possess great disintegrating power. I shall

refer again, when describing Vanua Mbalavu. to the probable origin of

such great depths as forty-seven fathoms inside of the reef encircling the

islands of Budd Reef.

Komo.

Plates 19*. Figs. 9-11, and Plates 22, 63-65.

Komo Islantl is a narrow ridge of volcanic origin, about, a mile and a

half in length, rising to over two hundred feet. Its western extremity is

connected by a coral reef full of volcanic negro heads, two of which are

mushroom-shaped and of considerable size, with the islet of Komo Ndriti,

itself about seventy feet high. Komo lies in the southeastern horn of the

lagoon (Plate 22) close to the southern face of the outer reef flat. frov.
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which it is only separated by a narrow boat passage full of negro-heads,

especially numerous off the southeast point of the island. The lagoon

enclosed by the outer reef flat is elliptical. There are two ship passages

through the north face of tiie outer reef. The northern and eastern reef

flats are narrow, edged on the outer side by masses of negi-o-heads ; while

the western and southern reef flats are fully half a mile broad, and edged

by an inner belt of heads, the central part of the lagoon is quite clear of

them. The rocks were composed of a volcanic pudding-stone (Plate 64),

much like that of Mbengha, Levuka, and elsewhere. This disintegrates

readily, is easily undercut, as we had ample proof in the undermining of

the shore blufts and the formation of so many negro-heads on the reef

flats and ofi" the spits of the island (Plate 63). The aspect of the islands

of volcanic origin and of elevated limestone is quite different as seen

from the sea. The mode of disintegration and erosion of the two kinds

of material can at once be distinguished from the peculiar physiognomy

of the rounded bluffs when composed of rocks of volcanic origin, or of

the vertical shore bluffs deeply grooved and streaked with red earth,

or eroded into domes or conical hills when composed of elevated coral-

liferous limestone.

The reefs which encircle Mbengha, Komo, and Budd Reef, indicate

approximately the land area once probably occupied by those islands.

The islands must have been of considerably greater height ; they have

been reduced by denudation, and their area has been further diminished

by extensive submarine erosion wearing away the ridges and spurs of the

volcanic islands, and leaving submarine platforms of varying width,

—

dependent upon the nature of the material to be eroded, and the height

of tlie land to be cut down,— upon the surface and outer edge of which

corals established themselves. In the case of Komo and of Budd Reef,

the islets which remain show the extent of the denudation and erosion.

In the case of Mbengha the larger islands probably retain more of the

character of the island which once covered Mbengha, representing its

higher peaks, while the islets and rocks are all that remain of its lower

ridges and slopes.

Olorua.

On our way into Komo we saw in the distance Olorua (Plate 22), a

small ishind with a ridge luiving three prominent hnm])s, probably of

elevated limestone, rising to a height of 2^)0 feet. Tlie island is sur-

rounded by a fringing reef extending to a point for more t])an a mile off

the south fixcc. A small lagoon fidl of heads separates the north shore
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of the island from the narrow outer reef flat. "We also passed the atoll

of Thakau Vuite (Plate 22), separated from Korao by a channel of

about one and a half miles in width, witli a probable depth of about

150 fathoms. The lagoon is about two

miles and three quarters long by two

miles broad, with a greatest depth of six-

teen fathoms ; there is an opening for

boats into the lagoon on the northwest side. The encircling reef flat

is narrow, and there is a sand key on the northeast horn of the

lagoon.

Totoya.

Plates 19*, Figs 4-7, and Plates 33, 66-69.

Before entering the western passage through the outer i-eef surround-

ing Totoya, we steamed I'ound the eastern and northern edges of the

outer reef to obtain a good idea of this interesting island. Totoya

(Plate 23) is triangular in shape, enclosing au inner basin, nearly circu-

lar, of three miles in diameter, and with a greatest depth of 35 fathoms.

The width of the rim varies from two miles to a low narrow isthmus

on the western face (Plate 66), the highest points of the rim being

1,200 feet above sea level. The eastern part of the rim is the broadest

and highest. The basin is open to the south (Plate 67), the horns of

the rim being about two miles distant. Stretching across this opening is

the extension of the outer reef, which connects at the extremities of the

BASIN OF TOTOVA CRATER, FROM THE SUMMIT OF THE NORTHERN RIM.

rim with the narrow fringing reef bordering the island. Between the edge

of the fringing reef on the western horn and the outer reef there is a nar-

row but deep passage called the "Gullet " (25 fathoms), affording a good

entrance into the basin filling the extinct crater of Totoya, in which wc

anchored close to the inner edge of the northern part of the rim. The

outer reef extends unbroken from the entrance on the west side to its
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northeastern extremity; it follows irregularly the outline of the shore at

a distance varj'ing from one to over two miles. The outer reef off the

north coast is broken into distant patches, leaving broad passages between

them. North of the western passage the reef is also interrupted, leaving

a boat passage. The outer reef flats are irregularly trapezoidal in out-

line, and quite narrow. The greatest depth in the outer lagoon is 27

fathoms. The eastern arm, and also the northei'n horn of the lagoon

and the inner edge of the southern face of the outer reef, are studded

with rocks and coral patches. The corals on the reef flats are thriving,

and those on the patches inside of the lagoon are everywhere most flour-

ishinof. Many of the patches close to the outer shore line are in the

extension of lateral spins which have been eroded from the ridge of the

rim. The general depth of the outer lagoon is over 20 fathoms along

its central channel. Similar spurs rim into the inner basin, and have

formed extensive spits on which corals flourish, or islets and islands such

as those figured on Plate 69, near the inner edge of the northern rim of

Totoya. Near the centre of the basin there is an extensive coral patch,

Kini Kini (Plate 23), formed upon the sides of a small islet rising from

the bottom of the crater, as is so often the case in the craters of other

volcanoes (see Plate 71). The volcanic rocks forming its centre are

exposed at low water. The outer rim of the crater of Totoya has a

diameter of six miles ; it slopes quite evenly from the crest of the ridge

to the outer and inner shore line ; the slopes arc cut by compara-

tively shallow valleys, separated by ridges with rounded crests. (Plates

67, 69.)

The water which pours into the inner basin over the barrier stretching

across the horns of the crater finds its only outlet through the " Gullet,"

where it rushes through with considerable velocity. The scouring effect

of the waters rushing out of lagoons lias been noticed by all who have

navigated among coral reefs, and the strong currents flowing otit of the

lagoons through the encircling reefs of" openings are constantly referred

to in the sailing directions.

In the extension of the western horn of the orator on the west of the

"Gullet," are two small islets (Plato 68), the remnants of a part of the

southern rim of the crater. Small islets also exist off the west coast, on

the northern side of the isthmus. They are remnants of one of the

spurs putting out from the west side of the outer rim. From what we

have socn in Totoya, there is littlo doubt that the fringing reefs, the

shore flats, the coral patches, and in different parts of the lagoon the outer

reef flats are the rcmants of flats formed by the denudation and subma-
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rine erosion from the former extension of the slopes of the rim or of its

spurs. These have been more or less connected together by the subse-

quent growth of the corals which have found a footing upon them,

Kini Kini and the other islets about Totoya, as well as the negro-heads

on the reef flats and patches, all show the volcanic substructure upon

which has urown and is thriving now a thin crust of corals.

TOTOYA FKOM THE NORTHEAST, DISTANT FIVE 3IILES.

It has been difficult to explain the great depth in some of the lagoons

of some atolls (GO fathoms). It seems to me that the conditions occur-

ring in an island like Totoya give us a simple explanation of what such

depths mean in coral districts situated in volcanic regions. Provided

that we assume that these lagoons are in a region of elevation, as are the

Fiji Islands, and that its volcanic peaks or ridges and volcanoes have

been denuded and eroded, and that nothing has been left to indicate

their former existence beyond the reef flats upon which the corals of the

present day are growing. Remembering also that the corals can form

but an insignificant crust upon the slopes and flats which have been pre-

pared for their growth by the pi'ocesses of elevation and of subsequent

erosion and denudation, and that the features characteristic of the

existing state of things was not brought about by the growth of the

coral reefs of to-day except in a very secondary manner. We are not

discussing the question of the formation of great limestone banks by

subsidence to attain the proper depth at which corals may begin to grow.

We are only trying to give an explanation of the conditions which must

have pi'eceded and have led to the existing state of things.

The deepest water in the crater basin of Totoya is thirty-five fathoms,

and it certainly cannot be held that a lagoon of such a depth lias been

formed by subsidence after the coral reefs have begun to grow. Let

us now follow what would have become of Totoya had the denudation

and submarine erosion which have brought it to its present state been

continued during a longer period of time. A very few fathoms more, and

we sliould have the rim divided into three lari^o islands,— an eastern
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island with a ridge liaviog a height of about 1,100 feet, a western island

with a height of about 800 feet, and a northwestern island with a sum-

mit of the same height. These islands might thus be reduced to three

separate ridges, giving no indication that they had formed pai-t of the

rim of the crater of an extinct volcano.

The denudation and ei'osion could be carried still further, leaving only-

islets, the summits of the higher peaks, to indicate the former position

of the rim, the islets being joined by coral patches connecting their

extremities, much as the jjresent opening between the horns of tlie rim

of the crater is closed by the outer reef. We may still further imagine

it to be so far cut down as to form reef flats upon which coral would

grow, thus forming a nearly circular atoll with a depth of 35 fathoms,

— an atoll with the formation of which subsidence has had nothing to

do. But this is not an imaginary atoll I am reconstructing. A number

of such atolls are found in Fiji, the formation of which can be satisfactorily

explained on the theory that the }'ing of coral patches represents the

rim of an extinct volcano which has been cut away to below low water

mark. Such atolls in the Fijis are probably Thakau Momo, Thakau

Lasemarawa, Thakau Lekaleka, Motua Levu, Motua lai lai. Pitman

and Williamson Ifeefs, and perhaps others.

The example of Thombia, one of the Einggold Islands, in which there

is only a distant outer reef, would also indicate the possibility of the rim

of the crater of a small volcanic peak cut down to the surface and forming

the circular flats upon which corals might grow. In the case of Thom-

bia such a condition would result in forming a diminutive atoll not more

than a third of a niile in diameter, enclosed within an encircling barrier

reef.

We might also consider the " Boilers," the diminutive " Serpuline

atolls " inside of the lagoon of the outer reef off the south shore of the

main island of tlie Bermudas,^ as a series of such interior atolls, though

the mode of origin is very diff"erent from that of subordinate atolls,

formed, as I have suggested, upon the rim of an extinct crater like

Thombia. In either case, the explanation of the formation of such

interior or subordinate atolls is radically different from that given by

Darwin ^ for their growtli in the Maldive atolls, an explanation also

accepted by Dana.

It is becoming more and more apparent that each locality must be

1 Bull. Mus. Coinp. /(...!., XXVI. No. 2, 1895, Tlates XXII.-XXVI., p. 25a
2 Darwin's Coral Reefs, od etl., p. 44.
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considered by itself, and that no sweeping generalization can take in

the formation of all coral reefs. Such atolls us those of Alacran on the

Yucatan Bank of the Hogsty Reef in the Bahamas owe their origin—
I mean the conditions existing there now— to entirely different causes

from those which have brought about the formation of some of the atolls

of Fiji, and the atolls of Alacran and of Hogsty themselves again owe

their origin to different causes. The barrier reef of Florida does not

owe its origin to the same causes as those which have led to the forma-

tion of the Great Barrier Reef of Australia, or the barrier and fringing

reef surrounding parts of Viti Levu, or some of the other islands of the

Fiji group.

It is playing with words to call such atolls as I have mentioned above

pseudo atolls, as is becoming the fashion, and to speak of the localities

to which Darwin's theory of the formation of barrier I'eefs and of atolls

does not apply as exceptions to the rule. These exceptions now cover a

good deal of ground. They include nearly all the coral reefs which

have been examined by recent investigators,— from Semper in the

Pelew Islands, Rein in the Bermudas, jNIurray in Tahiti and elsewhere,

of Forbes, and of Bourne, of Guppy in the Solomon Islands, Kramer in

Samoa, and others, — down to my own in Florida, the Yucatan Bank,

Cuba, Bermuda, the Bahamas, and the West India Islands, as well as in

the Galapagos and Sandwich Islands, besides the exploration of the

Great Barrier Reef of Australia, and of the Fiji Islands. Surely the list

of investigators and of localities is long enough. The negative evidence

is now becoming overwhelming, and the recent borings at Funafuti have

not weakened the position of those who do not recognize the Darwinian

theory as of universal application, and as not having been proved to

exist in a single instance, either by a careful examination of the locality

or by borings.

Taviuni.

Plates 4, 18, 00.

The islands of Taviuni (Plates 4, 18) and of Kandavu (Plates 10. 11)
illustrate admirably the formation of reefs encircling denuded and eroded

extremities of largo islands, and readily explain the existence of very

irregularly shaped reefs representing the former outline of the islands

which they replace. Other characteristic points similar in their origin

are the great spits forming the Namena Barrier Reef, which connects

with the extensive reef platforms reaching towards Ovalau from tlie

southeastern extremity of Vanua Levu (Plates 3, 3*) and the north-
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eastern spit of Vaiiua Levu, which breaks up into Kioa and Ham be Islands

and the reef-bound platform from which they rise (Plate 4).

On the platform of submarine denudation and erosion Xamena and

Vatu i thake Islands, as well as a few isolated rocks on the western edge

of the southeastern horn of the Vanua Levu Barrier Eeef are the only

remnants of the former southern extension of Vanua Levu. To the

southeast of this must have existed a dumbbell-shaped island of consid-

erable height, of which only the summits of Makongai and of Wakaya

are left (Plate 3*).

The island of Taviuni is, with the exception of the shoi'e fringing the

northern half of the island and of the point of reefs off Yuna Point,

destitute of reefs. The island is about 23 miles long, from five to eight

broad, sloping uniformly to the shores from the backbone of the island.

This rises to a height of over 4,000 feet. The main ridge sends off a few

spurs towards the northeastern face of the island. The fringing reef

attains its greatest width to the east of Naiselesele Point. It encloses

a few small volcanic islets, varying in height from 60 to 90 feet, and the

somewhat larger island of Mbuimbani (Plate 60), lying to the south, and

which rises to a height of more than 400 feet. To the south the fringing

reef becomes again quite narrow, and disappears at Laveine Point.

Immediately north of Somo Somo Strait the submarine platform

widens. Koro Levu Islet and Phillips and McPherson Rocks are in-

cluded within shallow soundings covered with reef patches running out

from the west shore of Taviuni. At a somewhat greater distance from

the west shore of Taviuni within the 50 fathom line are Cliampiou,

Breaknot, and Mate Rocks, and to the northeast of Naiselesele Point the

submarine platform reaches its greatest width, the Gangway Rocks and

the bank connected with them being the most distant of the outliers of

Taviuni.

To the eastward of Taviuni lie the islands of Ngamia, Lauthala, and

I^Iatangi, separated from Taviuni by the Tasman Strait. The plateau

from which these islands rise is really the extension of the shoal lying

to the east of Taviuni and the outer reef which extends from Matangi

east of Lauthala and south of Ngamia, stretching across Tasman Strait

in disconnected patches and joining the fringing reef off Thurston

Point. To the westward of ^Latangi tJ>e outer reef extends only in

broken patches, and is seen also in the many disconnected patches found

in the western part of Tasman Strait. Between Matangi and the

northeastern horn of the outer reef there arc two passages across it.

The lagoon enclosing Ngamia and Lauthala has a greatest <h>i)th of forty
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fathoms and an average depth of over twenty, except to the east of

Laiithala, where the outer reef joins the fringing reef which skirts

Lauthala and Ngamia. There are a number of coral patches all through

the lagoon, but they are most abundant along the inner edge of tlic

southern line of the outer reef.

Ngamia and Lauthala are botli volcanic; the former rises to a height

of 1,000 feet. Both are indented with deep bays.

Along the shore of Thurston Point we found a conglomerate in course

of formation, composed of rounded pebbles of lava cemented together

with broken fragments of coral.

ELEVATED ISLANDS COMPOSED OF CORALLIFEROUS
LIMESTONES.

Ngele Levu.

Plates 17, l?*'. Figs. 5-13, and Plates 95-99.

Ngele Levu is an elongated pear-shaped atoll, somewhat constricted

at a few points (Plate 17). Its length is fourteen miles and its greatest

breadth seven. The lagoon is enclosed by a continuous outer reef,

vai'ying in widtli from a quarter of a mile to over a mile. The western

face of tlie outer reef is broken into patches leaving excellent deep

passages for ships. The depth in the lagoon is quite uniform, the bot-

tom being very level, varying in depth from about five to nine fathoms

at the eastern extremity, and sloping very gradually to fifteen or sixteen

at the western entrance. The bottom is composed of coralline alga%

broken shells, and coral sand, as' well as masses of dead corals derived

from tlie disintegration of the former elevated coi'alliferous limestone

which once covered the whole area of the lagoon. The lagoon is free

from coral patches except at tlie eastern end, which is studded with

heads of old coral and patches of living coral. These heads also form

a belt of considerable width along the inner side of the outer reef flats.

The reef flats are made up of elevated coralliferous rock which has

been planed off to the level of the sea, and scooped out below it to

form the lagoon. At the southern of the western entrances there is a

small sand key, and at the northeast end there are three islands, Ngele

Levu, Tai ni Mbeka (Plate 96), and Taulalia (Plate 95). The outer

faces of these islands form the sea fixce of the outer reef, there being no

outside reef flats. These islands are entirely composed of elevated
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coralliferous limestones, rising on Xgele Levu to about sixty feet, on Tai

ni Mbeka to forty feet, and on Taulalia to thirty feet. The process of

disintegration which lias taken place can still be seen going on at the

extremities of the island of Ngele Levu. On the reef flat near it, as

well as along the inner beach, crop out many negro-heads of elevated

limestone rock, and between the smaller islands, which are now only

connected bv a reef flat, the islands themselves being undercut and their

TAULALIA, NGLLE LLVU LAGOON.

surface deeply pitted and honeycombed (Plates 95, 96). On Taulalia

many large domes of harder material, somewhat conical, still exist,

which have not been rounded off" to the general level of the island.

We walked a good part of the length of the island of Ngele Levu,

and crossed it at right angles. The elevated tertiary limestome rock

was found cropping out at all points (Plate 97), and towards the north-

eastern shore we came upon a belt of limestone nearly devoid of vege-

tation, which must have risen at points to fully sixty feet above the

shore lino. The surface of that part of the island was full of deep

potholes and crevasses of all sizes and shapes, separated by ridges and

columnar or conical masses, some of them fully fifteen feet alove the

general level of the surrounding area (Plate 98). The rock surftice in

all directions was pitted and honeycombed, and eroded into thousands

of sharp points and needles, the aspect of this island recalling a similar

struct\u-e so common among the Bahamas. At Observatory Point, the

southern extremity of the island, this very characteristic structure is

quite well marked, and shows admirably the gradual passage of an island

composed of elevated limestone rock into a reef flat identical in all

respects with the reef flats surrounding the lagoon. Plate 99 shows the
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characteristic shore vegetation along the narrow cultivated strip of the

island, while Plates 97 and 98 show the inland vegetation.

We found rather distant coral patches growing in the lagoon in from

six to seven fathoms of water, close up to the inner edge of the outer

reef, starting from an underlying base of tertiary limestones, fragments

of which we brought up with the dredge. And upon the plane of the

outer rim of the lagoon, composed of the same tertiary limestones, corals

were growing to a depth of from six to ten fathoms, or more perliaps.

"Wailangilala.

Plates 18, 109, 110.

The island of Wailangilala is somewhat triangular, and connected

by a spit of coral beach rock with the small island of Cakandrovi to

Copied from a Survey

by Cap. BCockts.

the northeast. The east side of the larger island is about fifteen foot

above high water mark. Both islands are low, with sandy or beach rock
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beaches, and covered with cocoanut trees and shrubs (Plate 110). The
islands are in the northeast angle of a nearly elliptical lagoon (Plate 18),

surrounded by a reef flat varying from a quarter of a mile to more than

;*,«^,.-*'»'^i3JS?=&^AKANDRO \'
I

^ ••; \ W':^! LAXGILALA

a mile in width. The outer reef is about nine miles in circumference.

There is an entrance for ships into the lagoon in the western reef flats.

The depth of the central part of the lagoon is from 22 to 23 fothoms,

and the bottom is mainly coralline and coral sand, with broken shells.

The inner edge of the reef flat is flanked by a broad belt of coral patches,

which extend upon the flat itself, with here and there an isolated patch

in six or seven fathoms of water.

Wailangilala was selected, after consultation with inhabitants of the

Fijis well acipiaintcd with the group, as alfording an isolated atoll with

a steep submarine slope, and an island on the outer rim on which to
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establish the boring phxnt. Having a lighthouse on it, with a keeper

and assistants, it afforded unusual facilities for establishing a comfortable

camp for the boring crew, who were at work a couple of days after

landing.

The following is the record of our boring at Wailangilala.^

From the surface—
To 20 feet, coral and coralline sand with broken shells, like that on

the beach.

20-30 feet, coralline sand.

30-40 " coral and coralline sand, coarse.

40-50 '' fine coralline sand.

49-51 " parts of core of yellow limestone (elev. limestone).

g]_Ql u u a li a a a

^1_'7l (( a li a a a u

71—Rf) " " " " '^ <' •'

80-85 " " " " "

It was on the western inner edge of the island (Plate 109) that I

established our boring apparatus, soon after arriving at Suva, and while

under the impression conveyed by the newspapers, and from published

reports, that the second Funafuti boring expedition had demonstrated

that at the Funafuti atoll true coral reefs extended to a depth of 643

feet. This information seemed so positive that had it been received before

the shipping of my outfit to Fiji via Australia, I should have remained

at home, convinced that at any rate, whatever had been my experience in

the West Indies, Australia, and the Sandwich Island reefs, yet that in

a region of typical atolls in the Pacific the conditions of subsidence

suggested by Darwin and Dana might exist, unless the boring at Funa-

futi proved eventually, on closer examination, to have been carried on in

the sea face talus of a reef. But my outfit having left, I was not

prepared to accept the preliminary conclusions of Professor David as

recorded by the papers, and I started on my expedition ready to con-

firm by my own borings the truth of the great thickness of modern

coi'al reefs in atolls of the Pacific, or to give some other explanation

of this apparently overwhelming proof of the correctness of I)ar-

win's theory.

From what we saw of the elevated coralliferous limestone at Xgele

Levu, Vanua Mbalavu, Mango, and other points in Lau on our way to

Ongea, it was very evident that these limestones attained a groat thick-

1 The bore hole was about five feet above hiffh water mark, and about thirty

feet from the shore line, a few feet north of tiie Landing (figure on page 45).
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ness, — 800 feet at Tuvutha, 1,000 feet at Vatu Vara. Therefore as

soon as tlie drill struck the limestones it might correspond to any

height in the beds exposed elsewhere, beds which at Mango, Kambara,

and Vanua Mbalavu we had observed to rest upon a volcanic substratum.

It was natural that immediately on my return to Suva after our first

trip round the Eastern Archipelago I should send to Wailangilala or-

ders to stop further boring, aud to bring the crew and machinery back

to Suva. For it seemed a waste of both time aud money to bore and

obtain a core from an indefinite datum plane, when the same evidence

could be obtained by the examination of any one of the blufts of ele-

vated coralliferous limestones with which we had become familiar in our

first trip. But, unfortunately, we were not equipped to make a thorough

exploration of such a section, not being provided with explosives or

drills, aud had to content ourselves with somewhat fragmentary collec-

tions at the more accessible points. However, this is a subject which

I hope to attack again under more favorable conditions.

The boring at "Wailangilala shows that the island is the fragment of

an ancient island of lai'ger size, which once covered the whole area of the

lagoon. Being at the northern extremity of the atoll, it was less subject

to the destructive agency of the sea due to the prevailing southeasterly

winds, and thus there was left a wider reef flat, the last to be worn

away by the action of the sea. It also shows that at a depth of foi'ty

feet we meet the underlying elevated limestone forming the substratum

of the northern reef flat of the lagoon. As will be noticed from the

Figui'e on page 4G, the western reef flat is much narrower than the

eastern and less exposed face of the lagoon.

The boring at Wailangilala is from the remains of an upheaved coral

island, as has been suggested by Gardiner ;
^ but it is also the renuiant

of an island which once occupied the whole of that part of the atoll.

Aiwa shows a stage antecedent to that of Wailangilala, the island on the

rim of the lagoon being still of considerable heigl)t. Many of the reef

rocks (negro-heads), which Gardiner considers as having been thrown up

by hurricanes, are the remnants of the elevated reef rock outliers left

from the denudation of the flats on which they occur, and which once

rose to a greater hoiglit but have gradually lieon eroded and i)laued down

to their present elevation.

But (Jardiner is wrong in assuming that the islands of the atolls are

converted into land. Such is by no means necessarily the case. The

islands on the rim of an atoll, as Ngele Lcvu, consist of elevated coral-

* Loc. cit., p. 445.

t
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liferous limestone rock, and are the remnants of the former land mass

once coverinjj- the area of the atoll of Ngele Levu.

Nuku Mbasanga.

Plates 18, 23% Fig. 18, and Plate 108.

We skirted along a part of the southwestern edge of Nuku Mbasanga

atoll (Plate 18). The atoll is oblong, a little over two miles long, open

to the noi'thwest, where the reef flats ai'e broken up into numerous

coral heads. Within the broad reef flats are a small sandy cay, Xuku
Mbalate on the western face of the atoll, and the islet of Nuku Mbasanga

(Plate 108), the shores of which are covered with coral beach rock, or

patches of elevated reef rock, judging from the character of the negro-

heads which crop out on the western side. Both the islands are covered

with coacoauuts and shrubs.

There is every reason to believe that the islands of the Xuku Mba-

sanga group are the remnants of an island composed of elevated lime-

stone, which has been denuded and eroded to its present condition, and

partly covered, as Wailangilala has been, with coral sand.

Nukusemanu and Nanuku Reefs.

Plates 18, 103-107.

To the eastward of Budd Reef, and separated from it by a channel

about nine miles wide, is situated an elongated, angular, irregularly

shaped atoll, terminating at its southern extremity in a long ridge of

reef flats called the Nanuku Reef. These send out spurs, the extension

of which connects with the Nukusemanu Reef and encloses a lagoon

fully twenty-four miles long and from two to six miles broad. The

greater part of the eastern face of the reef is not awash, being made up

of a long series of coral reef patches, with fi'om one to six f\xthoms of

water, with deeper water between it and the extension of the Nanuku

Reef. A tongue of the ocean runs westward from 118 fathoms in the

gap separating tlie extremities of the reefs, rising to a ridge with five

to ten fathoms, separating it from a deep pool with as much as forty-six

fatlioms near the eastern face of the central part of the western reef flat

of Nanuku Reef. Only an occasional reef patch rises to the surface on

that face. On the northeast horn is situated Nukusemanu Island, a

small sand key covered with cocoanuts. On the northwest face the

Nukusemanu Reef flats are seen to bo well covered with flourishing coral

VOL. XXX MI. 4
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patches, but nearly the -whole of the west face until it joins the western

spur of Nanuku Eeef consists, like the east face, of a long but narrow

reef flat, with from two to seven fathoms, and studded with heads. The

greatest depth in the lagoon is 52 fathoms, with an average depth of

from 25 to 40 fathoms. The interior of the lagoon, especially the

northeni part, is studded with heads.

We examined the islets on the southern spits of the Xanuku Reef.

The northern islet, Xanuku lai lai, has been nearly washed away during

the hurricane of 1893 (Plate 107). The southern islet is covered with

shrubs and cocoanuts (Plate 104). The eastern face of this islet,

Nanuku Levu, is flanked with beach rock (Plate 106). There were a

large number of negro-heads of beach rock and of elevated coralliferous

rock scattered upon the reef flats adjoining the island (Plate 103), and

both to the north and towai'ds the southern extremity of the reef flat

ridge (Plate 105). Coral heads begin at about seventeen fathoms off" the

lee side of the reef, the patches increase in size and number at twelve

fathoms, and form a very fine flourishing belt between six to one and a

half or two fathoms. "\Ve could trace these coral patches on the nar-

row reef flat ridge extending northwai'd. This ridge is at some points so

narrow that the bi-eakers form a long white mass of rollers as they fall

from the windward to the leeward side of the reef flat. The leeward

pitch is not as steep as the charts seem to indicate. We found a hun-

dred fathoms on that side, hard bottom, at a distance of one and three

quarters miles from the leeward edge of the reef flat, two and a quarter

miles northerly from Nanukii lai lai (Plate 18).

The island whieli once covered the tract extending from the northern-

most horn of the Nukusemanu Reefs to the southwestern horn of the

Nanuku Reefs (Plate 18) was probably flanked by outer ridges of hills

running into a long narrow ridge at the southern extremity, of which

Nanuku lai lai and Xaniiku Levu islets are the solitary remnants, while

Nukusemanu Island is tlie only fragment of the northern extremity of

the eastei-n ridge. There must have been a valley separating the ridges

now indicated by the open lagoon, with a greatest dej)th of over forty-five

fathoms, extending from Nanuku Reef to Nukusemanu Reef, which was

^ cut into at many points all along the outer edges of the ridges, and con-

nected the plateau of submarine erosion with the great sound of the

interior.
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Tuvutha.

Plates 20, 88, 89.

Tuvutliji Island is triangular in shape ; its northern face is about one

and three quarters miles long; the island is nearly three and a half

miles long, and trends in a northwesterly direction from the southern

point to the northern face (Plate 20), It is surrounded b}' a barrier

reef. The greatest width of the enclosed lagoon is about three quarters

of a niile on the eastern side ; it is somewhat )iarrower off tlie western

face of the island. At two points on the northern side of the island the

outer reef becomes a fringing reef for a short distance. There are a

couple of boat passages into the lagoon through the outer reef flats, one

on each side. The lagoon varies in depth from two to nine fathoms.

With the exception of the central part of the eastern lagoon, it is

studded with coral patches and negro-heads. The latter are especially

numerous off the northern face of the island between those points

where the outer reef becomes a fringing reef, and empounds a small

distinct lagoon.

The central ridge, occupying the interior of the northern part of the

island, runs parallel to the west coast, and as far as I could judge con-

sists of coralliferous limestone elevated to a height of eight hundred feet.

The central ridge is surrounded by a more or less continuous ridge, form-

ing an outer rim and surrounding the inner depressed part of the island.

This I'idge consists entirely of elevated limestones, forming along the

northern face a collar of steep bluffs (Plate 88). Other parts of the

ridge, especialh' on the west side of the island, have been greatly

denuded and eroded into rounded peaks and domes, while the southeast

point is marked fur its steep bluffs and sharp ridges (Plate 89). "Where

the bluffs rise from the shore of the lagoon, they are deeply undercut.

The outer ridge not being low and broken at any point, no interior

lagoon or sound has been formed with the exception of a small bight on

the southern part of the eastern face of the island (Plate 20).

The central volcanic mass which has elevated Tuvutha as well as

Naiau has not broken through the elevated limestones, although it has

assumed the appearance of the wide round rim of an extinct ci-ater.

But, as will be seen in the case of Naiau, the formation of the central

basin is not due to volcanic agencies, but to atmospheric causes.
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Naiau.

Plates 30, 23*, Fig. 1.

!Kaiau Island is, like Tuvutba, composed entirel}' of an elevated lime-

stone ridge forming a continuous rim round a central depression stated

to be about 200 feet lower tbau its higbest points, wbicb rise from 530

to 580 feet above tbe level of tbe sea. Tbe sea face of the rim rises

NORTH POIXT OF NAIAU.

in nearly perpendicular bluffs round tbe island. At tbeir base they are

deeply undercut, and the larger fragments are eroded into dome-like

heads. Off tbe southeastern point au islet has been isolated from tbe

island. Xaiau is surrounded by a fringing reef broadest on the eastern

face, about half a mile wide, where at half tide boats can pass between

it and the shore, forming an incipient lagoon, and enter through a

narrow boat harbor passage, out of which, T am informed by our pilot,

runs a strong current. Tliere are numerous negro-heads all along the

outer edge of the fringing reef, especially near the northwestern point of

the island, where the fringing reef is narrowest.

Naiau,^ Tuvutha, Kambara, "Wangava, and other elevated islands,

consistinf; of coralliferous limestone, have been considered to be elevated

NAIAU, SEEN FKOM THK EAST.

atolls, owing to the existence of a depression in the summit, which is

looked upon as representing the former lagoon. While that may be the

' Moore, Nature, Marcli 18, 1897, p. 463. Others have looked upon these islands

as extinct craters.
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case, I am inclined to consider these central basins as dne to the action

of atmospheric agencies, and to look npon them as similar to the gigantic

banana holes, as they are called, occurring in the Bahamas, which ai'e

undoubtedly due to the solvent action of the rains overcharged with car-

bonic acid, which carry off the limestones, and, percolating through the

mass, leave the saucer-shaped basins characteristic of the so called ele-

vated atolls. In such islands as Xaiau, Vanua Vatu, Tuvutha, Kambara,

and Wangava, tlie central depression has not extended very far towards

the sea level. But in such islands as Mango the central depression has

formed a small lagoon, in Namuka submarine erosion has carried off one

side of the rim ; in Fulanga (Plate 22) the process has been carried

still farther by the direct action of the sea and of submarine erosion,

forming a large lagoon ; and the conditions existing at Ongea, Yangasa,

Aiwa, and finally at Eeid Haven, Wailangilala, Xgele Levu, etc., illus-

trate the ditferent stages in the transformation by submarine erosion of a

so called elevated atoll of tertiary age into an atoll of the pi-esent epoch.

The probable extent to which atmospheric agencies have contributed

to shape such central basins is also shown from the presence of exten-

sive caves in the elevated limestone islands of Vatu Leile, of Thithia,

and of Ngillangillah, and in the numerous cracks, caverns, and cavities

which characterize the faces of the vertical bluffs of elevated limestone

wherever we have met them in the Fijis (see Plates 74, 77, 92).

•^^^^^^'

VATU VARA, SEEN FROM THE EAST.

Vatu Vara.

Plate 19.

On the last trip of the " Yaralla " from Suva to Wailangilala, Captain

Thomson examined for me the islands of Yatu Vara, Yatliata, Kaimbo,

and Naitamba. The accompanying account is based upon his notes.
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Yatu Vara or Hat Island (Plate 19) is one mile and a quarter in

diameter. Its summit is flat, and falls off on all sides in steep cliffs.

It attains an altitude of 1,030 feet. The cliffs consist of elevated lime-

stone standing out conspicuously thi'ough the dark foliage A\'hich covers

the island ft-om base to summit. Up to the very summit of the island

the exposed rocks are seen to consist of limestone. The island is

suiTounded by a fringing reef nearly a mile in width on the west coast.

On the east and north sides the sea breaks against the nearly vertical

limestone cliffs. They are deeply undercut. On the northwest side two

separate masses of limestone stand out midway between the base of the

cliflfs and the outer edge of the reef An incipient lagoon, open to the

north, is forming along a part of the west coast of the island.

Yathata and Kaimbo.

Plate 19.

The islands of Yathata and Kaimbo (Plate 19), which rise respectively

to the height of 840 and 150 feet, are composed of elevated limestone

rock. A fringing reef encloses them both. It attains a width of over

half a mile where it connects the islands, and is nearly a mile wide

off the north of Yathata. Off that shore a number of small islets and

heads stand out between the island and the outer edge of the reef. Else-

where the fringing reef is narrow. Between the islands in the middle of

the fringing reef stands out the islet of Nuku Levu, 90 feet in height,

and a few heads. Tiiere appears to have been a secondary elevation on

the south side of Kaimbo, where the undercut ledge has been raised about

twenty feet above high water mark.

I am informed by Captain R. Cocks that Katavanga is composed of

elevated limestones.

Aiwa.

Plates 21, 22% Figs. 13-1.''..

Aiwa consists of two small elongated islands, the western oneof wliich

is not quite a mile in length (Plate 21). Both arc composed of elevated

limestone, pitted and honeycombed, forming low vertical bluffs along

their southern faces. The highest points of the islands are respectively

210 and 200 feet. They arc connected by a coral reef awash at low

tide. The islanfV^ are in the middle of the southern face of the outer

reef flat, which encloses an elongate narrow triangular Ingoon nine miles
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in length. From the extremities of the islands off the south face projects

a horn of the outer reef, forming a small enclosed lagoon separated from

the principal lagoon and with a greatest depth of ten fathoms. The

greatest depth of the principal lagoon is 23 fathoms. The northern face

of the outer reef is much broken, and flanked by large patches of corals

and heads, with a wide entrance into the northwestern end of the lagoon.

The western face of the lagoon is three miles long. The inner edge of

the westei'u face is flanked by a broad belt of coral patches and heads.

The coral patches ai'e growing upon sunken heads of elevated reef rock,

the remnants of the elevated reef once covering the area now occupied

by the Aiwa lagoon. The reef flats consisted wherever we saw them of

elevated reef rock planed off to a general level, upon which coral patches

were growing.

This groiip is historically interesting, as Dana in his Corals and Coral

Islands (p. 2G4) gives a section across the islands and lagoon, wliich

according to him illustrates verjf forcibly the effect of subsidence in

the formation of atolls. A more unfortunate selection could not have

been made. But Dana did not visit this group, and took his information

from the charts, or he would not ha.ve chosen as an illustration an island

group which consists of elevated limestone rock,— islands which after

their elevation have suffered most extensive denudation and erosion, and

upon the outer edge of the surrounding platform the corals of the present

epoch have found a footing and formed a sheet of very moderate thick-

ness. The lagoon between the encircling reef and the islands has

been hollowed out by mechanical causes similar to those which I have

alluded to elsewhere, and which have in my opinion shaped the lagoons

of all tlie atolls and barrier reefs of the Fijis.

Dana assumes the lagoon of Aiwa to have been formed during the

slow subsidence of the island enclosed within its reef, while there is every

evidence that the lagoon of Aiwa has been scooped out by submarine

erosion, and the island, consisting of late tertiary limestones, has been

lowered by denudation, and that the limestones after their elevation have

remained at the present level, and that the corals now growing upon the

outer rim and upon the reef flats, as well as the coral heads inside of the

lagoon, have but little tliickncss, and that well within the greatest depth

at which reef-building corals can tirrow.
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Oneata.

Plates 21, 33% Figs. 10-13.

Oneata Island is a low ridge of elevated limestone, rising to a height

of 160 feet, connected at its eastern extremity by a coral reef with the

islet of Loa, of similar structure to Oneata, and rising to a height of

140 feet. Towards the eastern extremity of Oneata, on the northern

side, the island is indented by deep bays, studded with mushroom-

shaped islets and large heads barely cropping to the surface. The spit

W

protecting the bay from the east rises vertically, is deeply pitted, full of

potholes, and honeycombed and perforated by a large opening similar

to the Hole in the Wall at Al)aco in the Bahamas. Everywhere on the

surface of the island we found

the elevated limestone cropping \f|j

out. The southern face of the

island is also indented with

bavs, the beginning of shallow

sounds which are now cutting

Oneata into smaller islands by

undermining the shore line and

forming low vertical cliffs, prob-

ably by the same processes which

disintegrated the area formerly

occupied by the elevated limestones, and of which Oneata and Loa are

the remnants.
,

Oneata lies about a mile from the inner edge of the outer reef flat,

ISI-liT OIF ONEATA SHORE.
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enclosing a triangularly shaped lag(jon, with a greatest depth of 21

fathoms. The length of tlie southern reef flat is a little over ten miles,

that of the northern f;ice about nine miles, and that of the western and

northwestern faces connecting them is five miles. There are three pas-

sages on the western and northwestern faces, and one through the north-

ern face. The bottom of the lagoon, between the reef patches and heads,

is covered with coralline algre and with coral sand. There are many

large heads scattered along the inner edge of the northern reef flat, and

on the extension of the western extremitv of the island.

Namuka.

Plate 23.

We did not visit Namuka, but steamed near enough to the island to

recognize its distinctive features. It is a narrow, undulating ridge, four

miles long, rising to a height of 240 feet ; it is composed of elevated

limestone. On the southern and western faces there are deep bays, or

incipient sounds, which, if extended, would divide the island into a

number of islets. The island is surrounded by a fringing reef off the

southwestern extremity, and off the eastern point of the island. Be-

tween these points an outer reef extends off the south coast, forming a

narrow and shallow lagoon full of heads, with five fathoms at its deepest

point. On the northern face the western part of the lagoon is deeper,

having thirteen fathoms. The horns of the outer i-eef of the northern

and western faces are connected by broken patches and heads which

form the harbor of Namuka.

About three and a half miles northeast fi'om the entrance to Namuka
Harbor lies Wilkes Eeef (Plate 22), a flat a little over half a mile in

length, dry at low water, with outlying rocks and banks within the sur-

rounding 100 fathom line.

Yangasa.

Plates 22, 22*, Figs. 8, 9, and Plates 90-93.

The cluster of Yangasa (Plate 22) consists of four islands and numer-

ous rocks and islets, all of which are composed of elevated limestone.

The largest island of the gnnip, Yangasa Levu, is nearly two miles in

length and about half a mile wide. Its shores are formed of precipitotis

cliffs, which surround the whole island : thoy are deeply undercut at the

base, perhaps more than any other island wo have seen in Fiji. The
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crest of the highest ridge is flat, and runs at a general level of aboiit

300 feet. The highest summit, toAvard the southern end of the island,

is nearly 400 feet ; off that point there are indications of a terrace at

about one third the height of the island, as if the elevation of this

gi'oup had taken place at two successive periods. Yangasii Levu seen

from the west, on the way to Ongea, appears hat-shaped, with a high

terrace forming the rim. The island of Yangasa Levu is from one to

two miles distant from the inner edge of the outer reef flat forming the

eastern horn of the lagoon. Alon<; the western side of the lag-oon are

YAXGASA LEVU.

situated Navutuira, iu the northwest angle of the lagoon, which rises to

270 feet; this is connected with the islet of Yuvutha (Plate 90) by a

long narrow reef studded with mushroom-shaped rocks rising above

high water mark. The whole of the north westei-n part of the lagoon

to the west of the ship passage on the north face of the outer reef flat is

also thickly studded with negro-heads and with mushroom-shaped rocks

of all sizes and shapes, which cover the wide reef flat to the west and

north of Xavutuira. The- large mushroom-shaped heads ai"e generally

on the extension of spits or headlands of the two islands named.

The crest of Navutuira is undulating, and from its shores rise low

undercut vertical bluff's. Yuvutha (Plate 90), on the contrary, has a

conical outline, its highest suannit rising to 240 feet ; its vertical shore

bluff's are higher than those of Xavutuira, deeply undercut ; they are

nothing Init the rim of a sound left from the disintegration, denudation,

and erosion of the adjoining land. Such rims are at a distance readily

mistaken for the rims of extinct craters. We anchored off" the west side

of Xavntuiloma, the most southern of the islands along the west side of

the lagoon. The small bay on the north face of Xavntuiloma resembles

closely a part of the rim of an e.Ktinct crater. But that rim and those

forming the eastern and western points are entirely composed of ele-

vated limestone, full of caverns and caves, pits and potholes, many of

them full of red earth, as is the case wherever elevated limestone is

met with; it is deeply honeycombed and cut into ridges (I'lute 92),

upon the edges of which rise endless sharp pinnacles and needles.

This was also the stincturc and appearance of the inland slope of

the island where wo landed.
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The little bay was studded with mushrooni-shaped and conical islets

and rocks, all deeply undercut (Plates 91, 93), and the bottom in from

two to four fathoms was covered with sunken coral patches and heads

rising at all depths.

Some of the islets were covered witli bushes and cocoanut trees, like

the main island. The highest point of Navutuiloma is 210 feet; it is a

little over one mile in length, and is larger than Navutuira. The shape

of the outer reef flats enclosing the lagoon of Yangusu (Plate 22) is ir-

regularly rectangular, with rounded angles; the faces are each about

five miles long, the western face being the longer. On the eastern and

northeastern side, the reef flat is quite narrow, but it is studded along

the inner edge with a belt o^ heads and coral patches and negro-heads.

Olf the southeastern horn, the reef flat becomes very wide, projecting iu

a point fully two miles beyond its general line. The reef flats of the

southern and western faces are also broad, fully a mile in width iu some

places, and at the northwestern horn the reef flat is more than a mile

and a quarter wide.

On the northern face of the lagoon a tongue of deep water (145 fath-

oms) fully a mile wide runs towards the centre of the lagoon ; this is the

passage used for entering the lagoon. The slope of this part of the lagoon

is very steep, and it is studded with coral patches and heads growing

upon the remnants of the former island of Yangasj'i. This narrow and

deep tongue of the ocean represents probably an original valley formed

in the uplifting of the island, and has no connection with a subsidence

of the island during the formation of the encircling reef, which has

grown subsequently upon the platform of submarine erosion formed by

the wearing away of the original land mass. The average depth of the

northern part of the lagoon is from 14 to 19 fathoms. The southern

part, between Yangasa Levu and Navutuiloma and the reef flat, is shal-

lower, from six to twelve fathoms, with a still shallower belt along the

inner edge of the southern reef flat.

Off the southeastern extremity of JSTavutuiloraa extend a number of

mushroom-shaped rocks and islets, deeply undercut and eroded into fan-

tastic crests, pinnacles, and summits. The reef flat of the western face

of the Yangasa lagoon is full of thriving coral patches, which extend

along the inner edge, between and upon the negro-heads, down to seven

or eight fathoms. The formation, by erosion and denudation, of diminu-

tive or incipient sounds, as in the bay of Navutuiloma, is interesting as

representing one stage in the action of such processes, of which others

can be iollowed in the conditions which liave been reached by suci)
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islands as ]S\amuka, Mango, Ngele Levu, Fulanga, Oneata, Ongea, and

others. It is quite probable that the islands and islets of this group

represent the remnants of the submarine ei'osion and denudation Avhich

have cut the greater island of Yangasa, consisting of elevated limestone,

which once occupied the area of the lagoon, into smaller islands by a

process similar to that now going on to cut up the island of Xavutui-

loma,— a j^rocess which has left, as indicating its former greater extent,

the islands of the cluster, its rocks and islets, and tlie numbei'less heads

cropping out everj^where over the outer reef flats, and in the extension

of the spits and points of its islands.

To the eastward of the Yangasa cluster, and separated from it by a

narrow channel of about half a mile in width and a depth of a little

over 100 fathoms, lies Thakau Levu (Plate 22), an elongated horseshoe-

shaped atoll, nearly four and a half miles in length, with a greatest

breadth of less than two miles. The lagoon enclosed by the outer reef

flat is open on the west face. The greatest depth in the logoon is 11

fathoms ; it is studded with heads and patches. The reef flat at the

eastern point of the lagoon is fully a mile wide.

South of Thakau Levu (Plate 22) lies the flat reef of Thakau Thi-

kondua, and the small island Kaiabo, of elevated limestone, rising to a

height of forty feet, surrounded hy a narrow encircling reef enclosing

a shallow lagoon. Still farther south are the flat reefs of Thakau Reiva-

reiva and Thakau Nasokesoke, both, according to the sailing direc-

tions, dry at low water and steep to all round. We did not visit either

Thakau Levu or the lust mentioned reefs.

Ongea.

Plates 22, 122*, Figs. 6, 7, and Plate 94.

The Ongea group consists of two large islands, Ongea Levu and

Ongea Ndriti, and luunberless mushroom-shaped or conical or dome-

shaj)ed islets and rocks, studding both the passage between the two

priu(;ij)al islands or fringing the shores or extending across the openings

of the bays which indent the coast line of Ongea Levu and Ongea Ndriti

(Plate 22). The larger island, Ongea Levu, runs nearly north and

south ; it is four miles long, and varies from one to two miles in width
;

it rises to a height of 270 feet. This island lies in the centre of the north-

ern part of the lagoon, about equidistant from the outer encircling reef

flats, within a chainiel from three quarters of a mile to a mile in width,

and varying in depth from seven to twelve fathoms. OR" the southeru
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end of Ongea Levn the lagoon expands, and attains a width of nearly

six miles. The outer reef flat is narrow, but expands to a width of

three quarters of a mile off the southern face of Ongca Ndriti, where

it becomes a fringing reef. Ongea Ndriti is nearly two miles long

and one mile broad, and rises to a height of 300 feet. The Karracouta

Passage is the only ship channel leading into the lagoon. It opens

tiirough the western reef flat into the widest part of the pear-shaped

lagoon, a little south of the extremity of Ongea Levu. The greatest

length of the lagoon is about eight miles.

The Ongea Islands consist of elevated limestone, rising in nearly verti-

cal clift's along the shore line. This is deeply indented by broad and deep

bays, forming small irregularly shaped sounds, which in tlie case of Ongea

Levu have nearly cut that island into two (Plate 22). The openings of

the bavs and the shores of the islands themselves on the western and

. -iSit:»si:LsSSSai>ii^_ .^1--- v.j^asS;^

SOUTHWEST POINT OF ONGDA LKVL".

southei-n faces of Ongea Levu are studded with islets and rocks, which,

like the ridges of the islands, consist of elevated limestone. They are

most numerous off the wide and deep bay on the southern face of the

larger island, and extend across the channel separating Ongea Levu and

Ongca Ndriti (Plate 94). The outliers extending south from the former

island connect with those stretching north from the opposite face of the

smaller island.

The mushroom-shaped rocks and islets also extend along the western

face of Ongea Ndriti, but they ai*e not as numerous as on the m^rthern

face. On many of the islets arc found a few stiaggling palmettos, iden-

tical with those growing on the principal island. The islets and rocks

as well as the shore cliffs are deepl}' undercut, and the surface is deeply

pitted, honeycombed, and full of potholes and caverns, and presenting

the appearance so characteristic of the weathered corallifcrous limestone

wherever we have found it in Fiji. It seems, however, as if the enision
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aud denudation, and the accompanying weathering, had been more in-

tense as we proceeded southward along the windward islands of Fiji.

The islets aud rocks remaining as evidence of the former connection of

tlie islands of this group are perhaps as good illustrations as any we

have seen of the process which has been going on to reduce to its present

proportions the original reef flat or island, which probably once covered

the whole of the area of the Ongea Lagoon. The bottom of the lagoon

is made up of coral and coralline sand. Half a mile from the north-

eastern horn of the outer reef of Ongea rises a sharp submarine peak, ot

which only the rock rising on the western edge remains, and on which

has been formed the small circular reef of Thakau Teteika, about three

quarters of a mile in diameter; while to the southeast, distant about

three miles and a quarter, rises Xuku Songea, a triangularly shaped

atoll enclosing a shallow lagoon with a low sand key at its northern

extremity.

Fulanga.

Plates aa, 22*, Figs. 4, 5, and Plates S0-S4.

Fulanga is an elliptical island deeply indented on its southwestern

face (Plate 22), along which rises a ridge of elevated limestone to the

height of 240 feet. This tertiary limestone rock has been elevated to a

height of 2G0 feet at Quoin Hill, on the northeastern f\xce of the island.

The " Sailing Directions" (p. 21-i) represeut Fulanga as ^' of volcanic and

W^'

EMItANCi; TO I L' LANG A.

coral formation, and the circular shape of the island leads to tlie suppo-

sition that it is the rim of an extinct crater." AVIiat T have seen of

Fulanga shows no trace of volcanic rocks, thongli they may exist on the

southwest shore, which we did not see. Mr. fJardiner,^ who visited

Fulanga, classilics it among the limestone islands. It is (]uitc natural

i Proc. CambridKe I'liil. Sot-., Vol. IX. I'iirt VIII. p. 458 (1808).
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that the honeycombed pitted pinnacles of hard ringing limestone should

be mistaken by inexperienced observers for volcanic clinker-like rocks,

and the locality described as volcanic, especially when taken in connec-

tion with the crater-like aspect of the sounds. The island is suiTonnded

by a fringing reef nearly a mile in width in some places, and with a pas-

sage forming a shallow and very narrow lagoon with a depth of four to

five fathoms between the outer reef flat and the shore line along parts of

the eastern and of the western face of the island. There is a narrow

passage (Plate 82) on the northeastern fiice into the interior basin, but

too shallow to have admitted the " Yaralla." In addition there are also

a number of openings between the numerous islands and islets into

which the elevated limestone ridge has been cut up (Plate 80). Through

all these the current flows with considerable velocity (thi'ee knots). The

"' -^^^'^SSg^^iggSsSSJS?^ :

"'^::

EAST SIDE OF FULAXGA.

interior of the basin is full of islets and of rocks, mushroom-shaped or

dome-shaped, all deeply undercut and all consisting of the same elevated
limestone of wliich the outer ridges are composed (Plate 81). These
islets and rocks are of all sizes and shapes, some of them nearly lirdf a
mile in length

;
and they are found in every part of the basin ^(Plates

83, 84). The greatest depth of the interior basin is ten fathoms, with
an average of five to six.

Although the general appearance of Fulanga is much like that of an
extmct crater, yet its formation is due to other than volcanic agencies.
The whole of the area of Fulanga must formerly have been covered by
a bed of raised coralliferous limestone. The lower parts of the eastern
face of this elevated fiat became cut up into islands and islets, allowing
the passage of the sea, and it has little by little eaten into the body of the
elevated limestone, forming an extensive inner basin four miles iii lew-th
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by two miles wide, leaving the basin studded with innumerable islets

and rocks (Plates 83, 84) such as I have ah-eady mentioned. These

islands have usually vertical faces; many of them are conical, dome-

shaped, or mushroom-shaped, like the islands and islets inside of the

interior basin. A similar process has been going on off the northern

point of Fulanga, south of Quoin Hill, where the conical and dome-

shaped and mushroom-shaped islands and islets and rocks are seen to

pass gradually from conical or dome-shaped bluffs along the shore line

into the negi'o-heads of the outer reef flat off that point. This process

of disintegration must have been similar in every respect to that which

has formed the sounds in the Bermudas, eating small bays into the

faces of bluffs inland, these becoming circular with time, with only a

narrow opening, and finally leaving merely a narrow ridge or parts of

ridsres surroundins: a central basin resemblin" an atoll.

J^W

FULAXGA SOUTH OF QUOIN* HILL.

If the process which has been shaping Fulanga had been goii g on

longer the result would have been a low ridge on the southwestern face

of an elliptical outer reef flat, with an enclosed lagoon full of islets or

rocks or heads, and liere and there perhaps an island or islet indicating

the former existence of the elevated coralliferous limestone ridge ; there

being a passage into the lagoon where it now exists, the lagoon as en-

larged including the true lagoon and the " Sound " basin, — a condition

of things very similar to that found on Oneata, Xgele Levu, YangasS,

Xanuku, and on Vanua Mbalavu. On the faces of the islands and islets

forming the eastern ridge of the basin of Fulanga rise vertical cliffs

deeply midcrcut and weathered. The reef flats arc full of negro-heads,

some of which are of considerable size. The reef flats are everywhere

covered with extensive stretchefi of flourishing corals.

This atoll-liko basin has thus in reality Iwen formeil by the wearing

action of the sea, and subsidence has played no part in its formation; on

the coutrarv, tlio coralliferous limestone flat covering the basin has been
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elevated to nearly three hundred feet, and it has been subject for a long

period to the action of the atmosphere and of the sea ; the one wearing

down the limestone land into an inner basin or cutting it out into

valleys, and finally into islands and islets ; the other encroaching into it

from the outside, and eventually forming an interior basin studded with

islets, which to all appearance would be a lagoon surrounded by an

encircling reef with its heads and patches and islands and islets. And
yet it would really be a crater-like basin, a " Sound," which by erosion

had become connected with the true barrier I'eef lagoon, and finally even

all trace of the Sound character of the inner basin might vanish with

the disappearance of the old shore line, and the existence of only islets

to indicate the former land area.

In the case of Fulanga, Gardiner ^ has well described the action of the

sea both as a solvent and as a disintegrating factor in reducing the rocks

and islets to mushroom-shaped structures, and in the great undercutting

of the cliffs, of which he gives the same illusti'atiou as that I give here,

which was kindly furnished me by the Hon. W. L. Allardyce. He says :

"The final result should be a perfect atoll reef just awash, the land be-

ing dissolved away while the living reef round it continues to grow."

So it does, but the reef has played no part in the shaping of the atoll,

the lagoon of which owes its existence to the formation of the interior

Sound by the decomposition of the elevated tei'tiary limestone reef mass,

and has no coiniection with the recent coral reef growing upon the reef

flats or external platforn^. of submarine erosion. '

sorriii'.As r I'lUNr )F MAKA.MliU.

Marambo.

Plate '22.

Marambo is a small circular island about three quarters of a mile in

diameter (Plate 22). It is composed of elevated limestone rising to

160 feet in lieight. It is surrounded by a fringing reef fully a mile iu

VOL. XXXIII.

^ Loc. cit., p. 459.

6
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width off the northern extremity of the island. Off the southwest face

of the island there is a shallow incipient lagoon. There is a large crack

running through the peak of the highest point of the island near the

southei'n point, as if the sea face might scale off at any moment and form

a vertical cliff. There is a fine vertical cliff along the northeast point of

the island over 100 feet in height, deeply undercut. From the lower

edge of this cliff numbei'less negro-heads extend over the surface of

the fringing reef flat, which is covered b}' large patches of flourishing

corals.

NORTH POINT OF MARAMBO.

Dana and Darwin both speak of fissures passing through the shore

shelf reef. The fissure we saw at Marambo I attribute to the giving

way of the shore bluffs from the undermining preparatory to its shal-

ing off.

Wangava.

Plate 22.

Wangava. as seen from the passage between it and the northern ex-

tremity of Kambara, appeal's to be composed of two parallel ridges of

limestone, elevated to a height of nearly 300 feet. The island is steep to

on all sides, steep cliffs forming its eastern and western faces. It is

surrounded by a wide fringing reef (Plate 22) except oft' the north face,

where it becomes broken up into coral heads and patches.

Vatu Leile.

Plalos 9, 17*, FiRS. 14, and Plates 100-102.

Vatu Leile, the westernmost island of the group we examined, is tri-

angular in shape, with a small lagoon extending along the eastern and

the northern faces of the island (I'luto 9). Tlic lagoon is comparatively

shallow, not having anywhere a depth greater than five fathoms. Nearly
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the whole lagoon is covered with patches of corals and of reef rock, espe-

cially in the southern and western parts. The island of Yatu Leile is

a mass of elevated limestone rock, vising at the southern extremity to

bluffs of about 30 feet on the western side. The series of bluffs forming

WKST SIDE OF VATC LEILE.

the western shore gradually increase in height as we go north, where at

the most westerly point the bluffs are more than 100 feet in height

(Plate 100).

The bluffs of the western coast are vertical faces witli rounded summits

full of cavities and alternate with short coral sand l)eaches. On many

parts of the fringing reef edging the west coast there are still left small

mushroom-shaped rocks, fragments of elevated limestone rock ouce form-

M)l: 1 iiw i;s 1 iiiiN 1 >i VAir l,l.ll-K

ing a part of the main island. The northern extremity of the island is

full of caves. Judging from the color of tlie water, the outer slope of the

reef flat towards deep water appears to be very gradual. The whole island

slopes gently to the eastward, liaving gradually been denuded and eroded

so as to form a low east shore line, Avitli extensive flats off the north-

eastern point. The west shore is protected by a fringing coast reef
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varyiug in width from a few yards to 300 or 500 yards, or even disap-

pearing entirely along some of the beaches, with many areas of smooth

impounded water within the fringing reef flats. The north side of the

lagoon is protected by an outer reef flat fully half a mile wide in some

places. On it corals are flourishing. There are two passages into the

lagoon, with about ten feet of water in the channel. On the eastern

side the outer reef runs parallel with the coast, gradually becoming wider

towards the south, where it forms a wide coral flat connecting as a frin-

ging reef the outer reef with the low southern part of the island.

To the west of the lee passage are the small island of Yatu Savu

(Plate 101), consisting of a larger low rock of elevated limestone deeply

undercut and pitted and honeycombed, and of three other mushi'oom-

shaped rocks of the same structure. Letween the lee and the weather

passage are the islands of Yatu Levu and the cluster of rocks Vatu

lai lai (Plate 102), similar in structure and in appearance to Yatu Savu.

These islands and islets are all situated upon the flat of the outer reef.

The whole reef flat is furtlier studded with negro-heads, the remnants of

former islands and islets of elevated limestone.

The presence of these islands, islets, and rocks, as well as the existence

of the extensive flats otF the east coast, clearly indicate the maimer in

which denudation and erosion have transformed the greater Yatu Leile

which once may have covered the whole area of the lagoon, leaving only

a part of the main island, with the islands and islets on the outer reef

flats and the iimumerable patches of corals flanking the inner edge of the

outer reef. There is a strong current flowing out through the passages

of the northern line of the outer reef.

THE SOUNDS OF FIJI.

Plate 23.

Fulanga is also interesting as illustrating the formation of an atoll by

the same causes which have produced the Sounds in tlie Bermudas.^

In the case of Fulanga we have a ring of elevated coralliferous lime-

stone raised by volcanic agencies to a height of nearly two hundred feet.

The whole area of Fulanga was probably once covered by coralliferous

limestone, forming an isl.and resembling Kambara or Mango. The island

was, judging from its present condition, highest on the northern side, with

« Bull. Mu9. Coinp. Zoiil., Vol. X.\' VI. No. 2, 1895, p. 231 ; also Hull. Mus. Comp.

Zool, Vol. XXVIII. No. 2, 1896, p. 29.
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summits nearly as high on the southwest coast, and sloping seaward

towards the east (Plate 80). Atmospheric agencies gradually reduced

its height, cutting out at the same time an interior basin, the eastern

rim of which (Plate 81), being lowest, was soon denuded and eroded in

part. One can readily see (Plate 22) how longer denudation and ero-

sion would reduce the existing Fulaiiga land to a few large islands left

isolated in the interior of an encircling reef and connected only by a few

mushroom-shaped or conical islets, the interior of the lagoon being

dotted with coral heads, the recent corals on the outer edge of the sub-

marine flat forming a reef crust of moderate thickness. This coral rim

has been broken through, and the action of the sea has gradually

hollowed out in the interior a circular sound resembling an extinct crater

(Plate 22), which has arisen solely from the disintegration of the inner

part of the elevated limestone. Many parts of this still exist as small

mushroom-shaped or conical islands (Plate 83).

It is also probable that some of the ancient elevated reef flats may

have been converted into atolls by causes similar to those which have

produced the crater-like Sound of Fulanga. This has perhaps been the

case with such atolls as iN'gele Levu, and the Oneata, Ongea, and Yan-

gasa groups. In both Ongea Levu and Ongea Ndriti (Plate 22), incipient

sounds are forming which will cut these islands into two or more com-

ponents, each one of which will in its turn be dissected into smaller

islands or islets, till Anally the remaining land may be all reduced to

insignificant islands and islets, as on Ngele Levu (Plate 17), or on AVai-

langilala (Plate 18), Reid Haven, Yanua Masi (Plate 20), ;Motua Levu

and Motua lai lai, Dutt' and Adolphus Reefs (Plate 18), or the islets may

have totally disappeared and no vestige of the former land area remain

except the sunken coral heads and rocks of such atolls as Thakau Levu,

Thakau Motu (Plate 22), Thakau Lekaleka (Plate 21), the Ongea

Reefs (Plates 20, 21), Thakau Tambu (Plate 20), Thakau Mata Thuthu,

and Thakau Vutho Vutho (Plate 17), with the reservation that some of

these atolls may be the result of the denudation and submarine erosion

of volcanic islets or peaks or ridges, and not necessarily of elevated

coralliferous limestones.

Are not islands such as Phoenix, P)irnie, Kean, Howland, Baker, and

Enderbury, which have depressions in the centre and no lagoons, islands

which are gradually being denuded to the level of the sea, and the next

stage of which will be the formation of a lagoon (sound) by the cutting

in of the sea across the rim at one or more points, forming islands or

islets round the lagoonl Wo can thus explain the peculiar formation of
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these islands without having recourse to subsidence. Yet other writers

upon coral reefs would look upon some of these islands as instances of

raised atolls.

The gradual transformation of islands, composed either wholly or in

part of elevated limestone, into islands with large interior sounds like

Fulanga can be readily followed by examining such islands as Wangava

(Plate 22), Tuvuthu, Naiau (Plate 20), or Vanua Vatu (Plate 21), in

which the interior basin is still surrounded by a high rim. Next fol-

lowed such islands as Mango (Plate 19), in which the interior basin has

at one extremity been transformed into a diminutive sound; then follow

such islands as Xamuka (Plate 22), the rim of the basin of which has

been eroded so as to leave only parts of it, and the outline of which has

been deeply cut into by a large outer sound. We pass next to such a

group as Ongea (Plate 22), and next to such groups as Yangasa (Plate

22), of which the rim of the basin is represented only by four small

islands scattered Avithin the encircling reef; next to Oneata aud Aiwa,

where a single island, comparatively small, represents the former extent

of the elevated limestone area of those groups. And a still further stage

of erosion and denudation is represented, as stated above, by Xgele

Levu, Wailangilala, and other atolls in Lau.

Vatu Leila (Plate 9) must have sloped very rapidly eastward to have

attained its present condition, and we can readily follow it to a time

when it will be flanked on the west side by a line of narrow islets very

similar to those now existing on the north side of the lagoon. When
the island and islets in Yatu Leile, !Xgele Levu, Wailangilala, Katavanga,

Reid Piccf, Aiwa, Oneata, Yangasa, and Onirea have disappeared by sub-

sequent erosion, it will be wcllnigh impossible to detect tlie natiu-e of the

substratum upon which tlie modcT'n reef is growing. At that time the

lagoon will prolmbly have become gouged out much as Ngele Levu has

been. A similar difficulty will naturally be encountered, though at a

later period, in determining the geological composition of the substratum

underlyiui; the modern coral reef in the atolls of Wakaya, Makongai

(Plate 15), Mbengha (Plate 8), North and Great Astrolabe Ptcefs (Plates

9, 10, 11), Budd Reef (Phite 18), Totoya (Plate 16), Kimbombo

(Plate 19), Xairai (Plates 12, 14), Komo (Plate 22), and others, when

the islands now existing on tlie edge or within the encircling reefs have

disappeared from denudation and sultinarine erosion.

This is another instance of the great variety of causes which have been

active in producing the present physiognomy of the reefs of the Fijis,

and sliows the impossibility of assigning any one factor, like subsidence,
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for instance, as is done b}- Dana and Darwin, as the sin<Tle cause for

the formation of the many dili'erent kinds of atolls and of barrier reef

islands to be found in the Fijis.

THE TERTIARY ELEVATED LIMESTONES OF FIJI.

Tlie existence throughout Fiji of numerous platforms of submarine

erosion at average depths varying within very moderate limits seems to

indicate a condition of approximate equilibrium as far as either elevation

or subsidence is concerned. The elevation of the limestones of late

tertiary age clearly indicates that the origin of the greater number of

the Fiji Islands dates back approximately to that period. This is un-

doubtedly the case with the range of islands known as the Lau or Eastern

Archipelago of Fiji. With them we should include the more northerly

islands, the group to the east of Xgamia, and of Budd Reef, including

Thikombia.

It is more difficult to determine the age of the larger islands, Yiti Levu

and Yanua Levu, as well as Taviuni, Ivandavu, and the volcanic islands

of the Koi'o Sea. "We may assume with a certain degree of probability

that the age of such islands as Nairai and Xgau corresponds with tlie

age of the volcanic rocks which have lifted the islands of the Lau gi'oup

to their present altitude. But in Yiti Levu and Yanua Levu the

problem is more complicated. While elevated coralliferous limestones

of late tei'tiary age occur along the shores of Yiti Levu evideiitly of the

same age as the limestones of Lau,-^ yet there is evidence of the existence

of older rocks as a nucleus of the larger Fiji Islands. So that until the

geology of Yiti Levu and of Vanua Levu has been more accurately

studied, we must leave their age undetermined ; but enough is known
of the geology of the shore line to show that the existence of the great

barrier and fringing reefs along the shores of Yiti Levu and of Yanua

Levu gives no evidence that the great barrier reefs of these islands owe

their origin to tlie gradual subsidence, during our epoch, of the islands

themselves.

The existence of the tertiary elevated coralliferous limestone at so

many points in the Fiji Archipelago (Plate 2) seems to indicate a huge
limestone bed of great thickness and extent, formed during tertiary times,

along the flanks of ancient volcanic islands, and elevated by subs(M]uent

intermittent volcanic action diwing more recent times over areas of

1 Home (A Year in Fiji, Loiulon, 1881. p. 10')) says that in Viti Lovu and Vanua
Levu sedimentary or limestone rocks are found on all mountains.
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varying dimensions,— areas which might he of considerable extent, like

the Exploring Isles, the Argo Reefs, or smaller tireas, like Yangasa,

Oneata, Ongea, Fulanga, and the like, or smaller peaks forming atolls of

very limited circumference, like Wailangilala, Xuku Mbasanga, or iso-

lated limestone rocks of still smaller dimensions, like Yekai, Tavuuasithi,

and others.

Of course numerous soundings among the islands of the Eastern Archi-

pelago of Fiji are needed to ascertain the existence of a more or less

continuous plateau of coralliferous tertiary limestone deposited either by

accretions upon its surface or formed during subsidence.

I brought to Suva a complete diamond-drill boring apparatus and a

competent man to superintend the work, Mr. "William Eyers, recom-

mended to us by the Sullivan Machine Company of Chicago, from whom
the apparatus was obtained. A compai-atively small hand machine was

sent, capable of drilling to a depth of from four to five hundred feet;

an oil motor was also provided to expedite the work with increasing

depth. -^ This machinery had been shij)ped when information reached

the United States that Professor David of the University of Sydney

had left for Funafuti in charge of an expedition to take up the work

where it was left by Professor Sollas, the head of the expedition, assisted

by the council of the Poyal Society of London.^ The day before leaving

Cambridge for the Pacific, we heard that Professor David's party had

succeeded in reaching a depth of nearly 600 feet, the bottom being still

in coral. This information seemed to settle the coral question, and all

I hoped to accomplish was merely to confirm the Avork of Professor

David by boring in some other district. Subsequent information re-

ceived from him leads me to think that the matter is not so simple

as represented by the newspapers, and from what I have seen thus far

in the Fiji Island reefs I can only conclude that the boring at Funafuti

has settled nothing, and that we are still as far as ever from having a

general theory of the formation of coral reefs. In fact, with the jiresent

information ol>tained in Fiji, I should never have thought of boring in

the atolls of that group, for reasons which will be given presently.

Tills evidence shows that any result obtained would merely indicate

the thickness of the former elevated limestones at any particular point

;

information which could have no bearing on the main question, it I am

1 I liavo to tliiiiik tlic Trustees of the T5acho Fund of tlic National Academy of

Science at U'asliin<;tori for an appropriation of Sl,200 towards defraying a part of

the expenses of tlie horintr.

2 Proceedings of tlie Koyal Society of London, Marcli, 1897, p. 502.
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correct in my interpretation of -n-hat I have observed ; information, in

fact, which may be obtained as one steams along, without the truuble or

cost of boring-. Should I be correct in my inference, I am inclined to

look upon tlie boring at Funafuti much in the same light, and to assume

that that island is also in an area of elevation, as well as othei-s in tlie

Ellice group, and that tlie great thickness of coral obtained was reached

in the base of an ancient limestone, and that the results obtained by the

boring tliere do not assist us in any way in corroborating the theory of

subsidence as essential to the formation of atolls.

The evidence whicli has been brought forward regarding the great

thickness of modern reefs, as postulated by Darwin, from that of the fos-

sil coral reefs existing during former geological periods, seems to me to

be of little value. Langenbeck ^ and von Lendenfeld ^ have both urged

this point. The former has given an excellent resume of the subject of

these ancient reefs, although he has no personal knowledge of recent

reefs. All that can be said at present is that these so called fossil

reefs are coralliferous limestones of great thickness, which first occur in

the Devonian ; they are little developed either in the Permian, or Trias,

or Lias. They are again well developed in the Jurassic period, less so

in the Cretaceous, and increase in Tertiary times. That parts of some

of tliese coralliferous limestone masses represent reefs there can be little

doubt, 3-et the obsei'vations we made in Fiji regarding the coralliferous

elevated Tertiary limestones, whicla have been considered as elevated

reefs of the jaresent epoch, only show how guarded we should be in an

expression of opinion as to what constitutes a fossil reef,— I mean a

fossil fringing or barrier reef, or a fossil atoll, — when we are not able to

decide that point in the reefs of to-day, and when one set of observers

claims that the Tertiary elevated limestones represent elevated atolls,

while the otlier set clearly shows that tliese elevated limestones have

played no part in the formation of tlie recent atoll, or barrier reef, but

have mei'ely built up the substratum upon which the moderately thin

crust of recent reefs has established itself.

Granting, even, as is very probable, that when these Tertiary lime-

stones were fonned they were formed in great part by subsidence,

and in part by accretion from the carcasses of the invertebrates living

upon their surface, this would in no way help us to a satisfoctory

1 Langenbeck, K. : Die Tlieorien iiber die Entstehung der Koralleninseln uiul

KorallenrifTe und ihro Redeutung fiir Physisclie Fnii^on. Leipzig, .Vbsclinitt IV.

2 Nature, May, 18'JO, p. 20. See also the interesting note by von Fritsch,

quoted by Kriiiuer, loc. cit., p. 33.
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explanation of the formation of atolls and of barrier reefs by the growth

of the corals of tlie present epoch. Xor would the geological evidence of

the great thickness of similar limestones in past periods be of any

assistance in the solution of the pi-oblem if our explanation of the

formation of atolls and of barrier reefs upon platforms of submarine

erosion is correct.

Certainly the analogy of the association of volcanic rocks and so

called reefs in the Devonian and Trias with similar association in the

Pacific has no value, as is suggested by Freeh ^ and Langenbeck. The

substratum upon which corals may grow depends upon tlie geological

structui'e of the country and its latitude. Such an analogy would

throw out in great part the reefs of Australia, those of Florida, of the

Bahamas, of Honduras, and of the northern coast of Brazil, which are

not in vulcanic regions, and where the substratum is either Cretaceous

or Tertiary.

The only evidence we have of the great thickness of coral reefs, such

as isTequired by the Darwinian theory of the formation of atolls and

of barrier reefs, is based upon the great thickness of the so called

elevated reefs observed in the Pacific bj' Dana, Darwin, and others, and

upon similar observations in Cuba and other parts of the AVest Indies,

and upon the evidence of the great thickness of the reefs of the Dol-

omite. That the latter are true coral reefs is more than doubtful.

Those rocks are probably great masses of limestone similar to the huge

deposits of so called elevated reefs of the "West Indies and of the Pacific.

The evidence obtained by boring, and from recent elevated reefs, shows

that the modern coral reef attains but a moderate thickness well within

that of the depth at which reef corals grow. The limestones form

the basis or substratum upon which the recent reefs have obtained

a footing. The elevated reefs of Cuba and of the West Indies liave

been shown to be Tertiary coralliferous limestones, and tlie same is the

case witli tlie elevated reefs of the Pacific, if we can judge of their

age by that of the elevated coralliferous limestone reef's resembling

them observed by me in Fiji.

The central depression, noted as characteristic of the summit of so

many islands consisting of elevated coralliferous limestones does not *^how

these islands to be elevated atolls as has lieon supposed. I'he summit

basin representing the former lagoon of the island has been formed since

the elevation of the island by atmospheric agencies. This basin is a

gigantic banana-hol(% as such depressions are cidled in the Bahamas,

1 NcMics .Tahrl). f. Mineral., 1W):2, I't. II. p. 17:].
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formed by the carrying off the hmestoue in sohitiou iu the pools or ponds

in the summit basins,— basins which with age become deeper and deeper,

forming thus depressions which in some instances have been mistaken,

in the one case for extinct craters, in the other for the lagoons of

elevated atolls.

I would refer to the description of such islands in Fiji as Mango,

Kambara, Tuvutlu'i, Naiau, Fulanga, and others, as evidence supporting

the explanation here given of the formation of the so called elevated

atolls. Of course I do not mean to assert that an atoll cannot be

elevated as such, nor that such atolls may not exist. I merely wish

to assert that the summit basins of islands formed of elevated cor-

alliferous Tertiary limestones in Fiji are islands in the first stage of

disintegration, passing gradually fi'om such types as Naiau ^ and the

like to islands like Mango, then to Fulanga, next to the Yangasa cluster,

then to Xgele Levu, and finally to Motua lai lai and the like.

The steepness of the slopes of coral reefs has been assumed to be due

to the growth of corals, and has generally been taken from old and unre-

liable soundings, as has been stated by Admiral Wliarton"^ and others.

Tlie great depths are generally soundings so far off from the coral islands

as not to give any accurate information.

The actual slopes of coral reefs which have been measured are very

few, and the slopes given are invariably those of the underlying sub-

stratum, which may or may not be steep, and the inclination of which

has no bearing on the angle of the steep outer slope of recent coral

reefs, which usually reaches only to the very moderate depth of twelve

to fifteen fathoms.

It seems to me that the calculations which have been made by Dar-

win in regard to the thickness of coral reefs, depending as they do upon

the assumption that tlieir great thickness has been formed by sub-

sidence, and that this thick mass rests upon the continuation of the

inner land slope under the coral reef, are assumptions which cannot be

proved, or have not been proved. We should get a totally different

result, that of a comparatively thin crust, if we assume that the laud

slope commences at or near the outer edge of the reef wherever the out-

ermost negro-heads have been found. And in a great many cases, the

steepness of the sea face is no greater than tlie slope of the mountains

of the adjoining land. I have already called attention to the fact that

1 Naiau itself having become depressed in the centre by chemical aud atmos-

pheric erosion.

- Nature, June 19, 1890, p. 172.
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off the south coast of Cuba we have aloiog the sides of Bartlett Deep
fullj^ as steep a pitch as that of any coral reef.

Gardiner ^ has noticed the atoll-shaped shoals inside the great barrier

reef of Fiji (Plate 23*), and compares them to the smaller atolls inside

the large atolls of the Maldive group. See also the Serpuline atolls of

the Bermudas,^ which hold the same relation to the lagoon inside the

outer barrier as the atoll-shaped shoals just mentioned hold in Fiji,

and they certainly are not due to the effects of the debris of the outer

reefs of the present da}', as is claimed by Dana.

As long as it was taken for granted that the coral reefs of the present

day were of great thickness, it was natural to compare them with the

great beds of coralliferous limestones occurring in past ages from the

time of the Devonian to the end of the Tertiarj' period. While there is

abundant prouf that some of these limestone beds have been formed

during a period of subsidence, there is also ample proof tiiat they must

have greatly increased in thickness by accretion. But it does not follow

from tliis that atolls and the lagoons of barrier reefs have been formed

during a period of subsidence, now that we know that a great many of

the coral reefs of the present day attain a comparatively moderate thijck-

ness, well within the bathymetrical limits at wliich reef building corals

thi'ive. Xor is there anything to prove that these ancient limestones

represent such modern structures as the atolls, or bordered the lagoons

of barrier reefs, and even' if they did it is more natural to suppose that

the lagoons of these ancient atolls, as well as those within the ancient

barrier reefs, must have been formed by the same agencies which have

shaped the atolls and the lagoons of barrier reefs in our da3"s. So that

the analogy between ancient and modern reefs, such as is tipheld by Dr.

R. von Lendeufeld,^ while undoubtedly true as far as it applies to the

formation of l)eds of coralliferous limestones of great thickness, yot has

no application to the actual formation of the lagoon of an atoll or of a

barrier reef.

This still leaves open the question of the mode of formation of such

thick masses of coralline and coralliferous limestone, which, thougli they

may originally have been formed partly by subsidence, may also have

been formed jiartly b}- the gradual jiushing out to seaward of the outer

edge of a reef increasing botli in heiuiht (depth) and in widtli by the con-

stant jiUKJiiug out of the mass of di''l)ris and of blocks detached from the

1 Lor. nt., p. 493.

' Bull. .Mils. Comp. Zool., Vol. XXVI. No. 2, 1805, p. 253.

» Nature, No. 1071, May 8, 1800, p. 20.
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outer edge upon which corals may flourish and spread seaward, when
the talus has reached the depth at which corals can grow. I am in-

clined to thinlc tliat the examination of such a reef will alone give us

an idea of the way in which such thick masses of corallifei'ous lime-

stones were formed, — most probably by a combination of subsidence,

of accretion, and of lateral expansion.

^Vhat the exact age of the elevated limestones is, I am as yet unable

to state. Their aspect and position show them to be of considerable

age, and probably antecedent to the present period, and in many ways

they resemble some of the late tertiary elevated limestones I liave found

on the north coast of Cuba. The great thickness which the elevated

coralliferous limestones attain in this group, at least 800 feet, also

shows that it may have been deposited during a period of subsidence,

but not a period of subsidence in our epoch, or which could have had

any effect in shaping the outline of the islands of the Fiji and their

accompanying reefs.

"Whether the elevation of the Fiji gi'oup corresponds in time with that

of the northern part of Queensland, I am unable to state. I can only

suggest that it is not improbable that the elevation of Queensland and

of the islands to the east of the Solomon, New Hebrides, etc., including

the Fijis and Samoa, may have been synchronous, and that tliese islands

have, like northern (^)ueensland, been subject to an immense denudation

and erosion, reducing them to their present pi-oportions. The elevation

having probably, as in northern Australia, been preceded in still earlier

geological times by a great depression, during which the thick beds of

coralliferous limestone may have been formed. Judging from some pho-

tographs I have seen, I should feel inclined to consider the atolls of the

Pauniotus to have been formed by causes similar to those which have

shaped those of the Fijis.

The Tonga Islands as described by Lister^ arc arranged bv him in

three divisions : (a) purely volcanic islands
; (5) islands formed of

volcanic materials laid out beneath the sea and since elevated, with or

without a covering of reef limestones; and (c) islands formed entirelv of

reef limestones.

The islands of tlie Yavau group consist entirely of limestone, the for-

mation of which must have been at least 300 feet thick. Tlic islands are

flat-topped, and the majority stand at one of three levels of elevation.

Lister- figures the terraces of the islands to the south of Vavau. At

' Notes on the Geology of the Tonga Islands. By J. J. Lister. Q. J. Geol.

Soc. of London, Vol. XLVIL p. 500, 189L
2 Loc cit., p. G08.
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Fiji the only signs we saw of terraces were at Yangasa. The terraces

in Fiji are most obscure, and what we find of elevation would seem to

indicate sudden and rapid elevation without periods of rest such as

occur in the Vavau Islands of the Tonga group, or in Cuba/ where the

terraces are so well marked, especially in the vicinity of Cape Maysi.^

Lister speaks of the peculiar shape of the groups, penetrated by long,

narrow, and deep inlets of the sea, a condition of things very similar to

that of Ngillangillah, and of the north shore of Vauua Mbalavu in

Fiji. Tongatabu is formed of coral limestone throughout, and one often

meets with patches of coral, many feet in diameter, on which the lines

of Astraioids or Madrepores are seen I'adiating from a common centre.

Lister calls attention to the basis for the growth of coral reefs which

can be formed by such islands as Falcon Island.^ He also shows that

in the Tonga Islands, Tongatabu and ^N^anuku rest on shallow banks,

and where the basis is exposed it is shown at Nanuku and Eua to consist

of layers of volcanic material laid out under water.

Darwin and Dana both suggested that the formation of the Tonga

Atolls was in a period of subsidence, yet it is asserted in the discussion

of the subject'* by Mr. J. W. Gregory that his theory (Darwin's) was

not proposed for areas of coral formation in shallow or rising areas.

"Why then dp Darwin and Dana quote them as examples of their theory?

There is altogether too much of tliat kind of argument in the discussion

of that theory. Are Darwin's supporters at liberty to carry on the

process of selection till nothing is left of the original statement <

In Samoa and Tunga the volcanoes are still active, and we can, follow-

ing Lister, actually trace the process of elevation and of erosion which

has resulted in Tonga in elevating limestones and volcanic islands similar

in every respect to those we have observed in Fiji. Islands in the last

named group owe their existence to former volcanic action, the evidence

of which is still visible in the existence of the extinct craters of Taviuni,

of Thombia, of Moala, and of Totoya, and this volcanic action is to be

traced throughout the larger islands of the group.

The description of Eua Island in the Tonga group given by Com-

mander Oldham in Nature of May 22, 1890, p. 95, applies admirably to

1 A. Agassiz, A Hcconnnissnncc of the Bahamas and the Klevated Reefs of Cuba.

Bull. Mus. Comp. Z()(.l., Vol. XXVI. No. 1, p. 110. 1S{)4.

2 R. T. Hill, Notes on the Geology of the Island of Cuba. RuH. Mus. Comp.

Zool. Vol. XVI. No. 15,1895.

* Falcon Island is stated to have disappeared diirint; an eruption in August,

1898.

* Q .J. Gcol. Roc. of London, Vol. XI. VII p. m). \s[)\
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the conditions which I imagine to have existed in the Fijis,^ although the

terraces indicate two periods of elevation, with one of rest, during which

an interior basin similar to the central basin of islands like Kambara,

Wangava, and the like, in Fiji, was formed by atmospheric agencies

probably.

The rocks underlying the coralliferous limestones are stated by Pro-

fessor Judd to be igneous rocks, but not modern volcanic material.

He says, "They are suggestive of ancient volcanic masses that have

been exposed at the surface by denudation, . . . and it is quite incor-

rect to quote examples like this as lending support to the view that all

oceanic islands are of volcanic origin."

Speaking of Eua, which belongs to group (5), Murray according to

Lister is of the opinion that the organic deposits of the island are old,

yet there is no satisfactory evidence to refer them to the Tertiary

period.

Nine or Savage Island is an elevated coralliferous limestone island,

said to be 200 feet high ; " the younger Foster considers that the cen-

tral plain represents an ancient lagoon. It is skirted with enormous

caverns.

The figure and description given by Dana ^ of Metia or Aurora Island,

one of the Western Paumotus, recalls many of the raised limestone

islands of Fiji. In the Hervey group at Atiu similar caverns exist, and

they have also been noticed by Captain Beechey at Henderson Island.

Its cliffs worn into caverns rise abruptly to about 230 feet on all sides

except the south, where the island slopes very abruptly, much as Vatu

Leile in Fiji. The surface of Metia, as described by Dana, resembles

closely that of Ngele Levu, and he describes the wide shore platform,

" resembling that of the low coral islands " and the modern reef about

its margin.

It will be interesting to see if the great masses of coral blocks, figured

and mentioned by Dana * may not throw some new light on the nature

of the substratum of some of the Paumotus, where he observed them.

The sections of the small island of Masamashu in the Ped Sea^ do

not seem to me to indicate subsidence, as is stated by Bouncy (p. 312).

1 See also the account of Eua, by J. J. Lister, in Q. J. Geol. Soc. of London,

Vol. XLVII. p. 590, 1891.

- Sailing Directions, Pacific Islands, Vol. IL p. 54.

3 Loc. cit., p. 193.

^ Lor. cil., pp. 170 and 20.3.

5 Nature, Vol. XXXVL p. 413.
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On the contrary, judging from Fiji analogy, the section indicates the

elevation of a submarine bank of coralliferous limestone and its subse-

quent denudation, and the forming of an enveloping reef on its summit

having no relation with the nature of the deeper sea slope.

We collected a number of corals from the elevated limestone rock at

several localities along the south and west coast of Yiti Levu, at Suva,

Xgele Levu, Kambara, Ongea, Xgillangillah, and Oneata. I found it

impossible to determine whether the corals were in situ, or had been

rolled or dropped along the sea face to form a talus. The difficulty of

determining this without very considerable blasting at the base, the

face, and along the exposed slopes of the elevated coralliferous lime-

stones, is very great.

The collecting of corals fi'om the exposed faces of the cliff was almost

hopeless with our appliances. The faces have become exti'cmely hard,

a hammer produces no impression, and tlie corals are so well embedded

as to make it impossible to cut them out.

It seems impracticable, except where one can actually see the corals

grow along a slope, or on a patch or the sides of a head, to determine in

the elevated reef rock if they are still in their natui'al attitudes. Madre-

pores and Pocillopores grow in all kinds of position ; so do the heads of

Astrseans, Mseandrinas, and other massive corals. Furthermore, the

spaces between coral patches and heads and individual masses of coral

reef are filled either with sand, corallines, or fragments of dead corals.

We can easily see the difficulty of recognizing the former condition of

corals now embedded in a homogeneous mass of hard ringing limestone,

in which the corals often exist as more or less indistinct solidified masses,

barely indicating the genus to which they belong. The coral and coral-

line sand have become solidified into a close limestone ringing to the

hammer. Large spaces have become impregnated with the red earth,

characteristic of coral limestone formations, and the masses of coral

fragments form a breccia or puddingstone of corals of the species which

once flourished on the reef. Masses of Xullipores and Orbitolites are

similarly cemented, or form tlie connection between the individual

masses. The whole again is more or less cavernous, i-epresenting either

spaces originally existing on the reef, or cavities which have been formed

by the pcrcolatiitu of water through the mass. As far as I have exam-

ined the corals collected from the elevated limestones, they ap]u>ar to

belong to the same genera as those now living.

A careful and extended examination of one of the elevated coralliferous

limestone reefs, as at Vanua Mbalavu or Kambara or ^lango, for instance,
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where we can begin the study at the very base of the elevated limestone

reef at its point of contact with the underlying volcanic rock, will teach

us a great deal regarding the interior structure of a coral i-eef. This we

can follow to the surface, or nearly so, by following the faces of exposed

cliffs or the slopes of the ridges. Of course, the uppermost part of the reef

rock, that which formed the original surface of the reef, will have been

denuded and eroded to a considerable depth. But it ought to be possible

from the study of an extensive area of an elevated reef, both vertical

and horizontal, to settle the question of the growth of a reef seaward by

its gradual extension upon a talus formed at a comparatively shallow

depth (say twenty fathoms) from the fragments and masses which have

dropped at the foot of the sea slope of the reef, after having been de-

tached by the action of the breakers from the edge of the reef. It is

natural to suppose that there must exist at the base of the reef a num-

ber of coral masses, judging from the multitude which are thrown upon

the sea face of any modern reef when exposed to violent breakers.

Dr. AVilliam H. Dall ^ has been kind enough to examine the fossil

mollusks which I collected from the elevated limestone reefs in the

Fijis. He confirms the impression I had formed of their late tertiary

age. Dr, Dall writes :
" The fossils comprise Turbo, Cassis, Lithophaga,

Macha, Telliua, Meretrix, Dosinia, Chama, Pholas, and fragments of

Pecten. None of the genera are extinct. The rock, however, looks

decidedly too old for Pleistocene. I should say the fossils were younger

than Eocene, and might be either Miocene or Pliocene."

The boring which I started at Wailangilala Island in the atoll of the

same name reached at forty feet a limestone similar in all respects to

that composing the elevated i-eefs we had observed at Ngele Leva,

at Vanua Mbalavu, at Mango, at Yangasa, at Oneata, at Ongea, at

Karabara, at Vatu Leile, and at different points along the eastern,

southern, and western shores of Viti Levu. At some points the elevated'

limestones attain a height of over 1,000 feet (Vatu Vara Island 1,030

feet), and the volcanic rocks underlying the elevated limestone reefs

were observed at Vanua Mbalavu, at ^Mango, at Kambai-a, and at several

points along the southern and western coast of Viti Levu. A renewed

examination of the elevated reefs of the Paumotus, of the Friendly

Islands, of the Gilbert, EUicc, and otiier groups of atolls in the Pacific

will be needed to determine tlicir age and correlation to the Fiji ele-

vated limestones. At any rate, it is evident that the tertiary corallif-

erous limestones of Fiji have not played any part in th(j formation of

1 See Am. .Tourn. Science, Vol. VI. p. 165, 1898.

VOL. XXXIII. 6
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the atolls or islands encircled by recent coral reefs beyond forming the

substratum upon which the recent corals have grown and established

themselves as a comparatively thin crust.

The underlying limestones have performed exactly the same part as

the volcanic substratum in other islands of Fiji, such as Totoya, Kim-

bombo, Wakaya, Makongai, Moala, Nairai, Ngau, and others. In both

cases the platform upon the edge of which the corals gi'ow has been

prepared by extensive submarine erosion, dating from the time when the

limestones were elevated by the volcanic rocks which crop out everywhere

in Fiji,— an elevation which was not necessarily synchronous throughout

Fiji and may have taken place at several distinct periods, so as to make

it often difficult to determine the relative age of the limestones and of

the volcanic masses.

Professor David, of the University of Sydney, has been kind enough to

assist me in obtaining the services of one of his students, Mr. E. C.

Andrews, to collect fossils from the elevated limestones of Fiji. ^Ir.

Andrews has spent a part of the summer in Fiji, collecting material and

exploring in detail some of the faces and slopes of the elevated reefs of

the Archipelago, and has obtained ample material to determine the age

of these elevated limestones.

In the earlier discussions of the thickness of recent coral reefs by

Darwin and Dana, no attention was paid to the possibility of the sub-

stratum of recent reefs consisting of tertiary limestones. Elevated lime-

stones containing corals of tertiary age were considered as of recent

origin and as pointing to a great thickness of modern reefs. It has

been shown in Florida that the modern reef is not more than about

50 feet thick, and is, according to the borings from the artesian well at

Key West, succeeded by tertiary limestones, in which corals occur at

intervals to a depth of 2,000 feet.

It has been stated by Dana and others that the borings from the

artesian wells at Honolulu, to the rear of the shore line of the fringing

reef of Oahu, indicate a great thickness of modern reef corals. These

statements arc based upon the examination of samples of finely ground

particles of limestone accompanied by an occasional fragment of coral,

the age of which has not been determined. The statements are further

supported by the evidence of Mr. J. A. McCandless, the engineer in

charge of the boring, who asserted to both Mr. Dana and myself that in

boring all his wells the tool passed through a great thickness of corals, at

various levels. During my recent visit at Honolulu, I was so fortunateas

to be on the spot where Mr. McCaudlcss was boring a ten-inch well, about
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2,500 feet from the shove line, and perhaps seven feet above high water

mark. Down to a depth of 80 feet nothing but recent reef coral rock

was encountered, but from that point to a depth of over 300 feet the

limestone passed thi'ough was of a very different character. It contained

but few corals, being composed almost entirely of the shells of moUusks,

mainly bivalves. The rock was white, chalky, and resembled iu every

way the rocks of the Vicksburg age of Florida and of Yucatan ; but its

age has not yet been accurately determined. Enough, however, is clear

to show that the limestones which form the substratum upon which

rests the recent fringing reef of Honolulu do not belong to the present

period. Mr. McCandless assured me that limestones like those I had

the opportunity of examining while the boring was going on are identi-

cal with those to which he called Mr. Dana's and my attention iu 1888,

and that until I pointed out to him that the white limestone was almost

wholly made up of mollusks he had only paid attention to the occurrence

of occasional corals, and supposed that the lower limestone formed the

continuation of the recent modern reef. But, as I have stated, this

lower limestone differs from reef rock both lithologically and iu its being

mainly made up of fossil mollusks.

It is very clear that when boring in a coral reef district in which it

is difficult or impossible from other data to determine what geological

changes may have taken place, or the probable age of any limestone we

may pass through iu boring, it may be very easy to draw wrong conclu-

sions both as to the age of the limestones and regarding tlie position of

the line of demarcation between the modern coral reef and the under-

lying older limestone substratum.

If my conclusion is correct, that such atolls in the Fiji Islands as Wai-

langilala, Xgele Levu, and many others to which I have referred iu this

rejiort, are formed upon platforms of submarine erosion of elevated ter-

tiary limestones, and if, further, iu similar atolls iu the Paumotus, the

Gilbert, Ellice, and other groups, the substratum underlying the mod-

ern coral reef is likewise composed of tertiary limestones, it will become

apparent that such borings as those carried on at Funafuti will not help

us iu any way to solve the problem of the formation of atolls by modern

coral reefs. Such a boi'ing, even should it reach the miderlying volcanic

substratum, will only give us the thickness of the tertiary coralliforous

limestone beds forming the substratum upon which the modern coral reef

has grown,— a thickness which in the Ellice group can only be ascer-

tained by boring, while in Fiji it can be ascertained approximately from

the height of the islands composed of elevated tertiary limestones.
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I take it that the "cliffs" mentioned by SoUas,^ and that the pinna-

cles described by Gardiner ^ which he calls " the remains of a part of an

old raised reef," found on the inner rough zone of the outer reef, are just

such masses of tertiary limestone as we found throughout the Fijis.

The shoals described by Gardiner ^ seem to me to be remnants of this

elevated reef which have been isolated by submarine erosion, much as

iu Fulanga and Ngele Levu, and other groups of elevated tertiary lime-

stone reefs in Fiji, upon which corals grow with greater or less luxuri-

ance, the bottom of the lagoon between the patches and knolls being

covered with sand.

Gardiner * supposed the atoll of Funafuti to have been formed before

it was elevated. If I am correct in my interpretation of similar reefs

iu Fiji, I tliink, on the contrary, that the low limestone outer platform

which now forms the ring of the atoll was once much higher, covered

a greater area, and has been gradually denuded and eroded to its present

stage, a process which according to Gardiner and my own observations is

still going on.

Hedley,* as well as Sollas and Gardiner, assumes an elevation of four

feet from the presence of dead subfossil corals in the position of life

near high water mark. I do not see why the fact that the older lime-

stones of Funafuti form a cone, and have no connection with the recent

reef formed upon them, should have any bearing eitlier in favor of or

against any theory of coml reefs, even if the formation of the corallif-

erous limestones of Funafuti could only be explained on the subsidence

theory. The lateral growth of the recent reef inwards and outwards is

a feature depending, so far as the outer growth is concerned, wholly

upon the exterior slope of the atoll, and the lateral expansion towards

the interior of the lagoon depends upon a great variety of causes, such

as the depth of the lagoon, the character of the islands on the outer edge

of the atoll, the nature and depth of the shallower windward passages

leading into the lagoon, the position of the outer reefs with reference to

the prevailing winds and currents, the geological structure of the sub-

stratimi upon which the recent reef is growing, and many other causes.

.As far as the filling of the lagoon of Funafuti is concerned, the views of

Gardiner and Hedley arc diametrically opposed. The islands may in-

» Proc. Royal Society of London, Marcli, 1897, p. 502. Nature, September 24,

1896, p. 517.

•^ Proc. Camb. Pliil. Soc, Vol. IX. Pt. VIII,. 1898, pp. 4.30, 431.

• I.itc. rit., p 4."4. ' /.'''• rit., p. 438.

6 Memoir III.. Australian Museum, I'lirl I. Sydney, 1806.
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crease in -width, and encroach upon the lagoon, but that is a different

proposition, as shown by Gardiner, from the tilUng up of the lagoon.

Gardiner ^ assumes that the limestones of the Fijis cannot have had

any different origin from that of many of the atolls and barrier and

fringing reefs of the present day.^ But it seems to me that, inasmuch

as these elevated limestones are of tertiary age and have been uplifted

to heights varying from a few feet above tlie level of the sea to nearly a

thousand feet to form subsequently platforms of submarine erosion upon

which the recent reefs have grown, we cannot claim that they have been

deposited, as recent corals have been, within comparatively narrow bathy-

metrical limits, the dolomitization of the elevated tertiary limestone

having gone on to a considerable extent, while that of the recent reefs

is insignificant.

Gardiner ^ looks upon Naiau, Tuvuthii, and other islands as perfect

specimens of raised atolls. I have elsewhere given my reasons for not

accepting such a view, and for considering the interior depressions of

such '• elevated atolls " as huge sinks similar to those formed in the

.^olian hills of the Bahamas and Bermudas, and which eventually result

in the formation of sounds or lagoon-like depressions. Gardiner * does

not think it possible that denudation owing to climatic causes could

have been of sufficient importance to have greatly affected the position

of the summits. It seems to me that the gradation we can trace in the

summits and outlines of such old island masses as Naiau, Kambara,

Mango, Fulanga, Ongea, Aiwa, and others indicate, on the contrary,

a most extraordinary denudation and accompanying submarine erosion.

Gardiner* himself has given very much the same examples which I used

in tracing the gradual changes hinted at above, only he attributes them

wholly to the solvent action of the sea, while I am inclined to call into

action ii\ addition the effect of denudation and erosion, and to attribute

to them a more important share than to the solvent action of the sea

in the successive stages of the changes in the elevated limestone land

masses, from an island with a fringing reef to a true atoll.

Under what conditions these tertiary coralliferous limestones of great

thickness have been deposited is a distinct question from that of the

formation of atolls through subsidence by the upward growth of corals

during the present geological period. Neitlier the borings through a

coral reef growing upon a substratum of tertiary limestone, nor the

1 Loc. clt., p. 467. •• L<>c. cit., p. 470.

'•^ Loc. cit., p. 467. ^ Loc. cit., p. 47L
' Loc. cit., p. 470.
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examination of the outer edge of a coral reef formed upon a substratum of

voluauic rocks, has given us in Fiji any evidence of the great thickness

of a modern coral reef. On the contrary, all the evidence I have gath-

ered there tends to prove that a coral reef forms only a comparatively

thin crust upon the platform of submarine erosion, whatever be its geo-

logical structure, upon which it may have found a footing,— a crust of

modern corals of no gi'eater thickness than that within the bathymetrical

range of which reef building corals can flourish.

The examination of the conditions under which beds of coralliferous

limestone of great thickness have been laid down has little in com-

mon with the study of the conditions under which a modern reef is formed.

The study of the conditions imder which a modern reef— a reef of the

present j^eriod— is formed and increases in thickness has yet to be made,

and such a reef must be carefully selected. Probably a broad fringing

reef resting upon a substratum readily distinguished from the reef rock,

and one on which there existed a sand key close to the outer edge for

boring until the substratum was encountered, would be the most suitable.

But as it would be most difficult to judge from the core obtained at that

or any other point where the growing reef ceased and the talus began to

add to the thickness of the reef, it would be necessary to supplement

this woi'k with soundings taken close together, as well as with an examina-

tion of the bottom by dredging, either with large or small dredges or

with trawls and tangles to obtain material in as many different waj^s as

possible. Of course we can hardly expect to bring up in this way many
specimens of reef building corals, but we can surely, by combining the

information obtained from the nature of the soundings, the character

of the bottom as shown in the larger samples secured by the dredge,

and the occasional fragments of living corals we are sure to bring

up, form some idea of the exact bathymetrical range to which reef

building corals extend, and this is not so difficult a problem as is sup-

posed by iVofessor Sollas. We should in determining this remember

that in the interior of large lagoons in which there is an abundant circu-

lation of pure sea water close to the inner edge of the outer reef flats we

have very positive information as to the lower limit to which corals grow

in abundance. We know that under these conditions the most flourish-

ing belt of reef builders grows in depths of from three to eight fathoms, and

beyond that ti)c coral patches decrease very rapidly in number and size,

that the patches are with increasing depth separated by wider lanes or

greater areas of coral and coralline sand, or by masses of fragments of

corals and of dead corals. We also know that on the sea face of the outer
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reef flats whei-ever they have been examined by means of the sounding

lead, the dredge, the tangles, and the water glass, identical results have

been obtained as regards the bathymetrical range of the reef growing

corals, with the exception that the lower limit of depth seems to be

somewhat greater, and extends in some instances to 17 or perhaps even 20

fathoms. We should also remember that there abound on all coral reefs

numberless organisms whose only role seems to be to cement again tlie

particles and fragments broken by the action of the sea or of boring

animals, and they play a most important part in forming coralline lime-

stone full of reef building corals, which yet have nothing to do with the

increase of thickness of the reef from their own growth. :Nullipores,

Algfe, Corallines, Foraminifera, the minute fragments of corals or small

particles of sand, all continue to act as great cementers at considerable

depths far beyond that at which reef building corals have ceased to

flourish. They act not only on the surface of the reef in the interior of

the lagoons, but along its sea face and down to a considerfible depth,

and all along the outer slope they cement the fragments of corals

which have fallen at the foot of the growing reef, and gradually trans-

form the material of the talus into a hard limestone similar in its

constitution to that of the reef building corals. But in this lime-

stone formed of talus material, the corals no longer retain their natural

attitude as when growing. It is a breccia of corals or a puddingstone,

consisting sometimes of huge masses which have fallen from the

growing face of the I'eef and rolled upon the talus along the sea

slope where such a conglomerate breccia or pnddinjrstone has been

formed, and it reaches the depth of from 15 to 20 fathoms. Corals

can again grow upon this buttress, and thus we may imagine the

reefs of the present day to build outward and increase in thickness.

This was the result which was hinted at from an examination of the

sea face of the reef off" Honolulu made in 1888.^ Of course I do not

deny that some reef builders may occasionally live at greater depths than

those 1 have mentioned, but their casual occurrence at those greater

depths would not materially aff"ect the growth in height and increase in

width of the great majority of coral reefs ; and it is well known that

Oculina, Lophohelia, and otlier genera, may cover extensive tracts at

depths far beyond those at w^hich so called reef builders flourish.^

1 Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. XVII. No. 3, April, 1889. p. 121.

2 PourtaR's. Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. II. No. 2, 1871 ; Wy ville Thomson,

Deptlis of tlie Sea, 1873, p. 432; also The Voyage of the Challenger, the Atlantic.

1877, Vol. L pp. 2GG-27o.
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islands partly volcajsitc, ajstd partly composed of
elevated limestones.

Kimbombo.

Plates i9, 61.

The Kimbombo Islets (Plate 61) are a group of three small islands,

one, the highest, of volcanic structure ; the other two, the northern

islets, are composed of elevated limestone, situated in the axis of a tri-

angularly shaped lagoon, with twelve fathoms of water. The reef flat

surrounding the lagoon is continuous, except at the northwestern

point, where there is a passage into the lagoon (Plate 19). In ad-

dition to the islands there are a number of coral patches and iso-

lated rocks along the inner edge of the reef flat and in the west-

ern part of the lagoon. The atoll is nearly five miles in its greatest

length, and the southern face is about three miles long. As we did not

enter this lagoon, I could not satisfy myself regarding the structure of

all the outlying rocks on the outer edge of the submarine platform,

some of which were evidently volcanic, others of elevated limestone.

This is an interesting group, showing how varied the structure of an

atoll may be, and yet the record on the chart be most deceptive, the

substructure of the Kimbombos being volcanic at one extremity, and

consisting of elevated limestone at the other. Half way from Kim-

bombo to Ngillangillah Island rises the small peak of Trigger Rock to

witliin four fathoms of the surface; to the east of the group lies Bell

Eeef, to the north "Williamson and Dibble's Peefs, and Lookout Peef still

farther to the east, all separated by deep channels and rising abruptly

from deep water. The substructure of these reefs is of course unknown,

and may be either volcanic or limestone elevated or eroded to within a few

fathoms of the surface.

Exploring Isles.

Plates 19, 19% Figs. 1-3, and Plates 73-76.

We entered the atoll of Vanua Mbalavu, or the Exploring Isles, as it

was called })y the United States Exploring Exi.cdition in 1840, through

the Xgillangillah Passage. The reef enclosing the islands is triangular

in shape ; its greatest length is over 22 miles along the southeastern

face ; the breadth from the southcastmi to the northwestern horn is 20

miles. The outer reef flats arc comparatively narrow, except in a few

places where, near the islands of Munia, Malatta, and Susui, they pass
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into the fringing reef flats. There are two important passes on the
southeastern face/ the Tongan and the American Passages. The latter
is a narrow tongue of the ocean cutting into the eastern face of the
slope of the atoll with over 100 fathoms in depth, and opens into a
wide deep submarine valley extending westward into the heart of the
eastern lagoon. The Tongan Pass is a similar, but much shallower and
shorter, tongue of the ocean. On the western side the Andiwathe Pass

NORTHEAST POINT OF VANUA MBALAVU.

leads into a long deep lagoon formed by the outer reef and the west
coast of Vanua Mbalavu. This western lagoon is connected on the
south with the principal lagoon to the east of the island by a narrow
and shallower passage over the fringing reef north of Malatta Island,
and on the north by the passages leading round Ngillangillah Island into
the passage of that name opening through the northwestern horn of the

VANUA MliALAVU, LOOKING WEST.

outer reef, and which extends, gradually widening eastward, alone, the
northern shore of Vanua Mbalavu until it opens beyond Avea Island
into the large eastern lagoon. Along the northern face of the la-oon
are situated Avea and Sovu Islands. About two miles from%he

1 An exception to the usual rule, that entrances to lagoons are on tiie lee side.
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eastern face is the island of Thikombia i laii. On the southern face are

Xgillaugillah, then follows the principal island of the group, Yanua

Mbalavu, the western shore line of which is hollowed out by a deep

indentation forming the western lagoon. Off its southern extremity is

situated Malatta, next Susui, and finally the volcanic island of Munia.

Yanua Mbalavu is fourteen miles long, forming a sharp angle at its

highest and broadest point, where the island is nearly three miles wide

and reaches a height of 930 feet.

The central and highest part of Yanua ^Ibalavu is volcanic, but

towards the noi'theast and the south the volcanic rocks have lifted up

an ancient elevated reef which extends from opposite Avea westward.

The volcanic rocks (Plate 72) dip veiy rapidly to the north, so that

less than half way from Koro Mbasanga to Blackswan Point the bluffs

are elevated limestones. These bluflfs are deeply undercut, their surface

pitted and thoroughly honeycombed, and full of potholes. The extent

ISLET OFF XGILLAXGILLAII.

of the wearing of this coral rock is well shown by the deep bays and

numberless indentations which characterize the northern coast of Yanua
^Ibalavu. When we come to the vicinity of Pdackswau Point, the

denudation and erosion of the elevated limestone has reached its

maximum. Off the end of the large island lies the little island of

Ngillangillah (Plate 73), which is entirely compo.sed of elevated lime-

stone, which here attains a thickness of 510 feet. Beyond Ngillangillah

there arc numerous negro-heads and coral patches, some of them

being of considerable size; they arc of ancient coral rock. Tiie coral

heads and negro-heads extend along the whole length of tlic outer reef
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flat as far as we followed it to Avea. The bluffs forming the steep

sides of the island are undercut and deeply indented, forming gorges

and ravines (Plate 74) which cut into the island or sejjarate dome-like

islets from the adjacent shores. The elevated limestone is full of species

of coral, mainly large heads of species of Astx-seans, of Ma^andrinas, and

Pocillopores, which appear to be closely allied if not identical with those

now living. One of the points of Ngillangillah was merely a thin shell

covering a huge cavern some 50 feet in diameter and rising to a height

of nearly 100 feet, and full of stalactites. The rock in the pool at its.

base was covered with Gorgouiaus and small corals, and abounded iu

Comatula;.

The narrow channel lying between the north shore of the large island

and the outer reef is full of flourishing coral patches. The raauy nar-

row deep canons (Plate 74) cut into the face of the island with the

dome-shaped or mushroom-shaped heads of elevated reef rock projecting

a few feet above the water line give to this shore line a very picturesque

appearance. It is a simple matter to follow the extent of the elevated

reef rock eastward, and to trace the gradual appearance of the central

ridge of volcanic rocks until we come to the headland north of Koro

Mbasanga (Plate 72), where we find only a comparatively small outlier

of the elevated limestone, and a similar one to the south of the village.

Northeast of Koro Mbasanga lies the island of Avea (Plate 75), which

rises to a height of GOO feet, and which is wholly composed of elevated

limestone. This island as well as Susui runs at an angle from tlie

outer reef, and shows the great width of the former elevated reef. From

Koro Mbasanga south and for some distance beyond Lomaloma the vol-

canic rocks occupy the whole width of the island, and the elevated lime-

stone lias disappeared to reappear again on the southern spit of the main

island, and to extend eastward in the islands of Malatta and of Susui

and their many outliers, as heads, rocks, and islets, both on the northern

and off the eastern point of the latter island. The island of Munia

consists, like the central part of Vanua Mbalavu, of volcanic rocks. The

island of Thikombia i lau, on the contrary, is composed of elevated lime-

stone rising to a height of 550 feet. Beyond Avea lie the Sovu Ilocks,

three small islets about two miles inside the outer reef, also of elevated

limestone, one of which rises to a height of 230 feet. Between Avea

and the Sovu Islets runs southerly for a distance of nearly five miles a

series of narrow coral patches, which, so far as I can judge, are rem-

nants of the ancient elevated limestones, as are probably the heads and

patches of the eastern part of the lagoon beyond the Tongau Pass. On
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the contrary, many of the heads lying off the central parts of the east

coast of Yanua Mbalavu are undoubtedly of volcanic origm, and are

merely covered with a thin veneer of growing corals. Some of the small

volcanic rocks and islets off the east central part of the east coast of

Yanua Mbalavu are deeply undercut and eroded into mushroom-shape.

By far the finest example of marine erosion of volcanic rocks is seen on

Plate 62, which represents an eroded shore line with mushroom-shaped

rocks off the shore, indicating a slight recent elevation. Plate 62 is

taken from a photograph given us by Mr. E. G. Jones, and taken in Lau

:

unfortunately I am unable to state the exact locality. The islets of Yanu

Yanu forming the harbor of Lomaloma consist of a yellow volcanic mud

full of rounded pebbles, and some of the spits of the east coast of Yanua

Mbalavu are composed of bedded volcanic mud (soapstone) similar to

that found at Suva and its vicinity. The condition of the islands and

islets and rocks, both of those composed of elevated coral reefs and of

volcanic rock, clearly indicates the great denudation and erosion which

VOI.CAXIC mi.I.S BACK OF LOMALOMA.

have taken place, to leave only such fragmentary remains of the land

which must have once occupied the area of the lagoon. It is possible

that the age of the elevated limestone found at so many points in Fiji

may be comparatively great, and that the ancient limestone forming the

substruct ire of the reef of the present day may have been deposited in

late tertiary times, immediately before the present epoch.

^

As has been observed, the dip of the lagoon is to the eastward, or

rather, in a general way, toward the slopes of the deep tongue of water

forming the American Passage (Plate 19). This would seem to be the

natural result uf the elevation of the great flat of tertiary limestones

1 See the report of Dr. Dnll, referred to in another part of this Bulletin.
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occupying the area of Vanua Mbalavu Lagoon, caused by the uplifting

of the ridge forming the crest of Vanua Mbalavu, which has a short

western slope and a long comparatively easy eastern slope, with the

resulting deep valley leading to the American Passage, and perhaps a

secondary elevation caused by the rising of Munia Island.

The depth of the westei'n lagoon varies between 10 and 20 fathoms,

tliat of the western part of the eastern lagoon from G to 30, while the

eastern part of the lagoon slopes gradually from 20 or 25 fathoms toward

the 100 fathom tongue in the eastern face of the outer reef. On sound-

ing one mile north from the edge of the outer reef, off Blackswan Point,

we found, at 203 fathoms, hard bottom. The character of the bottom

of the lagoon varies greatly according to its proximity to shores or

heads or patches composed of volcanic rocks or of elevated coralliferous

limestone, or of a combination of both.

I^owhere in Fiji have we found the fringing corals growing in such

profusion as in the Ngillangillah Channel. While steaming along the

northern face of the reef, close to the outer edge, we had a good oppor-

tunity to note the appearance of the outer reef flat, of a yellowish green

color covered with patches of violet, indicating the areas incru.sted by

living corals. Being on the lee side, there was scai'cely a ripple along

the outer edge, which was in sharp contrast to the very dark blue of

the water covering the outer slope of the reef, while ou the inner side

there was a more or loss wide light greenish belt bordering the reef flat

and passing thi'ough light blue into the darker blue of the narrow con-

tinuation of the Ngillangillah Passage, itself dotted with greenish or

yellowish patches of coral all along the reef flat, and on many of the

inner patches were scattered negro-heads, consisting of elevated coral-

liferous limestone.

Mango.

Plates 19, 33*, Fig. 3, and Plates 85-87.

Mango is a circular island, the southeastern and southern faces of

which consist of a rim of volcanic rocks, through which rises to a

height of 670 feet the central elevated ridge of the island (Plate 19).

On the northern and northeastern faces an ancient coralliferous lime-

stone has been elevated to a height of from 200 to 300 feet or more.

That part of the elevated limestone which lies across the break of the rim

of the island has been eroded and denuded to form a small lagoon or

diminutive sound (Plate 85). The entrance is flanked by low coiiicai

or dome-shaped mounds and patches deeply undercut, some of which are
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mushroom-shaped. A passage has been cut for boats through the shal-

low opening connecting the lagoon with the inner sound, which receives

the drainao;e of the interior of the depressed basin. The elevated lime-

stone blufts extend from the northern horn of the rim, along the coast

line, towards the landing place on the north face of the island. To the

ilANCO, sLLN il;03I THE NORTHEAST.

east of this, on the north shore, are fine blufts of elevated limestone,

weathered into dome-like lamellar masses, with rounded masses and

mushroom-shaped heads at the base (Plate 86). A little ftirther west,

on the beach beyond the bluffs, the imderlying volcanic rocks crop out

again, and from there south the negro-heads on the western reef flats

are all of volcanic origin.

The island of Mango is almost circular, about three miles in diameter,

surrounded by a barrier reef, which passes into a fringing reef off" the

northern coast near the landing,

and off" a pai*t of the southeastern

face of tlie island. The inner

lagoon is very narrow, not more

than a quarter of a mile in width,

and also very shallow. Its great-

<t depth is about two fathoms,

aid it is further studded with

legro-heads and coral patches,

tlius protecting the lagoon to a

certain extent from the invasion

of the sea. The ridge of elevated

'I'ralliferous limestones on the

west side of the island extends

MANGO LANDING, VOLCANIC SUBSTRATUM. "^ fat aS thC firSt islet OU thc

south face of Mango. There the

central volcanic ridge wliich has raised the reef joins the western edge

of thc rim of the island. Thc ridge runs in a soutlierly direction, at a

t-t^*?>..^.
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slight angle with the west coast ridge, and is separated from it by a deep

valley. The three islets oflf the western part of the southern face of

Mango are all on the outer edge of the reef fiat (Plate 87). They con-

sist of volcanic rocks. The central

islet is the largest, and is com-

posed in part of stratified volcanic

mud undei-laid by harder rocks.

Between the islets, and extending

over the outer reef flats to the

north and to the east, sti'etch

numerous negro-heads of a vol-

canic natui'e.

The island of ]\Iango is of the

same type as Fulanga, except that

the erosion and denudation of the

lagoon has not been carried on to

so great an extent. Mango being

composed so largely of harder

volcanic rocks. The platform

forming the reef flat is dug out into a very narrow and shallow lagoon,

and both are studded with negro-heads, the remnants of the adjacent

shore slopes. The inner sound, which in the case of Fulanga has been

eroded and denuded to form a large inner basin, consists in Mango only

of a diminutive basin studded with elevated limestone heads and rocks,

and barely connecting with the exterior eastern lagoon ; the sea has not

found its way to any extent througli the elevated limestone barrier lying

across the break of the rim of the island.

WEST OF MANGO LANDING, VOLCANIC

SUBSTRATUM.

Lakemba.

riates 19, 21.

The island of Lakemba is elliptical, with a prominent spit extending

oflf its southern face. Its greatest diameter is about five miles and a

half. The central mass of the island, which rises to a height of 720

feet, is volcanic ; on the flanks of tliis, on the northwestern and western

sides, are found nearly vertical steep shore bluffs of coralliferous lime-

stone elevated to a height of from 200 to 2,")0 feet. The ridges extending

along the south shore, separated by a spur from the central mass, also

consist of elevated reef rock. Lakemba is surrounded by a fringing

reef, narrowest off the northwestern point of the island ; it widens
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towards the south off the west coast, and on the eastern face of the

island it attains a width of nearly a mile. In continuation of the

fringing reef off the northern face and off the southern spit of Lakemba

extends a narrow outer reef, enclosing a lagoon, irregularly rectangular

in shape, about five miles in length. The lagoon is thickly studded

with patches and heads; its greatest depth is 14 fathoms; on the east

face of the outer reef thei'e is a passage for steamers. This is another

exception of a lagoon entrance on the windwai'd side. It should, how-

ever, be noted that the east face of the Lakemba atoll is protected to

some extent by Aiwa and Oneata.

The resemblance in shape of Lakemba and Kanathea, the latter of

which we did not visit, is very marked. The encircling reef of the latter

surounds a larger lagoon ; there is also a narrow extension of the lagoon

on the south side of Kanathea, and a boat passage on the east face.

One mile and a ha,lf south of Kanathea, and separated from it by a

channel with a depth of 131 fathoms, lies the small summit of Morse

Reef ; and off the central part of the northern face of the encircling

reef, Boehm Rock. At Lakemba Gardiner ^ has noticed the flat lime-

stone hills which rise abruptly to a height of 60 to 70 feet on the west

coast, the foundation being volcanic conglomerate, which forms the rest

of the island. Captain Wilson states that on the reefs of the extreme

south some of the islets are limestone, others volcanic, and he considers

the three larger islands in the centre to be the remnants of an old

crater.

Thithia.

Plate 30.

I am informed by Bishop Vidal of Levuka that tlie island of Thithia,

which we did not visit, is also composed in part of elevated limestone,

in which large caverns have been excavated similar to those we saw in

Ngiilangillalj Island. It is also stated by others to be in part volcanic.

It resembles Mango in outline, appearance, and structure, but is some-

what smaller; the fringing reef surrounding it is narrow. The central

{)art of tlie island is probably a volcanic ridge, which Las elevated the

ancient limestone surrounding it.

1 Loc. cit., p. 466.
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Naitamba.

Plate 19.

The cliffs of the southeast side of Naitamba consist of volcanic con-

glomerates or puddiugstone, which extend along the highest points of

the ridge on that side of the island. But on the northern side of the

island the ridge, rising to a height of over 100 feet, is clearly seen to

I

NAITAMBA, FROM THE EAST.

be composed of elevated limestone. Xaitamba is surrounded by a

narrow lagoon (Plate 19), which is a little over half a mile wide off

the north side of the island, where its greatest depth is seven fathoms.

On the southwest side the lagoon is very shallow and naiTow, the reef

becoming practically a fringing reef. The highest point of Naitamba

is 910 feet.

Mothe.

Plate 23.

The Mothe group is interesting, consisting of a volcanic island, Mothe,

and of Karoni, a low island to the south of it, formed by a short ridge

of elevated limestone rising to a height of 1 20 feet. An outer reef flat

surrounds both the islands. It runs at a distance of a little over half a

mile from the shore of Mothe itself, which is also surrounded by a very

narrow fringing reef. In that part

of the lagoon there is only from two

to five fathoms of water, and the
1 1 i 1 1 1 -11 1 KAROXI.
channel is studded with heads.

The lagoon enclosed by the Clothe Reef is shaped like a boot, the foot

reaching towards the east and the leg in a northwesterly direction.

Mothe Island is elliptical in outline. Its gi-eatest diameter, running

^ north and south, is about two and a half miles, and it rises to a height

of 590 feet. There are only boat passages into the lagoon through the

eastern face. Although these passages ai'e on the eastern foce, yet they

are practically to the Ico, owing to the westerly trend of the lagoon and

VOL. xxxni. 7
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the projection of Xa Potu on the south. The deepest part of the lagoon

is in the eastern point. It is only nine fathoms, and north of Karoni

not more than seven. Xa Eotu, as the eastern point of the lagoon is

>i:> i OF MOTHE.

called, is studded with rocks and heads. Off the northwestern point of

Mothe we could distinctly see that the negro-heads rising upon the plat-

form of the outer reef flats were of volcanic origin. Mothe resembles

in shape Lakemba and Kanathea.

Kambara.

Plates 2a, 32*, Fig. 2, and Plates 77-79.

Kambara Island is elliptical, nearly five miles in length, with a great-

est breadth of three (Plate 22). It is surrounded by a rim of ele-

vated limestone enclosing a depressed basin. The rim has an average

height of between 300 and 350 feet, with steep cliffs on the sea face

(Plate 77). On the northwest face of the island, near the village of

Tokalau, the elevated limestone ridge is broken through by a conical hill

470 feet high, which is of volcanic origin, and the flanks of which underlie

the elevated limestone ridge resting on its sides (Plate 78). From this

makes o»it a flat covered with negro-heads, all of volcanic origin, and of

rocks similar to those of the high hill, while on each side the flats are

covered witli negro-heads composed of elevated limestone ; on both

grow very flourishing coral patches, and both are steep to, tlie reef flat,

passing rapidly into deep water, plainly showing that the corals have

had no share in shaping either of these slopes, the one composed of vol-

canic rocks, the other of elevated coralliferous limestone.* The island is

1 Tliroiipliout Fiji we found alonp tlie cliffs and sen face of limestone islands

masses of the red oartli so characteristic of the denuded liiiu'stones of the Halinmas

and IV-rmudas, as at Kambara, Ngillangillali, Yangasii, Oneata, Ongea, and other

islands.
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surrounded by a fringing reef which ends beyond the northern point of

the island along the base of the vertical clifts between it and Tokalau

village (Plate 78), and becomes the merest thread to the south of it

for a short distance. Along the rest of the west face there is a narrow

incipient lagoon studded with coral patches, with from one to two

fathoms of depth in places between the outer reef and the shore.

Gardiner ^ describes the interior plateau of Kambara as being about

100 feet above the level of the sea, and that "on the plateau itself are

many small hills, rising nearly to the level of the rim, with very steep

walls, and some springing almost like buttresses from the rim itself,"

and that on this plateau there are a number of deep holes in which salt

water is found and tidal influences are felt. This description corresponds

with what has been observed in the reolian hill basins of the Bahamas

and Bermudas, in which atmospheric agencies are at work to form the

incipient sounds, and finally the great sounds or lagoons of the islands

of these groups.

Gardiner ^ reports that the hills of Thikombia i ra are certainly of

limestone, and at a distance appear distinctly terraced.

SUNDRY" ATOLLS.

Pitman Reef.

Plate 18.

Pitman Reef is an oval atoll about a mile in greatest length. We
passed within a cable's length on the west side, and could see the outer

edge of the reef flat uncovered at points, and patches of corals growing

upon it. The reef flat seems to be 300 to 350 Awards in width. It is

widest at the northern extremity. The lagoon is marked on the chart

as being eighteen fathoms deep.

Motua Levu and Motua lai lai.

Plate 18.

Motua Levu and Motua lai lai are two atolls to the eastward of Lau-

thala reef. The former is somewhat rectangular, about two miles in

length, and encloses a lagoon with a greatest depth of twenty-five

fatlioms. On the northwest edge boats can cross into the lagoon. The

latter is nearly circular, a mile in diameter, enclosing a small lagoou.

^ Loc. cit., p. 464. 2 i^c. cit., p. 402.
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The yellowish reef flat is widest at its two extremities ; the coral patches

appear to be very flourishing, and a few large negro-heads of coral pro-

truded upon the inner edge of the reef flat. From its diminutive size,

the whole atoll can be taken in at a glance, and it forms an excellent

specimen of its kind (Plate 112), with its broad yellow reef flat edged

on the outside by the white line of breakers separating it from the

deep blue water, the inner edge passing from yellowish to light green,

then to light blue, and Anally to the darker blue of the central part of

the lagoon.

Williamson Reef.

Plate 19.

We passed close to Williamson Reef, which is a somewhat rectangular

reef flat widest at tiie eastern face. The greater part is dry at low water,

and encloses a lagoon with thirteen fathoms. The greatest length of the

reef is a mile and a quarter by nearly a mile at its greatest width.

Bell Reef.

Plate 19.

Bell Reef is separated from the Kimbombo cluster by a channel of

nearly three quarters of a mile in width. It is irregularh' triangiilar,

with a reef flat of over half a mile in width. The reef flat of the western

side is open. The sea breaks heavily on the eastern face, but there is

little sea on the western face. The greatest depth in the lagoon is

thirteen fathoms.

Adolphus Reef.

Plates 18, 22*. Figs. 16, 17.

We steamed close to the eastern edge of Adolphus Reef. The outer

rim is somewhat rectangular in outline, with rmnided corners, and

carries from one to four fathoms of water, enclosing a lagoon twenty

fathomy in depth. It can bo entered from the southwestern angle.

We could not examine it, as the sea was breaking heavily upon it. We
could, however, clearly distinguish the patches of corals growing inside

of till- l)reakers.

These atolls arc excellent examples of tlio effects of submarine ero-

sion upon areas of dilforunt dimensions, ranging in size from Pitman
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Reef to Motua lai lai, Motua Leva, and to Adolphus Reef. They all

owe theii" origin to the disappearance through atmospheric agencies of

the peaks or ridges of greater or less heights which they represent, and

to the formation of lagoons by submarine erosion, passing finally into

such sunken banks as the Penguin, Alexa, and other banks discovered

by Captain Field in the " Penguin," and figured in Admiralty Chart

1431 (see Plate 23*). Possibly, as I have suggested in the case of

the smaller atolls, the lagoons may represent the extinct craters of

small volcanoes of which the rim has been planed oli' by the action

of the sea.

We did not visit Duff Reef (Plate 18), which, judging from the chart,

presents no points of special intei-est or of difference, except in shape,

from such atolls as Wailangilala.

Thakau Momo.

Plates 3a, 12, 14, 33^, Fig. 6.

On otir way from Nairai to Moturiki Channel we examined the Horse-

shoe Reef (Thakau Momo) about nine miles northwest of Nairai. Owing

to the high stage of the tide we did not find it awash, and could

only trace the very narrow ring of the yellowish green flat upon which

violet patches of corals could be seen dotted over its surface. This flat

being edged on the outside by the narrow white rim of breakers, and

the dark blue water of the deeper soundings on the inner edge being

fringed by a narrow belt of light green passing into light blue and into

the somewhat darker blue water of the central part of the lagoon.

The plan of Thakau Momo (Plate 23*, Fig. 6) shows the narrow rim

forming the outer edge of the lagoon awash, with a depth in the centre

of twelve fathoms. The western edge is worn away, leaving the greater

part of the rim of the Ice edge more or less open to the outflow of the

water pouring in over the weather edge.

Tova Reef.

Plate 33*, Fig. 5.

The plan which is given of Tova Reef is more detailed, and shows a

lagoon with a more complete rim than that of Thakau Momo, with boat

passages on the lee side through the nortlicrn and western rim of the

encircling reef. These two atolls are sharp peaks, the one, Thakau Momo,

probably the summit of a volcanic ridge, the other, Tova, perhaps the
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summit of a peak of elevated coralliferous limestone, which have been

denuded to the level of the sea and then subjected to submarine erosion,

forming first a flat, then an incipient atoll of which the lagoon has been

gouged out, in one case to twelve, in the other to sixteen fathoms.

Upon the outer edge of the flats, corals have grown, protecting the rims

to a great extent from further denudation and erosion.

The depth of the plateau from which Tova rises is probably very

considerable. The deptli of water at a distance of seven or eight miles

is, judging from soundings to the eastward, perhaps as much as 1,200 or

1,500 fathoms ; while Thakau ^lomo apparently rises from a shallower

depth of less than 500 fathoms to the north, and about 900 fathoms at

a distance of about five miles.

Such atolls as Thakau Momo, Tova, and a host of others occurring in

Fiji, are identical in their mode of formation with such an atoll as the

Hogst}' in the Bahamas,^ the lagoon of which 1 believe to be due to

mechanical causes similar to those which have shaped the above named

lagoons in Fiji. While the former are recognized by writers on coral

reefs as true atolls, the latter are regarded as pseudo atolls. It is juggling

with words to represent structures as diff'erent because the one is in the

Pacific and the other in the Atlantic, and because the one is iu an area

recognized as stationary or as one of elevation, while the other is in an

area formerly supposed to be one of subsidence and which is now found

to be one of elevation. In both cases the coral rims of the atolls are

shown to be of little thickness. The same authors refuse to recognize

as true barrier reefs, and call them patch reefs, barrier reefs occurring

in other districts than those examined by Dana and Darwin, because

they liave been shown to be of comparatively moderate thickness. We
can now show, in the very districts which have been selected as typical,

that neither the coral reefs of the atolls nor those of the barrier reefs

have the thickness attributed to them.

Thakau Lekaleka.

Plates 21, 111.

On our way from Oncata to Motho we steamed close to Tliakau

Lekaleka (Plate 21), a very narrow reef flat of polygonal outline, some-

what more than a mile in diameter, enclosing a shallow lagoon, judging

from the light blue color of the impounded water. The reef flat rises

I Bull. Mu8. Comp. Zoiil., Vol. XXVI. No. 1, p. 103, 1894.
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on the western edge of a bank sloping to the eastward, the 100 fathom

line being more than half a mile from the eastern edge of the reef flat.

A number of negro-heads, apparently coral, could be seen on the

western horn of the reef flat. Plate 111 gives a good idea of the

appearance of the curve of the narrow reef flat of one of these smaller

atolls, with the sea breaking over the rim.

LAGOONS OF ATOLLS.

Dana denies that there is any connection between the channels of

lagoons and prevailing currents, and asserts that the channels tend to

be closed by the increase of gi'owing corals. Certainly our experience

in Fiji could not indicate such a conclusion, nor are the lagoons in the

smaller islands without channels except where a closed ring of coi'ai

sand islets has accumulated on the outer rim,— a rare occurrence,

and one where the lagoon was forme^l while open to the influx of the

sea. Some of the small islands, with lagoons which are dry. may be

elevated islands reduced to that stage by atmospheric agencies.

While there may be a large amount of coral ooze and mud deposited

in the lagoon, yet even in the lagoons mentioned by Dana he states

that the sea has access to them, and that they are remarkable for the

salinity of the water and the absence of growing corals within the

lagoon at high water.^

Dana says ^ that nine tenths of the atolls under six miles in length,

half of those between six and twenty miles, and the majority of all

atolls in the Pacific Ocean, have no entrances to the lagoon a fathom

deep, and the larger part of those included in each of these groups have

no open entrances at all. He further says that nine, ranging from

one and a half to three miles in the larger diameter of the reef, have

no lagoon, only a small depression in its place ; two of these take in

Avatcr at higli tide and the rest are dry (namely, seven), certainly

a very small proportion, and that of diminutive atolls wliich give us

little information regarding the formation of the larger ones. Surely we

cannot reverse the process and let the formation of the large atolls

precede that of the smaller, as is suggested bv Dana,' for in that case

we should have around the small atolls the platforms or slopes which

have gradually been formed by the filling of the larger lagoon as sujv

^ Dana, Corals and Coral Islands, p. 182.

- Loc. cit., p. 300. 3 Jqc cji^ p 3Q2.
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posed by him, and I know of no small atoll in which any such platform

has been observed.

Neither Dana nor Lendenfeld seem to take into account the mass of

water which is poured into a lagoon, even if it has no boat passage, over

the reef flat at low tide, to say nothing of the period daring which the

reef remains covered between low and high water times.

A large atoll, like that of Ngele Leva, if it has been formed by

subsidence, should be of greater depth. This has already been noticed

by Admiral Wharton.^ Ngele Levu is thirty-three miles round, grad-

ually increasing iu depth towards the western extremity fi'om four to

sixteen fathoms. It rises gi'adually from a ridge with a depth of about

145 fathoms, and from a plateau of less than 400 fathoms in depth.

There is no filling up of that lagoon ; it is well scoured, and a strong

current is constantly deepening the entrance and outlets at the western

end, to say nothing of the mass of water which finds its way out over

the reef flat. Tlie lagoon of an atoll is often referred to by writers on

coral reefs as a sort of stagnant pool, which must of necessity be grad-

ually filling. Such is certainly not the case in the atolls with which I

am acquainted, and it is the exception. If an}' one will take the trouble

to examine the hydrographic charts of the coral reef regions, botli in the

Pacific and the Atlantic, they will find it to be tlie exception when the

atoll of a lagoon is really impounded, or that of a barrier reef is shut

out from a most active circulation caiTied on by the breakers rolling

over the rim of the one and the barrier of the other into the enclosed

lagoon. In Fiji, the only atolls whicli are enclosed and surrounded by

a reef allowing no circulation or access to the sea are small, and play

no part in the physiognomy of the reefs of the group, and I know of

no b''<rrier reef in Fiji the lagoon of which is not well threshed by

the breakers.

An examination of the charts accompanying this report will show on

the rim of the larger atolls, both to windward and leeward, moderate

depths, from one to three fathoms or less at innumerable places, forming

a regular sieve of passages through which the breakers force their way.

An examination of the charts will show the same results as regards the

circulation across the bamer reefs of Fiji. Finally, we should re-

member that at high tide even fringing reefs are washed in every part

and scoured, and that, while at Inw tide a certain amount of stagnation

in pools may occur, it is only temporary, and not the natural state of

things.

1 Nature, May 22, 1800. p. 81.
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Lendenfeld ^ gives altogether too grant prominence to the part played

by dry atolls. They do not occur anywhere except as most diminutive

atolls. The only atoll in Fiji which answers at all to the theoretic

requisitions of Lendenfeld is that of Vuata Vatoa (Plate 23% Fig. 4),

near Turtle Island, in Lau. I have not visited the island, and my
impression is taken from the chart ^ and the Sailing Directions where

it is described. Yet even that atoll has outfalls on the northwest side,

and the margin is awash at high Avater, evidently allowing large masses

of water to be poured into the lagoon, so that further denudation and

erosion must eventually so modify this atoll that there will be a larger

and more open lagoon than formerly, and it will not fill up as is required

from the other point of view.

EXTINCT CRATERS AND ATOLLS.

There is, however, still another phase in the formation of atolls

which has received but little attention, and that is the influence of the

denudation and erosion of volcanic suuimits or ridges, or of extinct

craters, in the formation of atolls. There are in the Fijis two extinct

craters which are most interesting. One of these is the small extinct

crater of Thombia in the Einggold Islands (Plates 18, 70). The highest

point of its rim, the exterior circumference of which is nearly two miles,

is nearly 600 feet, and it is continuous with the exception of a small

part of its eastern edge, about a fifth of a mile, across which a coral reef

extends, the extension of the fringing reef surrounding the island closing

the entrance to the crater ; the enclosed basin has a depth of 2-4

fathoms. The other extinct crater is that of the island of Totoya

(Plates 16, 22, 66-69), an isolated peak in the southern part of the

group. It is about six miles in diameter, with an inner basin of three

miles in diameter and a depth of over thirty fathoms. The highest

point of the rim is 1,200 feet, and at two points the rim is low, forming

in one case a narrow isthmus separating the crater basin from the outer

lagoon. The horns of the open rim are connected by a coral roof, over

which thunders the Pacific swell, piling up the water into the groat

basin of the crater. This water finds its way out through an opening

called the Oullet, which, though narrow, forms an excellont passage into

the anchorage inside of the crater. This island has not only a fringing

1 Nature, June 12, 1800, p. 148.

"^ Admiralty Chart, Plan 742.
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reef, but also a barrier reef of a triangular shape surrounding it. It is

evident that this barrier has been formed upon the denuded and eroded

spurs of Totoya, which once extended seaward from the outer rim of the

volcano.

Supposing, now, that the erosion of both Thombia and Totoya had

continued for a period of time long enough to have reduced the rims of

these volcanoes to the level of the sea, we should have, as soon as corals

had covered the flats thus formed indicating the former existence of the

rim, atolls of nearly circular form ; the one with a circumference of only

two miles, and a depth of 24 fathoms, without patches in the central

lagoon; the other much larger, more than 25 miles in circumference,

having a depth of 34 fathoms inside the lagoon, which would be dotted

with patches, some of them forming part of the rim, others being the

remains of eroded spurs extending towards the centre of the extinct

crater.

Admiral Wharton^ has given a most interesting sketch of Clipperton

Atoll, in which he confirms the trachytic nature of the " Eock " of Clip-

CI.IPPEUTON ROCK.
(From u Photograph by J. T. AruDdel.)

perton, as determined l)y Professor Wollf^ from specimens collected by

Mr. Jensen and kindly sent me by Professor Davidson. The photo-

graplis and specimens collected by ^Ir. J. T. Arundel, on which Admiral

Wliarton's notice is l)asod, have enabled him to give what seems to me

a natural explnnation of the character of the atoll. As he says, it is

1 Quart. .Touri). Cut.! Soc. of Lomlon, Mny. 1808. p. 228.

2 Bull. Mas. Comi). Zoo)., Vol. X.XVI. No. 1, p. 174, IB'Jl.
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" the rare case of coral forming on the lip of a volcanic crater, one part

of which alone, perhaps the plug, has resisted the action of the sea,

which has worn the rest of it down to the limits of wave action.''

The foregoing figure is a view of the rock (trachytic) rising to a height

of sixty-two feet on the rim of the atoll. Admiral Wharton calls atten-

tion to the great depth of this lagoon, perhaps fifty fathoms, as a depth

not improbable if it be the crater of an extinct volcano. It would be

most interesting to have Clippertou carefully examined and mapped.

In the mean time, from its analogy with Totoya and Thombia, it seems

to me that Admiral Wharton's explanation is the only possible oue.

We may perhaps add that the old rim may have also been subject to

atmospheric denudation and erosion, in addition to being blown away

in part during some eruption.

There are in the Fijis a number of small atolls from one to three or

more miles in circumference, the formation of which can also be satisfac-

torily explained on the theory that they have been formed upon the

eroded summits of extinct craters, reducing the rim of the volcano either

to a continuous flat or to flats separated by deeper passages, as in the

case of the low parts of the rim of Totoya, forming entrances into the

enclosed lagoons. Such atolls are Motua Levu, Motua lai lai, the Adol-

phus Eeef (Plate 18), Bell Reef, Pitman Reef, Williamson Reef (Plate

19), Horseshoe Eeef (Plate 14), and Thakau Lekaleka (Plate 27),

although it is possible that some of these atolls may have been formed

from the submarine erosion and denudation of volcanic peaks or of

elevated limestone masses. It is also possible that some of the larger

gi'oups in which volcanic islands are found, like Yanua Mbalavu (Plate

19), Kouio, ]\Iothe (Plate 22), Lakemba (Plate 21), and Mbengha (Plate 8),

may represent parts of the rims of extinct craters, the bulk of the vol-

canic peaks having disappeared from erosion, and left the outer flats

upon which the barrier reefs have grown, while the deeper valleys and

gorges of these volcanic islands represent the undulations of the la<^oons,

which vary greatly in depth, reaching in the case of the Yanua Mbalavu
(Plate 19) 72 fixthoms in parts of the eastern slope of the lagoon. These
great depths, far beyond any at which corals can grow, represent the

elevated gorges of the slopes of the volcanic peak which probably once

extended over the whole area enclosed by the outer reef, duriuj; the

elevation of which the reef which once covered a part of the same area

was lifted to its present or even a greater height.

Such large volcanic centres with extensive craters of considerable

depths are not unknown.. Halcakala (Plato 7l) in the Sandwich
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Islands has a crater with a depth of nearly 450 fathoms^ while many

smaller peaks, some of fully 1,200 feet rise from its bottom, and its

diameter is fully as great as that of many of the larger atolls of the

Fijis. So that, at any rate in a volcanic district, the great dejDth of

souie of the atolls cannot now be considered as a pi'oof of the theory of

subsidence.

A still larger extinct crater than Haleakala is that of Aso San in Japan,

and in Java there are many craters of dimensions fully equal to those

of a number of Fiji atolls.

In addition to Tlionibia and Totoya, we found at Moala the rim of an

extinct crater forming the deep bay on the east side of the island (Plates

16, 56). The longest diameter of this crater must have been fully

tliree miles, and had the denudation of the island been carried on some-

wliat further, so as to eat away the low western rim of the crater (Plate

56) and connect the deep bay of the east face (the extinct ci'ater) with

the indentation on the west of the island, it would be difficult to detect

the existence of a former extinct crater from the narrow ridge or island

which would rise in the eastern part of the lagoon (Plates 16, 56).

Kramer ^ has attempted to account for the elongated outline of so

many of the atolls of the Paumotu, Caroline, Marshall, Gilbert, and

Ellice Islands, upon the theory that they owe their origin to submarine

hot springs and volcanic eruptions, the material of which was distributed

by the trend of the great oceanic currents in the general directions

indicated by these island groups.

While granting that volcanic agencies have raised the coral islands of

the Pacific, we must remember that the shape of the islands and their

extent are due to the size of the plateaus of submarine erosion which form

the banks upon which coral reefs have grown. Undoubtedly the sub-

stratum of many of the atolls may have been formed of volcanic ashes by

eruptions similar to that which has thrown up Falcon Island, and which

has been fully described by Lister.^ Yet the great majority of the vol-

1 Ran (1. Korallenriffe, p. 88.

2 J. J. Lister, A Visit to the newly emerged Falcon Island, Tonga Group, South

Pacific. Proc. Tloy. Gcog. Soc, 1800, Vol. XII. p. 157.

Tlie island (Falcon) is composed of fine-grained dark prayif-h material, arranped

in strata. " A bare brown heap of ashes round wiiich the proat rollers break and

sweep the black shore in sheets of foam." The eruption occurred four years ago
;

its present hciirht is IT)?, feet. " Considering how rapidly the island is being covered

bv the action of the waves, it is evident that in a few years ... it will have disap-

peared beneath the surface of the ocean. . . . Some distance to the east of it lie two

islands, Namuka iki and Mango, and these islands have been elevated before any
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canic islands which abound in the coral reef districts of the Pacific do

not consist of such easily scattered material. In addition, it is well

known that many of the islands are composed of elevated coralliferous

limestones, and that is probably the composition of the substratum of

many of the atolls of the Paumotu, Ellioe, Gilbert, Tonga, and Fiji groups.

They indicate the existence of more or less extensive submarine ridges

composed either of limestone or of volcanic rocks, and not necessarily

peaks or summits formed of volcanic ash and spread out by the action

of tlie currents, as has been mapped out by Kramei-.^ Nor do we know

enough of tlie configuration of the bottom to justify the statement that

the atolls of a group are not separated by great depths such as separate

the islands of the Samoan group. The soundings round Funafuti by

the " Penguin," and others near Tonga and in Fiji (Plate 1), do not

confirm Kramer's views.

The old view entertained by Chamisso regarding the mode of origin of

the substratum upon which coral reefs are built does not greatly differ

from that which we have applied to the formation of coral islands in

Fiji. We have laid greater stress upon denudation and submarine

erosion after elevation by volcanic agencies, while Chamisso ^ accepts

the uplifting of the insular masses to the level at which coral begins

to grow.

considerable thickness of coral grew upon tliem. Tliey are formed by stratified

volcanic material deposited under water, and are now surrounded by broad coral

reefs. In tliem we may read the possible future history of Falcon Island. If no
elevation takes place, the stones and debris will give a resting place to a host

of marine animals and plants, . . . and another fine island will be added to those

summer seas." Recent volcanic action in Tonga and in Samoa does not seem to

have prevented there the formation of extensive coral reefs, as has been suggested

by Dana.

1 Loc. cit., pp. 95-97.

2 " Wir denken uns eine Inselgruppe dieser Bildung als eine Felsenmasse. die

sich mit senkrechten Wanden aus der unermesslichen Tiefe dcs Oceans erhebt und
oben, nahe an dem Wasserspiegel, ein iiberflossenes Plateau bildet. Ein von der

Natur rings um am Rande dieser Ebene aufgefiihrtcr breiter Damni. wandelt
dieselbe in ein Becken um. . . . Er ist da Stcllenweise unterbrochen und .«eine

Liicken bieten oft sclbst grosseren Schiffe Fahrenge dar. . . . Tnnerhalh dieser

Tliore liegen ofters einzelne Fclsenbiinke. . . . Andere jihnlicbe Biinko liogen hie

und da im Innern des Becken zerstreut." Kotzebue, Reise, Bd. III.. Bemcrkimgon
und Ansichten, 1826, von Adelbert v. Chamisso, p. 106. Chamisso gives an
admirable account of Radack Ralick, and of the fauna, flora, and general aspect of

this low coral island.
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VITI LEVU REEFS.

Plates 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 20^, Figs. 9-13, and Plates 24-45.

The great barrier and fringing reef which follows the southern and

part of the eastei-n coasts of Viti Levu may be said to begin oli' the north-

eastern extremity of the island of Ovalau (Plates 3, 7). Ofl' that island

a spur of the barrier reef extends in a northerly direction, terminating in

deep water (Plate 3). From that point to off Tova Peak there is no

barrier reef, the bottom being generally muddy, formed from the decom-

position of the islets composed of soapstone, which ai'e scattered in great

number between Ovalau Island and the island of Viti Levu. Similar

islands and islets abound along the shore of Viti Levu, and between it

and the outer reef south of Moturiki towards Mbau and the Tomberua

Passage (Plate 7).

The islands of Viwa (Plate 36) and Mbau are both composed of

stratified volcanic mud resting upon harder volcanic rocks, and the whole

shore line of the adjoining part of Viti Levu is made up of the same ma-

terial, judging by what we could see of the shore bluffs as we steamed

'ms

l]:\\r.i\i. 1:1.11 11 U;B0R, OFF KORO LEVU.

from the INIoturiki Channel to ]\Ibau. The soft rocks of the shores of that

part of Viti Levu are rea<lily disintegrated, and their erosion and denu-

dation have supplied the material for the extensive m>id flats (Plate 35)

IviuK in the area just mentioned (Plate 7), leaving endless patches and

small flats more or less covered with patches of growing corals. These

softer rocks rest upon liarder volcanic rocks, the extension of the rocks

which attain a considerable height in Moturiki and a still greater one in

the peaks of Ovalau.*

1 Both Ovalau and Moturiki arc surrounded by a frinfiinp reef.
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The formation of the great barrier reef of the southern shores of Viti

Leva is due to causes very similar to those which have given its present

physiognomy to tlie northern coast of Cuba between Nuevitas and

Matanzas. Along those parts of the island where denudation and

erosion proceed rapidly owing to the soft character of the shore rocks,

very extensive flats have been formed like those south of Ovalau. "When

the reef barrier flats have been eroded from a harder base, like volcanic

rocks, the flats are less pi'ominent ; they are somewhat more extensive

where the old elevated coralliferous limestone formed the shore hills ; or

the reef flats may disappear altogether when the harder volcanic rocks

have beeu only little affected by erosion or denudation. From the na-

ture of the negro-heads scattered upon the reef flats it is generally a

simple matter to ascertain the character of the base of the reef flats of

an atoll or of a barrier reef.

MOTURIKI CHANNEL.

The islands of Ovalau and of ]Moturiki (Plate 7), which are enclosed

by the northeastern extremity of the Viti Levu barrier reef, are both of

m
ENTKAXCE Tt) I.KVIKA.

volcanic formation, a kind of conglomerate or breccia similar to that

found at Mbengha, Tavnki in Kandavu, and in many other places in

Fiji. The highest peak of Ovalau rises to a height of nearly 2,100 feet,
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and the shape of its ridges, crests, and peaks (Plates 33, 34) shows the

effect of extensive denudation and erosion. The island is elliptical, eight

miles long, and about six wide. Moturiki flanks Ovalau on the southwest

side, is low, about five miles long, and connected with the southern face

of Ovalau by an extensive fringing reef flat surrounding its eastern face

and the islands of Yanutha Levu and Yanutha lai lai. The Moturiki

fringing reef is separated from the barrier reef by a narrow channel, and

the northern extension, forming the barrier reef off the east coast of Ovalau

(Plate 20*), is broken by a number of deep openings (Plate 7). The

bottom tjf the lagoon is made up of coral and coralline sand, compara-

tively little mud being washed down from the hill slopes, the water inside

the lagoon being quite clear. From the inner edge of the barrier reef

run out a large number of very flourishing coral patches in from two to

three fathoms, and extending to seven or eight. The reef flat is in some

places more than half a mile wide (Plate 20% Figs. 1-5). A good many

NKGRO-HEAD, LEVUKA BARKIER KKKF.

negro-heads are scattered upon the reef flats, some of tlicm of consider-

able size. The average depth of the narrow lagoon separating Ovalau

from the barrier roef is from nine to fifteen fixthoms, but in some places

there are short stretches with a depth of from sixteen to twenty

fathoms.

Between the Na lulu and the Ngava Passages (Plato 7) an extensive

flat connects the barrier reef with Ovalau, nuich as the fringing reef of
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Moturiki is connected with the barrier reef stretch opposite its eastern

face. There is also a similar connection between the fringing reef oflf

Bololo Point and the barrier north of Na lulu entrance. The south-

eastern part of the reef oli' Ovalau and Moturiki being strictly neither a

barrier nor a fringing reef, but a combination of the two, the 2sguva and

Na lulu entrances forming reef harbors similar to those characteristic of

friu"in,<T^ reefs, indicating how the offshore platform of Ovalau has been

eroded and how coi-als have gradually obtained a footing on the un-

derlying volcanic substructure, remnants of which are visible at many

points of the barrier reef flats. One may judge of the extent of the

denudation and erosion which have taken place from the shape of the

peaks and bluffs and ridges which give to Ovalau so characteristic a

profile when seen from the sea (Plates 33, 34). Compare the sharp

peak of Tumuua, the I'ounded elevations forming the ridge of Xdelai

and of Koro Levu, the sugar loaf of Craig, and the bluffs near Levuka.

The spur which has formed the island of Moturiki is covered by low

conical hills, culminating on the eastern summit at Ului Mboa, which is

but little higher than the rest of the island.

To the westward and northward of Ovalau reach the extensive flats

full of patches which connect the west shore of Ovalau with the mainland,

and reach on the northwest to Tova and south towards Mbau (Plate 7);

flats which are formed by the disintegration of the low blufls, consisting

of bedded volcanic mud (" soapstone "), which must once have extended

eastward close to Ovalau and Moturiki. The patches on the flats are

covered with growing corals.

VOL. XXXIII. 8
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The stretch of strata of volcanic mud constituting the east shore of Viti

Levu north of Mbau undoubtedly once extended farther east, counectino'

the main island with the islands of Moturiki and of Ovalau. This readily

explains the changeable character of the harrier reef at different points

along the coast of Viti Levu. Off Ovalau and Moturiki the substructure

of the barrier reef is volcaniC; and the negro-heads which crop out upon

its surface at various points plainly indicate this. One of the most

striking of these protrusions being a small mushroom-shaped volcanic

rock on the barrier reef to the south of Moturiki, immediately west of

Thangalai Island (Plate 7). This island and Leluvia, and one or two

keys on the northern part of the great reef south of Moturiki, are small

islets of coral sand thrown up on some of the shallower parts of the reef

flats. The larger islands are thickly covered witli cocoanuts and shrubs.

On the southern part of the reef flats immediately north of the Tombe-

rua Passage near the exterior edge is the island of Mumbualau. It is

about thirty feet high, and is composed of elevated coralliferous limestone

deeply undercut, pitted, and honeycombed, while the islands farther

inland off Kamba Point consist of stratified volcanic mud.

Another very striking fragment of elevated coralliferous limestone is

that of Na Vunivatu (Plate 37), on the reef flats to the south of Xasilai

Mouth. The remnants of the elevated reef can be traced south of Tom-

berua Passage on the Nasilai reef flats, and extend on both sides of the

lighthouse. There are numerous heads of elevated limestone, fragments

of former large stretches of the same material. Still farther south the

elevated coralliferous limestone is seen to underlie the island of Nukulau

(Plates 38-41) at the mouth of Lauthala Harbor (Plate 25), as well as

the flats to the eastward and the island of Mokaluva with its flat (Plate

38). The extensive mud flats forming the mouth of the Kewa River

have to a great extent encroached upon the inner edge of the coral

reef flats underlaid by the elevated coralliferous limestone which every-

where crops to the surface to the south of Tomberua Passage. As far

as the Xnknlau mouth of the Rewa, the reefs are in reality fringing

reefs growing upon flats of elevated coralliferous limestone, intersected

by deep indentations forming reef harbors. The great extent of the flats

skirting the shore of Viti Levu eastward from Suva Point shows tlie

amount of denudation and erosion to whicli this part of the island has

been subjected (Plates 24, 25). From off Lauthala Bay (Plate 25) to

Suva, tlie reefs arc extensive barrior reef flats separated by passages

leading into the channel rumiing between the barrier and the shore

(Plate 7). Some parts of the barrier flats are more than a mile wide.
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The barrier reef flat north of Tomberua Passage and south of Eat Pas-

sage is in many places nearly three miles wide, with an average width of

about two miles. The wide reefs of Serua and of Rovondrau Bays

(Plate 5) are covei'ed with flourishing patches of corals ; what their

substratum is I am unable to determine from the absence of negro-heads

on the outer reef flats. Judging however from the nature of the head-

lands and of the rocks cropping out all along the shore between Serua

and Suva, it is probably of the " soapstoue,"— the bedded volcanic mud

so characteristic of the sliores of Yiti Levu both east and west of Suva,

with the exception of a small key probably of elevated limestone on the

end of Rovondrau Reefs (Plate 5).

To the east of Xamiika Harbor, a small reef harbor formed like the

Navua and the Tongoro pass through the outer reef flats, and the elevated

limestone again forms the substratum of the reef flats. The reef is here

a fringing reef, which can be navigated by boats near the shore after half

tide, and the outer face is covered with large negro-heads consisting of

elevated coralliferous limestone. "West of the entrance to Suva Harbor

(Plate 5) the reef occurs in successive stretches of fringing or of barrier

reef outside of fringing reefs, forming in some cases small reef harbors,

like Xamuka, Nanggara, Vatuloa, Navua, Serua, or, opposite the mouth

of the Navua River, a large open bight, Rovondrau Bay.

The passages through the Viti Levu barrier reef and its principal

reef harbors, Suva among others, are generally opposite the mouth of

some river or creek, through which considerable fresh water carrying

silt flows ; this is especially the case of the Rewa River, which brings

through its many mouths an immense amount of silt and detritus, and

has formed a great delta. Both Darwin and Dana have attributed the

formation of reef harbors largely to local currents, to the presence of

fresh water, and to the action of silt. The bringing down of detritus,

especially in the rainy season, and its deposition in channels will keep

the bottom clear of corals, and thus form passages or reef harl)ors.

The extensive reef which protects the harbor of Rewa has been formed

in part by th6 erosion of the softer volcanic beds, and in part by the

deposition of the silt brought down by the Rewa and the cutting out

of a barrier channel behind the I'eef.

To the west of Serua the barrier reef disappears (Plates 5, 6), and the

shore line is now composed of hard volcanic rocks which are not easily

decomposed, or consists of the soft and easily disintegrated volcanic nnid

strata extending as a general thing from Mbau to Serua. Although

here and there the harder rocks push out to the shore, where they are
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edo'ed vrith a fringing reef, or we may find the remnants of the elevated

coralHferous Hmestone, which is less easil}^ eroded than the volcanic mud

strata, as in the elevated reef in a valley to the north of Suva. This

reef rises to a height of 120 feet above high water mark, and is fully

fifty feet thick (Plate 31). Its extension can be traced in outliers on

the north shore of Suva Harbor and on islands composed of elevated

limestone at the mouth of the inner harbor of Suva,— islands which

are from sixty to ninety feet in height, and rest directly upon beds of

stratified volcanic mud and capped by similar strata. On the northwest

shore of the inner harbor there is a bluff" of the same elevated limestone

rising to about sixty feet. The continuation of the reef can be traced

inland and along the shore for a considerable distance.

The character of the islands within the barrier reef patches of Xamuka

and of Serua indicate that the corals growing upon the flats rest upon

beds of stratified volcanic mud (Plate 5). Here and there we find a

negro-head of the harder volcanic rock upon which the volcanic muds

rest. From Serua westward the fringing reef varies in width from a mile

to a mere narrow fringe of corals close to the shore (Plate 42). Xegro-

heads of volcanic rock stud the reef flats, which are here and there

hollowed out into small boat harbors (Plate 6). At the Singatoka

River the fringing reef has disappeared (Plate 6), and the lieavy

breakers roll upon a coral sand beach for a distance of about three

miles. Immediately behind the beach rises a line of huge coral sand

dunes, one of which attains a height of 190 feet (Plate 44). At this

point the character of the fringing reef changes again. It is built upon

the remnants of the ancient elevated limestone reef (Plate 43), small

bluffs of which occur all the way between the Singatoka River and

Nandronga Harbor (Plate 45). Some of the bluff's on the shore

attain a height of more than seventy feet. Negro-heads consisting

of elevated limestone fragments now abound upon the whole line of

the fringing reef, and the two islands which protect the harbor of

Nandronga on the cast, and on the west are outliers of the ancient

elevated reef (Plate 45). The height ("thickness) of that reef must

have been very considerable, judging from the height of an extensive

bluff", consisting of limestone to the north of the sand dunes at the mouth

of the Singatoka, which must be fully 250 feet. The fringing reef

extends to the west of Naiidn)ii<.'a as far as Pikuri ITarbor, where it

gradually passes again into a barrier reef with a gradually widening

shore passage (Plate 6) as we approach the Naiidi waters.

The elevated limestune reif must have extended west as far as Viwa,
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and north again as far as Asawa i lau, both of which islands, as I am
informed by Dr, Coruey, consist of elevated limestone (Plate 2). Viwa

is 100 feet in height.^

Plateau off Nandi and Yasawa.

To the westward of Nandi waters (Plate 3), off the northwest coast

of Viti Leva, extends a wide plateau, the result of the denudation and

submarine erosion of that side of the island. The depth of this plateau

is most irregular, varying from ten to forty fathoms. The plateau is

studded with sunken patches, and with rocks and islets and islands. Tlje

southwestern line of islands from the Mololo Islands to Mana is flanked

by an outer line of reef flats, which gradually become smaller and disap-

pear off" Tartar Reef (Plate 3). From these the edge of the plateau

crosses toward the north, and the outer reefs reappear again to the

westward of the long chain of tlie Yasawa group.

The Viwa Island reef is separated by a narrow, deep channel, with

137 fathoms in mid-channel, from the western edge of the Yasawa
plateau. To the northward of the IMalolo Islands are scattered a {ew

islands,— Kandavu, Lovuka, Tavua, and Vomo. The last is of volcanic

TOMO LAI LAI.

origin, while Kandavu is flanked by beach rock, as is also Tavarua at the

entrance of Navula Passage. All the islands which Captain Thomson
examined on his way from the IMalolo Islands to Waia he found to

be of volcanic origin,— Mana, Tavua, Monu, and others. As I Iiave

1 The elevated limestone patches which hegin at Slngatoka extend to the patches
and reef flats north of Navula Passage (Plates 2, 3). Captain Thomson collected

some pieces of a negro-head on the edge of the reef flat near Tavarua Island
which consisted of elevated limestone.
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already stated, Yiwa and Asawa i lau are said to consist of elevated

limestone.

The Malolo Islands rise to more than 700 feet. Mana is 240 feet

NORTHERX END OK MAXA.

high, Moudriki and Monu respectively 590 and 730 feet, and Waia more

than 1,800 feet. The extension northward of the Yasawa group forms

a chain of sixteen high islands for a length of fifty miles, which ter-

minates in the reef of the Kinsilk Islands on the south of Round

Island Passage, the principal entrance through the Great Sea Reef off

Vanua Levu. The Yasawa Islands, as well as tlie islands to the westward

of the Xandi Waters, are, surrounded by fringing reefs. As will be seen

from the charts, the reefs are on the western face of the plateau (Plate 3)

;

so that the outer reef flats and the chain of inner islands intercept the

full access of the sea, and corals grow but sparingly inside of that line.

Suva Reef Flats.

Plates 5, 24-30, 65, 76.

Perhaps no reef flats illustrate better the grinding and wearing action

of the sea than those of the l)arrier reef, both to the cast and west of the

entrance to Suva Harbor. All the inequalities of surface seem to have

been levelled off as with a plane, leaving only the shallow pools formed

by the interstices of the large masses of coral (Plates 28-30). The

fauna of the surface of these reef flats is comparatively poor in species,

but abundant in individuals. A large black Ophiothrix, with its disk

hidden in some crack or corner, trails its arms in all directions, and they

literally swarm in all parts of the rcof. Towards the outer edge they

are replaced by Echinometra hicunter, the holes and hollow ways of

\Fhich, often over two inches deep, honeycomb the surface, leaving nar-
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row walls to separate them (Plato 30) ; and finally, near the outermost

edge begins the belt of Madrepores and Pocillopores (Plates 28, 29)

which extends into the line of breakers and beyond. There are few of

the massive type of corals, like Porites, Astrsea, and the like, and these

are of diminutive size.

The surface of the reef is kept from too rapid wearing by the gi-owth

of marine algte and of corallines wliich carpet it. The algEe are mainly

species of Udotea, of Caulerpa, and of Turbinaria, which in sheltered

pools grow to a considerable size. One finds also on the surface an occa-

sional large black Holothurian, a blue Linckia, a green Goniaster, a Mu-

raena darting from a pool, a large Cancer trying to hide under a shelving

piece of coral, or a Squilla, or a few specimens of small fish of a brilliant

blue color. There are few MoUusks under the negro-heads and dead

masses of coral scattered upon the reef ; the lower surface of these is

often carpeted with many species of brilliantly colored Sponges, in which

small Mollusks, Crustacea, and Annelids find refuge. The corul masses

themselves are perforated in all directions by boring Mollusks and

Annelids.

The substratum of the eastern and the western reef is made up of

elevated limestone, extending from the shore close to the outer edge of

the reef, independently of the thin crust of corals which gi'ows upon the

outer edge of the reef flat. So it is also with the mushroom-shaped heads

which are found upon the outer edge of the reef flats of Vatu Leile, Mango,

and other islands consisting wholly or in part of older limestones. They

are all composed of the same rock as that of the shores and of the sub-

structure. The outer sea face of the reef flats is steep in all cases, irre-

spective of the increase due to the corals growing upon them, or of the

character of the underlying rock, which is only an unimportant factor

in determining the thickness of the sea face edge of the outer reef

flats.

We also examined the outer face of tlie barrier reef forming the east-

ern edge of the passage leading into Suva Harbor. This reef flat, like

that of the western side of the passage, is entirely made up of ancient

elevated limestone planed down by the sea to a level flat, with small shal-

low pools scattered over the surface. Negro-heads and fragments of the

ancient limestone are scattered over considerable areas on the reef flat

;

many of them have been thrown up by the sea from the undermining of

the outer edge, others have been torn oft' from the reef flat itself, and both

are gradually wearing away, leaving fragments of branches of corals and

of coral heads scattered over the reef. The belt of the reef flat close to

L
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the line of breakers is riddled with holes and channels gouged out by the

Echiuometra common on the reef. These channels look like short wind-

ing drill holes extending in all directions, or merely small potholes in

which the Echinometree live protected from the action of the breakers

(Plate 30). In the same belt corals begin to grow in greater profusion,

mainly Pocillopores, Madrepores, and small heads of Astrteans and of

Goniastrajans or Mseandrinas, a few of these are also found scattered

on the inner part of the reef flat. The corals living upon the outer edj^^e

of the reef flat form merely a thin crust, between the patches of which

the substratum of elevated limestone crops out. Similarly, at a great

many other points in Eiji, the outer edge of tlie reef flat, when exposed

at the very lowest stages of tide, is seen to be edged with a belt of rocks

identical in structure to that which forms the substratum of the reef

flat platform. I may mention Mango, Vatu Leile, and a number of the

islands of Fiji which have been described. The slope of the outer edge

of the reef flat falling ofl' moi'e or less rapidly has little to do with the

recent reef crust growing upon it ; that only modifies its slope, possibly

to twenty fathoms. The general slope of the sea face of the reef is due

to conditions which antedate the formation of the coral reefs of the

present day.

Dana^ says that beneath the channels (basins) lies in general the

coral rock of the reef region, the inferior part of the great reef forma-

tion, whose upper portions constitute the so called barrier and fringing

reefs. This certainly is not generally the case : see the description of

the flats between Ovalau and Mbau. Dana himself cites a number of

examples which do not accord with his views when describing great

admixtures of coral and of material derived from the mountains adjoin-

ing, and as he well says :
" When the materials from both sources, the

shore and the reef, are mingled, the proportion will necessarily depend

on the proximity to the mouths of streams, the breadth of the inner

waters or channels, and the direction and force of the currents."

As has already been observed by Dana, *• At low tide the breakers

often cease, or nearly so." ^ It is frequently possible a short time before

the turn of the tide to examine the corals growing on the outer face of

a reef. At Komo we had an opportunity to photograph coral reef flats

where the corals were growing upon a substratum of volcanic rocks

(Plate 65) just as they are growing upon a basement of tertiary lime-

stone at the entrance of Suva Harbor. At Ngillangillah we came upon

1 Corals and Coral Islands, p. 149.

' Loc. cil., p. 1.11.
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a fringing reef flat covered with Alcyonarians (Plate 76), similar to

those figured by Kent.

Gardiner^ has observed the important part which incrusting coralline

algae perform in Fiji in supplying the material for a reef rock of compact

homogeneous structure ; they undoubtedly assist materially in prevent-

ing the disintegration of dead corals, and their subsequent comminution

by the action of the waves. In an interesting article on the calcareous

algce of the Gulf of Naples,^ "Walther has given an excellent account

of the part which coralline algte lilie Lithothamnium play in building

up amorphous limestone deposits of considerable thickness from the

obliteration of its structure.^ But he has confused the theory of the

formation of reefs with the theory of the formation of limestone deposits

of great thickness, one of which is based on an assumption, the other

which is not in the least open to doubt. It is evident, however, that

those who have examined coral reefs have not attributed to coralline

algte the share which they have in building up recent amorphous lime-

stone deposits of considerable thickness.

The following list of algse collected I owe to the kindness of Professor

Farlow : Amphiroa fragilissima Lam'x ; Galaxaura fragilis Lam'x, var.

fastigiata Decaisne ; Liagora Preissii Louder, var. pacifica Grunow

;

Padina Pavonia (L.) Gaillon ; Dictyata ciliata J. Ag. sterile ; Turbina-

ria conoides Kg. ; Hydroelathrus cancellatus Borg. ; Sphacelaria furci-

gera Kg. 1 sterile ; Caulerpa Freycenetii C. Ag. ; C. clavifera (Turn.)

C. Ag. ; C. complanata J. Ag. ; Halimeda macroloba Decaisne ; H.

Opuntia (L.) Lam'x; H. polydactylis J. Ag. ; Aurainvillea comosa

(Harv.) Murray & Boodle ; Aur. papuana Murray & Boodle ; Dictyo-

sphseria favulosa Decaisne ; Yalouia aegagropila (Roth) J. Ag. ; Yalonia

utricularis J. Ac;.

ISLANDS AND CORAL REEFS DESCRIBED FROM THE CHARTS.

AVith the exception of the Argo Reefs (Plates 19, 20), the islands

and reefs we did not visit were insignificant in size, or, judging from

the charts, presented no point of interest not included in those we ex-

amined. I may mention among these Vanua Vatu (Plate 21), a small

circular island with a depressed central summit, about a mile and a half

long. It is composed of elevated coralliferous limestone rising to 310

1 Loc. fit., p. 477.

2 Zeitsch. d. deutschen rreol. Gesell., Heft 2, Rd. XXXVII., 1885, p. .'529.

' See also an article by FreBh, Neues Jahrbuch f. Mineral., 1892, II. 169.
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feet. It resembles Xaiau on a smaller scale. It is surrounded as is

Tuvutha by a narrow outer reef flat, becoming a fringing reef at several

points of the shore, and enclosing a narrow and shallow lagoon full of

rocks and patches.

There are also a number of atolls presenting no special features. To

the westward of Ngele Levu are two reefs, Thakau Vutho Yutho

and Thakau Mata Thuthu (Plate 17). The former is separated from

Ngele Levu by a channel eight miles wide, with 145 fathoms in mid-

channel. The latter is separated from Thakau A'utho Yutho by a

channel 171 fathoms deep and three miles wide. The lagoons have

respectively a greatest depth of 15 and 19 fathoms. They both have

navigable entrances, and the outer reef flats are studded with negro-

heads and coral patches, and there are no islands on the rim. These

atolls resemble Ngele Levu, but are not more than one third of its size.

It is interesting to note that to the westward of Thakau Mata Thuthu

(Plate 17) there is an isolated bank with 7-1 and 76 fathoms of water,

but separated from it by a narrow channel ; it may be a spur of the

bank upon which the atoll of Thakau Mata Tlmthu is situated, similar

to Cock's Bank, which is close to the southwestern edge of the 100

fathom line.

Similar atolls and varying greatly in shape are Duff"'s Reef (Plate 18)

to the west of AVailangilala, and to the south Dibble's Ifeef (Plate 19),

to the east of Vanua Mbalavu, Nuku Thikombia (Plate 19), and Male-

vuvu Reef (Plate 19) ; farther south Thakau Tambu, Yaroua, and the

smaller reefs Thakau Nokeva and Thakau Lasemarawa (Plate 20).

As we steamed from Tuvutha to Xaiau we saw the sandbank in the

centre of Tavanuku i vanua Reef surrounded by a fringing reef somewhat

more than a third of a mile in width (Plate 20). To the southwest of

Tuvutha is also situated a small circular atoll, Tavanuku i wai, with

an outer reef of about half a mile in diameter enclosing a small shallow

lagoon.

To the east of Mothe are Thakau Motu (Plate 22). a large atoll open

to the west, v.itli '2[ fathoms in the deepest part of the lagoon (Plate

23*, Fig. G), and Thakau Yau (Plate 22), a small circular reef with a

shallow lagoon of im[)nunded water. Neither of these did we visit. West

of Komo, Thakau Yuite (Phitc 22), in a line running north and south,

east of the Yangas^ cluster, lies Thakau Levu, and southwest of Yaniia

Yatu and to the northeast of Totoya the Tova or Xa Yatu Reef (Plate

23', Fig. 5, and Plate 20». Figs. 13, It). Tova has been well surveyed

(Plate 20», Figs. 1 :?, 1 I. .in. I Phite 23', Fig. .'>) ; unfortuii.itclv we were
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uot able to visit it, but, as will be seen, it closely resembles the Horse-

shoe Reef (Thakau Momo, Plate 23% Fig. 6), which we examined. All

these islands are atolls Avith an outer reef fiat and a lagoon of moderate

depth, varying from ten to about twenty fathoms as the greatest depth,

with entrances into the lagoon, and with only rocks and patches and no

islands on the outer reef flats.

Thakau Van, Thakau Laseraarawa (Plate 20), and Thakau Nawa en-

close impounded watei\ South of Thakau Levu (Plate 22) are Thakau

Thikondua, Thakau lieivareiva, Thakau Nasokesoke, and Thakau Teteika,

representing probably as well as Wilkes Reef north of Namuka, and the

two reefs Tavaimku i wai and Tavanuku i vanua and Frost Reef, the

summits of small peaks or of crests, now covered only by heads on which

corals have found a footing. In the case of Tavunasithi (Plate 22j, Xuku

Songea, Yaroua, Maafu Rock, and the Xukutolu Islets west of Yathata,

the summits are still visible. Naiabo Islet is the remnant of a small

island now surrounded by a very narrow outer reef Hat enclosing a lagoon.

AVe did not visit the Nukutolu Islets (Plate 19), which seem to be the

summits of a former narrow ridge. Frost Reef, to the west of Mango

(Plate 19), is a flat circular reef of about a mile in diameter, with a rock

at its northern edge.

Neither did we examine the following islands and reefs to the south

of the Exploring Isles (Plate 19) : Malevuvu Reef, an atoll nearly three

miles long by half that in width, and a lagoon with thirteen fathoms

greatest depth, accessible to boats on the west side ; Katavanga, a small

island, consisting, according to Captain Cocks, of elevated coralliferous

limestone rising to a height of 180 feet, situated in the western part of

the elliptical lagoon encircled b}^ a reef flat widest at the eastern face,

and over three miles in greatest diameter, with a greatest depth of thir-

teen fathoms, and an opening for small vessels on the northern side of

the lagoon ; and Vekai, an elevated limestone rock nearly thirty feet high

on the inner edge of a circular reef about two miles in diameter, with a

boat passage on the northwest side leading into a lagoon with a greatest

deptli of eighteen fathoms. The Malima Reef resembles Kimbombo Reef.

The islets are near the centre of a lagoon about two miles in diameter.

It would not be difficult in most cases to determine how these smaller

reefs have been formed. They are either in part volcanic and in part

elevated coralliferous limestone, or wholly volcanic, or elevated limestone

alone. Tlie result would in citlier case be the same. The volcanic

islets disintegrating more slowly than the tertiary limestone, it is pmli

able that the reefs, which show no signs of volcanic rocks, liavc a sul.-
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stratum of ancient limestone of greater or less thickness, according to

the height to which the particular reef has been elevated.

An atoll formed from the disintegration, erosion, and denudation of an

island of volcanic structure, like Komo, for instance, would not differ in

structure fi'om an atoll like Oneata, formed from the disintegration of an

island composed of elevated coralliferous limestone ; but their origin

would, at once be detected, if the islands had disappeared, from the exist-

ence in one case of negro-heads and rocks of volcanic origin, in the other

of coralliferous limestone scattered within the lagoon and on the surface

of the outer reef flats. The steep slopes of these two lagoons, of diff'erent

geological structure, being in no way due to the thin veneer of coral

patches growing upon their respective flats and slopes, but to the fact

that they are a continuation of the slopes of the islands once covering

the areas of Komo and of Oneata Islands, which have been elevated

and since their elevation have disappeared in great part, and have been

denuded and eroded to form the platform surrounding the islands now

remaining to attest their former greater extent. The denudation and

erosion of these islands, being accompanied by the scouring out of the

lagoons from the submarine platform through the action of the sea,

caused by the incessant pouring into the lagoon of a mass of water

which can only find its way out through the entrances into the lagoon

or over the reef flats, where it passes out with considerable velocity,

a velocity obtained in part from the hydraulic head, and in great part

also from the drift due to the constant driving of the trade winds in a

westerly direction.

North of the Exploring Isles there are some small banks, in from

eight to twelve fathoms least water. They are Alacrity, Jeffi-eys, and

Lewis Banks. Reid Reef (Plate 20, 20*, Figs. 1-4) is a narrow encir-

cling reef, enclosing a large lagoon with three islets, rising respectively

to a height of sixt}', ten, and twenty feet, probably of elevated limestone.

The outer reef flat is narrow on the western side, bordered by a belt of

heads along the inner edge. There are two passages into the lagoon on

the western face. The length of the lagoon is about eight miles, and its

width five. The greatest depth is twenty fathoms.

Mbukata tanoa or Argo Reefs.

riatPH 20, 20», riB«. r.-8, and Plate 2t.

These reefs arc irregularly triangular, about twenty miles in greatest

length. A narrow continuous outer reef flat extends along the eastern
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and southern faces, but the western and northern faces are bordered by

disconnected reef patches (Plate 21), and towards the northeastern face

from the central part in from twenty fathoms the lagoon slopes gradu-

ally to the 100 fathom line. The western part of the lagoon is full of

separate patches and, clusters of rocks and coral patches. Off the west

face lie two small banks, one of which is awash, the other with two

fathoms of least water and covered with heads. Off the cast face are

three similar small banks, all of which probably represent the remnants

of isolated peaks or spurs of the former land covering the Argo Lagoon.

The Argo Eeef is separated frcnn the Yanua j\Iasi (Plates 21, 22) atoll

by a narrow channel with a depth of 115 fathoms.

The island of Yanua Masi is not quite half a mile long, eighty feet

higli, and is composed of elevated coralliferoiis limestone. Bacon Islet,

sixty feet in height, is stated to be of volcanic origin ; it lies on the

eastern face of the narrow outer reef flat facing the lagoon. This is

open on the southwest, where the lagoon is studded with heads and coral

patches. The greatest depth of the lagoon of Yanua ]Masi is twenty

fathoms, the average from twelve to sixteen. The southern part of the

lagoon of Argo Eeef has a depth of thirty-four fathoms, and an average

depth of from twenty to thirty.

We may look upon the Argo Reef (including Yanua Masi) as vastly

more denuded and eroded than that of Yanua Mbalavu, which it re-

sembles in many respects. The islands which probably once covered

the whole area of the Argo Reefs have been disintegrated, and there

remain of them only the islets in Yanua j\Iasi and the innumerable

heads and patches which stud the slope of the Argo Reefs. The slope

of the Argo Reefs corresponds to that of Yanua ]\Ibalavu, and represents

the slope of the volcanic island which thrust up the elevated limestones

now eroded which once covered the great part of the Argo Reef Lagoon
as at Vanua IMbalavu. The great open stretch on the northern face of

the Argo Reefs represents a tongue of the ocean which encroached upon
the northern slope of the laud and lias left in the shallower parts only

heads and patches of corals, while in the deeper parts corals have ni)t

obtained a footing.

Thikombia.

Plate 17.

We did not visit Thikombia, the northernmost island of the group,
which I am informed is composed in part of elevated coralliferous lime-

stone rising to a height of four hundred feet. The island is a narrow
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undulating elongated ridge with conspicuous summits (volcanic'?), one of

which is over six hundred feet higli ; it is a little over six miles in

length, and situated at the northwestern extremity of an elongated

plateau extending fifteen miles in a southeasterly direction, with an av-

erage depth of thirty to over forty fathoms. The western extremity of

Thikombia, as well as the southern half of the island, is bordered by a

fringing reef, which extends in a long spit made up of patches and

detached rocks for two and a half miles in a southeasterly direction.

Gardiner states that parts of Thikombia are terraced.

Ono i lau.

Plate 17', Figs. 13-16, and Plate 33», Figs. 1-4.

We did not visit the islands to the south of Ongea. Among them

are the Ono i lau Islands (Plate 1), of which some are volcanic and

others composed of elevated coralliferous limestone, the highest island

being 370 feet high. These islands are surrounded by an outer reef

flat, elliptical in outline, about seven miles by four, which is dotted

with islets, rocks, and coral patches. To the south of these islands are

the small islands of Tuvana i tholo and Tuvana i ra (Plate 17*, Fig.

13, and Plate 23% Fig. 27), situated on the northern edges of the

circular barrier reef which surrounds them. To the southwest of the

Ono cluster lies Vuata Quo (Plate 17% Fig. 14, and Plate 23%Fig. 3),

an oblong reef nearly three miles long and always awash. Turtle

Island to the northeast of Ono is a narrow ridge of elevated limestone,

rising to over two hundred feet, with a barrier reef about four miles

long off the west face, enclosing a narrow lagoon with six fathoms of

water and passing into a barrier reef on the east face. Yuata Yatoa

(Plate 23% Fig. 4) is a detached reef somewhat over two miles in its

greatest length, enclosing a tidal basin into which there is a boat passage

through the reef. This reef lies about two miles to the south of Vatoa,

witli two hundred and forty-six fathoms in mid-channel. Vatoa and

Vuata Vatoa are probably the summits of a short ridge. The presence

of elevated coralliferous limestone in this part of Fiji shows that the

area of elevation of the group extended to the southernmost islands.

Viti Levu and Vanua Levu.

Plates 3, 3', 4, 18.

Although there are largo stretches of the shores of Viti Lpvu and of

Vanua Levu (Plates 3, 3*, 4) whirh I liave not examined, wo may per-
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haps assume from the information I have gathered and from an exami-

nation of the charts, that neither they nor the smaller islands and reefs

in the Lau Archipelago, which have been passed by, present any features

which are likely to throw much additional light on the results obtained

from the examination made by the " Yaralla." The area between the

Yasawa group and the north shore of Viti Levu (Plate 3) has not been

systematically surveyed. All we know is that it is full of coral patches,

undoubtedly the eastern extension of the patches to the northwest of

Naudi waters towards the Yasawa group. How far west of Charybdis

Koef the extension of the deep water bay north of Yatu i ra Channel

reaches is not known. Its northern and eastern limits off Yanua Levu

are well defined on the charts (Plate 3). It is interesting to note that

a very steep slope— fully as steep as any of the sea faces off the reefs or

smaller islands of Fiji, or as steep as the sea faces of the great barrier

reef off the south coast of Viti Levu — runs off the west side of Vanua

Levu from the Makongai Channel beyond Yendua Island (Plate 3), and

off the east side of Viti Levu from the horn of the reef north of Ovalau

to opposite Charybdis Eeef. Yet on this steep face the corals form

only scattered patches over the surface of the flats, extending between

the shore lines toward the 100 fathom line,— patches and stretches

which are separated by wide areas in which the bottom is full of heads

of rocks similar to those of the adjoining shores.

Charybdis Reef and the extensive I'eef on the southwest side of Vatu

i ra Channel (Vatu i ra Eeef), represent probably the eroded summits of

a more or less circular island and of an elongated ridge, on the outer

edges of which coral patches have found a footing, and of which Vatu i ra

Islet (one hundred feet high) is the only remnant. The lagoon varies in

depth from twenty-two to twenty-seven fathoms, *' with several passages

into it through which the tide runs strongh\" Charybdis Lagoon is

full of rocks and patches its average depth is about twenty fathoms

;

its western edge is open, with rocks scattered along its face.

An extensive fringing reef skirts the north shore of Viti Levu, which

disappears within reach of the influence of Ba River. There is a

wide navigable channel between it and the broad outer barrier reef

patches, which resemble those off the east coast of Viti Levu, south of

Moturiki Channel.

I have not examined the shores of Vanua Levu, but according to

Horne^ and from some verbal information relating to the barrier

1 John Home, " A Year in Fiji," London, 18S1, pp. 1G7, 108. TTorne says that

on the southwest side of Ranihe a reef has been elevated twenty feet, and that the
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reef, its character is similar to that of Viti Levu, the substratum uf

the reef flats being either hard volcanic rocks, or stratified volcanic

mud, or remnants of elevated limestone. The northern shore of Vanua

Levu from Cape Uudu (Plate 4) west is flanked by wide extensive

stretches of bai-rier reef patches ; between them and the shore exists a

broad navigable channel full of islands and islets, and the whole of the

shore is also indented by deep bays separated by prominent promontoi'ies

almost isolated from the larger island
;
plainly indicating that the flats

and patches occupy areas formerly covered by large islands or by former

slopes of spurs from Vanua Levu itself, which have been eroded and de-

nuded and separated from the larger island. The outer fiats and patches

of the barrier reef, which as it extends westward beyond the Mali Pas-

sage forms the Great Sea Reef, and is nearly thirty miles distant off" the

western point of Vanua Levu. The islands and islets off the north coast

of Vanua Levu form a broad belt of islands separated by islets, rocks,

and patches ; on the western extremity of the belt is Yendua Island and

the islets extending westward.

The existence of fringing reefs inside of barrier reefs is a very strik-

ing feature of the Fiji coi'al islands. Their absence in some localities

has been explained by Dana ^ on the supposition that the conditions

are more favorable to the growth of corals on a barrier than on an

interior fringing reef. Yet in some of the wide lagoons of Fiji the

corals of the fringing reef grow quite as luxuriantly and to the same

depth as those on the outer edge of the barrier reef, and are often

more abundant than those of the lagoon slope of the barrier reef.

Depths of five to six or seven fathoms are those of the most vigorous

growtli of corals on the outer face of such barrier reefs or encircling reefs

as I have examined in Fiji, a depth corresponding to that obsei-ved in

the Bahamas in similar positions.

Some of the reefs on the northwestern fixce of Vanua Levu (Plate 4)

apparently illustrate admirably the formation by denudation and erosion

of small reef flats awash, and of reef flats destitute of islands or with

islands encircling a shallow lagoon. It will be noticed tliat these flats

and pseudo atolls rise from a comparatively shallow platform,— nine to

twenty fathoms, — and evidently represent the different stages of denu-

dation and of erosion of islands wliich liavo been left on one side of the

reef flat, or have disappeared, leaving an irregular enclosing reef, or liavo

beach .ilonR Savu Siivii, as well as Waikava and the adjacent islands, consists of

coral upheaved to a height of thirt}' fiet.

1 Corals and Coral Islands, pp. 138. 278.
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merely been denuded so as to be just awash ; the scouring of the sea on

the dhaiuutive platform of submarine erosion having formed a shallow

lat^oon in the first instances mentioned, or a series of disconnected pools.

These flats and atolls are in every way identical with similar reef flats or

atolls formed from peaks or islands risiug from great depths : Na Xdougu,

Nuku i ra, Thakau Moi, Laukoto, ami Thakau Levu Reefs (Plates 3, 4,

23% Figs. 8-19). See the similar structures of Thakau Xalolo, Thakau

Utulei, and Nuku i ra, on the eastern part of the north shore of Vanua

Levu (Plate 4, Figs. 8-12).

From the eastern point of Savu Savu Bay and the western point of

Vanua Levu the island is bordered by a fringing reef (Plates 3% 14).

Savu Savu Bay is protected by an extensive fringing reef off" Savu Savu

Point on the east, and by a series of wide barrier reef patches lying off

Kumbalau Point on the west, and stretching in smaller disconnected

patches across the southern face of the opening of the bay. To the west

of Kumbalau Point runs an extensive plateau, the outer edge of which

is from ten to twenty miles off" shore, and varying in depth up to about

thirty fathoms. On the outer edge of the plateau are narrow discon-

nected patches of corals and islets and rocks (Plates 3% 4). The plateau

makes out in two prominent points, one, Namena Reef, elliptical in

shape, about twelve miles long and three miles wide, to the south of

Kumbalau Point. The reef patches enclose an irregular lagoon, in the

southern horn of which lies the island of Namena, about 320 feet in

height (Plate 3*). The other spit of the plateau is triangular in shape,

and extends towards Makongai, from which it is separated by a channel

140 fathoms in depth. The western face of the plateau is bordered

by a line of rocks and narrow coral patches, often widely separated,

and extending in an undulating line.

The outline of the plateau as it forms the eastern side of Vatu i ra

Channel is rounded, forming a deep bight off" Solevu Point, and extending

in a northeasterly direction towards Yendua Island. North of Passage

Island (Plate 3), 104 feet high, the coral patches lose their character of

barrier reef flats ; they become small, and are often very widely separated.

The edge of the plateau is bordered with rocks, and the slope as we go

north becomes less steep, passing off" Solevu Point gradually into the

deeper waters north of Vatu i ra Channel. But south of Nai Thombo
thombo Point there are extensive reef flats, probably formed upon eroded

flats of such detached spits as Lecupi Point on the south of Mbua Bay,

and Lamut Islet north of Solevu Point. The principal one of these reef

Hats is Thakau Levu, on which some rocks are still awash at high water.

VOL. XXX III. 9
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It is very probable that this plateau off the southwest coast of Vanua

Leva represents the denuded and eroded slope of its western coast when

it once extended near to the 100 fathom line. The only remnants of

this former extension are the islands of ISTamena, Passage Island, and

the numberless rocks and coral patches studded over the surface of the

plateau and found along its edge.

The reefs of Makongai and Wakaya represent a stage of denudation

and erosion less advanced than that of the Xamena Eeef, and of the reefs

extending towards Yatu i ra Channel north of Makongai Channel.

From Cape Undu south the shores of Vanua Levu on both sides of

Nateva Bay (Plate 4) are bordered by a fringing reef. From Savu Savu

Bay the south shore is also protected by a fringing reef, which extends

as far as Fawn Harbor ; fi-om there the fringing reef becomes a narrow

barrier reef at a short distance from the shore, passing round Yienue Bay,

and forming the Kioa Reefs, and the Florida and Texas reefs on the outer

edge of the plateau upon which are the islands of Kioa aud Eambe (Plates

4, 18). The horn of the Texas reef extends about five miles beyond

liambe, and returns to form a fringing and barrier reef on the north

shore of that island, aud connects with the barrier reefs off Ivumbalau

Point.

The Eambe Plateau (Plates 4, 18), as we may call the eroded eastern

extension of Navukau Promontory, is another admirable example of the

mode of formation by submarine erosion of such plateaus as those off the

southwest coast of Yanua Levu, off the eastern point of Kandavu, aud

off the east face of Taviuni. Tlie island of Eambe rises to a height of

over 1,500 feet ; it is nearly nine miles long, and about four and a half

broad (Plate 18). Like Kioa, the other large island on the plateau,

which is over 900 feet high, it is of volcanic structure. The plateau

upon which these islands rise, and the accompanying islets, rocks, and

patches, has a greatest depth of thirty-five fathoms, and an average

depth of about twenty.

The Eambe plateau aud the one to the east of Taviuni (Plates 4, 18),

from which rise Ngamia and Lautliala, show more plainly than either

Makongai or Wakaya the former connection with the larger islands of

Vanua Levu and Taviuni. Tlie promontory of which Cape Undu is the

termination would, if deuuded and eroded, have resulted in the formation

of a plateau spit similar in all respects to tliat constituting tlie Naniena

barrier reef off the south coast of Vanua Levu. And finally the further

disintegration of such irregularly shaped islands with encircling reefs as

those of Makongai and "NYakaya (Plate 15) would give us a ready ex-
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planatiou of the formation of such remarkably shaped reefs as the Nanuku

and Xukusemanu Keefs (Plate 18), from the denudation and erosion of

an extended ridge or line of the summits of independent islands, elevated

at the time when the great masses of ancient limestones were raised to

various heights perhaps up to one thousand feet.

The Great Sea Eeef (Plate l) appears on the chart as the continuation

of the chain of which the Yasawa group of islands are the only rem-

nants, and it may be that it represents its eastern continuation after its

denudation and erosion, and transformation into a submarine platform

for the growth of corals. Similarly the reefs extending to the east of

Vanua Levu towards the Yasawa gi'oup may be the western extension of

a range of which Sesaleka Peak and Yendua Islands formed prominent

points.

GENERAL SKETCH OF THE FIJI ISLANDS AND CORAL REEFS.

I went to the Pijis under the impi*ession that I was to visit a charac-

teristic area of subsidence ; for according to Dana and Darwin there is

no coral reef region in which it is a simpler matter to follow the various

steps of the subsidence which has taken place. Dana, in his last dis-

cussion -^ of the coral reef question, states that it is impossible to find a

better series of islands than the Fijis to illustrate the gradual changes

(brought about by subsidence) which take place in transforming a vol-

canic island with a fringing reef to one with a barrier reef, or to one with

an encircling reef ring, and finally to one in which tlie interior island

has disappeared and has left only a more or less circular reef ring. For

these reasons one of the Fiji atolls promised to be an admirable location

for boring and settling tlie question of the thickness of the coral reef of

an atoll.

j\Iy surprise was great, therefore, to find within a mile from Suva an

elevated reef about 50 feet thick, and 120 feet above the level of the sea,

the base being underlaid by what is locally called "soapstone," ^ a kind

of volcanic mud. The western extension of this reef can be traced at

^ Am. Journ. of Science, Vol. XXX., August and September, 1S85. Dana says:

" The large Feejee group bears abundant evidence of subsidence in its very broad

reef grounds, barrier islands, and atolls."

- The "soapstone" is largely composed of volcanic dcTiris, mixed with tests of

Foraminifera, Pteropods, and Mollusks. Brady (Q. J. Geol. Soc. London, 1888, Vol.

XLIV. p. 1) considers the Rhizopod fauna such as one would expect from a depth

of 150 to 200 fathoms.
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poiuts along the north side of the harbor of Suva (Plate 7), the islands

of Lumbeko, Yuo, and Dra-ui mbotu, which are respectively sixty to

seventy feet in height, being parts of an elevated reef extending to

low water mark, and now planed off'. It was this elevated reef or its

extension westward which we traced from the Siugatoka Eiver to the

Nandi Waters (Plate 6). A short distance inland from the mouth

of the Siugatoka there is a bluif of about 250 feet in height, com-

posed of coralliferous limestone. This bluff is the inner extension of the

elevated patches and limestone bluffs visible on the shore of Viti Levu.

1 am informed by Dr. Corney that the islands of Viwa and Asawa i lau

(Plate 3), to the northward of the Nandi Waters, are also remnants

of this elevated limestone.

But the traces of extensive elevation are not limited to the island

of Viti Levu. I found that the islands on the rim of the atoll of Xgele

Levu (Plate 17) consisted entirely of coralliferous limestone rock,

elevated to a height of over sixty feet on the larger island. The

northern sides of the smaller islands Taulalia and Tai ni mbeka, as

well as the north shore of Xgele Levu, were on the outer edge of the

rim of the lagoon, deep water running up to the shoi'e line. We next

found that at Yanua Mbalavu (Plate 19) the northern line of islands

were parts of an elevated reef, forming vei'tical bluffs of coi-alliferous

limestone rock which had been raised by the central volcanic mass of

the main island to a height of 510 feet at Ngillangillah, at Avea to 600

feet, at the Sovu Islands to 230 feet, and on the main island to a height

of nearly 600 feet, while on the south of the main island the coralliferous

limestone bluffs are very much lower, and those of Malatta and of Susui

reach a height of 420 to 430 feet. Going farther west and south we find

at Mango vertical blhffs of an elevated coralliferous limestone of over 600

feet imderlaid by volcanic rocks at the sea level. At Tuvutlia the lime-

stone bluffs are probably nearly 800 feet high. At Xaiau they are more

than 500 feet. At Lakemba (Plate 21) they reach a height of about

250 feet on the southwest side of the island, the greater part of the rest

of the island being of volcanic origin. On the island of Aiwa (Plate 21)

the elevated limestone is fidly 200 feet thick. In the Oneata group the

highest point of the elevated bluffs is about 160 feet (Plate 21). Soutli

of the volcanic island of Motho and enclosed within the same barrier

on the island of Karoni (Plate 22), the reef is about 120 feet thick.

On the three islands of the Yangasa group (Plate 22) tlie elevated

limestone attains a thickness of 240, 300, and 390 feet, and on On-

gea, the most southeasterly cluster we visited, it attains a thickness
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of nearly 300 feet. At Fulanga (Plate 22) the elevated limestone

attains a thickness of 3G0 feet, at Kambara (Plate 22) it is about

200 feet thick, and at Wangava (Plate 22) it is perhaps over 300

feet ; these islands may be in part volcanic. Finally, at Vatu Leile, the

most westerly island we examined, the elevated reef forming the island

is fully 110 feet thick.

All this plainly shows that the western and southern part of Viti Levu,

as far south as A'atu Leile, and the whole lengtli of the windward islands

of the Fiji group, from Xgele Levu on the north to Ongea on the south

(Plate 2), have been subject to an elevation of at least 800 feet ; and there

is abundant proof that the greater part of the thickness of the elevated

coralliferous limestone has been eroded so as to reduce it iu certain

localities to the level of the sea, or in others to leave the bluflFs and

islands and islets of limestone which we have traced at so many points.

Unfortunately there are as yet but few soundings among the islands

of Fiji (Plate 2). There is a line extending from Nanuku Passage

to the Kandavu Passage, and a number of soundings to the north of

Wailangilala and towards Thikombia, which have developed the ex-

istence of an extensive plateau with a depth of between 300 and 400

fathoms, from which rise all the islands forming the northeastern ex-

tremity of Fiji (Plate 2). The soundings between Ngau and Viti Levu

(Plate 2) also indicate shallower water to the west of that island than

is found either east or south of it. The deep water extends northwesterly

in the passage, parallel with Kandavu. Deep water (1,200-1,700 fathoms)

is found in the triangle formed by IMoala, Totoya, and Matuku (Plates

2,16), showing the steep slope of Moala, from 1,200 fathoms at a distance

of six miles, and of Matuku of 1,400 fathoms at a distance of five miles.

The deep channel passing through the centre of the Koro Sea (Plate

2) gradually deepens towards the south until it attains a maximum
depth of over 1,400 fothoms east of Nairai and Ngau, becoming shallower

towards Viti Levu (Plate 12). The water gradually deepens also iu

the Kandavu Passage from over 1,100 fathoms north of North Astrolabe

lieef to over 1,900 fathoms southwest of Kandavu. The soundings to

the north of Naitamba indicate a ridge with somewhat over 500 fathoms

in dei)th connecting the ]ilatcaus on the two sides of Nanuku Passage

(Plates 2, 18). There are no soundings showing the depths between

the larger clusters composing the Lau or eastern group of Fiji. It

would add greatly to our knowledge of the connection of these groups to

have lines of soundings connecting the different island clusters of Lau.

All the evidence to be gathered in Fiji tends to prove that preceding
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the present epoch there was au extensive elevation, which lifted the

great masses of coralliferous limestone resting upon the flanks of the

islands to a considerable height, in some cases as high as 1,000 feet.

TliC base of the limestone masses rests upon volcanic rocks, as can be

seen at Suva, at Kambara (Plate 78), at Mango, at Lakemba, at Xai-

tamba, and at Yanua Mbalavu (Plate 72) it shows the thickness of the

elevated reefs to have been over 800 feet. During this period of uplift

the physiognomy of the islands of the group must have been greatly

changed, and still further modified by the denudation and erosion which

have taken place since the elevation of the ancient limestones. It is to

the changes brought about by the elevation and the subsequent erosion

and denudation that we must look for the causes which have fashioned

the steep slopes of the islands and reefs, and not to the growth of the

thin crust of corals which thrive upon the reef flats forming the sub-

stratum of the modem reef,— a substratum which in Fiji may be of

volcanic origin or composed of elevated limestone, the sea face of which

is the extension of the former land mass and follows its ancient slope,

being only slightly modified by the growth of the crust of recent corals

found upon it.

Similar elevated reefs (probably composed of the same tertiary lime-

stone as those of Fiji) have been described by Clark ^ at the Loyalty

Islands, and also by Chambeyron (L.),^ and Pelatan (L.).* Chambey-

ron gives figures of the elevated terraces of Lifou and Ouvca composed

of coralliferous limestone, and there is an excellent photograph taken by

Pelatan of the elevated coral reefs of Lifou, and reproduced in Bernard's*

Nouvelle Caledonie, p. 45. Wliile Mare is said b}' Pelatan to have five

terraces of elevated coralliferous limestone, and to be riddled with cav-

erns,^ Clark considers the elevated coralliferous limestones of tlie Loyalty

Islands probably to be Pleistocene.

In the Solomon Islands, Cuppy" has traced extensive elevated reefs,

1 Q. J. Geol. Soc. London. 1847, Vol. III. p. 61.

2 Bull. Roc. Goopr.. 1875. p. 500, and Bull. Soc. Geogr., 1876, p. 634.

** Lc9 Mines de la Nouvelle Caledonie.

* L'Archipel de la Nouvelle Talo'donie, par Aupustin Bernard. Paris, 1895.

s See also De Roclias, La Nouvelle Caledonie, p. 90. Grundman, Die Loyalty

Insoln, Petcrm. Mittlieil., 1870, p. 365.

» Guppy, The Solomon Islands, 1887, p. 126, and Scott, Geog. >L»jr., 1888,

p. 121, a criticibin of the theory of subsidence as aflectinp coral reef's. Giol.ofthe

New Hebrides, Friedrick, Q. .1. Geol. Soc. London, 189.J. XLIX. 227. Campbell, R.,

Geol. Soc. of Australasia, Melbourne, 188'J, VI. 10. Strelil, Zeit. f. Wiss. Geog.

Ernanz., No. 3, 1800. J. U'alther. Bau d. Tloxuren, .Icna Zeils. f. Nat.. 1886, p. 243.

J. (Jarnier, Ann. d. Mines, 1807, p. 50. Walther, Adamsbriicke, I'eterm. Erganz.,

No. 102.
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which however he considers as belonging to the present epoch. Elevated

coralliferous limestones also exist in the New Hebrides as well as on the

southern shore of New Guinea.

The time of this Fijian elevation we cannot at present ascertain. It is

not unnatural to assume that it was coincident with the elevation of

Northern Queensland, and that the area of elevation included New
Guinea, the islands to the east of it as far south as New Caledonia, and

as far east as the most distant of the Paumo'tus (Gambier Islands),

and extended northward of that line to include the Gilbert, Ellice,

Marshall, and Caroline Islands ; and that since this epoch of elevation

the islands within that area have been, like Northern Australia, subject

to an extensive denudation and erosion, many of them being reduced to

mere flats but a few feet above the surface of the sea, others worn away

to represent to-day but a small portion of their former extent. It is

upon the reef flats thus eroded, or around the islands and islets which

are the remnants of a former period, that the corals of to-day have ob-

tained a foothold. And further, by the mechanical action of the sea

combined with that of the trade winds, channels have been excavated out

of the substratum underlying the coral reefs to form the lagoons of the

barrier reefs and atolls of Fiji.

So that, as far as we can judge from the case of the Fiji Islands, the

shape of the atolls and of the barrier reefs is due to causes which have

acted during a period preceding our own. The islands of the whole

group have been elevated, and since their elevation have, like the

noi'thern part of Queensland, remained neai'ly stationary, and exposed

to a great and prolonged process of denudation and of aerial and sub-

marine erosion, which has reduced them to their present height. The

submarine platforms upon which the barrier reefs have grown being

merely the flats left by the denudation and erosion of the central island,

while the atolls are similar flats from the surface of which tlie islands

have at first disappeared and the interior parts of whicli have next been

removed by the incessant scouring of the action of the sea, the ceaseless

rollers pouring a huge mass of water into the lagoon, which finds its

way out of the passages leading into it or over the low outer edges of

the lagoon. These atolls and islands, surrounded in part or wholly by

encircling and barrier reefs, have not been built (as is claimed by Dana
and Darwin) by the subsidence of the islands tliey enclose. They are

not situated in an area of subsidence, but on the contrary in an area of

elevation. The theory of Darwin and Dana is therefore not applicable

to the Fiji Islands.
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The evidence of elevation is not limited to that furnished by the re-

mains of the elevated coraUiferous limestone just mentioned, and it is

natural to assume that the elevation we have just traced was but a

part of a more general elevation, which perhaps took place in late tertiary

times, and in which the whole group was involved. It is plain that there

must have been most extensive denudation and submai'iue erosion going on

throughout the group for a vei'y considerable time, geologically speaking.

The outlines of the islands, deeply furrowed by gorges and valleys, the

sharp or serrated ridges separating the valleys, the fantastic outlines of

the peaks and chains of Viti Levu, Vanua Levu, and Ovalau, all attest to

the great work of atmospheric agency which must have been going on

for so long a period.

The extent of the separation of the islands, islets, or isolated rocks

from the points or spurs of the larger islands also bears witness to the

great length of time during which submarine erosion and denudation

have been at work.

The platforms of submarine erosion constitute the characteristic fea-

tures of the islands of Fiji. A glance at the sketch map of Fiji (Plate 1)

and at the detailed charts of diiferent portions of the group cannot fail

to sliow how extensive this action has been. I need only call special

attention to the northwestern extremity of Viti Levu, the eastern face of

the same island (Plates 3, 7), the southern coast of Viti Levu (Plate 5),

the southwestern and northeastern shores of Vanua Levu (Plates 3, 4,

18), the extensive platform of Kandavu (Plate 11), that of the northern

extremity of Taviuni, Budd Reef (Plates 4, 18), Thikombia (Plate 11),

the platforms of submarine erosion of Mbengha (Plate 8), of Nairai,

Ngau (Plates 12, 13, 14), of Makongai and Wakaya (I'late 15), of

Moala and Totoya (Plates 16, 23), of the Exploring Isles (Plate 19), and

of the smaller islands like Kimbombo and Kanathea (Plato 19), Laketnba

and Oncata (Plate 21), Mothe, Komo, Yangasa, and Ongea (Plato 22),

and a host of other smaller platforms. Finally, platforms of submarine

erosion which have reached the stage of atolls of greater size, like the

Argo Reefs (Plate 21), Reid (Plate 20) and Xanuku Reefs (Plate 18),

Ngele Levu (Plkte 17), or those of smaller dimensions, like Adolphus

Reef (Plate 18), Tliakau Mata Thuthu, Thakau Vutho Vutho (Plate

17), Duff (IMato 18), Dibble's Reef (Plate 19), :Motua Levu, Motiia lai

lai (Plate 18), Thakau Tambu (Plato 20). 'I'liakau Lckalcka (Plate 21),

Thakau Motu (Plato 22), Tliakau Levu (Plate 22), and others.

Add to this the fact that we arc in a region of a former powerful and

extensive volcanic activity, the traces of which can still be seen in all
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directions, and which has undoubtedly played a great part in the lifting

of the island masses and their subsequent shaping to their present out-

lines. From this evidence I am inclined to think that tlie corals of to-

day have actually played no part in the shaping of the circular or irregular

atolls scattered among the Fiji Islands, that they have had nothing to do

in our time with the building up of the substructure of the barrier reefs

encircling either wholly or in part some of the islands, that their modi-

fying influence has been entirely limited in the present epoch to the

formation of fringing reefs, and that the recent corals living upon the

outer margin of the reefs, either of the atolls or of the barriers, form only

a crust of verj' moderate thickness upon the underlying base. This base

may be either the edge of a submarine flat, or of an eroded elevated

limestone, or of a similar substructure composed of volcanic rocks, the

nature of that base depending absolutely upon its character when ele-

vated in a former period to a greater height than it now has ; denudation

and erosion acting of course more rapidly upon the elevated coralliferous

limestones than upon those of a volcanic character. It is therefore natu-

ral to find that the larger islands, like Kandavu, Ovalau, and Taviuui

(Plates 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11), are of volcanic origin, while the islands which once

occupied the area of the lagoons of l^gele Levu, JS'anuku Reefs, Vanua

Mbalavu, the Argo Reefs, the Oneata, Yangasa, Aiwa, Ongea, and Vatu

Leile clusters, were composed of elevated coralliferous limestones. They

have disappeai'ed almost entirely, leaving only here and there a small

island to attest to the former existence of a more extensive elevated

limestone, once covering the whole area of what is now an atoll (Plates

1, 17, 18, 19-21). Smaller volcanic islands, like Matuku, Moala, Ngau,

Nairai, and Koro (Plates 1, 12, 13, 14, 16), also show the greater or

smaller extent to which each has been eroded after its elevation, being

least in Koro (Plate 3*) and Matuku (Plate 16), and somewhat more in

Moala (Plate 16) and Xgau (Plate 13), and still more in Nairai (Plate

14), while in such volcanic islands with atolls as Mbengha (Plate 8),

Wakaya, and Makongai (Plate 15) the denudation and submarine ero-

sion ^ has been still greater, the islands covering but a comparatively

1 Dana (p. 230) accounts for the formation of the shore platform by the action of

the sea. We go a little furtiier, and assign to the action of the breakers and of the

currents in carrying loose material to sea tlie formation of channels between the

outer reefs and the shore ; these become lagoons inside of barriers or encircling reefs,

and finally scoop out the lagoons of atolls. Dana (p. 181 ) insists fully as strongly as

Darwin upon the identity of origin of the encircling atoll reef and the outer reefs

enclosing high or low islands : "The lagoons are similar in character and position
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small area of that once covered by the island originally occupying the

area of tlie lagoon ; this denudation having been carried to a still greater

extent in the Kimbombo cluster (Plate 19), in Komo (Plate 22), and

the islands of Duff Eeef (Plate 18). This process of denudation and

submarine erosion may have gone so far as to leave no trace in an atoll of

its volcanic or of its limestone (elevated) origin, its shape to-day being

entirely due to mechanical action, and having nothing to do with the

growth of the corals which have found a footing upon the flats due to

submarine erosion and to denudation and to the action of the atmosphere

and of the sea.

It seems to me as if the position of an island left on the western or

lee edge of a lagoon depended upon the original position of its highest

point. This appears in the case of Makongai and "Wakaya. The crest

of the former was probably near the eastern edge, while the highest point

of Wakava was perhaps nearest the western side of the original island

(Plate 15). Similarly the highest summit and ridge of Yatu Leile, if our

views are correct (Plate 9), was on the western face of the original land

mass. The highest ridge of Eambe lies on the northwestern side of the

submarine plateau ; the islands of Budd Keef indicate its highest land to

have been on the northern part of the plateau (Plate 18). In Mbengha

(Plate 8), on the contrary, the highest land mass is found on the east

face of the lagoon. In the Great Astrolabe Lagoon it was in the central

line of the plateau (Plate 10). In Xgau (Plate 13) the highest land lies

to the east, in Nairai (Plate 14) somewhat nearer the centre, in Moala

in the northern part of the lagoon. In Totoya (Plate 23) the highest

part of the rim is the eastern edge.

The northeastern part of Ngele Levu must have been the highest ex-

tremity of the Ngele Levu land mass (Plate 17). The islet at the north-

eastern extremity of Wailangilala (Plate 18) indicates the position of

the highest part of that atoll. The highest land of Xaitamba, Kauathea,

Vanua Mbalavu, and Katavanga lies on the western part of the plateau

(Plate 19), and also that of Lakemba (Plate 21).

The highest of the land masses of Aiwa, of Oueata (Plate 21), and

of Komo (Plate 22) was on the southern edge of these plateaus. In

Mothe it lay near the northern extremity (Plate 22). In Xaniuka and

Ongea it ran tlirough the central parts of the group (Plate 22). In

Fulanga the land seems to have been equally high on the northern and

t) the inner cliannels within barrier reefs. . . . The reefs within the lagoons cor-

respond very exactly in mode of growth and otiier characters to the inner reefs

under the lee of a barrier."
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southern edges of the laud mass (Plate 22). lu Yangasa the south-

eastern and western faces were probably the highest land of the group

(Plate 22).

Admiral Wharton-' has suggested "the cutting down of volcanic

islands by the action of the sea, and that this action has a far greater

share in furnishing coral foundations than has been generally admitted."

Fi"om our experience in Fiji we may safely modify this to the cutting

dovvn, not only of volcanic islands, but also of other elevated islands,

and their cutting down not only by submarine erosion but also by

denudation and atmospheric agencies, and thus preparing the founda-

tions upon which recent corals have established themselves. Add to

this the elevation of banks composed of volcanic rocks or of sedimentary

rocks up to heights at which corals or corallines can begin to grow,

and we have in addition to their increment in height from the increase

due to pelagic organisms and the decay of other calcareous invertebrates

living upon their surface all the elements needed for the pi'eparation oi'

a set of foundations from very diiferent causes.

I have ah'eady on other occasions called attention to the powerful

scouring effect produced upon the interior of an atoll or lagoon, or the

channel of a barrier reef, by the mass of water poured into it from all

sides as the huge ocean swells break over the outer rim. This mass of

water can iind no outlet against the incessant swell ; it must escape to

leeward through the openings in the outer reef flats, or laterally over the

low parts of their outer edges. It will be noticed that the openings are

usually on the west face of the atoll, the direction in which the prevail-

ing trades drive the water of the lagoon. The water becomes charged

with particles of lime or of other material, and we soon have all the

elements of a modified gigantic pothole, from which the churned mate-

rial ^ is carried out by the currents flowing through the entrances into

the lagoon. It has long been known that there is a violent rush of

water out of the lagoons, the velocity attained reaching sometimes four

to five knots. In Fiji I have noticed these powerful currents flowing

out of the passages leading into the lagoons of Fulanga (Plate 22), of

Ngele Levu (Plate 17), of Wailangilala (Plate 18), of Vatu Leile (Plate 9),

of Totoya (Plate 23), and racing along the interior channels of the great

1 " Tlie Foundation of Atolls," Nature, February 25, 1897, p. 391.

2 Material derived mainly from the mechanical disintefjration of the corals or

substi-iituin forminfi tlie surface of the reef, and also in part from the chemical dis-

integration due to the sea water at work to rot and dissolve the limestones of the

reef.
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barrier reef stretching along the south coast of Yiti Levu, especially at

Lauthala Bay, Suva (Plate 7), and the reef harbors and passages between

Suva and Serua (Plate 5), and out of the smaller atolls like Motua lai lai,

Thakau Leka leka, Thakau Momo, and others (Plates 12, 18, 21).

The strength, of the currents in the channel separating the barrier

reef and the shore has been noticed by Semper^ and by Mobius^ as

bearing an important part in Mauritius. There is in the Biologisches

Centralblatt, 1889-90, Bd. IX. p. 564, a short review of the third edi-

tion of Darwin's " Coral Eeefs," showing the principal points in the

discussion of the reefs to which Bonney has called attention. But this

discussion is mainly theoretical, and adds no new factors in the problem.

I would refer to what Gardiner ^ says regarding the conditions affecting

the growth of coral reefs in Fiji, where he shows the effect of tidal

currents in the passages of reefs and inside of reefs. Strong currents

prevent the coral larvae from fixing themselves in localities which they

scour, while the corals will thrive off the passages where the currents

have lost their strength. The navigators and naturalists of the U. S.

Exploring Expedition* frequently speak of the rapid outward current

passing through the openings of the reefs, especially during the ebbing

tide. Dana ^ had noticed the great strength of the tidal currents, and

he well explains by their action the great diversity of distribution of

material over the bottom of a lagoon or of a barrier reef channel.

There seems to be no qiiestiou that the action of the sea can cut out the

lagoons of barrier reefs and of atolls at the d-epths at which they have been

observed in the Fijis. Although there are individual atolls which show

depths of thirty-five to fifty fathoms and even more, these are excep-

tional depths, which are readily explained as due to other causes than

the scouring action of the sea.

Admiral AVharton "^ has given an excellent summary of cases showing to

what depths the action of the sea in motion may be felt to a sufficient ex-

tent to move material at depths of fifty to sixty fathoms. As he justly

sa^'s, " The effect [of the action of the waves in an otherwise deep sea

over which strong winds are continually blowing] will be to cut down an

island more or less rapidly, according to its constitution, to a very con-

siderable depth below the surface, the final result being a perfectly flat

bank."

1 Natiirl. Existenzbeding. d. Tliiere, Bd. II. (1880), chapters 7, 8.

2 Beitrage z. Meeres Fauna der Insel Mauritius, Berlin, 1880, p. 29.

8 Fmc. cit., p. 484. < Dana, p. 170.

» IxK. cit., p. I.jI. « Nature, Vol. LV. p. 392.
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On Plate 22'' I liiive a series of hypothetical figures to illustrate the

chauges I imagine the islands of Fiji to have undergone from the time

of their elevation to the present day. The only type which is not

represented is that of Koro, which is however sufficiently well shown

on Plate 19*, Fig. 8. The highest point of Koro occupies a nearly

central position, the eastern platform of suhmarine denudation being

only slightly wider than the western. Koro occupies a position inter-

mediate between Makongai and Wakaya (Plate 22^ Figs. 2, 3), where

in the one case the widest platform of submarine erosion is situated on

the west side, and in the other on the eastern face of the island.

The dotted lines surmounting the Figures of Plate 22** indicate the

hypothetical islands as they may have appeared after their elevation to

the highest point ; the solid lines indicate the heights of the islands as

they are at the present day, and the lower dotted lines in Figures 7 to 12

indicate the position of the underlying volcanic rocks which have ele-

vated the overlying coralliferous limestones in Figures 7 to 11, while in

Figure 12 the volcanic rocks of Vanua Mbalavu are seen to pass under

the elevated limestones of Thikombia i lau.

In Plate 20% Figures 1 to 5, the dotted lines represent the position of

the volcanic rocks underlying the recent coral reefs forming the barrier of

the hai'bor of Levuka, upon the platform of submarine erosion consisting

of volcanic rocks, as represented by the dotted lines in those Figures.

Figures 1 to 5 represent the hypothetical outlines of volcanic islands.

Figure 1, that of Nairai, with a narrow barrier reef off the east coast

and a wide j^latform of suhmarine erosion on the western face, with

heads and patches which probably represent higher points of the

original Nairai as indicated by the dotted lines. Figures 2 and 3

represent modifications of a volcanic island having probably in one case

its highest point nearest the eastern edge of the lagoon, and in the

other nearest the western side of the lagoon (Makongai and Wakaya).

Figure 4 represents Mbengha, in which there must have been a

western ridge, and perhaps also a central ridge, more or less parallel

with the two main ridges of Mbengha near the eastern edge of tiie

lagoon.

Figure 5 represents the continuation of a former great ridge nortliward

from Kandavu towards the North Astrolabe Reef, which has been

denuded and eroded into a series of islands now existing in the Great

Astrolabe Lagoon.

Figures G to 1 1 represent the former outlines of islands composed of

elevated coralliferous limestone. In the case of Figure G, Tuvana i ra.
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the central limestone hill is flanked by two nearly eqnal platforms of

submarine erosion which are scarcely more than reef flats. In Figures

8 and 10 are represented conditions in which, as in Vatu Leile, we have

a very shallow lagoon with reef flats both on the east and west, and the

remnant of the original island rising to a himdred feet at the western

face. In Figure 10 we have the eastern end of the Xgele Levu Lagoon,

with the islet of Taulalia on the north side of a shallow lagoon. Imme-

diately be3-ond Taulalia all trace of the former elevated island composed

of limestone disappears ; the lagoon becomes deeper as we pass to the

western entrances, and the only traces left of the original Ngele Levu

Island are the extensive reef flats on the north and south side of the

deeper lagoon.

Figures 9 and 1 1, Ongea and Oneata, indicate the amount of erosion

and denudation which probably has taken place to reduce the islands as

originally elevated to their present condition.

Figure 7 represents the manner in which the great central Sound of

Fulanga, with its narrow outer lagoons, has probably been formed by

the denudation and erosion of the central part of the limestones com-

posing the island, aided by the solvent action both of the fresh water

finding its way through the central limestone mass, and that of the salt

sea after it had once gained access to the inner Sound of Fulanga.

Figure 12 gives a hypothetical section across Yanua Mbalavu, show-

ing the extension westward of the volcanic rocks which have raised the

island of Thikombia i lau, near the central part of the lagoon, composed

of elevated limestone. The elevated limestone to the westward of

Thikombia either having all been denuded and eroded or broken up

into masses readily decomposed, the fragments of which still exist to the

northeast towards Ngillangillah and south towards Malatta Island.

The sections which I have given (Plates 11% 17% 19% 20% 22% 22")

plainly indicate the general flatness' of the lagoons, with a slight

inclination in the direction of the flow of the water in the lagoon

toward the ship passages leading into the lagoon, and the outline of

the islands which have first been cut down by atmospheric agencies

show irregularities which disappear finally when they have come

within the scope of submarine erosion, resulting in such "sunken"

banks as the Penguin Bank (Plate 23% Figs. 7, 13). Hy "sunken"

we do not mean in any way to refer to subsidence as a factor in

producing such a bank. The mass of water which is poured into a

lagoon on the windward face of a reef, and transforms it into a gigantic

pothole, is something enormous. Tiio breakers follow one another in-
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cessantly, and the hydraulic head obtained is amply sufficient to account

for the scouring of the lagoons after the reef has once estahlished it-

self as a bank, and amply sufficient to wear away from the slope of

the islands the platform upon which the coral reef is built. The to-

pography of this platform is naturally much varied, depending upon the

chaivacter of the shore line, the direction of the valleys of the shore

hills, and their composition. A glance at the charts accompanying this

Bulletin will show all possible conditions of submarine erosion in the

cutting down of the submarine platforms of the islands of Fiji, and

in the manner in which islands, islets, and rocks have been left, attesting

their former greater extension in the various clusters of the Archipelago.

When the principal openings are not on the lee side of the lagoons, as

is the case with Vanua Mbalavu (Plate 19), and the Argo Reef or Totoya

(Plate 23), Fulanga (Plate 22), and a few others, there is usually a sim-

ple reason, such as the lower elevation of the island once covering the

area of the lagoon at some point not on the lee side, or the fact that the

lagoon has been formed on a steep volcanic slope looking eastward or

northward, so that deep ravines or tongues of deep water cut into the

lagoons, and intercept the coral patches forming its rim on the weather

side, and thus leave a windward passage. It is by some such orogenic

condition that we must explain the existence of deep soundings within

atolls, — soundings which in no way indicate a subsidence, as has been

assumed by Darwin, and which according to him were not to be ex-

plained by any other hypothesis. Such deep ravines are of coui'se also

to be traced on the slopes of the larger islands where we find, crossing the

shallow plateaus on which coral patches gi'ow, valleys of considerable

depth, which appear as deep soundings within the area of an outer reef

flat such as in the great plateau off Viti Levu and Vanua Levu (Plates

3% 4), or of Kandavu (Plates 10, 11) and Taviuni (Plate 4), which

according to Darwin would indicate a subsidence, while, on the con-

trary, they are a part of the results of the elevation and lifting up of

that region of Fiji.

Nor are the great depths found close to narrow lines of corals an

indication that the corals have grown up as a nearly vertical wall from a

depth of two to three hundred fathoms or more. It merely indicates

tliat the corals form a thin crust, at most 120 feet in thickness, over a

sluirp volcanic ridge, the summits or crest of which have either reached

by elevation the depths at which corals can grow, or have been denuded
by submarine erosion to form a platform below the level of the nea,

where corals have found a footing upon them.
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My observations iu Fiji only emphasize what has been said so often,

that there is no general theory of the foi'mation of coral reefs, either of

barrier reefs or atolls, applicable to all districts, and that each district

must be examined by itself. At least such has been my experience in the

Bermudas, the Bahamas, Cuba, Florida, the ^Yest Indies, the Sandwich

Islands, and Australia. The results of this trip show plainly that Dar-

win's theory is not applicable to the Fiji Islands, notwithstanding the

borings at Funafuti, and that, in all the cases I have examined, the reefs

form but a thin crust upon the underlying base, the shape and composi-

tion of which is not in any way due to the growth of corals of the

existing period.

Cambridge, Massachusetts,

October Ist, 1898.

1
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE 1.

Sketch Chart of the Fiji Islands with the Track of the " Yaralla," reduced from

Admiralty Chart No. 2691.

PLATE 2.

The same, indicating the position of areas of elevated coralliferous limestones.

PLATE 3.

Northern and Northwestern Part of Viti Levu and Southeastern Point of Vanua
Levu. From Admiralty Chart No. 26131.

PLATE 3».

Namena Barrier Beef, Koro, Makongai, and Wakaja Islands. From Admiralty

Chart No. 440.

PLATE 4.

Vanua Levu and Taviuni. From Admiralty Chart No. 2691.

PLATE 5.

Southern Coast of Viti Levu from Nasilai to Serua. From Admiralty Chart

No. 845.

PLATE 6.

Southwestern Coast of Viti Levu from Serua to Malolo Passage. From Admiralty

Chart No. 845.

PLATE 7.

Eastern Coast of Viti Levu from Suva to Ovalau. From Admiralty Chart

No. 905.

PLATE 8.

Mbengha. From Admiralty Chart No. 1G7.
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PLATE 9,

Vatu Leile. From Admiralty Chart No. 846.

PLATE 10.

Western Part of the Island of Kandavu. From Admiralty Chart No. 167.

PLATE 11.

Eastern Part of Kandavu, Great Astrolabe and North Astrolabe Reefs. From
Admiralty Chart No. 167.

PLATE 11"

Sections across.

Ngau Lagoon from north to south (Plate 13).

Ngau from northwest to southeast (Plate 13).

Ngau from west to east (Plate 13).

Nairai from west to east (Plate 14).

Mbengha from west to east (Plate 8).

Viti Levu (Sliark's Peak) across Mbengha Passage, and Mbengha

(Plate 8) from northwest to southeast (Plate 8).

Wakaj'a from west to east (Plate 15).

Wakaya across soutliern part of Lagoon (Plate 15).

Makongai from west to east (Plate 15).

Ono, Great Astrolabe Reef from west to east (Plate 11).

^Ibulia, from west to east Great Astrolabe Reef (Plate 11).

Vanua Kula, from west to east Great Astrolabe Reef (Plate 11).

Great Astrolabe Reef from south to north, from Nai Salimu, Kandavu,

to D'Urville Channel (Plate 11).

Fig. 14. Solo Rock, North Astrolabe Reef (Plate 11).

PLATE 12.

Ngau, Nairai, and Mbatiki Islands. From Admiralty Chart No. 441.

PLATE 13.

The Island of Ngaiv From Admiralty Chart No. 905.

PLATE 14.

The Island of Nairai. From Admiralty Chart No. 906.

PLATE 15.

Tlie Atolls of Wakaya and Makongni. From Admiralty Chart No. 905.

Fig.
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PLATE 16.

The Islands of Moala, Totoya, and Matuku. From Admiralty Chart No. 441.

PLATE 17.

Eastern Point of Vanua Levu, Thikombia to Ngele Levu. From Admiralty Chart

No. 440.

PLATE 17«.

Sections across.

Fig. 1. Vatu Leile, northern end, from west to east (Plate 9).

Fig. 2. Vatu Leile, centre of island, from west to east (Plate 9).

Fig. 3. Vatu Leile, southern part, from west to east (Plate 9).

Fig. 4. Vatu Leile, from south to north to Vatu lai lai (Plate 9).

Fig. 5. Ngele Levu, from north to southeastern extremity of Lagoon (Plate 17).

Fig. 6. Ngele Levu, from north to south through Taulalia Island (Plate 17).

Fig. 7. Ngele Levu, from north to south, east of centre of Lagoon (Plate 17).

Fig. 8. Ngele Levu, from north to south, west of centre of Lagoon (Plate 17).

Fig. 9. Ngele Levu, from north to south, near western part of Lagoon (Plate 17).

Fig. 10. Ngele Levu, from western entrance of Lagoon to eastern extremity

(Plate 17).

Fig. 11. Ngele Levu, west to east, south face of Lagoon (Plate 17).

Fig. 12. Ngele Lqvu, west to east, north face of Lagoon (Plate 17).

Fig. 13. Tuvana i ra, from south to north (Plate 23a).

Fig. 14. Vuata Ono, from south to north (Plate 23»).

Fig. 15. Ono i lau, from southwest to northeast (Plate 23a).

Fig. 16. Vuata Vatoa, from south to north (Plate 23").

PLATE 18.

Rambe, northern point of Taviuni, Ringgold Islands, Nanuku Reefs, Wailangilala,

to Alacrity Bank. From Admiralty Chart No. 440.

PLATE 19.

Yathata to Naitamba, Kimbombo Islets, to Lookout Reef, Exploring Isles, Mango
to Katavanga. From Admiralty Chart No. 441.

PLATE 19«.

Sections across.

Fig. 1. Vanua Mbalavu (Exploring Isles), from west to east to the American
Passage (Plate 19).

Fig. 2. Vanua ]\Tbalavu, from west of Lomaloma to Thikombia to encircling

reef (Plate 19).

Fig. 3. Vanua Mbalavu. from southeast to northwest across Sovu Islands

(Plate 19).

Fig. 4. Totoya, from west to east through Kini Kini (Plate 23).
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Fig. 5. Totoya, from north to south through Kini Kini (Plate 23).

Fig. 6. From western rim of Totoya to deep water (Plate 23).

Fig. 7. From northern rim of Totoya to deep water (Plate 23).

Fig. 8. Koro Island, from west to east (Plate 3").

Fig. 9. Komo, from south to north (Plate 22).

Fig. 10. Komo, from west to east (Plate 22).

Fig. 11. Komo, from southeast to northwest Passage (Plate 22).

PLATE 20.

Thithia, Tuvutha, Thakau Tambu, Naiau, Reid Reef, and Northern Part of Argo

Reef. From Admiralty Chart No. 4-41.

PLATE 20a.

Sections across the Barrier Reef of Levuka Harbor. From Admiralty

Chart No. 1244.

From the shore of Ovalau through nortli entrance (Plate 7).

From the shore of Ovalau across Lekaleka Reef, about half a mile south

of north entrance (Plate 7).

From the shore of Ovalau across Lekaleka Reef, about three quarters of

a mile north of south entrance (Plate 7).

From the shore of Ovalau to the Beacon, Levuka, through the south

entrance (Plate 7).

From Naquima Point across Mbalavu Reef (Plate 7).

Reid Reef, from south to north across the islets (Plate 20).

Reid Reef, from south to north (Plate 20).

Reid Reef, from squth to north (Plate 20).

Reid Reef, from west to east (Plate 20).

Argo Reef, from south to north to outlying reefs (Plates 20, 21).

Argo Reef, from south to north (Plates 20, 21).

Fig. 12. Argo Reef, from south to north to passage (Plates 20, 21).

Fig. 13. Argo Reef, from west to east (Plates 20. 21).

Fig. 14. Ovalau, from flat to westward to Barrier Reef (Plate 7).

Fig. 15. Longitudinal section across Nandronga Harbor (Plate 6).

Fig. 16. Fringing Reef, north of Tandola (Plate <>).

Fig. 17. Incipient Barrier Reef north of Likuri (Plate 6).

Fig. 18. Tova, from south to north (Plate 23").

Fig. 19. Tova, from west to east (Plate 23").

PLATE 21.

Vanua Vatu, Lakeinba, Argo Reefs, Aiwa, Oneata, Thakau Lekaleka. From
Admiralty Chart No. 441.

PLATE 22.

Olorua, Tliakau Vuito. Komo, Clothe, Tliakau Motu, Thakau Vau, Wilkes Reef,

A\'atigHvn, Kuinbnra, Namuka, Yangnsa, Thakau Levu to Tliakau Naso-

kesoke, Fulanga, Nuku Songa, Ongea, Maraii\l»>. From Admiralty Chart

No. 441.

Fig.
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Fig.
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Fig. 4. Vuata Vatoa. From Admiraltj' Chart No. 742.

Fig. 5. Tova Eeef. From Admiralty Chart No. 742.

Fig. 6. Thakau Momo or Horseshoe Reef. From Admiralty Chart No. 741.

Fig. 7. Penguin Bank. From Admiralty Chart No. 1431.

Fig. 8. Na Ndongu Reef, north shore of Vanua Leva. From Admiralty Chart

No. 440.

Fig. 9. Nuku i ra Reef, northwest coast of Vanua Levu. From Admiralty Chart

No. 379.

Fig. 10. Thakau Moi, north coast of Viti Levu. From Admiralty Chart No. 379.

Fig. 11. Laukoto Reef, northwest coast of Vanua Levu. From Admiralty Chart

No. 379.

Fig. 12. Thakau Levu, northwest coast of Vanua Levu. From Admiralty Chart

No. 379.

Fig. 13. Section across Penguin Bank. From Admiralty Chart No. 1431

PLATE 24.

Barrier Reefs forming entrance to Suva Harbor. Namuka Island and Moivuso

Point on the right. Mountains from Serua to Nimosi District in distance.

PLATE 25.

Barrier Reef across Lauthala Bay. Nukulau and Mokaluva Islands in distance.

PLATE 26.

Barrier Reef Flat, west side of entrance to Suva. Mountains of Nimosi District

in background.

PLATE 27.

The same Eeef Flat as Plate 26, extension to line of breakers.

PLATE 28.

Pocillopora Flat Barrier Reef, east side of entrance to Suva.

PLATE 29.

The same as Plate 28, extensior of Barrier Reef, Pocillopora Flat, to the South.

PLATE 30.

Channels dug by Echinometra lucunter. Barrier Reef Flat on eastern side ot

entrance to Suva.

PLATE 31.

Elevated Limestone BluflT northeast of Suva, distant seven eighths of a raile from

Government Wharf.

PLATE 32.

Elevated Limestone Islet. Inner Harbor of Suva.
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PLATE 33.

# The Island of Ovalau seen from the east.

PLATE 34.

Levuka (Ovalau) seen from outside the Barrier Reef.

PLATE 35.

Flats of Volcanic Mud to north of channel of Barrier Reef, looking southwest from

Mbau.

PLATE 36.

Viwa Island, Mbau Waters, composed of stratified volcanic mud. North of channel

of Barrier Reef.

PLATE 37.

Nasilai Barrier Reef seen from the east. Negro-heads of elevated limestone.

Nasilai Light in distance.

PLATE 38.

Nukulau and Mokaluva Islands seen from the soutlivvest.

PLATE 39.

On north shore of Nukulau Island, elevated limestone beach.

PLATE 40.

Nukulau Island Barrier Reef Flat from the southeast. Negro-heads, elevated

limestone.

PLATE 41

Nukulau Island Barrier Reef Flat, extension to line of Breakers.
*

PLATE 42.

Fringing Reef Flat off Koro Levu, east coast of Viti Levu. Negro-heads, volcanic

rocks.

PLATE 43.

Fringing Reef Flat south of Singatoka River. Elevated limestone outliers along

tlie shore.

PLATE 44.

Sand Dunes north of Singatoka River. Fringing reef has disappeared.

PLATE 45.

South Point of Thuvu Harbor. Elevated limestone and fringing: reef.

VOL. xxxin. 11
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PLATE 46.

Volcanic Cliffs, East Shore of Mbengha, near Solianga Village.

PLATE 47.

Shore BluflF, Volcanic Breccia. Rukua, west sliore of Mbengha.

PLATE 48.

Highest Ridge of Mbengha, volcanic, seen from Moturiki Bay.

PLATE 49.

Western Point of Storm Island, eastern edge of ^Ibengha Lagoon.

PLATE 50.

John Wesley Blufis, Kandavu Island, volcanic.

PLATE 51.

Northwest Side of One Island, volcanic, inside of Great Astrolabe Reef Lagoon.

PLATE 52.

Yaukuve lai lai Island, volcanic, seen from the west, inside of Great Astrolabe

Reef Lagoon. Ono in the distance.

PLATE 53.

Solo Rock Lighthouse, North Astrolabe Reef Lagoon.

PLATE 54.

Solo Rock, volcanic, North Astrolabe Reef Lagoon.

PLATE 55.

West Face of Wakaya Island, volcanic. Surf on Fringing Reef.

PLATE 56.

North Shore of Wakaya Island, volcanic, forming south side of Boat Passage lead-

ing into Wakaya Lagoon.

PLATE 57.

Looking into deep Bay on east side of Moala, volcanic, from outside of Barrier

Reef.
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PLATE 58.

Southwestern side of Nairai, volcanic, seen from Anchorage inside the Lagoon.

PLATE 59.

Kobu Island, volcanic (Magnetic Island), inside of Nairai Lagoon, seen from the

north.

PLATE 60.

Islets (Mbuimbani to left) off north point of Taviuni Island, volcanic.

PLATE 61.

Kimbombo Islands seen from the east, distant two and a quarter miles ; to the left,

Volcanic Island, and Elevated Limestone to the right.

PLATE 62.

Eroded Shore Line, Volcanic Rocks, Islands of Lau. From a Photograph by E. G.

Jones, Esq. (Thithia teste Andrews.)

PLATE 63.

Northeast Point of Komo, Volcanic Rock Outlier.

PLATE 64.

Beach on the North Shore of Komo, Volcanic Rocks, Komo Ndriti in the distance.

PLATE 65.

Pocillopora Fringing Reef Flat, Komo Island.

PLATE 66.

East Rim of Totoya, seen across the Isthmus, inside the Lagoon of the Western
Coast of the Island of Totoj'a.

PLATE 67.

Opening into the Totoya Crater Basin, seen from the West approaching the
" Gullet," inside the Lagoon.

PLATE 68.

Islets to the West of the " Gullet," looking into the Totoya Crater Basin from the

Entrance into the " Gullet."

PLATE 69.

Islet off the Inner Edge of Northern Rim of Totoya, seen facing the Eastern Inner

Rim of the Crater.
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PLATE 70.

Eroded Rim of Crater Basin of Thombia, Budd Reef Lagoon, Ringgold Isles.

PLATE 71.

Crater of Haleakala, Hawalan Islands, from a height of about 2,000 feet on the

edge of the rim.

PLATE 72.

Northeast side of Vanua Mbalavu Island, seen from inside of tlie Lagoon. The low

ridge along the shore consists of elevated limestone, also the conical hill to

the left ; the rounded hills in the background are part of the volcanic nucleus

of the island.

PLATE 73.

Northeast Point of Ngillangillah Island, inside Vanua Mbalavu Lagoon, seen from

the East. Elevated limestone.

PLATE 74.

Canon, east shore of Ngillangillah Island, Vanua Mbalavu Lagoon. Elevated

limestone.

PLATE 75.

Avea Island (600 feet). Vanua Mbalavu Lagoon. Elevated limestone.

PLATE 76.

Alcyonarian Flat, Ngillangillah Island.

PLATE 77.

Limestone Bluff north of Tokolau Beach, Kambara, Wangava in the distance.

PLATE 78.

Volcanic Hill south of Tokolau, Kambara. The elevated limestone extends to the

valley on left of liill. The negro-heads and shore platform underlying the

limestone are volcanic.

PLATE 79.

Elevated Limestone Cliffs, Northwest Shore of Kambara. Neither fringing nor

barrier reefs along this part of the coast.

PLATE 80.

Southeast Side of Fulanga. High hills in the southeast corner ; shore line of low

limestone hills in the foreground, seen from outside of barrier reef.
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PLATE 81.

Looking into Fulanga Lagoon and Sound. Limestone islets across the rim of the

Sound. Limestone islets and hills in the distance.

PLATE 82.

Entrance into Fulanga Lagoon and Sound, seen from the east.

PLATE 83.

Limestone Islets in Fulanga Sound, and Islets across eastern Margin of Sound.

From a Photograph by Mr. Hathaway. Limestone Bluffs of Inner Rim of

Sound looking east.

PLATE 84.

Undercut Lime.stone Islets in Fulanga Sound. From a Photograph by the Hon.

W. L. Allardyce.

PLATE 85.

Low Gap, looking across Barrier Reef, into closed Sound of Northeast Coast, Mango.

PLATE 86.

Elevated Limestone Bluffs, East Coast of Mango. To the right along the beach

the volcanic rocks underlying the limestone crop out.

PLATE 87.

Volcanic Islets on the southwest side of Mango, on the edge of the Barrier Reef

PLATE 88.

Northwest Point of Tuvutha. Elevated limestone (800 ft.).

PLATE 89.

Southeast Point of Tuvutha. Elevated limestone.

PLATE 90.

Yavutha Island (240 ft.). Elevated limestone, distant 1^ miles from the southeast
inside of Yangasa Lagoon.

PLATE 91.

Looking into Bay on north side of Navutuiloma Island, Yangasa Lagoon. Ele-

vated limestone.

PLATE 92.

Point (elevated limestone) on North Shore of Navutuiloma, Yangasa Lagoon.
Yavutha Island in the distance.
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PLATE 93.

Islets (elevated limestone) in Bay of Navutuiloma, Yangasa Lagoon.

PLATE 94.

North Shore of Ongea Ndriti (elevated limestone).

PLATE 95.

Taulalia Islet, distant two miles, northern edge of Ngele Levu Lagoon. Seen from

Anchorage inside of Lagoon. The cones are composed of elevated limestone.

PLATE 96.

Northern Point of Tai ni Mbeka Island, elevated limestone, northern edge of Ngele

Levu Lagoon.

PLATE 97.

Pitted and Honej-fcombed Surface of central part of Ngele Levu Island, with typical

inland vegetation.

PLATE 98.

Pitted and Honeycombed and Denuded Surface of Ngele Levu Island near eastern

shore, with conical mounds and deep crevasses.

PLATE 99.

Vegetation, West Shore of Ngele Levu Island.

PLATE 100.

Elevated Limestone Bluffs, Northwest Shore of Vatu Leile, seen across barrier reef

line.

PLATE 101.

Vatu Savu Islets (elevated limestone) on northern edge of Vatu Leile Lagoon.

The low eastern shore of tlie island of Vatu Leile (elevated limestone) in the

background.

PLATE 102.

Vatu lai lai Islets (elevated limestone) northern rim of the Vatu Leile Lagoon.

PLATE 103.

Southern Horn of Nanuku Levu, seen from the south. Nanuku Levu Island in tlie

distance.

PLATE 104.

Nuiiuku Levu Island, seen from the west Mcroas the Western Reef.
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PLATE 105.

Southern Reef Flat of Nanuku Levu Island.

PLATE 106.

Beach Rock on East Shore of Nanuku Levu Island.

PLATE 107.

Negro-Heads (elevated limestone) occupying Position of Nanuka lai lai Island.

PLATE 108.

The Islands of Nuku Mbalate and Nuku Mbasanga, seen from the west across the

encircling reef.

PLATE 109.

Western Point of Wailangilala Island, distant one third of a mile from anchorage

inside the Lagoon.

PLATE 110.

Northeast Point of Wailangilala Island, seen from Lighthouse Tower.

PLATE 111.

Southeast Horn of Thakau Lekaleka, Oneata Passage.

PLATE 112.

Northeast Horn of Motua lai lai, seen from the east.
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VEGETATION, WEST SHORE OF NGELE LEVU-
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